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In 1950, the year I left Ampleforth, the Catholic Church in England and Wales celebrated the hundredth anniversary of the restoration of the Hierarchy. The year 2000 marked the 150th anniversary of the same event. What has happened to the Catholic Church in this country in the intervening fifty years and where does it stand at the beginning of the third Christian Millennium? Theologians, social scientists and professional historians all have their own expert assessments to offer. A bishop or a parish priest will have a pastoral view; and someone in their twenties will probably have a quite different perspective again. What follows are simply the personal impressions of an ordinary layman whose only qualification for expressing a view is to have grown up in the Church as it was fifty years ago and then to have lived as a believing Catholic through the manifold changes which have taken place since.

In 1950, the centenary was marked by the publication of a book of essays edited by Bishop Beck of Brentwood (and later Archbishop of Liverpool) called The English Catholics and sub-titled, significantly, 'A Century of Progress'. The essays covered every aspect of Catholic life — statistics, biography, politics, the Irish immigration, education, the religious life, literature, the Catholic press, the future. The flavour was discreetly self-congratulatory and optimistic. Although secularisation (a term hardly yet in general use) was advancing rapidly, Britain was still a formally Christian society, with the Church of England still commanding at least the notional allegiance of most English people. Divorce, though increasing, was still regarded as regrettable, and abortion a criminal offence. At the end of a century of steady progress and increasing social acceptance, English Catholics, although still slightly suspect, were a vigorous minority with a strong esprit de corps and a clear sense of their own separate history and identity.

Resting on a bedrock of second and third generation Irish immigrants, English Catholicism was sustained by folk memories of the penal days and by a range of seemingly impregnable institutions: a committed and deeply orthodox clergy, a small but self-confident intelligentsia (also markedly orthodox) and a widely spread network of schools, convents and thriving religious communities. Loyalty to the Holy See in the person of Pope Pius XII was taken for granted; and the movements of thought which were stirring the Church on the continent of Europe reached the ordinary English Catholic, if at all, as the brave music of a decidedly distant drum.

Reflecting on the characteristics of the English Catholic community in the middle of the 20th century, Bishop Beck, while fully aware of the problem of 'leakage', pointed to the rising number of conversions, the determination of Catholic parents to send their children to a Catholic school as 'the test of a genuine Catholic outlook on life', the broadly reassuring figures for attendance at Mass, remembering the 'patient, prayerful queues ... waiting in the quiet shadows outside the confessional on a Saturday evening'. Acknowledging that 'the process of de-Christianisation which Newman foresaw' was continuing 'with gathering momentum', he nevertheless discerned 'signs that the drift to materialism is at an end' and that 'the day of doctrine is returning': 'The intellectual security born of certitude ... will be perhaps the most powerful argument for Catholicism in the years which lie immediately ahead of us'.

This so-called 'ghetto' Catholicism, with all its shortcomings, was greatly loved, and no one who was formed by it and accepted it can ever wholly disown it. But shortcomings it certainly had. Its understanding of the Church was static; and although its tone was triumphalist, it was intellectually restricted and inward-looking, and consequently ill-equipped for an open dialogue with the non-Catholic world in which it subsisted. Its
approach to moral issues was rigid and legalistic to a degree which I remember Fr Bruno Donovan of happy memory comparing to the Pharisees 'binding heavy and insupportable burdens and laying them on men's shoulders'. Theological or philosophical speculation outside the framework of orthodox doctrine was not encouraged; doubts were not admitted to; and the attitude to truth was defensive.

What Professor Patrick Corish has written about the Church in Ireland can be applied, though I think to a lesser extent, to the pre-Vatican II Church in England. 'Acceptance of a clear system of belief and a clear round of duty could and did lead to real religious experience, but because on the whole the system was not open and growing, it was by a kind of law of life in some sense necessarily closing and getting more rigid.' Abbot Butler of Downside was later to describe the Catholic Church of this period as 'the best of all possible religions, and everything in it an intellectual scandal'.

Nevertheless, at the end of a critical examination of English Catholicism carried out in 1966/7, before the full impact of Vatican II had been felt, the non-Catholic journalist George Scott wrote: 'Among the clergy and among the ordinary men and women of the Church I have encountered a religious zeal, a scrupulosity in personal conduct and a goodness and love in personal relationships on a scale I have never known before.' Significantly, he added: 'How dearly I should like to see that love, that goodness, that astonishing certitude, harnessed to a more generous vision of life on earth'.

What actually happened in the years ahead turned out to be rather different from what George Scott hoped to see. Materialism and de-Christianisation, so far from losing momentum, have become almost the defining characteristics of the Western world, and have probably advanced further in Britain than anywhere else in Europe with the possible exception of Scandinavia, while the Church in England—like the Church elsewhere in Western Europe—has been rent by controversy and suffered a significant numerical decline. Gone are the churches crowded for Sunday Mass, and the 'patient, prayerful queues' waiting for confession. As elsewhere in Europe, vocations to the priesthood and the religious life have fallen off dramatically, and convents and monasteries have closed. Many Catholics no longer send their children to Catholic schools or think that matters whether they do or not does it seem that Catholic schools are very successful in laying the groundwork for an adult faith in the children who do attend them.

This is all the more ironical, given that the same period has seen what is probably the most important event in the history of the Church since the Reformation, in the shape of the Second Vatican Council. Conceived by John XXIII, the pope who convened it, as a 'Second Pentecost', its purpose was to renew the Church so that, in his own words, the Catholic Church and its missionary works may flourish with ever greater vigour ... and Christian morals have a salutary increase.

It is hardly possible even to summarise the enormous range of issues which the Council tackled and the impulses which it released. Pastoral rather than doctrinal in intention, it promulgated no new doctrines or anathemas. But it nevertheless produced a fundamental change in the Church's self-understanding, 'opening the windows' to the modern world and to a much greater degree of intellectual freedom, eschewing triumphalism and acknowledging that the Church is always in need of reform—semper reformanda.

One of its most far-reaching decisions was to adopt Newman's concept of the Development of Doctrine—the notion that doctrines are not static, but develop and deepen in the light of human experience and can be differently formulated and understood in the light of that experience. It complemented the concept of papal infallibility with that of 'collegiality' (the idea that the pope acts in concert with the whole college of bishops, as successors of the Apostles), modified the emphasis on hierarchy (while strengthening the role of the Bishops as successors of the Apostles) and introduced the model of 'the people of God'. It resoundingly endorsed the principle of religious freedom, gave a new impetus to ecumenism, stressed the Church's mission to the poor and initiated a programme of liturgical reform.

All this was immensely refreshing and exciting, and the overall impact was one of liberation. But neither in England, nor indeed in Ireland, had Catholics been in any way prepared for the magnitude of the changes—in practice, attitude and theory—which the Council initiated. In the words of Fr Gabriel Daly, the Irish theologian, the Council hit them 'like a massive surgical operation carried out without anaesthetics on a patient who thought he was in the best of health'. Against a background of intellectual turmoil, the most immediately identifiable change to affect the laity was the radical reform of the liturgy; and for many people this seemed to strip the Mass of its mystery and lead to a devaluation of the Blessed Sacrament. The sudden, outright ban on the Tridentine Mass was particularly difficult to understand, perhaps especially in England, where it was thought of as 'the Mass for which the martyrs died'.

It soon became apparent that the liturgical changes were only the tip of an iceberg. The deliberations of the Council Fathers, well covered in the press, revealed deep divisions within the Church between 'conservatives' and 'historians', which soon spilled over into the ordinary faithful and resulted in ongoing divisions of disedifying bitterness. Very little effort was made by progressives to understand or sympathise with the anxieties of conservatives, or vice versa.

A number of influential theologians (not to speak of journalists) interpreted the new intellectual freedom to mean that nothing in the Church, neither its structures nor its doctrines, could ever be more than provisional and subject to change, and seemed reluctant to make any allowances for the teaching authority or the apostolic affirmation of divine truth and guidance. There was, and continues to be, great impatience, and often anger, with Rome over what are seen as its attempts to revert to the 'institutional church'—the Church between 'conservatives' and 'historians', which was conceived of as the Church of the martyrs.

What have we been experiencing in effect is a struggle for the soul of the Church, which is still continuing. What did aggiornamento really mean? How radical or ongoing were the changes that it introduced? What were they? The tension has been aggravated by temperamental differences between those of a more activist, moralistic cast of mind who seek God in the external and practical reforms and tend to be impatient of history and those who instinctively respond more readily to ideas of reverence, fidelity, order and continuity with the past. These are differences of religious sensibility rather than intellectual disagreement, and the Church has ample room for both strains; but they have added animus as well as pain to all the disputes between those who are broadly 'progressive' and those who are broadly 'conservative' because in the post-Conciliar maelstrom each has felt threatened by the other.

However, the struggle is about more than temperamental differences. Leaving aside the irreconcilable minority who simply view the Council as an aberration, there is a fundamental division between those who see the Church primarily as a work of human policy—dismissively referred to as 'the institutional church'—which has developed in response to historical pressures of one kind and another, and whose structures and doctrines are therefore susceptible to radical change; and those who see it as being of divine
foundation, with a mandate from our Lord himself to teach and proclaim the faith entrusted to it—a faith which can be deepened and differently formulated or appropriated in different ages and in different cultures, but which is essentially the faith once delivered to the saints.”

This understanding of the Church presents us with something mysterious and profound, which is not susceptible to instant journalistic analysis, and which may be helpful in giving perspective to the ongoing debates. It is worth pausing for a moment on the intellectual climate in which the Church finds itself, and on the ways in which it is being challenged.

The present pope has left no one in any doubt of where he stands in this particular debate, and the intellectual force and clarity with which he has expounded his ideas look like being his most important legacy to the Church. In liberal circles, however, although he is reluctantly admired for his courage, his role in defeating communism and for some of his social teaching, he is regarded as the purveyor of a ‘restorationist’ programme appealing to those who seek security at the expense of reality and make the mistake (to quote a recent Provincial of the English Jesuits) of expecting evangelisation to provide answers rather than questions.

A series of shocks, the effects of which are still being felt, have added to the turbulence. The massive exodus from the priesthood and the religious life shook the whole Catholic system, appearing symptomatic of a radical crisis of faith and severely compromising the image of priesthood as something sacred and irrevocable—damage which has been compounded by the recent flood of scandals in which priests have been found guilty of sexual misconduct and paedophilia. With the publication of Humanae Vitae, Pope Paul VI overruled expert lay (and clerical) opinion on an issue of intimate concern to lay people everywhere and laid down a principle in direct opposition to the overwhelming weight of secular opinion and practice, thereby alienating a large tranche of ordinary Catholics and undermining their confidence in the inerrancy of the Church’s moral teaching.

Meanwhile the barrage of criticism from Catholics at most of what the pre-Vatican II Church had seemed to stand for, erupting in a community in which obedience and submission to authority had been regarded as virtues and public criticism from within had been almost unknown for many years, while exhilarating for some, left others confused and discouraged. As Cardinal Hume himself wrote towards the end of his abbacy at Ampleforth: Many of us in these last few years have suffered more pain, more agony, than we have revealed: 8

The background to all these upheavals, and to the controversies to which Vatican II gave rise, has of course been the cultural secularisation of Western society. The world into which Vatican II opened the windows of the Church has, over the past thirty years, become progressively less inclined to take any form of supernatural faith seriously. In a consumer society, where levels of material comfort are higher and the availability of agreeable distractions greater than at any time in human history, God has become an irrelevance; while in the media, which dominate what passes for intellectual debate, belief in a theocentric universe is presented as the private prerogative of an eccentric minority.

It is worth pausing for a moment on the role of the media in feeding the current atmosphere of generalised scepticism, because the media—especially the electronic media—are now so powerful and so intrusive: television brings contemporary secular culture into the heart of every home. It is the media which now set the agenda for all public discussion and the terms in which it is debated. The tone is relentlessly critical and irreverent; at a seminar I attended recently, the editor of a well-known, left-inclined British weekly succinctly defined the attitude of the media to any story as Schadenfreude—satisfaction at the pain of others.

The American Jesuit theologian Avery Dulles has identified six areas where the Church and the media conflict: the Church’s message is a mystery of faith, whereas the press is investigative and iconoclastic; the message of the Church is eternal and seeks to maintain continuity, whereas the press lives off novelty; the Church tries to promote unity, whereas the press specialises in conflict; the main work of the Church is spiritual, whereas the press concentrates on more tangible phenomena, and selectively reports Church teaching as though the Pope were chiefly interested in sex, politics and power; in a democratic society, the press has great difficulty appreciating a hierarchical structure, and has an in-built bias in favour of the disobedient priest and the dissident theologian; Church teaching is often complex and subtle, whereas the media want stories that are simple and striking; 9

Faced by the media, liberalism, in the shape of hostility to any form of ideology, has become an ideology of its own, one which has made it seem escapist to look for certitude about anything. 10 Lifelong commitment—to marriage, to a job or a career—is becoming an ideology of its own, which has made it seem escapist to look for certitude about anything. The consequences have, I think, been insufficiently understood by Catholics, and not least by those who advocate a Church completely open to change, and who seem to share the liberal viewpoint that any dogmatic teaching is a form of fundamentalist indoctrination.

The sociologists tell us that there is an important social dimension to belief: that for a belief to be plausible—it is nothing to do with whether it is true or not, but with whether it is believable—it has to be shared. That is to say there have to be people whose interests, respect, or shattered, who hold the same view as you do. If everyone around you believes otherwise, it is almost inevitable that your own beliefs, however well-founded, will come to seem less and less plausible. In his well-known book A Rumour of Angels, the American sociologist Peter Berger gave the example of someone who found himself alone in a society which unanimously took it for granted that the world was flat. As time begin to weaken in his conviction that it was really round. The Christian in modern Western society is rather like that. Of the prevailing atmosphere of non-belief, the Anglican writer Oliver Wyon has rightly said that it “seeps into everything. Christians and non-Christians alike—we are rather like people living in a street where gas is leaking and people are overcome by the fumes before they know that the danger is there.” 11

Intellectuals are no more immune to its influence than non-intellectuals, so it is hardly surprising that some theologians should share the general liberal discomfort with Pope John Paul’s sophisticated but uncompromising attitude to revealed truth, or that among intellectuals there is more than a suspicion that the Church’s message is a mystery of faith, whereas the press is investigative and iconoclastic; the message of the Church is eternal and seeks to maintain continuity, whereas the press lives off novelty; the Church tries to promote unity, whereas the press specialises in conflict; the main work of the Church is spiritual, whereas the press concentrates on more tangible phenomena, and selectively reports Church teaching as though the Pope were chiefly interested in sex, politics and power; in a democratic society, the press has great difficulty appreciating a hierarchical structure, and has an in-built bias in favour of the disobedient priest and the dissident theologian; Church teaching is often complex and subtle, whereas the media want stories that are simple and striking. 9

The reasons for these attitudinal changes in society are complex and beyond the scope of this article. But it would be totally unrealistic to expect the Church to have been immune from them. The consequences have, I think, been insufficiently understood by Catholics, and not least by those who advocate a Church completely open to change, and who seem to share the liberal viewpoint that any dogmatic teaching is a form of fundamentalist indoctrination.

The sociologists tell us that there is an important social dimension to belief: that for a belief to be plausible— which is nothing to do with whether it is true or not, but with whether it is believable— it has to be shared. That is to say there have to be people whose interests, respect, or shattered, who hold the same view as you do. If everyone around you believes otherwise, it is almost inevitable that your own beliefs, however well-founded, will come to seem less and less plausible. In his well-known book A Rumour of Angels, the American sociologist Peter Berger gave the example of someone who found himself alone in a society which unanimously took it for granted that the world was flat. As time begin to weaken in his conviction that it was really round. The Christian in modern Western society is rather like that. Of the prevailing atmosphere of non-belief, the Anglican writer Oliver Wyon has rightly said that it “seeps into everything. Christians and non-Christians alike—we are rather like people living in a street where gas is leaking and people are overcome by the fumes before they know that the danger is there.”

It is hardly surprising that some theologians should share the general liberal discomfort with Pope John Paul’s sophisticated but uncompromising attitude to revealed truth, or that among the Catholic intelligentsia—and journalists in particular—the politically correct attitude to the Holy See is no longer one of dutiful obedience but of critical dissent.

The Church, which seems in so many ways uncomprehensible to Christian belief and practice, the pressure to dissociate oneself from the hard edges of Catholic teaching, if not to capitulate altogether to the liberal world-view, is hard to resist. ‘Joining the mainstream’ seems to be the approved euphemism in Britain to describe this process. But the opposite temptation—simply to disengage, and retreat into blanket condemnation—also has to be resisted. For it is the mission of the Church—of the Christian—to communicate the good news of the Gospel.
to all men. And without engagement there can be no communication. "The spirit of the age is an expression of the given moment ... it is the mainstream of a people's thought, and those who would challenge it can do so only from within it. Where there is no correspondence, there is no communication."

So the relationship of the Christian believer to the spirit of the age has to be critical without being wholly unsympathetic. Catholics have to be able to engage seriously and honestly with the predominantly non-believing and superficially self-sufficient society in which they belong, while at the same time ensuring that their counter-cultural world view retains its validity and is not eroded. No one can pretend that this is easy, since intellectual integrity requires us to look at the Faith objectively, as though from the outside, while still remaining firmly within it.

Some theologians find it particularly difficult to reconcile what they see as a commitment to absolutely free theological enquiry with an obligation to respect the Church's teaching authority – the Magistrenum — and the procedures by which the Magistrenum currently makes and promulgates its judgements leave a good deal to be desired. But the root problem is not procedural; there is a real intellectual dilemma here, concerning the relationship between the intellectual freedom of the theologian and the authority of the Church as the interpreter of revelation, which has not yet been satisfactorily solved.

In moments of near-disillusionment it is important to remember that the Church is no stranger either to internal controversy or to wholesale apostasy. As Fr Avery Dulles has pointed out, "The long experience [the Church] has had to live with dissent even while opposing it." The argument often advanced in favour of one or other reform, that unless it is adopted 'the Church will be finished' is peculiarly inappropriate to use within an institutional Christianity in Britain. The eminent Irish historian William Lecky described France in the second half of the 19th century as 'a country where the whole intellectual energy, where all that was brilliant and fashionable, as well as all that was learned and profound, was intensely anti-Christian ... the number of communicants was diminishing ... the College of the Jesuits was deserted ... the influence and cohesion of the Church of England is no cause for rejoicing by Catholics, but it has had the effect of throwing the role of Catholicism into sharper relief. Thanks in part to the clarity and depth (admired even when criticised) of the present Pope's teaching and the stature achieved by the late Cardinal Hume, the Catholic Church, with all its current divisions and weaknesses, seems to be on the way to becoming the principal voice of institutional Christianity in Britain.

If the Church is to respond constructively to the opportunities this situation offers us, we need a clear understanding of the true nature of the Church, of the strength and subtlety of the pressures on us to conform to the prevailing intellectual and cultural climate, and of what is needed to counter those pressures.

"The presupposition of Christian orthodoxy is that God has made a definite revelation that can, at least in part, be expressed in conceptual language ... [this] revelation of God in Christ, according to Christian faith, is permanently and universally true. It is addressed to all men and all women and to all future generations ... the Church, founded upon Christ, and secondarily upon Peter and the Apostles, has been established in the world to give permanent testimony to the saving truth and to nourish the faithful with holy rites that put them in contact with saving realities...[it] has been equipped by God with hierarchical structures to preserve its apostolic heritage and to prevent it from succumbing to the shifting tides of popular opinion."

These words of Fr Avery Dulles go to the heart of the matter. However generous the allowance to be made for theological exploration, we cannot, humanly speaking, expect to hold on to our counter-cultural world-view as Catholics, unless we respect the need for cohesion and a degree of collective loyalty to the teaching authority of the Church — in full recognition of the fact that this may often go against what seems to be the grain of the times and is likely to encounter outright hostility: not for nothing has anti-Catholicism been dubbed 'the anti-semitism of the liberal intellectual'.

With all this in mind, we have to take a hard look at the purpose and practice of Catholic education. 'Our present situation', wrote Karl Rahner, is one of transition from a Church sustained by a homogeneously Christian society ... to a Church made up of those who have struggled against the environment in order to reach a personally, clearly and explicitly responsible decision of faith. At both school and university, young people need to be prepared for this challenge. There is a difficult balance to be struck between the avoidance of indoctrination and the need to impart a basic knowledge of what the Faith is and what it means. For a Catholic school to send children into the modern world doctrinally defenceless against the pressures they will encounter, and to do so in the name of pluralism or tolerance, would be a betrayal of trust.

But Catholic education is about much more than the imparting of factual knowledge or the development of critical skills; it is about 'holy living and holy dying' and the kindling of the flame of faith in Christ; about the paramount importance of prayer and an understanding of the sacraments. Whether at primary, secondary or tertiary level, these are things which can be communicated only by teachers who themselves believe what they are teaching and
exemplify in their own lives the values they are trying to instil.

Then there is the need for what may called be social support. Berger argued that members of a `cognitive minority' need to belong to `plausibility structures'; that is to say groups or associations of like-minded people who validate their unfashionable beliefs by sharing them and putting them into practice. Every practising Catholic ought to have at least some Catholic friends with whom he or she can feel at ease and able to talk about the Faith and its difficulties without self-consciousness. Parish organisations, prayer groups, monastic ohibites, Third Orders all help people who take their faith seriously to deepen and strengthen it – as do movements like the Focolare or Comunione e Liberazione, which is why the Pope encourages them.

Monastic communities have a special value in this connection. A monastery is a community of faith, which is the most powerful structure there is of a group of thoughtful, intelligent people who share and practice the Faith and demonstrate its reality by following a rule of life which makes sense only on the premise that what they believe is true. A monastic community may contain liberals, conservatives and reactionaries, but the overall sense is of a unity of belief and practice which transcends disagreement.

A monastery, as Fr Columba Cary-Elwes once wrote, is `a showing of the meaning of the Church to the world'.7 In so far as it is faithful to the Rule, it exemplifies many of the qualities which are missing from the world around us and which are essential elements in living a Christian life: primary given to prayer, charity, order, kindness, stability, simplicity of life; reverence; absence of self-seeking; concern for others' fidelity. No Christian who is made welcome in an observant and friendly monastic house can feel alone or isolated in what he or she believes and values.

Perhaps most important of all, we need to recover our joy in being Catholics, in having been given the gift of faith. Although at one level the present is a time of confusion and relative decline for the Church in England (as in the rest of Western Europe), at another level it is a time of hope. The society we live in desperately needs the `alternative prosperity' which Christianity and Catholicism in particular, has to offer. To quote Avery Dulles again, `A religion that firmly adheres to its sacred heritage can make itself a sign of hope and a beacon of truth to the multitudes who are repelled by the easy relativism and cheap hedonism of popular culture... By sharing our faith with others we can do them an immense favor and strengthen our own faith in the process. As Pope John Paul has said, faith is strengthened by being given away.'8
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CATHOLIC SCHOOLS AND CATHOLIC IDENTITY

LEO CHAMBERLAIN OSB

This paper was delivered at the Secondary Heads Conference of the Archdiocese of Westminster on 20 September 2000.

An independent school head, outnumbered by some 30 to 1, may well feel that his favourable teacher-pupil ratios, an £8m investment programme and supportive families do not qualify him to say very much to those who cope with all the problems of the Capital. My limitations are obvious: I have only ever taught at Ampleforth, and I can appear an extremely old fashioned creature, holding no professional qualification apart from my MA degree. At Oxford, I was advised not to consider the Diploma of Education, and I did not. In my time the Dip Ed at Oxford was notorious for requiring about one hour’s work a day. The chief entertainment of the course lay in watching one of the tutors muck up a class in North Oxford. Of course, I expect that has all changed now, but I retain an abiding (and for me convenient) suspicion of pedagogical theory. The suspicion was renewed not so long ago when a well known PGCE tutor visited our History department, of which I was then Head, and explained to us how we could enliven our classes with a role play of a mediaeval market, with its practice of barter. He was only a little abashed when our resident mediaevalist pointed out that most medieval societies used money.

You have kindly asked me to talk about Catholic schools and Catholic identity in the 21st century. So I am about to indulge in a little soothsaying; but I am an historian, and you are likely to detect some familiar themes as I peer into a Catholic school in the year 2050. Bear in mind that we do not, I trust, live in a predestined world, so there are an infinite number of possible futures. I looked hopefully, as befits a Christian, and I had in mind the ever-renewed promise of the prophets that it is not just death and disaster that lie before us but the possibility of prosperity and peace. So, in the first place, I seem to see a world that had not been flooded out by rising tides, and a society that had not been overwhelmed by crime or by divorce. The Church had not faded away as the statistics of the 1990s threatened. In fact, just as the unchurched still found their way to Catholic schools in that anxious decade, man’s abiding religious sense brought a renewed interest in religious faith in the 21st century, even though the media, visual and print, were still dominated by those who gave liberalism a bad name.

Before then, schools had a difficult task, but the support of surprising numbers of parents helped greatly. The definitive victory of synthetic phonics in teaching literacy in the first decade of the new century at last reversed the tide in schools, and the number of functionally illiterate young people started dropping dramatically. Higher pay helped the recruitment once again into teaching of able young people, but much more important was the steady improvement of the general status of the profession. While there was no want of recognition of the outstanding work done in primary schools, the need for secondary school teachers of high academic standing was recognised, and much was done to make teaching an inviting profession. Some headline cases, also in the first decade of the century, helped greatly. Exemplary sentences were handed down to parents and young louts who assaulted teachers.

The biggest difference came with government’s recognition that Lord Woodhead, by this time at the end of his exceptional fifth term as Chief Inspector, had been right in his assessment that leadership by outstanding Heads was the foundation of excellence in schooling. Unfortunately, Lord Blunkett had not proved an unqualified success at the DfEE.
He had come into office as the inheritor of years of Conservative centralisation, and had promptly added to the already considerable pile of controls over schools. Perhaps the most crass example was the 1999 regulation by which Heads were forced to refer all admissions to the Governors for decision. Admittedly, this was rescinded early in the new millennium by an embarrassed government after anguished protests by overworked governors, but there was plenty more. Someone added up the sets of regulations covering education that had been issued in just nine months of 1999 by the DfEE: the total was about 1000. There could hardly have been a clearer contradiction of the Labour party manifesto of 1997. Our approach will be to intervene where there are problems, not where schools are succeeding! All this was stopped dead in its tracks. The New Tories came into office in 2007.

 Radical steps were taken, including the abolition of the local education authorities, and the setting up of a funding agency that operated in support of the local charitable foundations that were given control of the national system. A lot of money was shifted from bureaucrats to schools, and the army of advisers was invited to seek new employment and responsibility in the schools themselves. Authority was returned to those who carried the can: the Heads.

 Although school sixth forms were inevitably somewhat more expensive than sixth form colleges, the excellent academic results, especially of the Catholic schools, persuaded the government that traditional sixth forms, rather than the anonymous and amorphous further education institutions and sixth form colleges, were the right way forward. When the social costs of inadequate schooling for 16-18-year-olds were taken into account, the traditional sixth form looked to be quite a bargain. The perverse attacks on what had been called elitism were met with a renewed attack on the type of education that the Catholic headmasters and governors were trying to provide. Staffing ratios in schools improved considerably as redundant civil servants retrained as teachers. Sadly, many of the local authority advisers turned out to be incapable of controlling even quite small classes of normally well-behaved children, and so had to cash in on the nationally available redundancy schemes. Heads found it necessary to seek advice and directions from the Deans on the Head's duty to protect pupils from malicious misbehaviour by the few was again recognised and fully supported. Regulations which had made exclusion a nightmare for the Head were withdrawn. The Head's duty of care of the school community was fully understood and included the right to exclude serious wrongdoers. The appeal process in such cases was simplified and balance was restored. The direct funding of schools permitted Heads to retain their own legal advice and other professional advice when it was needed. Most secondary schools now had full-time lawyers, responsible to the Head, and decisions were taken locally. The beefed-up inspection service now covered the finances as well as the teaching in schools, so that government now only intervened when schools failed to deliver. Teachers were fully protected from injustice by employment law, but incompetence was not tolerated. The power of discipline and dismissal had been returned to the Head, and the appeal process, like all other bureaucratic processes had been accelerated and simplified. Heads were seen more often in class than had been the case, and the larger staffs of schools now took every opportunity for involvement encouraged this. Even England's cricket prospects looked to improve as schools cricket again flourished. Sadly, nothing could save the England football team, and the attempted lynching of England manager Sir David Beckham was only narrowly averted by the timely action of the official football militia.

 For many purposes the most convenient way to provide information, the codex, invented in the ancient world, survived triumphant. Books were often still best. But the internet provided a world library for the smallest school. It made the wise and knowledgeable teacher more important than ever — and more effective than ever, as commercial organisations found it worthwhile to promote free academic and vocational courses intended for use by teachers. Teachers became the leaders in the use of the internet, reaping the benefits of direct access to vast stores of research and information, and also teaching discrimination, aware of the ill use to which every human activity is prone. Video conferencing became cheap and easily available, quite early in the new millennium, and was rapidly exploited, especially in the encouragement of a much more profound cultural interchange than had ever before been possible. The early partnership programmes of the nineties developed in ways hardly foreseen. In a few remote communities, on the other hand, video conferencing enabled small schools with a single teacher to access both information and panels of professional advice.

 The Catholic schools were well placed to benefit from these advances. The league tables of the nineties had revealed their relatively greater effectiveness and success. This put the Catholic bishops into a strong position to make claims for the Catholic system. One of the first signs of stronger demands from the bishops came in the 1999 joint statement with the Anglicans over the failure of the government to include any reference in the review of the National Curriculum to the spiritual development of the young, to marriage or to the primary responsibility of parents for the education of their children. The government's response was disappointing. However, it marked the end of a period in which the Labour government was able to assume the good will of the Catholic bishops.

 By 2020, the hierarchy had already reformed the seminars, encouraged by an unexpected renaissance of vocations. The Catechism of the Catholic Church had become the base text for the communication of the faith, and Pope John Paul the Great's impassioned encyclicals had gained wider and wider readership. It was widely recognised in the Church that his papacy, far from being reactionary, had been the source of radical thinking faithful to the spirit and decrees of the Second Vatican Council, so courageously defended by Cardinal Ratzinger. The bishops gave priority to providing well-educated priests for universities and schools; the religious orders and especially the orders of women, which had shrunk desperately in the late 20th century, renewed their educational thrust. The new intellectual interest in Catholicism, first apparent in a trickle of conversions in the nineties, was confirmed by further conversions, some of them dramatic. Theological education at school level was taken seriously, and 

Wearing the Veil had long departed the shelves for the dustbin.

 Ninety-five percent capital funding for Catholic schools' capital needs was agreed by government, as might have been years earlier, and the Catholic charities who owned the property were secure in their control of the character of the school, as indeed would have been the case had the Catholics opted en bloc for grant maintained status in the late 1980s. Enthusiastic lay Catholics, determined to have Catholic schools for their children, started filling some of the gaps in Catholic sixth form provision, and were encouraged to do so by all the main political parties. Some state schools opted to become Catholic or Anglican schools. Local politicians became supportive of such initiatives.

 Foolish suggestions had been made in the 1990s that no priority in entry to Catholic schools should be allowed for the practising families who had, after all, provided much of the money to build them. These ideas were soon abandoned. Catholic Heads had a firm grip on admissions to their schools. Instead, there was a new realisation that Catholics had every right to make demands on government. Since all schools had long been enabled to buy in
Ecumenism all round, John Paul II has repeated constantly, the gospel refrain, `Be not afraid'. There have been many spite of the virtue and all the work of St Augustine; Asia Minor, the greatest centre of second this subject around the table. Was there a significant difference between education in a Catholic school, and a secular, or Church of England education where a Catholic chaplain is available and Sunday Mass is on offer?

Catholicism is to retain and renew its identity, we have work to do. Middle East are despairing and emigrating at the rate of thousands a year. If English martyrs and confessors of the faith in the 20th century. In our own inheritance, the martyrs of England and Wales and Scotland and Ireland, the saints and confessors, we should find encouragement. Of course, it is not a guarantee. North Africa fell to the pagan invaders in spite of the virtue and all the work of St Augustine; Asia Minor, the greatest centre of second century Christianity, is virtually lost to the faith. The remnants of the Christians of the Middle East are despairing and emigrating at the rate of thousands a year. If English Catholicism is to retain and renew its identity, we have work to do.

I was at a dinner where a group of Catholic and Anglican professionals debated exactly this subject around the table. Was there a significant difference between education in a Catholic school, and a secular, or Church of England education where a Catholic chaplain is available and Sunday Mass is on offer?

The group round the table was unanimous, almost passionate in the conviction that the difference was real, was vital, and went to the heart of the future of Catholic education — indeed even of the Catholic Church in this country. Who can doubt the sympathy of the Anglicans present for this position. There was no apparent difference in attitude among the group.

Did they believe that Catholic education was best for Catholic children? They did. And yet — and yet. There was a peculiarly English discomfort as the discussion led to this acknowledgement. We exist in a society where most of the major social institutions are dedicated to the removal of distinctions — often quite properly, as with minority rights and social injustice. The great political parties jostle for the same centre ground. The state religion opens its doors to an ever-broader spectrum of belief, and disbelief. Ronald Knox's satire Ecumenism all round, which included the atheists within the ecumenical circle, has found unexpected applications today. On the other hand, the ecumenical movement has brought a welcome and broad understanding between the Christian faiths. And it is precisely in this climate that it has become more and more difficult to make a public statement of conviction if that conviction suggests in any way that others must be wrong.

So in this English way of ours, we almost apologiste for our Faith. The Headmaster or priest who publicly states that Catholic schools are best for Catholic children will walk into a tempest — as I know all too well. And some of the fiercest winds in that tempest will blow from within our own Catholic community.

But let me add an even more controversial point. At that dinner table sat someone with the widest experience of business and the media. The trouble is, he said, that arranging Catholic education for your children is often difficult and inconvenient. So people like myself don't want to hear, and we don't want to acknowledge that the difference matters, because, if it does, it means we are putting our convenience before our children. And we don't want to admit that. Of course he was not suggesting, and nobody would do so, that all Catholic children must be sent to Catholic schools. Or that all parents who do not so are failing their children. There can be many reasons why that simply is not a workable option, even for the most dedicated Catholic parent. But what he did highlight was the fact that for some Catholic parents, perhaps for many, there is a strong temptation to close eyes to the true, distinct value of Catholic education; to embrace the politically correct, socially appropriate creed that distinction is always offensive.

Of course, truth is always distinctive. It makes no comfortable compromises. That is why the claim to truth is so often regarded as illiberal, restrictive, authoritarian. We are heirs to a tradition of political, social and religious thought that has brought some great gains but also great losses. It is known as the Enlightenment. For some thirty years, I have splashed about in the shallower reaches of historical writing about the Enlightenment and its consequences, all those hopeful and sometimes inspiring writers of the 18th century, greeting a new age of reason. They looked to found a new tradition, of liberty and reasoned discourse. They found themselves, those who lived long enough, overtaken by the unprecedented passions of the French Revolution, followed by all the -isms of the centuries that followed, many of them geni whom we long to put back into their bottles. It is, however, the religious and moral aspects of these developments that concern us today.

These writers were not writers of scientific depth, they were not Newtons, or Darwins or Einsteins. They were popularisers, and political thinkers. They looked for a God of reason, and finally worshipped reason itself before all was dethroned in chaotic terror in 1794. They looked for a reasonable basis for morality and ended up with the utilitarian calculus of value. It was that style of thinking which allowed Lenin and Stalin to care not how many lives were lost as they pursued their revolutionary vision. The mistake has been the abandonment of God and the descent into what Michael Novak has called a 'vulgar relativism', which has undermined all and determined the value to be placed on humanity itself. We need not look to Communist Russia for such evils: we see them in the practice of abortion and the advance to the murder of the sick in our own society, step by step. We are in danger of doing evils that a few years ago all decent people abhorred. In abandoning God, our society is losing its humanity. As Cardinal Hume wrote on his last Ash Wednesday, 'All is not well.' A society without a common understanding of what it is to be human and without a shared morality is in danger of gradual disintegration.

We can find no such strong voice in the national system of schools to speak truth in face of confusion and social evil. There are individuals indeed who speak out, but they are losing ground. We have to ask what future there is for our children if we do not have Catholic schools in which we may teach the truth that there is a God, and that Jesus Christ is his redeeming Word. What we have is very precious, and is centred on a combination of intellectual, spiritual and humane insights that together give us a direction and sense of purpose and unity. That, I believe, is the foundation of such success as we may have gained, the foundation also of the maintenance and development of our Catholic identity.

Let me express these insights as succinctly as I can. We understand, however inadequately we live it, that virtue is the foundation of liberty, and that virtue depends in practice on religious insight, on faith. Our schools are committed to a system of belief, but the commitment is far more than intellectual. The Church exists here and now in us. It is this life of the Church that we offer to our children, knowing that the best we can do is to help them take their own responsibility for choice of a way of life in freedom, to develop their
consciencies in response to the teaching of the Church. We look to a Community that welcomes others that worships God in a way given us by the Son. The existence of Catholic institutions should be a witness of God to our society, and will be so the more especially if we encourage that generosity of spirit that leads to true charity.

The fact is that we now represent a counter-culture. Catholic schools, independent or maintained, do not exclude children at 16 qualified for further study because they might threaten a high position in the league tables. We get good examination results, but Mr Gradgrind has no place among us. I do not think Catholic schools will spend the whole of an academic year subjecting their children to practice papers for the next SATS. These practical attitudes point to something beyond, just as we look to the needs of our children rather than to our image, we stand for a rich culture, and we offer a goal for humanity beyond the utilitarian. We teach above all the language of faith against the desolate wasteland of the present in which those deprived of sacrament turn instead to the superstition of the new age. We know that traditionally Catholic families are affected by the fashions of the time, and that many of our young cannot hear the Word of God for the clamour of the crowd. But we are full of hope: 1500 years ago, St Benedict, faithful to the gospel, set up a renewed form of community life and prayer which carried forward with it civilisation and culture. Catholic schools, and not just the Benedictine ones, can form just such centres of faith and encouragement today.

These are our purposes, and, if at least some points of the imaginary future I outlined come to be, it is more likely that we will be able to live up to the demands placed upon us. I do not know whether there will be a more plentiful supply of committed Catholic teachers, especially for Religious Education, still a short-change subject, and one desperately underplayed by our contemporaries in both the maintained and independent sectors. I do not know whether there will be more priests, or whether there will be forthcoming that steady support of Catholic Heads necessary to overtake the present trend to bureaucratic sterility. But I do know that all those committed to this enterprise, as we are, will do our best for our young. And I believe that the roots of success will lie in the firm and committed co-operation of Catholic parents, the prime educators of their children, with Catholic schools. Time after time I see this myself today, and I trust that you do so too.

I have hardly touched on some of the transformations that may come upon us. The translation of the faith into new cultural circumstances, such as may affect us in the next millennium, is an awesome task. But we can have some confidence it has been undertaken before, starting with St Paul as he brought Christ to the Greco-Roman world. Curiously enough, a report by a BBC correspondent from China, not about the Church there today, but about time long past, gave me some particular ground for hope in the ever-renewed presence of the Holy Spirit. The reporter visited an ancient pagoda, dating from at least the eighth century, and spoke to an old, old, Buddhist nun who had carried through the Cultural Revolution her knowledge of the stories of the past. The pagoda was oriented east-west, unlike the normal pagoda. Yes, she said, long ago, this was a Christian Church. The reporter was taken up inside the roof, and there he saw a crude low-relief carving. There were the five mountains of Taoism, the holy places of that ancient Way. But something was different. In one of the mountains was a cave, and outside the cave, a mother and child. He was looking at a representation of the Nativity of Christ, adapted for the culture of China. Christ is the same, yesterday as he is today and will be tomorrow. As those forgotten Christians heard the Word of God in all its extraordinary adaptability and vigour, so may we be assured, God speaks today.
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It is, of course, a considerable honour to be asked to give this first lecture to commemorate Cardinal Basil Hume, son of Newcastle and a father of modern English Catholicism. Basil Hume is remembered, and will be remembered, for many things: for his profound spirituality; for his exemplification of the Benedictine virtues, common sense, moderation, generosity of spirit; for his ability to speak of the sacred without being sanctimonious; for his leadership, strong and principled, all the more effective because understated; for his grace and for his chivalry. But that is one particular attribute that always rather amused me. The Cardinal, half French, was always thought to represent the most English of qualities and virtues. Perhaps it is a useful reminder to all of us that decency and gentle courage and the ability to be sensibly pragmatic in a thoroughly principled way are not specifically national qualities. They can be found in good men and women everywhere.

Another monk, David Knowles, wrote of the martyrdom of another Archbishop, Thomas a Becket, that he lay on the steps in Canterbury Cathedral ‘mighty and mightily fallen’, a line I think taken from Homer — keito megas megalosi. For all his humility, we all felt that when Cardinal Hume went, with curiosity and without fear, to explore his new future. I recall his former secretary, the present Bishop of Middlesbrough, concluding a fine homily at his funeral mass, and I only summarise the thought which the bishop put a great deal better, that if Basil Hume was the gift then think what God, the giver of the gift, must be like. To make men and women believe more fervently in the goodness of God: what greater tribute can there be to a monk, priest and bishop?

I was delighted to hear of the initiative to raise a statue of Newcastle’s son looking out there towards the Central Station, and I was of course particularly pleased to see a photograph of Nigel Boonham’s maquette in the Daily Telegraph. I very much hope that everyone will be as generous as possible to ensure that the statue and the garden are raised very quickly. I am sure that they will remind many travellers and many citizens of Newcastle of one of their most famous sons and one of England’s most famous sons.

I want today to touch on issues that roused Basil Hume’s interest and passion. I know that, because I was a neighbour of his in Westminster when I was Minister and MP, and very often had to find myself defending to my neighbour just across the playground of the cathedral school some of the things for which I was collectively responsible around the world. They aroused his interest and, of course, his support for the work of that admirable Catholic development charity CAFOD.

A few months ago I made the terrible mistake of changing my wallet, and I made the even greater mistake of throwing away the old one. With it, alas, I threw away one of my favourite photographs. Let me explain why the loss was so great and why it was so important to me. It must have been taken in about 1988. I was Britain’s Overseas Development Minister and I was visiting Bangladesh for the second time after yet another season of devastating flooding: thousands had died, hundreds of thousands had lost their homes, much of the countryside lay beneath the muddy water.
We flew out from the capital, Dakar, in a government helicopter to see an Oxfam project which my Ministry was supporting. Oxfam were trying to help some of the villages and the villagers get back on to their feet. They were providing seeds, agricultural implements and medicines. Hundreds of people had boated or splashed their way to one central surviving village on top of a tiny hill to meet us and to collect what we were offering so that they could resume their lives. Quite a crowd had gathered by the time we were preparing to leave, and we had to push our way through the crowd, people slapping our backs and cheering — to get back to our helicopter.

As we were pushing through the crowd I saw one wizened old lady holding a tiny child in a bundle of rags. The child looked as wizened as the grandmother — the sort of scene many of you will be familiar with from television and some of you will be familiar with from visiting poor countries. The little girl with the haunted face and arms and legs like sticks turned out to be three. Both her parents had been drowned in the floods and her siblings as well. She was clearly suffering badly from malnutrition and dehydration. We stopped to talk to her grandmother through an interpreter, and we managed to persuade the grandmother to let us take the child with us back to the local town where there was a district hospital. It was an extraordinary act of faith on her part to let us do that. She had almost certainly hardly ever seen a white face before and she had certainly never seen a helicopter. But we took the little baby and we left her at the local hospital. I went back to Dakar and got into the front of the aircraft and flew somewhere else, and I forgot all about what was a pretty average day in the life of a Development Minister. Then about six months later, back in my office in London, I got a letter with a Bangladesh postmark and it contained a photo of a pretty, smiling, healthy little girl, the same child whose life was saved by coincidence and by an Oxfam initiative. A reminder too of the real purpose of overseas development assistance, to stop babies dying. So that little girl was saved.

I had flown out from London on the London-Dakar route. So I got to see a white face before and she had certainly never seen a helicopter. But we took the little baby and we left her at the local hospital. I went back to Dakar and got into the front of the aircraft and flew somewhere else, and I forgot all about what was a pretty average day in the life of a Development Minister. Then about six months later, back in my office in London, I got a letter with a Bangladesh postmark and it contained a photo of a pretty, smiling, healthy little girl, the same child whose life was saved by coincidence and by an Oxfam initiative. A reminder too of the real purpose of overseas development assistance, to stop babies dying. So that little girl was saved.

So here we are again, globalisation mark III! Not new this globalisation, but different. Different, not because of the ideas that sustain it; there is the same belief in free trade, open markets, private ownership, property rights, capitalism. The beliefs are the same but technology speeds up and augments their consequences, shrinking space, eroding borders largely irrelevant. Ideas, goods, money, people move faster and cheaper and in greater quantities than ever before. It's what Francis Cairncross called 'the death of distance' — the death and the cheapening. For example, air transport: between 1930 and 1990 the average revenue per passenger mile actually fell six-fold which equates to the price of a journey from London to New York falling from 2,300 dollars to 380 dollars. With telephone calls the cheapening is even more dramatic: the cost of a three-minute phone call between London and New York fell from 245 dollars in 1930, in 1990 dollars terms, to 10 cents in 1998. By 2010 our computers will have 10 million times the processing power of a 1975 computer. The price of a computer has fallen 10 thousand fold in a single generation. Total computer power has been growing at a rate of 35 percent a year compared to the five percent a year growth delivered by steam engines and their successors, electric engines, between 1869 and 1939. It is not surprising that technology means that economic development moves so much faster these days. It took Britain after the industrial revolution 140 years to double our national wealth; South Korea did that in 15 years and China in 10, not just because they work very hard but because of the consequences of technology.

So, we have this exciting, globalised economy. Last year foreign direct investment passed 800 billion dollars, up from 50 billion dollars in 15 years. There are apparently 60,000 transnational companies with 500,000 affiliates with sales of 11 trillion dollars — however much that may be. World tourism rose from 260 million visitors in 1980 to 590 million in 1998 with the number expected to reach 1.6 billion by 2020. I doubt that my mother flew more than 10 times in her life; next week I shall be in a plane 11 times. Almost two-thirds of the best American physics papers are apparently written by people born outside the United States. Look at the faces on any university campus, not of course just in America, and you see...
the face of the world. Billions, trillions: the noughts roll on. America Online, Microsoft, Vodafone, Nokia, McDonald's, GAP, Nike, megabucks dot com; is there anywhere in the world do you suppose where you could go and avoid CNN? If there is, do please tell me! Is there anywhere in the world where they won't have heard of Mr and Mrs David Beckham?

Whether one loves this or hates it is to some extent irrelevant, whatever the protesters say. My favourite banner in Seattle was the one that said, 'In my view are not primarily ones of income redistribution, though that is not irrelevant. I think the questions in my view are not primarily ones of income redistribution, though that is not irrelevant. I think the questions are more about the effectiveness of what we are presently doing, especially in education, training and health. Let me illustrate the scaring of the problem with two examples.

Protectionism makes people poorer, free trade makes them better off. The World Trade Organisation, the WTO, was formed to extend free trade. The WTO is a rich man's club. The WTO's mandate is to create a free trade world, a world where products and services can move freely across borders.

The second proposition that I wanted to put to you is that we should not believe all the protesters say. Free trade, globalisation, have been good for the poor, not bad for them. Protectionism makes people poorer, free trade makes them better off. The World Trade Organisation should be a weapon for poor countries. The WTO is a rich man's club. The WTO's mandate is to create a free trade world, a world where products and services can move freely across borders.

I remember that in Zambia 10 years ago they called AIDS 'Scania' after the lorry, rather the lorry-drivers who spread the disease over Africa, just as sailors spread syphilis in Renaissance Mediterranean. More travel, easier travel, more AIDS. Last year there were reported 25 million people living with HIV or AIDS. Nineteen African countries, in contrast the economic wealth of the south east would make it the sixth largest economy in the world if it was a country. So we face problems of equity at home. But I want to focus on international issues. The poor in poor countries too often confront the problems of globalisation not the opportunities: the economic insecurity, the crime, the drugs — an industry that now consumes nearly one tenth of world trade, the health problems.

We now know that exactly the reverse is the case following the information revolution. Modern technology (that was in the '50s and '60s) actually strengthened totalitarian governments.

I want to take as my first example the country which is usually regarded as the villain of globalisation, the United States of America; a country where the wages of the lowest paid have fallen in real terms over the last 20 years, a country where at the same time we've invested in Star Wars technology, allegedly to cope with the consequences of global instability, could better prevent it if it was invested in economic and social development.

None of this argues, in my view, for trying to halt globalisation; that, as I have suggested, is a world in which the 200 richest people doubled their net worth to one trillion dollars in five years, the world where you could go and avoid CNN? If there is, do please tell me! Is there anywhere in the world where they won't have heard of Mr and Mrs David Beckham?
is probably impossible and certainly foolish. But I do believe that three things are required to 
try to ensure that the benefits of globalization are globally experienced.

First, the rich countries must change their policy on development assistance. During the 
1990s, aid has fallen, probably by about a fifth, though in one or two countries, including 
recently Britain, that trend has been reversed. We need to do much more. There is a moral case 
for that but it is also expedient for us to do more. The world would be more stable and secure 
if the poor were less poor and if we helped them to grow, not just by opening up our 
markets more. We would increase the size of the markets into which we could eventually sell. 
As Peter Sutherland, the first head of the World Trade Organisation, used to argue, if they 
can't sell, they can't buy.

Aid hasn't always been well used in the past; sometimes it has been used downright 
badly. But the problem isn't that we've tried to help poor people, but that too often we have 
helped poor governments following poor policies. We should, in my judgement, focus on 
three areas: on basic education, on basic health and on basic good government. In his seminal 
book, The Wealth and Poverty of Nations, David Landes argues that geography is not destiny. He 
argues that good governments and good policies can and do make a difference to the 
prospects that countries can enjoy.

One of the benefits of globalization is that good results, as I was saying earlier, can be 
achieved far more quickly than in the past. Poor countries need governments that are 
accountable, they need governments that respect human rights and property rights, respect 
independent courts and the rule of law, nurture civil society and open debate. Unfortunately 
they don't get them sufficiently frequently and that is one reason why they remain poor. 
Nearly all of the 116 countries that Amnesty International accuses of practising torture are 
in independent courts and the rule of law, nurture civil society and open debate. Unfortunately 
they don't get them sufficiently frequently and that is one reason why they remain poor.

My second reflection is related to that. There is a debate about the relationship between 
ethics and foreign policy. I think it is an open-and-shut case. The fact that you cannot pursue 
every international issue to a satisfactory ethical conclusion doesn't mean that you should not 
try to incorporate a greater sense of principle wherever you can. On the whole, liberal, 
plural, democratic societies make the best neighbours. Equally the best countries with which 
to trade and do business are those that treat their citizens most decently. I also believe that 
there is a responsibility on those of us who live in free democratic societies to speak up for 
those who would like to do so, who would like to enjoy our privileges but are forced to live 
in countries which are neither free nor democratic. I remember, for example, the situation 
in China, where the government controls what people can do and think and forbids them to 
discuss issues that are very much to the fore in the West. This is not just a question of what 
the Chinese government does to its citizens, but what we do to our foreign policy and what 
we do to our foreign aid. We should encourage and support democratic movements in China 
and other countries where they are in the minority. We should promote democracy and human 
rights and the rule of law and support the people who are fighting for these things.

My third point, and the last point I want to make, touches on an unintended consequence 
of globalization. Too often the issues it throws up look like a rich country's agenda and too 
often the issues we pursue really are part of the agenda of the prosperous. Let me give you 
two examples: research and development, and technology transfer. The research priorities of 
rich countries reflect our own concerns. You can, for example, interest the agri-business in 
spending a fortune on slow-ripening tomatoes, but how do you persuade firms to spend 
more money on producing drought-resistant crops? You can get drug companies to spend 
prodigiously on cosmetic drugs or on rich-country ailments and worries, like heart disease 
or baldness or impotence, but what about malaria, which kills 2.5 million people every year? 
We spend globally only 80 million dollars on that. Big companies won't spend more because 
they don't think the returns are large enough. It was a Harvard economist, Jeffrey Sachs, who 
suggested that rich countries should provide the marketing mechanism to encourage more 
research in these sorts of areas guaranteeing companies a return on their investment. In the 
case of malaria, for example, where the genome of the parasite has already been tracked and 
mapped, we should guarantee a payment for each vaccine dose that's eventually used.

"Technology transfer is another area where rich country governments should encourage 
and promote industry to do more in poor countries. We should train more people to use the 
internet in developing countries. There's already a good UN voluntary scheme which tries 
to do that. We should seek ways to use the internet to spread information about issues like 
medical care to poor countries. Where there are no landlines we can help poor countries, 
for example in Africa, to make a technology leap to cellular phones by helping with the costs 
of installing masts. Now that, you may say, is no help to the poor. Well, I don't agree with you. 
Tell that to the aid workers we could connect with one another and with the outside world; 
tell that to the cocoa and coffee farmers of the Ivory Coast who used to sell their crops to 
middlemen in the cities at a fraction of their real value because isolation denied them the 
ability to know any better: now they club together, buy phones, find out the price on the 
commodity market and drive a better bargain. And going back to Bangladesh, the bank for 
the poor, the Grameen, has started providing cellular phones for village women so that they 
can also find through connecting with the outside world better ways in which to market 
their produce. Globalisation pinpoints the world between the connected and the isolated. It's 
not just that the poor are given more choice and freedom by modern technology; it's even 
more true of the poor. We have to make global technology work for them, too.

So, does all this leave me gloomy, pessimistic about the future of the globe, convinced 
that we are doomed to environmental degradation, political insecurity, misery and 
impoverishment for hundreds of millions? Absolutely not. On balance the story of the last 50 
years has been one of progress for humanity, of life getting better and easier for most people — 
better, easier and longer. One of the reasons for our environmental problems is what might 
be called the "disinvestment" in health and education that has taken place in many countries. 
We should do more to invest in education and health and research and development in these 
fields. The international community should support such efforts. The international 
community should also support the spread of technology and the use of the internet in 
developing countries.

In Poet's Corner in Westminster Abbey there's a stone to commemorate John Masefield 
the poet. It doesn't actually carry an epitaph, unlike some of the other stones. I think, though, 
that he had written his own epitaph some years before in lines that have always given me 
hope; lines which would, I expect, have chimed in with Cardinal Hume's philosophy, that, while 
we believe in original sin, there is also reason to believe in original virtue, that everyone is 
capable of good. Masefield wrote:

I have seen flowers come in stony places, 
And kind thing done by men with ugly faces, 
And the gold cup won by the worst horse at the races. 
So I trust too!

I trust too. When you think about it, what on earth is the alternative?
The following lecture was delivered at St Philip's University Church, Salford. The Cardinal discusses the disappearance of ideals in contemporary society, but says that people are still looking for "guiding lights". Whereas there are many "escape routes", he suggests the Christian hope is distinctive and provides a "solid step". Cardinal Danneels outlines some of the ingredients of Christian hope, and concludes with a reflection on the book of Revelation as an analogy for the world of today.

May we still hope? In every street there is someone who is depressed concerning our times and no day passes without at least one newspaper headline containing discouragingly bad news. There is so much war and violence, genocide, unemployment, crime and terrorism, and great ethical confusion. A sort of existential angst hang in the air. May we still hope?

Mankind wishes to fight back. But do we always choose the right weapon? Often we become cold, business-like, cynical or indifferent. The real solution lies elsewhere. It is hope. But what precisely is hope? The gospel unashamedly preaches hope and truth. There is a good God who has made promises. And God fulfills these promises. He has sent his Spirit as consolation.

May we still hope? In every street there is someone who is depressed concerning our times and no day passes without at least one newspaper headline containing discouragingly bad news. There is so much war and violence, genocide, unemployment, crime and terrorism, and great ethical confusion. A sort of existential angst hang in the air. May we still hope?

Such a message must sound incredibly naive to many. Many people say, what are Christians talking about when they speak of hope? Christians appear to believe in fairy tales and in miraculous solutions. Perhaps our Christian speech is sometimes too naive, too pacifying and too other-worldly. Do we not sometimes too easily gloss over the anxieties of our time? Do we not too easily say, 'Everything will be all right'. The image of true Christian hope then suffers from such a superficial and pacifying idealism. But it suffers just as much from stimulation to action and dynamism. 'Do your best and God will take case of the rest!' Finally, equally incorrect is the assertion, 'If you would only pray more, then you would not be so full of doubt and so lacking in courage. It is because you are a lukewarm Christian that you have problems.'

1. The landscape
The landscape in which we daily live is indeed not always cheerful. It seems to be a long winter when it comes to hope and joy.

A depressive society?
There is a book entitled, Saying No to a Depressive Society. The author asks himself, 'are we, after the "industrial society" and the "leisure society", not now perhaps entering the "depressive society"?' Many indeed complain that they are running on empty, are exhausted and have given up; they have seemingly lost their vitality. It has been known for some time, however, that not only the economic crisis is to blame. Much more has happened. Even if the economy is sick and the world order unjust, it is mankind that is sick and has lost its way. 'The times are not bad,' says Augustine, 'we are the times'.

Society has lost confidence in itself and is floating helplessly like an astronaut in his spaceship who grasps hold of anything solid he can find. The gravity that emerged from the great religious ideals in Europe has disappeared. We at first tried to fill these up with other profane ideologies: Marxism, liberalism and capitalism. But all of these '-isms' are no longer effective. What remains is the question everyone asks: 'How can I be happy?' People are searching for an anchor point and for meaning, but there is no longer a great and universal social or religious project.
The crisis of interiority
It is primarily the inside of the person that is at stake. Due to the disappearance of ideals and projects, humankind has fallen in on itself. It is narcissistic and consuming. The idea that care must be exercised for the whole of society is foreign to many. That there are values — sometimes very fragile — that must be honoured and protected is a need that all too quickly is lost from sight in our society. Thus there is a great inner emptiness, loneliness and rejectedness. People become overwhelmed with problems: how can I possibly solve them all? Then they waver between over-confidence and discouragement. Too much is asked of the individual, and he or she must handle it alone.

Furthermore, many traditions upon which the person could lean for support have also disappeared. We are no longer sheltered in a history in which we can safely insert ourselves. Those who have no one to support them, no fathers, no mothers, no heirs, fall victim to their emotions and become anxious.

Aggression against oneself
There is no longer a project in which one can invest his or her energy. And all of this suppressed energy must find an outlet somewhere. This energy is then often directed against oneself or against one’s surroundings. And suddenly, violence is born. This violence is directed against society, but also against oneself: in this regard, the figures concerning suicide are telling.

Even the intoxication with the easy-going sexuality of the 1960s and ‘70s has vanished, though for some, sexuality still remains a refuge from loneliness. But sexuality is then directed only at the other as a mirror image of oneself. Purely consumptive sexuality thus reinforces narcissism and loneliness.

‘My truth is the truth’
Dogma has received bad reviews in the press. It is synonymous with narrow-minded authoritarianism and intellectual dictatorship. It kills thinking and devalues personal experience. Everyone must find his or her own truth. No one can impose it.

But is it really the case that dogma perishes? There are, after all, a series of objective truths and ethical rules. Think of the forbidding of incest that appears in all cultures. If we throw all of these objective truths out of the window then this is not liberation but a step towards slavery, that of race, numbers, power and passion.

The availability of a storehouse of thoughts and guidelines makes human society liveable. This is not an expression of fundamentalism. Why should we be ashamed of where we come from and who our parents were, of tradition and faith? Those who throw their intellectual or moral family tree in the fire, will be forced to sit around the tower of Babel and feel how great confusion can be.

There are truths and values that precede us. They are a building like a temple that we must enter respectfully, full of fear and thankfulness. We are neither its architects, nor its owners, but only its stewards. Mankind is not the source of truth and value; it is only their guardian. Perhaps one of the causes of the ‘depressive society’ is this: we have crowned ourselves the owners of the truth and the creators of values.

The drama of youth
The first to suffer the effects of this are the youth; they have to deal with the most with despair. Often they hear from others that they have no future: no job, no security, no safety.

The youth also suffer the most from emptiness and loneliness. They often have almost no one they can confide in; no parents, no teachers, no one to care for them; only their own ‘peers’. Yet it must be said that in the recent past a powerful counter-movement has been present among a significant minority: youth looking more and more uninhibitedly for truth and values, even to religion. They have completely outgrown the complex of the ‘60s.

2. False guides
In their journey our contemporaries are looking for guiding lights. But often these are no more than birthday candles, and are blown out with the smallest breeze. They are short-term therapies.

Self-medication
Many seek help for their discouragement at the drug counter. The reaching for medicine has taken on alarming proportions in our time. Furthermore it often here concerns self-medication and this can become a social disaster. What is behind this? Undoubtedly a sort of self-centredness and narcissism: when someone is dislodged from the consoling social fabric, from the security of a tradition and of faith, then he or she must drift about. Finally, exhausted, they give themselves over to a third party, medication. It releases them from the responsibility to reflect and exert effort; medication has taken over this responsibility.

The same can be said for alcohol and drug use. They are again a symptom of a depressive culture. Their purpose is to help the person, but without the effort of their own will.

Physical compensation
Sometimes people look elsewhere. They say, ‘If thinking no longer provides an outcome, then perhaps through my feelings, my imagination and my body’. Weeklies and magazines are full of recipes for happiness, but without exception they are situated at the level of psychology and physicality. They all fall under the category, ‘enjoyment’. Each path to happiness that might require reflection, self-control, effort, conversion or searching for a more spiritual and ethical life, is here carefully avoided. Or if there is an allusion to spirituality, then it is situated in the area of esotericism and techniques for automatic salvation. Conversion of the heart and the inner person is not considered.

Dreams
There are other escape routes. A noteworthy phenomenon is that of replacing the entire Christian legacy of images, stories, rituals and customs with a parallel world of visions, divine warnings and appearances, all sorts of new and strange worldly wisdom and tricks designed to make one happy. One dreams of a sort of ‘universal religion’, unattached to any one founder or to one church, without all too rigid doctrines or moral standpoints, without an official hierarchy or mandated ministers, free of obligation — such a view is New Age and all of its satellites.

Is this genuine hope? Or is it simply the projection of one’s own desires and needs in one’s imagination? This ‘universal religion’ has as a special characteristic that it seldom or never requires effort and conversion on the part of people. It also knows no sin. The person enters paradise in a luxury coach. Is this hope or a mirage?

Escaping the sects
A much more serious deviation is that of all manner of sects. In his book, The City of God, Harvey Cox announced — years ago — the end of religion and the era of total secularisation. In a new book 25 years later, Fire from Heaven, he distances himself completely from his
earlier view. He expresses it quite strongly: 'The Church opted for the poor, but the poor have opted for the sects.'

He now asserts that we are standing at the end of both modernity, founded upon science and technology, and classical religion. Two new successors are waiting in the wings: fundamentalism and what you could call the experience freaks. The fundamentalists are zealous, imperturbable and passionate believers, completely convinced that they are right and thus that the others are wrong. They live from traditions and rites, and declare them to be eternal. Experientialists, on the other hand, is completely built on emotions and experiences, on feelings. To believe is to feel. They impose no fixed doctrines and no rituals. They transmit only a kit with the equipment and tools enabling you yourself to go to work. Sometimes this is mockingly referred to as 'cafeteriaspirtualite' or 'religion à la carte.' They are also very pragmatic: does a religion satisfy you here and now? Then join!

Paul holds a value to what he calls 'zealous, imperturbable and passionate believers, completely convinced that they are right and thus that the others are wrong. They live from traditions and rites, and declare them to be eternal. Experientialists, on the other hand, is completely built on emotions and experiences, on feelings. To believe is to feel. They impose no fixed doctrines and no rituals. They transmit only a kit with the equipment and tools enabling you yourself to go to work. Sometimes this is mockingly referred to as 'cafeteriaspirtualite' or 'religion à la carte.' They are also very pragmatic: does a religion satisfy you here and now? Then join!

Péguy speaks of 'the little sister of hope between her two big sisters: faith and mysticism. The time of Christ and his fixed message and morals is gone; now the free wind of pragmatism is mockingly referred to as 'cafeteriaspirtualite' or 'religion a la carte.' They are also very pragmatic: does a religion satisfy you here and now? Then join!'

The heart of human existence

Hope is not located somewhere at the edge of human existence: it is its heart. If it is hit, the person dies. In what way?

The person is a being composed of desires, who continually and eternally wants to realise himself or herself. But just because of this, people feel that they are finite and they constantly encounter the borders of death. Their spirit knows no borders, but their body limits them in time and space. They cannot be everywhere and most especially, they will not last forever. They thus feel caught between 'being trapped in the temporary and yet open to the infinite'. People know that within the borders of earthly existence they will never be able to realise what they most desire. Thus they do nothing other than hope: that is the way the human person is made. Or they must accept themselves as a being split in two with great desires and few possibilities. There is no solution within reach to this schizophrenia. Either the person is absurd, or he or she must be able to hope.

Utopia and hope

Non-believers must of course also deal with this. Before the Renaissance there was hardly a problem here. There was no talk of profane hope: all hope was located precisely in the Christian message. People naturally hoped in a Christian way. But the situation has changed in the meantime. People came to talk of a utopia, which is a sort of profane and secularised version of Christian hope. Hope is set free from God and must thus only be borne by one's own efforts. The person must now be responsible for his or her own hope, given that it no longer can or may come from elsewhere.

Let us be clear: despite everything, there will come an ideal and classless society in which all will be happy. But we must realise this rationally ourselves. But is this utopia really just an illusion? We highly recommend that you here and now! Then join!

The heart of human existence

Hope is not located somewhere at the edge of human existence: it is its heart. If it is hit, the person dies. In what way?

The person is a being composed of desires, who continually and eternally wants to realise himself or herself. But just because of this, people feel that they are finite and they constantly encounter the borders of death. Their spirit knows no borders, but their body limits them in time and space. They cannot be everywhere and most especially, they will not last forever. They thus feel caught between 'being trapped in the temporary and yet open to the infinite'. People know that within the borders of earthly existence they will never be able to realise what they most desire. Thus they do nothing other than hope: that is the way the human person is made. Or they must accept themselves as a being split in two with great desires and few possibilities. There is no solution within reach to this schizophrenia. Either the person is absurd, or he or she must be able to hope.

Utopia and hope

Non-believers must of course also deal with this. Before the Renaissance there was hardly a problem here. There was no talk of profane hope: all hope was located precisely in the Christian message. People naturally hoped in a Christian way. But the situation has changed in the meantime. People came to talk of a utopia, which is a sort of profane and secularised version of Christian hope. Hope is set free from God and must thus only be borne by one's own efforts. The person must now be responsible for his or her own hope, given that it no longer can or may come from elsewhere.

Marcion made itself a master of this concept of utopia, and also set out to realise it concretely. Marx said of utopia: 'No one can require everything; there will come an ideal and classless society in which all will be happy. But we must realise this rationally ourselves.' But is this utopia really just an illusion? We highly recommend that you here and now! Then join!

We hope because something hopeful has happened

However, do we really have reasons to hope that God will oblige us? Or is this simply a construction of our mind? Are we not confusing our dreams with reality? If there is one thing that is clear in the Bible is that God fulfills all of his promises and he is cause for hope.

After all, Israel's hope did not rest on a gamble, or on a vague desire, or on a deceptive projection of one's own hunger for happiness, or on myths and fairy tales. Israel's hope rested on facts: God had already realised hopeful things in the past. At the origin of all hope in Israel lies the exodus from Egypt. This is not a fabricated story or pure literature. It is a fact: God used 'signs of wonder' to lead 'Israel out of Egypt'. Above all these promises, looms the great promise made to Abraham: 'God promises him a land and descendants as numerous as the stars of heaven and as the sand which is on the seashore' (Genesis 22:17).

The prophets

All the prophets also speak and act in line with this. They are the heralds of hope. They fan the Messianic expectations and keep the fire of hope burning. But they also guide this hope.

Firstly, they point out that Israel must not rely on herself for fulfilment of the promises. Israel must not rely upon 'horse and chariot', on military power or a treaty with Egypt. Only trust in the naked word of God can save. Hope is exclusive. There is a second correction made by the prophets. Israel must also not blindly invoke God's intervention in the past and thus save herself the trouble of conversion. Hope is also built upon following the law and upon the virtuous life. Hope is spiritualised. There is a third correction. God did not promise only external prosperity. He promised rather peace of heart, a new heart that adheres to the law of God completely and effortlessly. God promises inwardness and conversion. He liberates not only from external shackles, but also from the inner slavery of sin. Hope becomes interiorised. Finally, it becomes more and more clear that God's promises are not limited to current history and to our present life here on earth. The promises also convert another life, 'a new heaven and a new earth'. And not for Israel alone, but for all to whom Israel reveals the true God. Hope becomes universal. This represents four important corrections to hope in Israel on the part of the prophets.

The resurrection of Christ: the final promise is fulfilled

The final enemy of humankind is death. For liberation from this, we hope most. Disappointment here removes the motivation of all other hope. If this promise is empty, all other expectations are illusions.

We bring you the good news that what God promised to the fathers, this he has fulfilled to us their children by raising Jesus' (Acts 13:32). Here and only here does Christian hope find its definitive foundation. Thus it is rooted in a fact: Jesus has been raised. This was
not proclaimed as a dream or as a mythical story; it is a fact witnessed by reliable witnesses. 'We have seen him and ate and drank with him.' Christian hope rests entirely upon facts and upon the pure powerful action of God.

What Christ has done, will also happen to us. Because he did not remain with death, we will also escape its claws. Through baptism, says Paul, we have become one with him (Romans 6:3-4).

'Do you not know that all of us who have been baptised into Christ Jesus were baptised into his death? We were buried therefore with him by baptism into death, so that as Christ was raised from the dead by the glory of the Father, we too might walk in newness of life. For if we have been united with him in death like his, we shall certainly be united with him in a resurrection like his.'

'Keep watch and pray. It is good both when you fast and when you eat, when you are hungry and when you are full. If you keep watch, your soul will live' (Ecclesiastes 6:7). The question is whether we are using the time that God has given us properly. This is a question for every Christian. Can we say that we are using this time to build up our own faith? Can we not be said to be 'lacking in faith' (Romans 12:3)? Can we not be said to be 'lacking in love' (Romans 13:8)?

4. Points of recognition
How in our fearful times can we remain hopeful and experience it deeper and deeper every day? How will the world be able to see that we are people of hope? In what does the 'spirituality of hope' consist and where are its ingredients?

Two temptations
We want first to arm ourselves against two temptations: that of the reckless trust in the new and that of the lack of imagination. Those who only desire to live from the future and from their own new realisations, apart from all wisdom and the past that has been transmitted to us in faith, are quickly without memory. They do not know that many paths were already trodden without success. But they try them yet again. This leads to painful disappointments and demotivation. Revolutionaries without memory often end up in the liberal camp first, and in the conservative camp later. They experienced too much false hope.

But the opposite is also possible and there is the temptation to a lack of imagination and the dream that one can live without taking risks. Here one forgets that not everything has been done for us, but that there is always still much that has not yet been tried. In every future there is so much that is beautiful that has yet to germinate. Then there is too little hope.

Keeping watch and praying
There is actually only one way to exercise hope: prayerfully keeping watch. The silent sojourn with God in an attitude of expectation is the best exercise of hope.

Throughout the Bible, prayer is described as keeping watch, attention for the return of the Lord. The Psalms are a book of laments, of the expectation of justice, of protection for the pious, for forgiveness of the sinner and for patience in time of trial.

Prayer is also patiently suspending oneself between the past and the future. Those who pray take the Bible in hand and plunge into its memory: he mediates upon the great things God has done. To pray is to consult one's memory and to feed it. But prayer is also to look forward with burning heart to the days to come, to the return of the groom — 'Mandata! Mandata' — 'Mandate! Mandate'.

Prayer is expressing gratitude for all that is behind us but also delving into the promises that have yet to be fulfilled for a culture (and a Church) in depressive times, can there be a therapy as efficient as that of prayer?

Engagement
There is a second way to exercise hope: engagement. Hope never materialises when people never engage themselves, make no decisions and never choose. A culture without hope is never tempted to make a commitment, to choose, to decide something. A sort of indecisiveness dominates our society and the church, with respect to marriage, to a life-long commitment, to promising fidelity for all times or completely and for all times dedicating oneself to something.

For this there are some more or less acceptable explanations. But there are also less pretty underlying reasons for this indecisiveness. There is a sort of narcissism that does not know how to loosen itself from caring for one's own comfort, from the need for water-tight guarantees, from a mentality to take out insurance for everything. There is also something in our times concerning the experience of time: no one can wait, everything must be immediate. Time is our enemy. We will have to learn to make it our ally; in expectation that we will again become sensitive for an article of faith that has completely disappeared: the providence of God. When will we again see that God takes better care of us than we do for ourselves?

Hope anticipates
Hope repairs the damage and offers protection. Hope does not throw in the towel. It tries to repair the mistakes of the past and it also cares for the here and now. But hope especially looks ahead: it works preventatively. But where is this prevention situated in our time? Where are the guarantees that our hope will be fulfilled? In the first place, in schools and families. Should we not be investing more there if we want our hope to be justified? Is the lack of hope in our time also often due to the fact that parents and educators all too often give up and become discouraged? A prophetic call needs to be loudly shouted: 'Help the parents and the teachers! Everything that does not get done at home or in school, later becomes a liability to society.'

5. The book of the Apocalypse
In the Church?
Is there also hope for the Church? You do not have to look too closely to see that hope there is often also missing. Why can't it go well again for the Church? You might ask yourself this when you hear the critiques that originate from church people themselves. Of course there are reasons for this: internal tensions, the critique and the disappointment, the tiredness and the pushing back of the Church and religion to the domain of the private, decreasing attendance on Sundays, the decreasing number of vocations.

In the history of the Church there have been reasons for depression many times. But there were always people who stood up to turn these around into joy. A fascinating example can be found in Catherine of Siena. Raymond van Capua, her confessor and spiritual director, returned from a preaching trip completely discouraged. He had seen too many sad things: a Church and a clergy in decline, neglected and abused, persecuted, in ruins. It was too much for him. He had to tell it to Catherine: 'All of this had no other effect than to fan Catherine's desire. She did feel the pain of God being insulted, but in addition she had the great joy to be able to trust and to hope. That everything should now be turned over to God to allow the possibility to help these ailments' (Diari, ch. 1).

The Bible is full of 'words of encouragement', especially from the mouths of the prophets. Isaiah has written an entire book with this theme, the book of the Apocalypse. But in the New Testament there is a book that treats how one survives in fearful times, the book
The Apocalypse begins with seven letters to seven churches. They are threatening letters to the seven Christian communities in Asia Minor. They are also letters to us, because the seven churches are still standing today.

Firstly there is the Church of Ephesus (2:1-7). It is a Church that is functioning; seen from the outside it is even prosperous. It is a church that fulfills the requirements of God's will. But it stands accused of being a church that is not doing enough. The church is not growing, it is not reaching out to the surrounding community. The church is stagnant.

Then there is Smyrna, a poor church. It has no honour roll of good works. Its only virtue is being poor, powerless and persecuted. It is a church that has been tested and has come out strong. It has been through fire and flames and is still standing.

Finally there is the church of Philadelphia. Like that of Smyrna, it is persecuted and is very weak. 'I know that you have but little power,' says Jesus. But it has one great strength: it clings with all its being to the word of God and it trusts in it. It lives from the pure word of God, and will make no compromises. It did not water down the gospel with 'common sense', but has honoured it and accepted it in all of its radicalness. To it is promised wonderful fruitfulness.

The seven churches are still standing today.

The seven churches are still standing. There are churches in which all is operating well at the level of organisation, with impeccable management, overflowing in planning and organisation. But where is its culture of prayer?

Self-sufficient churches also still exist. They are rich and rely on themselves. They are neither warm nor cold, but business-like and pragmatic. They imagine that they are rich but they are very poor, because they buy everything from themselves; they are their own supplier.

There are also poor churches such as that of Smyrna, persecuted and criticised, without means. But they trust in Christ and indeed the worst has not happened until now. To these churches much is promised: faith and great apostolic fruitfulness, the strength of a temple column and the full revelation of God's secrets.

There are also churches like that of Philadelphia whose only point of support is the word of God. They hardly have the Eucharist and the sacraments. They may hope for a great future.

The martyr as icon for hope

The image par excellence of the person of hope is the martyr. He or she, as person, has nothing more upon which to rest. Only 'God remains their rock and fortress'. Eye to eye with death, all self-reliance disappears. The martyr can do nothing more. They must give themselves up completely.

The only thing from which the martyr can live is hope: divine hope that can only find support in God. Without this pure and radical hope in God, 'that can even call forth the dead from their graves', he or she is lost. Thus the martyr is more a child of God's grace than a hero. They receive their martyrdom, they do not perform it. They are not heroes. But if they hand themselves over to the God of hope, they also are set completely free and are saved.

There are still martyrs in the church, although they do not always shed their blood. There are also 'white martyrs'. They are those that dare to speak up in the gulags of our society, who steadfastly continue to believe in Christ, even when they are mocked and ridiculed, those who resist the impulse of racism, exclusion and marginalisation, and the slogans of public opinion. It is they who always forgive, even when much has been done against them, and who must return good for evil. They are the beautiful witnesses - their name as 'martyr-witness' says it all - they are the icons of hope in the Church and in society. As long as they are there, hope will never die.
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BEING CATHOLIC TODAY

Faith, Doubt and Everyday Life

By Laurence McTaggart OSB Monk of Ampleforth Abbey

Hardcover - 224 pages (published 6 November, 2000)

What does it mean to be Catholic today? Many Catholics want to practice their faith with integrity and yearn to work through the challenging issues that seem to abound in the modern world. Fr. Laurence sets out to explore these matters, including:

- How does - and how should - money affect the way we live?
- Who will go to hell?
- Women priests - should they be allowed?
- Is the Pope always right?
- Why are some people banned from the sacraments?
- Can we doubt our faith?
- Is suicide the final sin? What about euthanasia?
- Why bother with the Church?
- What about those sometimes divisive issues, such as divorce, sex and homosexuality?
- Why can prayer be so difficult?

Many people have been hurt by the Catholic Church, are confused by it or disagree with it. This book aims to give a message of peace and reconciliation to those disaffected while encouraging other Catholics and those considering the faith. By exploring the Church’s teaching and the issues that arise from it, Fr. Laurence tries to present a dialogue rather than a bombast of doctrine.

The book will perhaps challenge believers to explore and deepen their faith.

Being Catholic Today can be obtained from any good bookshop or else online from amazon.co.uk. If you would like to buy it from the Abbey bookshop at £16.99 + £1.70 p&p, then please call Mrs Carter on 01439 766 778 or write to Ampleforth Abbey Bookshop, Ampleforth Abbey, York, Y062 4EN

GIVING UP ON LIFE: A PROBLEM UNCOVERED

LAURENCE MCTAGGART OSB

You shall not be put to shame or confounded to all eternity (Isaiah 45:17)

This article is taken from ‘Being Catholic Today: Faith, Doubt and Everyday Life’ by Fr Laurence, published by Fount in November 2000.

You may find that this article upsets you. It is a sad fact that almost everyone knows someone who has killed themselves. Maybe you can feel the roots of such an act in yourself. Suicide is a taboo subject; it rattles our bars too much.

Yet it has to be faced that more and more people are taking their own lives. We will look separately at the issue of euthanasia, when seriously ill people accelerate the process of dying in the hope of escaping pain. Here, the concern is with people who find that normal life simply cannot go on.

Why is light given to one that is in misery, and life to the bitter in soul, who long for death, but it comes not, and dig for it more than for hid treasures; who rejoice and are glad, when they find the grave? (Job 3:20-22)

In the past, suicides were treated with some vindictiveness. Often denied a proper funeral, they could not be buried in consecrated ground. To attempt and fail was to face a life of stigma, and, in some countries, prosecution and even the death penalty. In moral terms, suicide was equated with the sin of despair; the denial of all hope, and the refusal to believe in the love of God. The phrase ‘commit suicide’ has all the resonance of a terrible crime; ‘commit murder’, ‘commit treason’.

There is, of course, an association with Judas Iscariot who, according to one tradition, hanged himself in remorse at having betrayed Jesus. The thought is almost that this is the only sufficiently depraved end for such a wicked man. Most people do have a conscious or unconscious association of suicide and the depression which precedes it as a sign of religious failure. One should surely gain hope from the good news, from the support of a Christian community. Pull yourself together, say your prayers, and all shall be well.

Everyone experiences shock and grief differently. But a common reaction to the suicide of a loved one is anger. How could he do this to us? What about the children? We gave her all she wanted; how can she have been so selfish? The assumption that the suicidal are so bound up in their own misery that they care nothing for us any more. As a result, we fear introspection, disapprove of people who are wrapped up in themselves. A young man who may, after much hesitation, confess to a trusted friend that he is tempted to self-destruction, tends to be reminded of the blessings of his life, and the grief and havoc he would create in the lives of his loved ones. Sometimes, that is exactly the wrong thing to say.

One of the most chilling things about suicide is that it is contagious. Once the train of thought is started, even before it is acted upon, it can generate thoughts in the mind of another. The less we fear, though, the more we can help. In this chapter, I want to describe, so far as it can be described, what happens in the mind of someone who commits suicide. Maybe it will help you understand and give consolation to a depressed friend or relative.
Maybe it will lighten some of the pain, if you have lost someone through suicide. Then we can set it in the light of the Good News of Jesus, who once said 'not one shall be lost'.

The clearest description of a suicidal mind that I have read is by Boris Pasternak in his Sketch for an Autobiography. Here it is:

A young man who decides to commit suicide puts a full stop to his being; he turns his back on his past, and declares himself bankrupt and his memories to be unreal. They can no longer help or save him; he has put himself beyond their reach.

The continuity of his inner life is broken, and his personality is at an end. And perhaps what finally makes him kill himself is not the firmness of his resolve but the unbearable quality of this anguish which belongs to no one, of this suffering in the absence of the sufferer, which is empty because his life has stopped and he can no longer feel it.

It is worth looking quite carefully at your reactions to this passage. If you think something like, 'Oh, what a lot of waffly nonsense; then it is not an experience which you have shared. This makes it difficult to imagine, and perhaps you think it is not real. You may also share one or more of the following opinions:

- suicide is only a problem for a few disturbed people.
- people who attempt suicide are only thinking of themselves.
- depressed people should realise that we all have tough times, pull themselves together and get on with life.
- these are taken from a Samaritans survey into suicide among young people, and are held by just over a third of people aged 18-24. At odds with this are the facts that:
  - about a third of young people know someone who has died by suicide,
  - suicide is the second most common form of death (20%) in that age group,
  - the rate of suicide in young men has doubled over the last decade.

The situation in the general population is not much dissimilar. The Samaritans, an organisation devoted to listening to people in desperation, log one call every eight seconds.

Maybe, this is a symptom of a society gone soft, where counsellors are drafted in on the smallest pretext. Maybe, much suicidal or depressive behaviour is attention seeking; for example, the hysterical girl who takes an overdose and then rings the ambulance. But then, maybe, you will acknowledge that to say this is just to redefine the problem of why it happens.

To end one's own life is, after all, a last resort attempted against all the biological and psychological pressures and instincts for self-preservation. This is not a chapter for sceptics. If you are one of these, I just invite you to reflect how tough you really are.

But if you are one of the bewildered or fearful, if you have or do contemplate killing yourself for whatever reason; if you love someone who has tried and failed; if you mourn someone who succeeded; if you are angry with them, or do not understand then listen to this:

Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven.
Blessed are those who weep now, for you shall be comforted.
All that the Father gives me will come to me, and whoever comes to me, I shall not turn him away.
My Father, who has given them to me, is greater than all, and no one is able to snatch them out of His hand.

Why?

Why did she do it? What did I do wrong? Why didn't he listen to me? Why was she so selfish? Why didn't he come to me for help? Why can't I talk to people about it? Why can't I forgive him? Why did she forget our children? Why did he not know that we would still love him, no matter what? Why can't I follow her too?

These are questions without general answers. They are questions that mock anyone left behind by another's suicide. Perhaps it would help to enter a little into the suicidal mind.

Nobody really chooses to kill themselves. They die because it seems the only option, the only thing to do next. Almost universally, it is the only way to escape from overwhelming mental pain. Here is an account from a survivor, who jumped off a high balcony:

I was so desperate. I felt, my God, I can't face this thing. Everything was like a terrible whirlpool of confusion. And I thought to myself, there's only one thing to do. I just have to lose consciousness. That's the only way to get away from it. And the only way to lose consciousness, I thought, was to jump off something good and high.

And then I got to the fifth floor, and everything just got very dark all of a sudden, and all I could see was this balcony. Everything around it just blacked out. It was just like a circle. That was all I could see. Just the balcony. And I climbed over it and just let go. I was so desperate.

This is a very visual description of something common to nearly every suicide attempt. The field of thought shrinks, constricts. Pain narrows the mind to the single goal of escape. Friends, family, the bright side of life are not forgotten; but they do become invisible. No thought which conflicts with the overmastering need to 'get out' can enter the mind.

Past a certain point of closure, there seems little that anyone can do, except to remove or minimise physical opportunities. Sadly, it is possible for somebody to become 'closed' in this sense for some time before an attempt makes the constriction visible to others. Sometimes they give hints; occasional talk of death, making a new will for no apparent reason, even just tidying their room. But these are so much easier to see in hindsight. You may well have had no way of knowing.

The only way to get through the closed doors is to try to widen the options. A young woman who swallows painkillers because her boyfriend has left her, has lost sight of all the other men in the world. A man who jumps into a river on the way home from being sacked cannot see the loving wife and kids just further down the road. A young adolescent who hangs himself after a family row has blotted out the forgiving love of his parents.

Religion is not always a good option here. Suppose you tried this as advice:

We are stewards, not owners of the life God has entrusted to us. It is not ours to dispose of.

Suicide contradicts the natural inclination of the human being to preserve and perpetuate his life. It is gravely contrary to the just love of self. It likewise offends love of neighbour because it unjustly breaks the ties of solidarity with family, nation and other human societies to which we continue to have obligations. Suicide is contrary to love for the living God. (Catechism 2260)

Of course, this is true, and it underlies much of the reaction of anger that one can have towards a suicide, and their apparent selfishness. The chances are, however, that someone on the edge already knows that. Emphasising it may only increase their already bitter self-condemnation. For them, suicide is already inevitable, because it's the only resort left; they
already feel damned, without adding our condemnation. ‘Think of the children’ will work only as a means of helping the person see that their closed world is not the real one; as well as the lost job, there are the children; not as an exhortation to, for God’s sake, think of someone else for a change.

Suicide is never really chosen; it happens when mental anguish exceeds resources for dealing with pain. Everyone is different in what hurts and how much, and how much they can stand. We have to try either to reduce the pain, or help find or provide resources to deal with it. Much of what we might say could easily turn a possible resource into a burden.

But that need not be a source of guilt if you feel that you may ‘got it wrong’. The mind of a suicidal person is beyond even their own understanding. Maybe you cannot or could not, in any active way, help. You may wish you could, and if so, then you probably do or did all that could be done.

In fact, what a suicidal person needs from you is the exactly the same attitude which you yourself might need in coping with another’s death. Suppose we believe Jesus when he says that ‘All whom the Father gives to me shall come to me’. Remember who is saying this:

“We do not have a high priest who is unable to sympathise with our weaknesses, but one who in every respect has been tempted as we are, yet without sin. Let us then with confidence draw near to the throne of grace, to receive mercy and find grace to help in time of need. (Hebrews 4:15)"

If you want grace to help in someone’s time of need, it will come to you, from Christ who on his cross exclaimed, ‘My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?’ If you cannot reconcile your questions in the aftermath of a suicide draw near in confidence to Jesus who ‘during his life on earth, offered up prayers and supplications, aloud and in silent tears, to him who was able to save him from death.’ (Hebrews 5:7) Christ himself has known the agony of that closure from the inside and from the outsider; and you can be sure that he was in it and is in it with your loved one. ‘Whoever comes to me, I shall not turn him away.’

Help Me

The fact that suicide is not chosen leads to a cruel paradox. It is almost invariably the case that someone who kills themselves does not want to die. At one extreme is the phenomenon called ‘para-suicide’ where death is never intended; although these ‘attempts’ can be magically successful. A typical example is the slashing of wrists and arms, where the aim seems to be to express violence against the self, and a dramatic, if unconscious, plea for help.

But a full-scale suicide is most deeply tragic in that to the last moment the poor man or woman or child is desperate for another option to present itself. The woman already mentioned describes how she walked dressed only in a hospital gown on a narrow steel beam, high above the ground, hoping that someone would see out of all those windows; the whole building is made of glass.

If you feel you have to take your life, what is Jesus saying to you? Maybe you are hearing something like this:

‘By despair, you cease to hope for your personal salvation from God, for help in attaining it or for the forgiveness of your sins. Despair is contrary to My goodness and to My justice and to My mercy; for I am always faithful to my promises.’ (G’ Catechism 2091)

Once again, this is very good theology, and it is true. But it is a definition of what you suffer, not the way to another option. How about this instead?
NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR CHARITABLE GIVING

Seeking to reverse the decline in public giving to charity, the 2000 Budget confirmed the following changes:

- **Gift Aid** - now applicable to all donations by taxpayers with simplified procedures for both individuals and companies.
- **Payroll giving** - maximum limit removed and the government will add a further 10% until April 2003.
- **Listed shares and securities** - income tax relief added to capital gains tax relief on a disposal to a charity.

For further information and personal advice contact:

**WRIGLEYS**

Specialist private client, charity and trustee solicitors

19 Cookridge Street, Leeds, LS2 3AG

Tel: 0113 244 6100 Fax: 0113 244 6101
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**ENGLISH BENEDICTINE BIOGRAPHIES FROM THE REFORMATION TO 1850**

**BERNARD GREEN OSB**

Fr Anselm Cramer has arranged the publication of a major history of the English Benedictines from the Reformation to 1850 written in the mid-19th century by an Ampleforth monk called Fr Athanasius Allanson, The Biography of the English Benedictines (St Laurence Papers IV, 1999). It comprises the biographies of the English Benedictine monks who died in the course of those 300 years.

Perhaps, in one of heaven's many mansions, a small parlour might be set aside for a meeting. A small room would do, with just seven chairs in a circle, a comfortable room where old friends could meet and new faces be made welcome. The new boy might be Basil Hume, brought in by someone he had known when young to introduce him to some old hands. Fr Hilary Wilson had been the grand old man at Ampleforth when Basil entered the monastery in 1941. Fr Hilary died in 1948, just 10 days short of his 90th birthday, and there cannot be much doubt that he had been looking forward to meeting again the young man he had got to know so well during and just after the War. No doubt, Fr Basil was looking forward too to seeing again this tough, unflagging, talkative man who had been the custodian of community memories. It would be typical of Fr Hilary to arrange a gathering like this.

The monk Fr Hilary would want Basil Hume to meet was Fr Athanasius Allanson, who had died in 1876, just a few months before Fr Hilary had joined the monastery himself. It is likely that as a boy in the school he witnessed the funeral of Fr Athanasius and his burial in the Wood — it was memorable because of the large number of mission fathers who attended it. As a monk, Fr Hilary was an antiquarian and archivist of rare zeal and knowledge. He loved the history of Ampleforth and spent long hours sorting and cataloguing letters and other documents. In this, he continued the work of Allanson, who had assembled a vast amount of material on the history of the English Benedictines and had it copied up in huge, leather-bound volumes. Allanson had produced this history in the late 1850s after 15 years of work and among the volumes that made it up perhaps the most lively and interesting are two volumes of the biographies of 885 monks, stretching from John Feckenham, last abbot of Westminster, to Bernard Barber, President of the English Benedictines, who died in 1850. Allanson's work was colossal; the biographies alone, which are only part of the whole, amount to 400,000 words.

Allanson had used a wide variety of sources to compile these biographies. Some are little more than the briefest notice of a few main facts in a man's career; others are enlivened by treasured anecdotes that speak down the centuries. The later lives, especially of those monks Allanson had known personally, are long and detailed and marked by his own firm judgment of character and attainment. There is a powerful, outspoken early Victorian confidence about his tone. He does not mince his words and can, quite often, be startlingly frank. Reading through them, the ups and downs of men's lives and the kaleidoscope of bold and sometimes rash characters who founded the post-Reformation English Benedictines, who endured the years of persecution, who brought the monasteries back to England after the French Revolution, who built up the parishes and the monasteries in the early 19th century, jump from the page in the brightest colours.

Allanson wrote all this in a remote country parish, Swinburne in Northumberland, where he served as parish priest for 48 years. His life was not unusual of English Benedictines of his generation or perhaps more especially of the generations immediately before his time — long tenure in one post; the quiet and uneventful round of a rural mission.
the subsidiarity of long separation from the companionship of other monks. Yet during his
first years as a monk, he maintained a strong connection with the Benedictines in the
province. This was evident in the way he lived his life, particularly in the context of
the mission, where he sought to establish a community that could serve the spiritual
needs of the people. Brewer, like Allanson, was a man of principle who believed in
sacrificing personal comfort for the greater good of the mission.

Despite the challenges faced by the mission, Brewer remained steadfast in his
commitment to the monastic life. He was a man of prayer and solitude, who found
comfort in the solitude of the refectory and dormitory above that survived for a century and
a half. Basil Hume ate daily in the refectory as a young monk and again as abbot. He
would be glad to meet the man who had entered the monastery at Ampleforth in 1802. Later,
he endowed the community of St Lawrence's which, before the restoration of the
hierarchy, before the gothic revival, before mass Irish immigration and the Oxford
converts changed the complexion of the Church in England. Brewer became President of the
English Benedictines in 1799 by a chapter of accidents that eliminated other, more
senior men. He delayed accepting the appointment for three days of reflection and
prayer that Allanson dismissed as rank showmanship and then proceeded to
govern with energy and purpose that Allanson often found aggressive and high-handed.
But he was the man for a crisis, and that is exactly what led the English Benedictines to the end
of the 18th century — the displacement and impoverishment of their communities, the
disintegration of their normal monastic regimes, the collapse of recruitment. High on
Brewer's list of priorities was the survival of his own community of St Lawrence's which,
after some difficulty finding a home, he installed at Ampleforth in 1802. Later, he endowed
the community handsomely from his own resources and left still, at the age of 75, he settled
at Ampleforth to reinforce the young and struggling community with his own experienced
support. It was then that the young Allanson knew him and his portrait of Brewer in those
years is full of affection and respect. Mellowed with age, venerable and now genuinely
humble, a man of prayer and deep regularity in monastic observance, affable and even
playful with his young, an earnest preacher of whose surprisingly humble behaviour on one
occasion Allanson remarked, 'some were a little amazed, all were edified. It was at this
time that he paid at the great cost of £1000 for the building at the back of the house of the
refectory and dormitory above that survived for a century and a half. Basil Hume ate daily in
that refectory as a young monk and again as abbot. He would be glad to meet the man
Allanson called the Founder of Ampleforth.

Despite the dreadful disruption of the French Revolution and enforced return of the
monasteries to England, the horizon and experience of Athanasius Allanson had vastly more
in common with that of Pede Brewer than Hilary Willson's. That was one reason why
Allanson's history is so interesting — he wrote as an insider, perhaps the last generation who
could really enter imaginatively into the Catholic and English Benedictine world that
formed the portrait of the portrait-taking, the portrait-writer, the portrait-viewer, the
portrait-minded. That was one reason why especially as Brewer was part of a large and
powerful family among the English Benedictines — one nephew became the first English
bishop in Mauritius, responsible for the whole Indian Ocean, another became provincial of the
northern parishes (the obituaries of both are comorons of their self-importance and financial
incompetence) and a third became the first Archbishop of Sydney — so the influence of the
family could still be felt right up to the time Allanson was writing.
the monastery advanced him the money he needed for this expensive venture. It all ended in 1688 with the Revolution and the fall of James II. The school was closed and he had to repay all the costs out of his own money, while the house and land at Fishwick reverted to Dieulouard at his death.

Gregory Hesketh would surely like to have a conversation with a 20th century member of his community, a man such as Basil Hume who had seen the growth and flowering of a school attached to the monastery in England very much the way he had dreamed of trying to develop himself. In one way, Gregory Hesketh was a forward-looking figure whose aspirations were silenced by the 1688 Revolution, but of course in another way he belonged to the precarious world of persecution in which Catholics felt more fortunate to survive than to flourish. He had entered the monastery in 1652, just three years after the end of the Civil War and, with Cromwell ruling in England, a hard time for Catholics. He knew the men of the heroic generation who had founded the monastery at Dieulouard and begun the great work of the Benedictine mission to England, and one can easily imagine that Gregory Hesketh would very much want to introduce Basil Hume to Laurence Reyner, whom he knew as Prior of Dieulouard when he was a junior, and was one of the first five men clothed as monks of St Lawrence's in 1608. He was a Yorkshireman whose parents died in prison for their faith; a secular priest who was a founding member of the community at Dieulouard; a learned man, like many of the generation drawn to the Benedictine habit in the early 17th century. His life was the quintessential mix of monastery and mission that summed up the English Benedictine vocation.

Basil Hume would surely like to meet him, to enquire what life was like in those early and difficult years, what the ideals and dreams of those men were who were restoring Benedictine life to the English Catholic Church, what life was like in recusant England in the years between the Gunpowder Plot and the Great Fire. His rich experience - twice Prior of Dieulouard, Provincial of the northern missions, President of the Congregation - would provide ample scope for long conversation. He was a contemporary of Archbishop Gabriel Gifford, his fellow novice who rose to be Archbishop of Reims and premier peer of France. He knew well St Alban Roe and Fr Augustine Baker. He knew Edward Mawe and Vincent Sadler, who were aggregated as members of Westminster Abbey by Fr Sigebert Buckley, its last surviving member, less than eight months before his own death and no doubt heard from them the old man's recollections of that monastery. He was a founder, but he was also a link with a vanished past.

Just seven men brought together - Hume, Willson, Allanson, Brewer, Rigmaiden, Hesketh and Reyner - join us to the origins of Dieulouard and beyond to the end of the Middle Ages. These were men whose lives overlapped. If they sat in a circle in a parlour in heaven, each could have a lively conversation with the men on either side - those who had preceded them and those who came after. Perhaps the most interesting conversation would be between Laurence Reyner and Basil Hume - one can imagine Hilary Willson leaning over to listen, in as founder of the community of St Lawrence talked to its most distinguished recent member. They are a not unrepresentative cross-section of that community in the last 392 years. Some were great leaders and fathers of the community. Some were ordinary, undistinguished monks. Some were scholars, others were men of action. Every one of them made a significant contribution to the building up and survival of the community and also to the mission in England. It is pleasing to think of the merry conversation they might have together in a parlour in a heavenly mansion.

History, like monasteries, is made up of people and Allanson had a deft touch in bringing them alive. Now this remarkable collection of biographies, which has sat locked up in the archives for a century and a half, is made available for the public in a handsome bound volume together with a useful introduction from the pen of Fr Anselm Cramer. This is the fourth and much the largest publication of archival material that he has arranged and supervised. The standard of production is superb. He is to be congratulated on his diligent labours and his achievement, which he dedicated to Cardinal Hume. Looking through the pages, a reader finds all sorts of fascinating detail, surprising incidents, colourful individuals, inspiring heroism. The lives of 885 men embrace all kinds of character and experience but it is perhaps the inner unity of their aims and its adaptation to changing circumstances that comes across clearest. Monasteries have long memories. The publication of this volume helps us to extend and enrich our own.
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TEACHING THEOLOGY IN THE SCHOOL*

GABRIEL EVERITT OSB

Some years ago I was asked to supply for a Sunday Mass at RAF Leeming. As I approached the air base there was a large notice which displayed the RAF’s mission statement. It expressed a commitment to the defence of the country. Since this was the time when Ampleforth College’s mission statement was under consideration and was going through a number of editions, I was interested in the prominence given to this statement of the air base’s raison d’être.

The English Benedictine congregation has historically received from the Church a dedication to the ‘English mission’, which has no doubt received a number of interpretations, although the ‘conversion of England’ to Catholicism is prominent and traditional. Ampleforth’s attention to its mission, is not therefore a novelty, although the current interest in framing a concise statement has led to the explicit formulation of the aims and motives which underlie the work of the School.

The nine monks and two laymen who teach Christian Theology in Ampleforth (in many schools known as Religious Education or Religious Studies) cannot but be conscious of standing in a long tradition. There are many former teachers of Theology in the community, who have moved to other work, but who have not moved far away. One feels sometimes ‘a pygmy on the shoulders of giants’ and one senses, despite much brouhaha about new teaching methods, that in the attempt to communicate the faith to the young ‘there is nothing new under the sun’.

When the department, not to be undone, decided to frame its own mission statement, it found that it was trying to express explicitly what has been implicit in many years of religious education. After a good number of revisions, we settled on the following threefold statement:

The department of Christian Theology is responsible for forming the boys academically in the intellectual, moral and spiritual tradition of the Roman Catholic Church.

The department of Christian Theology aims at academic excellence, stretching the differing ability of each boy, and demanding the disciplined study required for any public examination.

The department of Christian Theology, respecting the beliefs of non-Catholic boys and the consciences of all, hopes to communicate and share a lively articulate and critically aware Christian faith.

Since this was written it has become necessary to add ‘and girls’ to take account of a new opportunity, but otherwise we are agreed that this is a fair statement of what we are trying to do. The first clause makes it clear that Theology is treated as an academic subject, with all that entails, and that the subject of study is Christianity, and particularly Roman Catholicism. This is not meant in a rigidly exclusive sense, however; it should be clear to students that many central Christian beliefs are held in common by Christians of differing traditions or denominations. Of course differing beliefs are examined, together with the arguments for and against disputed points; the aim is to study these in a clear, irenic and respectful spirit.

Recently in the sixth form there has been a little study of other religions.

*I am grateful to past heads and teachers in the department, and to the current staff, most of what is written here comes out of discussion with them and is inspired by their example. I take responsibility for the poor use that I may have made of what they have shared with me.
A consequence of teaching religious education as an academic subject is that it is examined and students' progress is assessed. Inevitably candidates perform according to their intellectual ability and, as in any subject, some have a more natural aptitude and understanding of the concepts than others. Fortunately, perhaps, religious devotion is not always determined by intellectual ability. It is not unknown, for example, for boys who profess to be atheists to secure A* grades at GCSE. Mercifully it works the other way round. The second clause of the mission statement expresses the commitment to strive for grades in public examinations, which at least are in line with, but preferably exceed, predictions based on an assessment of ability.

It has already been suggested that intellectual ability, even in Theology, does not directly yield religious faith. There is a delicate balance here. The department, because it is part of Ampleforth, inevitably has a religious aim, which comes from the mission of the community and the school as a whole. The school's mission statement speaks of 'a joyful, free and self-disciplined life of faith and virtue'. The third clause of the department's mission statement speaks of the communication and sharing of 'a lively, articulate and critically aware Christian faith'. The encouragement to faith is not, however, the sole responsibility of the Theology department; indeed the department is not the principal means of such encouragement, since this task belongs to the School as a whole, and particularly to the life of Christian worship and practice in the House. A journey into a mature and adult faith, being a work of the Holy Spirit, moreover often has an unpredictable, surprising and individual quality. To indicate a less tight connection, therefore, this part of the department's mission statement uses the phrase 'hopes to communicate', rather than the direct responsibility to a formal education as expressed in the first clause and it acknowledges the importance of respect for freedom of conscience.

So much for the ideals. I would now like to offer a few short reflections on the opportunities and challenges presented by the attempt to deliver this mission, and of course, I would like to start with the bad news on 'delivery' and try to move from there. In my three years as head of department I have heard a number of criticisms, touching on all three of the aims of the mission statement, and of course I would have to recognise an element of truth in the criticisms. It has been said that, compared to the past when Catholics were given a definite structure of belief and had ready answers for searchers and sceptics, today young people seem to be vague and sketchy about the faith; Ampleforth boys are no exception. Examination results can at times be disappointing, no doubt often for a combination of reasons in the current world where so much hangs on results, this can be for some an understandable source of great concern. The third worry may be the least frequently heard, but it is probably the most deeply felt. Academic courses in theology often do not seem to nourish faith, rather the contrary, they can seem to undermine faith, introducing as they do a bewildering range of different opinions and beliefs, and challenging often cherished assumptions.

There is of course evidence that goes the other way too. Recent old boys at university do not want to be surprised by their ability to provide friends who are not believers with some of the responses, which can be presented to the claim that there is no rational basis for the faith. Often there are very good examination results, as there always have been, very markedly at GCSE, but also at A level. The A level in Religious Studies in Ampleforth has usually been done in a year and a half early, which is a very difficult thing; but on a number of occasions it has been the grade which has guaranteed a university place. At the top of the scale Osbaldstone candidates, in even subjects such as Mathematics, have been able to hold their own in discussions with interviewers about the logical proof of the human mind and the theological proofs for the existence of God. It is harder, within a short compass, to provide a counterbalance to the worry that theology is bad for faith, but the search for good answers requires a certain disputatiousness and what may appear to undermine faith can lead to a deeper and more mature faith.

Nationally RE is a subject with a shortage of teachers, and this applies too in Catholic schools. I expect that we all have moments and days of understanding exactly why this is the case. Apart from the well-publicised general difficulties of teaching today, there is in many schools the frustration of feeling that the subject is marginalised and not taken seriously as an academic subject. This certainly does not apply in Ampleforth; since Theology here is in a privileged and protected position. In Ampleforth, however, as in other schools, an RE teacher committed to the faith, who aims to communicate and share a lively and articulate faith, has put personal beliefs on the line in day to day teaching. It is often this who does not happen in other subjects. A teacher of mine, once faced with an unruly and inattentive class, recalled the story of a professor who in similar circumstances hissed to a class: 'I am wasting my time casting pearls before swine'. A voice from the back of the class responded: 'imitation pearls', to which the professor retorted: 'real swine'. There are moments and days when this seems appropriate. Fortunately every day is not like this. Indeed it is a privilege to be able to teach things which are really believed to matter, and is often as not to meet an enquiring and interested response. At the very least many Ampleforth boys in my experience are tactful and do not wish knowingly to cause offence.

It is sometimes felt that Catholic religious education lost its way some time in the 1960s, and there are those who would see difficulties in RE as a consequence of this loss of direction. Older readers will probably associate religious education with 'learning the catechism' and the ability to remember phrases from the penny catechism is well known. By contrast younger Catholics find it hard to produce quick answers to questions, it is often feared that religious education in the wake of the Second Vatican Council and the study of human religious experience, although this issue is still a live one.

In 1996 the Bishops' Conference of England and Wales produced a curriculum directory in Religious Education for Catholic schools. According to the directory, the aim of religious education is to form religiously literate young people who have the knowledge, understanding and skills appropriate to their age and capacity — to think spiritually, ethically and theologically, and who are aware of the demands of religious commitment in everyday life. The directory distinguishes four main subject areas, which should characterise religious education, namely Revelation, Church, Celebration and Life in Christ. These are to be studied with an appropriate level of sophistication at the four 'key stages' of primary and secondary education (up to age 16). There have been a number of programmes, which have been devised in recent years for key stages one to three, including very recently two for key stage four. Ampleforth, like many other independent schools, in which the senior school begins at age 13, cuts through key stage three, and while our first year belong in this stage, we have attempted to strike a more satisfactory balance, by integrating Catholic teaching with the study of human religious experience, although this issue is still a live one.
courses, so must follow the examination board's syllabuses. The Bishops' conference has followed through its recommendations into sixth form study, although not as part of the Curriculum Directory. Here the problem of matching public examination study (if that is what takes place in the sixth form) with the four areas of Revelation, Church, celebration and life in Christ becomes even more acute, because of the necessary specialisation of A level content. In the older schools follow a general religious education programme (non-examination RE) in the sixth form. Ampleforth has followed such a course for a number of years in the top year. Among RE teachers in secondary schools sixth form general RE often presents the biggest headache. The challenge of motivating 17 and 18 year olds to a religious course of study which is for 'enrichment' and general education, but which is not publicly examined, is obvious and frequently daunting.

At Ampleforth the Curriculum Directory is broadly fulfilled in the sense that the main themes are covered at some stage in the five-year programme, although by no means with equal weighting. Although some changes could perhaps be made, this is largely the result of the following of public examination courses. The first year (fourth form) course provides an introductory study of belief in Christ through the liturgical year and prayer, followed by an examination of monasticism and then the seven sacraments. Much of this material will have been studied before, but there are new teachers to face the challenge of interrogation by the 13 year-old mind. The following two years are taken up by the GCSE course, which is studied by all boys. This course looks at the story of salvation as contained in the Old and New Testaments and at some of the key sacraments, applying traditional Christian beliefs to issues today. Here too, perhaps even more markedly, there is the questioning which is natural to adolescents who are wishing to test the authenticity of received knowledge.

In theory it is easier if schools follow a general religious education programme (non-examination RE) in the sixth form. In practice it is more usual to choose one or two themes and develop these over the two years of the GCSE course. Themes are covered at some stage in the five-year programme, although by no means with equal weighting. In theory it is easier if schools follow a general religious education programme (non-examination RE) in the sixth form. In practice it is more usual to choose one or two themes and develop these over the two years of the GCSE course. Themes are covered at some stage in the five-year programme, although by no means with equal weighting.

I have been trying in this article to outline the opportunities and challenges, which face the RE teacher, and about how in the particular context of Ampleforth the department of Christian Theology tries to respond. There is one challenge I would like to consider in conclusion, which affects all teachers today. Sooner or later the day dawns when the inspector comes to call. The HMC inspection of Ampleforth in 1995 gave the department of Christian Theology a good deal of encouragement. It also made a number of recommendations, touching among other aspects, on size of the department, class rooms, teaching methods and on some further exploration of possible links between academic teaching and the religious experience and practice of the boys. Since 1995 we have arranged for two further less formal internal inspections of the department, in order to monitor progress. We owe a considerable debt to the late Peter Eckersley, then chairman of the Christian Theology Trust, who undertook the 1995 inspection, and to Fr Roger Barralet OFM, who is an inspector of Catholic schools notably in the Brentwood diocese, who has carried out subsequent inspections. The department now has a smaller number of teachers, but most of these teachers now have Christian Theology as their main teaching subject, thus making the role of the department amongst other things, that of providing support to a number of teachers who are not primarily religious educators.

In the final year there has been for a number of years a short non-examined course in Christian Living. Positive reactions to this course have been more marked recently following a decision to invite as many 'outside' speakers as possible, so that 'new voices' are heard. Speakers have been asked to talk about aspects of being a Christian in the world today. We are exploring ways of extending this course and of covering topics which have proved successful in the past or which have been requested in response to some modest market research; these include relationships, living in a multi-faith culture, sexual education, coping with bereavement, business ethics. This course, perhaps, could be the first step in helping to develop the kind of religious instruction which is being requested.

In this article I have tried to outline the opportunities and challenges, which face the RE teacher, and about how in the particular context of Ampleforth the department of Christian Theology tries to respond. There is one challenge I would like to consider in conclusion, which affects all teachers today. Sooner or later the day dawns when the inspector comes to call. The HMC inspection of Ampleforth in 1995 gave the department of Christian Theology a good deal of encouragement. It also made a number of recommendations, touching among other aspects, on size of the department, class rooms, teaching methods and on some further exploration of possible links between academic teaching and the religious experience and practice of the boys. Since 1995 we have arranged for two further less formal internal inspections of the department, in order to monitor progress. We owe a considerable debt to the late Peter Eckersley, then chairman of the Christian Theology Trust, who undertook the 1995 inspection, and to Fr Roger Barralet OFM, who is an inspector of Catholic schools notably in the Brentwood diocese, who has carried out subsequent inspections. The department now has a smaller number of teachers, but most of these teachers now have Christian Theology as their main teaching subject, thus making the role of the department amongst other things, that of providing support to a number of teachers who are not primarily religious educators.
and pupils together is back and there is little or no integration of the 'entertainment' into the course of study. It can, however, also prove a marvellous technique for stimulating knowledge, understanding and discussion. A particularly successful example has been the use of a painful extract from the clearing of the ghetto in the film Schindler's List, as a way of stimulating discussion about the nature of the problem of moral evil. In the middle of a cruel and prolonged machine gun attack, a soldier plays the piano rapt in the beauty of the music. Viewers can be challenged to see in this an image of the God who is surrounded by the human perpetration of monstrous evil. It helps at least to bring some life and 'bite' to the definition of the problem.

Inspectors have suggested a better integration of Theology teaching with the religious practice and life of the School and the Houses. From what has already been noted in a number of places in this article, this is a delicate matter. One does not want to suffocate the Spirit, who does not always respond on cue to over much human organisation and who is not known for sympathy with the impatient wish for immediate and quantifiable results. On the other hand, it would be a pity to miss opportunities for fruitful connections. For this reason deep breaths were taken and an Easter Tuesday meeting took place this year under the direction of the headmaster and Fr Roger Barralet, which included housemasters, members of the CT department and other interested members of staff. Useful and stimulating discussion produced a good number of ideas, which we hope will help in the development of the key area of Ampleforth's mission.

Any teacher, like any parent, knows the taste of failure, although the ideal can be set out very clearly. The feast of St John Bosco, founder of the Salesians, is celebrated on 31 January, not too long after the beginning of the term, which often seems to be the hardest and the grimmest in any school. I am always struck by the inspiring challenge in the extract from his ideal. 'If we want to be thought of as men who have the real happiness of our pupils at heart, letters, which is included in the Divine Office for his feast and which seems to suns up the discussion produced a good number of ideas, which we hope will help in the development of the key area of Ampleforth's mission.

Many of the questions facing those considering their vocation centre on the nature of freedom and constraints. If I long for freedom from constraints, from any 'interference' from family, community and work, then I will shy away from any life-long vocation. A young monk was once very impressed by the humility of an old monk, who paced up and down the cloister muttering 'I wish I were a novice'. The young monk asked the old monk the reason for such a wish. The response was immediate - 'so that I could leave', That freedom to leave is what leads many of the boys I teach to reject the monastic life out of hand: it fails the pub test. 'Are you allowed to go to the pub, sir, whenever you want?' My shaking of the head leads to their shaking of the head. They reject such limitations a priori. 'On land we're clumsy' he murmured, 'in water we're graceful - we come alive... Where is a seal more free - on land where it can do more, but is clumsy, or in the sea where it is surrounded by water, but is graceful? Where are you more free - in an environment where your options are open, but chaotic, or one with certain constraints, which enable you to swim?

I remember my two years working in London, where most weekends I was faced with what seemed like total liberty - freedom from any commitments, a workable car and a functioning wallet. And yet it was also unexpectedly bewildering because there remained the question - what was I going to do with that liberty? What was I free for? Freedom from limitations, keeping my options open, was pretty straightforward. The actual exercise of that freedom, what I was free for, was less clear.

Consider another analogy. What would you say was a better image of freedom - a car or a train? Most would choose the car. If, however, the alternatives were a car-in-a-traffic-jam or a train-racing-down-a-track, perhaps your answer would be the train.

1. The first answer sees freedom as a means: a car gives more possibilities, many roads not just one track, door-to-door convenience, all controlled by you.
2. The second answer sees freedom as an end: the train on the track is freely moving but has no choice, whereas the car in the jam is theoretically able to choose but is actually not free to move.

Freedom-as-a-means entails choosing what I do, free from interference; freedom-as-an-end entails using what I do, free for that harmony of will and action where limitations are accepted. The first is widely understood today. It is the world of the supermarket, choosing how to fill up the trolley, selecting freely for your life. The second is more contentious. It is the world of the musician playing the score, a traveller following the route, an apprentice learning the craft. They each find a freedom in accepting limitations.

In a religious vocation one of the more obvious 'limitations' is celibacy. Karl Rahner
once wrote a letter to a young priest struggling with celibacy, who was wondering whether he had missed out on marriage, whether he had made right decision. Rahner emphasised the link between freedom and decision, and the sacrifice involved in decision:

“There is no human freedom without decision. But decision means giving up other alternatives in favour of one limited good. A man who wants everything never makes a choice and therefore never really gets hold of anything... You only live once. Of all the alternatives that life offers, only one can be really lived. Only once do we step into the stream of life at a given point. We cannot try everything out for ourselves. When all is said and done we cannot first tentatively explore each different opportunity life offers and then go back to start living the right one, the one that suits us best, in earnest this time. There is much we can only experience in its true, complete being by really giving up — having no desire to experience — its contrary. To believe this when we are faced with a concrete decision may be difficult, appallingly difficult.”

“A man who wants everything never makes a choice; that could be the sound-bite for this generation of vocations. Cardinal Martini, the Archbishop of Milan, has extensive and detailed experience of promoting vocations in his diocese, and wrote about the young people he had come across:

The fundamental difficulty is the fear of making definitive decisions, the desire to put off, put off and put off. The fear of making mistakes. Very many of them would love the bishop to choose their vocations for them, but I always insist that this is not my job, but theirs. And this terrifies them. Boys and girls who are excellent from every point of view are available for anything — in theory. But they are extraordinarily indecisive... It is very difficult, especially in Western Europe, for young people to make decisive choices. There is no pressing urgency in their lives, so they don’t jump, throw themselves out of the boat. Peter throwing himself out of the boat is an example I sometimes put before them. At a certain point, in order to live, you have to jump out of the boat. If you want to be always sure that you are not making a mistake in the choices you make, you will miss out not so much in not choosing a particular option but in not choosing to live.

A recent survey of religious life in America argued that it is those communities which offer a more structured framework of common life and prayer that are attracting new members — and concluded:

“Many of us born before 1950 were perhaps repressed and starved of freedom. But today’s young people are not repressed. They may in fact be hyper-expressed. They have tried everything and found it wanting. Brought up in a world insistent on freedom and tolerance as the highest values, they experience vertigo. They are looking for lines, for a place to stand. If they have a need for security, it is not a neurotic need but a legitimate one... It is negate to seek for answers in a world in which choice is king.”

Those who would see this need for security as neurotic, would also seek to interpret the current crisis in vocations as signs of progress; the old is giving way to new. We are witnessing a breakthrough in both church and society, in which we move beyond the old paradigms and models and no longer need traditional priests or traditional families. This interpretation is enviable, optimistic, and perhaps will be proved gloriously true as this new millennium unfolds. But I cannot help feeling that one is rather like clinging to the wreckage as the ship is sinking and declaring that this is a radically new way of transport. While it is clearly false to look back to a golden age, it is equally false to assume that there is an inevitable line of progress and that all change is for the good.

If I am allowed to ride just one hobby horse, one of our present failings is our individualistic view of what it means to be a human being. You did not emerge from the womb as a fully fledged consumer — you emerged joined to another, bearing the imprint of others in your genes and reliant on others for your survival and formation. And yet the overwhelming orthodoxy has become the supremacy of the individual. Perhaps the only coherent basis of Western society is the Mills conviction that the individual should be free to do whatever he wants as long as he does not harm others. When I told people at work that I was joining a monastery, the reaction of many was a polite ‘whatever makes you happy...’ a reaction that I suspect would have been the same whether I said I was going to join the Benedictines, or the Chippendales.

Given this background of individualism, it is not surprising that it now goes against our instincts to make any long-term commitment that might cramp our individuality. And to make a long-term religious commitment is even more dangerous. When we consider, therefore, the crisis of vocation, we need to be wary of any underlying assumption of progress. Why are so few offering themselves for priesthood or religious life? Why do so many shy away from marriage? The answer is not simply that these forms of life are outmoded. Nor is the answer simply that individually we are morally worse than our predecessors. The answer may lie with our difficulty in hearing God. God has not stopped calling — we just find it very difficult to listen.

II

Against this background Fr Abbot asked me to set up a small group to help both young men and women discern their vocation. Based on Cardinal Martini’s work in Milan, which took its name from the Old Testament story of the young Samuel hearing the voice of God and gradually understanding what it meant, the ‘Samuel Group’ was started at Easter 1998.

The requirements for anyone joining the group are that they have not yet made any definite vocational choice; that they are open to the will of God and prepared to change; that they commit themselves to a full year of regular meetings and that they sacrifice one leisure occupation (eg TV, music, cinema, newspapers), to free up time and space for listening to God. At the beginning they write a letter of application, setting out their reasons for joining. At the end they write a letter of ‘fruition’, drawing together what they have learnt from the year and making a decision about the next step. The age band is not fixed but the average is mid to late twenties: — ie those who have enough experience to be looking for something different, but who are still in a position to change. It is neither a Catholic singles’ club nor a form of group therapy. It is more like a year long Lent!

Their initial letters give a feel of the needs that have led them to apply:

‘I want to be open to God’s plan. I am not saying I’ll say yes to it.’

‘I feel like I’ve been living in a strange land feeding pigs and it’s time to come home.’

‘If I am perfectly honest I am a little apprehensive about all this as I don’t know where it may lead.’

‘I am afraid of losing control... God may want me to do something which I don’t want... what scares me most is that I’m not sure that the voice I hear is God or me or something else.’

‘My life is out of balance: I have spent much time, effort and prayer on my career path but... I feel as if I’m on a leaky only ever able to go so far. To break free will take discipline, guidance and the support of others.’

‘I am aware that there is a calling and I can see many signs but I seem quite incapable of piecing it all together, I feel as if I’m on a leaky only ever able to go so far. To break free will take discipline, guidance and the support of others.’

‘I am aware that there is a calling and I can see many signs but I seem quite incapable of piecing it all together, I feel as if I’m on a leaky only ever able to go so far. To break free...’
The meetings over the year comprise three weekends at Ampleforth and two separate days at retreat centres in London, with the year beginning and ending at the Easter retreat. The meetings themselves involve times of silence and individual reading and prayer, talks from various members on the opportunity for confession and adoration, attending the office and Mass with the Community. There are also group meditations on scripture where they listen to the Word of God speaking through the words of scripture, and individual sessions with me where they can discuss their progress over the year. Tasks are also set between meetings—such as studying certain individual stories of vocation in the scriptures (Abraham, Moses, Joshua, Samuel, Elijah, Peter, Zacchaeus, Paul…). Each meeting also concentrates on one ‘help’ to discernment—eg scripture meditation, the Office, Mass, the Rosary.

Over the year, it has been possible to see a real change in many members of the group, this which is indicated in their final ‘fruition’ letters, in which they sought to identify the fruits of their experience:

- ‘I see the year as seed which has been very firmly planted—some fruit is yet to come, but the roots are definitely there.’
- ‘The year has taught me to be more patient and trusting in God… I’ve seen God’s guiding hand gently helping me along the way. I have nothing but positive things to say about the whole experience.’
- ‘It was very different from anything I had come across before… one year ago I would not have imagined myself getting even to this point. It certainly would not have been possible on my own.’

It seems as though the gathering of individuals into a group over a substantial but fixed period of time sets up a sort of spiritual force-field, giving the individual the stability to hear the call of God and the courage to respond. What is clear from this group as well is that people are encouraged and strengthened by meeting with others who share this sense of vocation, and that they respond to being challenged and confronted by the demands of this process—particularly to encountering the Word of God in scripture.

It is still too early to quantify the results, but there have been clear signs of people being enabled to make major changes. Some have decided to get married, some to apply to religious life (including one to the Community here and one to the Society of the Sacred Heart), while several others are still investigating either the priesthood or religious life. There is no set format or prescribed rate of progress: each individual is unique and I have found myself constantly surprised by the workings of grace.

One of the main lessons to emerge again and again is the distinction between the subjective and objective sides of a vocation. By subjective I mean the feelings, thoughts, desires, needs. By objective I mean the God who is beyond my boundaries, deeper than my thoughts, wider than my horizons, independent of my feelings. You can make the whole thing simply objective. ‘I have a vocation, it’s out of my hands, therefore my feelings don’t matter.’ Then you make discernment of a vocation into the transfer of objective information: some people just have a vocation and you have to find out if you’re unlucky enough to be one of them. You can then go through life resenting this burden imposed on you.

Alternatively you can make the whole thing simply subjective. ‘I can’t face it, it makes me unhappy, therefore I can’t have a vocation’. Then you make discernment a conclusion from you’re that sort of person. You can go through life reacting to whatever is your current emotion. St Benedict commented on the sort of monks he called ‘Gyrovagues’, ‘always on the move, they never settle down—and are slaves to their own wills’.

I suggest that discernment involves both the subjective and the objective: my subjective response to God’s objective call. You can see this most starkly illustrated by the three stages of Jesus’s experience in the garden of Gethsemane. First there is resistance—let this cup pass from me. Jesus did not want to suffer. That is the fruit of his experience. There is no pretence, simply honesty. Secondly there is acceptance—not my will but your will be done. Jesus was obedient to the will of his Father. That is the fruit of his obedience. There are no reservations, simply faith. Finally there is the joy of the resurrection. Jesus is vindicated for his obedience. That is the fruit of his commitment. There is now only freedom. I resist, I accept. That is the movement from what I want to what God wants, not suppressing my subjective experience (I resist), but going beyond that to God’s will (I accept)—not out of masochism or resignation (God just wants me to be unhappy) but to discover the resurrection beyond the cross (I rejoice).
The Jubilee Year was always going to be special for the Hospitality and Pastoral Team. It began with the Midnight Mass on New Year’s Eve, which led into a first retreat entitled The Gift of the Great Jubilee. This took as its theme the vision of the Jubilee Year described by Pope John Paul II, and its climax was the celebration of the Feast of Epiphany. The retreat was so oversubscribed that accommodation had to be taken in St Aidan’s as well as our regular guest rooms. It was an auspicious beginning, and suggested that many people had taken the decision to mark this year of grace by spending time reflecting on their faith.

In all, this last year has seen a marked increase in the number of guests throughout the year. We are gradually moving away from the pattern of retreatants only being here at weekends—many people are now able to find the time to come on retreat or as individuals during the week. This has changed the dynamic of our hospitality work, in that we are increasingly having to operate a seven day week.

At the core of our hospitality work is the programme of retreats that runs throughout the calendar year. Many of the groups who come on retreats are regular visitors, returning annually for a weekend or longer. For these groups, the experience of coming to Ampleforth is a fixed point in their calendar, and for them, as for many of our groups, the heart of the experience lies in sharing the Divine Office with the Community in choir. This year we have been pleased to welcome some new groups, especially from some of our own parishes. We have also had a number of new groups coming here from primary and secondary schools, and they have made use of the cheaper accommodation in the Alban Roe House (formerly Junior House). The growth of this apostolate to schools stems in part from the religious studies GCSE, which for many students incorporates questions on the religious life. Some of the groups who come have this as their particular focus, and for them the experience of meeting some of the Community, to have a tour of the Abbey church and to pray with the monks in choir forms the basis for their course work. For other school groups, the needs are rather different—some of the younger groups use Ampleforth as a base for exploring the history of the area, while older groups have explored themes like relationships, vocation and making moral choices.

Alongside our residential groups, there has been a steady stream of day visitors. This year has seen more than 5,500 people coming here for a tour, often attached to one of the Divine Offices or a meal. For some, the visit to Ampleforth is one of many stops on their trip around Yorkshire, but for others the chance to visit and share in the liturgy creates a sense of pilgrimage.

Easter is always a high point in our year. Despite the poor weather, larger numbers than ever attended the Triduum ceremonies. The retreat was given by Fr. Cushnahan, and a number of other conferences were led by members of the Community. Forty-seven children also attended and followed a special programme prepared by Mrs. and Caroline Dollard.

An element of the work of the Hospitality and Pastoral team which has developed over the last two years is adult theological formation. More and more, those who come here express the desire to learn more about their faith, and we are developing a series of programmes to meet this need. This work has taken the team into collaboration with the Middlesbrough Diocese, and after a successful pilot year the Pastoral team has been asked to run the Diocesan Catechists course from 2001. Alongside this runs the MA programme, taught in collaboration with the College of Ripon and York St John. Around 30 students attend this programme every term, and this year the first group of students completed their studies and were awarded an MA by the University of Leeds.

The number of people who come here during the summer holidays depends critically on the length of the holidays and the work needed to be undertaken in the school houses. This year, it was possible to welcome 12 sports orientated and 10 other groups. Some of these larger groups come annually, and the subsidising of a number of them forms an important part of the charitable aspect of our hospitality work.

The increasing number of guests coming to stay at the Abbey brings its own difficulties. The size of groups always threatens the silence and peace which is important for all, and especially for the individuals who come here. We need to make sure that those who come on their own feel welcome, and if they have come for any particular need, that there is time and space for this to be explored. The pressure of numbers is always felt in choir, which for so many of our guests is the central reason why they come. The shape of our Abbey church can make it difficult for large numbers to feel that they are participating, and there is always the risk that the Community will feel swamped by the number of guests attending. Above all, the Hospitality and Pastoral team need to ensure that there is space for that individual contact which is so central to St Benedict’s vision of the relationship between monks and guests. All those who come are welcomed as guests of the Community, and the opportunity to meet with the brethren and members of the Pastoral team is highly valued by all. It is also, for those of us involved in the work with guests, a source of ongoing pleasure to be able to welcome so many people and to enable them to hear the Word of God.
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ST BENET'S HALL, OXFORD

HENRY WANSBROUGH OSB

The completion of a decade as Master of St Benet's Hall is a moment to reflect on the position of the Hall in the life of the university and in the Christian and Catholic life of the country. St Benet's has an important, or even unique role to play.

Oxford is a uniquely Christian city. The presence of so many ancient Christian foundations, visible at every turn in the centre of the city — and the virulently anti-automobile policy of the Oxford Transport Strategy makes walking or cycling the only practicable modes of locomotion — cannot but remind any visitor or local of its long Christian history. There is, I think, an unusually high proportion of church-going believers, each ancient College having its own functioning chapel, and a walk down St Giles' will convince that every branch of Christian or para-Christian ecclesial community has its conventicle in the city. The unusual number of 'homeless and hungry' testifies not only to its geographical crossroads situation and to the gullibility of tourists, but also to concern about the problem, which has led to a reasonably high standard of care for this significant element in the population. The wearing of a monastic habit in the streets, or even the shops, is not regarded as outlandish or aggressive, though this is perhaps assisted by the assumption that harmless eccentricities excite no surprise; a monk on roller-blades, though, does bring out the cameras!

Against this background, the monk in Oxford does feel himself to be the heir of a long and important tradition of monastic studies. A whole range of Colleges of the university were once monastic foundations, for by a ruling of 1215 (not always observed) abbeys were obliged to send a percentage of their men to study theology or canon law in the university. Christ Church was once Canterbury College, housing the monks of Canterbury who were studying at the university. Trinity College was once Durham Hall, educating monks from that great fastness in the North East; there are periodical entries in the accounts of the expensive progress made by a Prior on a visit, and his generous entertainment when he arrived. Worcester College was once Gloucester College, admitting students from several abbeys including Evesham; the monastic 'staircases' still sport the coats-of-arms of the component abbeys over the doorways. Besides the black monks, there were also Cistercians at St Bernard's Hall, now St John's College, and the great non-Benedictine foundations whose names still dominate parts of the city, Osney and Rowley Abbeys. When in 1897 the far-sighted Prior Burge of Ampleforth sent four monks to improve the standard of teaching at Ampleforth by founding what was to become the Permanent Private Hall, St Benet's, they were walking on ground that had long known the tread of monkish feet.

For the first half-century of its existence the monastic Hall remained almost entirely monastic, lay students being a rarity. The dearth of monastic students in the late 1960s led Fr James Forbes, with his characteristic open-hearted hospitality, to embrace a wider clientele. The entry-qualifications were not always strictly academic, a certain recognition being given to the fact that Oxford had other advantages to offer than a bookish education. A quite high proportion of Certificates and Diplomas feature among the records of degrees won during that decade. Theological studies among the Dominicans at Blackfriars had long formed a staple of St Benet's, but it was Fr Philip Holdsworth who saw that the time was ripe to open the doors to theology in the university.

Over the last decades considerable changes have occurred in the Theology Faculty of the University. No longer a preserve of the Church of England, it now includes among its most respected members teachers of many different confessions. Three years ago a Catholic
students) is enrolling as many new theology students as any College in the university. It is a testimony to the vibrancy of Catholic life in this country that a surprisingly high number of theology students turn out to be Catholics, eager to examine and ground their faith in serious study.

Theology students are presented by these Halls. This year the tiny St Benet's (45 students) has more theology undergraduates than theology undergraduates — so that an increasingly high proportion of theology as an undergraduate degree — Christ Church has more Regius Professors of Theology than theology undergraduates — so that an increasingly high proportion of theology students are presented by these Halls. This year the tiny St Benet's (45 students) is enrolling as many new theology students as any College in the university. It is a testament to the vibrancy of Catholic life in this country. It is a testament to the vibrancy of Catholic life in this country.

In this community of learning it is possible, and indeed enlightening and liberating, for Catholics to be taught by non-Catholics of many hues, and correspondingly for non-Catholics of many hues to be taught by Catholics. Certainly in biblical studies it is possible, and indeed enlightening and liberating, for Catholics to be taught by non-Catholics of many hues, and correspondingly for non-Catholics of many hues to be taught by Catholics. Certainly in biblical studies.

The ever-increasing thirst at all levels of the Church for a serious study of the theological and historical basis of faith has also opened up pastoral opportunities for St Benet's. Fr Bernard and I have led study days and week-ends at the Adult Education Colleges of both Oxford and Cambridge. St Benet's and its personnel are regarded as a resource in the diocese and beyond, providing day-courses for clergy and laity, readers, churchwardens, parish musicians and others. A particularly valuable annual feature is a week's scripture course for enclosed religious, monks and nuns — not only Catholics — who often have secular degrees and read the scriptures faithfully, but are precluded by their enclosed condition from any formal study. After the initial week of lectures (and general Oxford experience) they return to their monasteries with a course-book and fax fortnightly essays for three months.

Another task in which St Benet's has contributed to the local and national Church is in providing chaplains to Catholic children in non-Catholic preparatory schools in Oxford, Summer Fields and the Dragon. This is a pis aller, but at least it means that the children do receive the sacraments and Catholic religious instruction. A year as a chaplain in such a school can also be a useful and challenging task for a young lay student of theology! St Benet's also provides a centre for monastic worship and prayer throughout the week, and — among the many menus available for the local Catholic — a sort of pseudo-parish on Sundays for a faithful, intelligent and challenging congregation of a few dozen.

However, St Benet's is not all theology. Two-thirds of the students are laymen. The work of developing mature and caring Christian laymen within a monastic framework, which is at the heart of the Ampleforth mission, continues at the level of tertiary education. By no means all the undergraduates are Amplefordian, in fact hardly more than one or two each year. Other Benedictine schools, the Oratory and even Stonyhurst, contribute regular candidates, and this entry is breadfruit by a good admixture from maintained schools.

In other ways, too, St Benet's can hold its head high in the wider sphere of the university. There is a regular smattering of Blues in various sports, and representation in the international debating teams of the Oxford Union. The Christ Church Beagles have master from the ranks of St Benet's undergraduates with a frequency which tells its tale of the Ampleforth tradition, a very naturally high proportion of theology students turn out to be Catholics, eager to examine and ground their faith in serious study. Nor are these all in the first flush of youth. A father of Old Amplefordians is about to complete his BA in Theology at St Benet's. The opportunities for mature students at Harris Manchester College are fully exploited in theology, my students from there have included a retired judge — until he was persuaded to interrupt his theological studies to become a colonial Chief Justice. Nor by any means are the students just from this country. A change which has taken place in Oxford over recent years is that now one-third of students are graduates, studying for doctorates and other higher degrees, and a large proportion of graduate students are from overseas. Perhaps the area of theology in which Oxford has the highest international repue is patristic studies. In patristics St Benet's has an American monk who has just completed his doctorate, an Italian monk, a French diocesan priest and Russian Orthodox monk nearing the end of their doctorates, and a Syrian monk, near the start, besides a couple of Englishmen — one of them being Fr Anthony of Ampleforth — who have recently completed doctorates.

The ever-increasing thirst at all levels of the Church for a serious study of the theological and historical basis of faith has also opened up pastoral opportunities for St Benet's. Fr Bernard and I have led study days and week-ends at the Adult Education Colleges of both Oxford and Cambridge. St Benet's and its personnel are regarded as a resource in the diocese and beyond, providing day-courses for clergy and laity, readers, churchwardens, parish musicians and others. A particularly valuable annual feature is a week's scripture course for enclosed religious, monks and nuns — not only Catholics — who often have secular
Fr Henry, gentlemen!
It is a pleasure and honour to be your guest tonight. Tonight marks Fr Henry's ten years as Master, which makes it a great occasion. And it is special for me too, for the same reason; those ten years outside with the ten years I have acted as tutor to St Benet's historians, at Henry's invitation. The connection is one that has brought me very great pleasure. As you know, I am a Balliol man, and I think it rather appropriate that there should be some sort of link between St Benet's and Balliol. Our late Master, Sir Anthony Kenny, started off his Oxford career as a St Benet's man. I suppose he might, now, in his public eye, be rated as your second most distinguished alumnus of the late 20th century. Balliol is actually a notch ahead of St Benet's in having produced two post-Reformation cardinals, Manning and Heard, to your one; but to make up for that Balliol has produced only one Abbot of Ampleforth (now a Bishop), and St Benet's must be able to knock that into a cocked hat. Yet it does help to reinforce what I say about a linkage being appropriate. I am very proud of my College, which was my father's before me. I am also very proud of what I have come to call 'my second College' and my connection with it. It was one of the most satisfying days of my life when last year I went down to the Schools just before the History results came out and saw on the Norrington Table terms — in History at least — just about at the top, ahead of Balliol and the last year I went down to the Schools just before the History results came out and saw on the Norrington Table terms — in History at least — just about at the top, ahead of Balliol and the second most distinguished alumnus of the late 20th century. Balliol is actually a notch ahead of St Benet's in having produced two post-Reformation cardinals, Manning and Heard, to your one; but to make up for that Balliol has produced only one Abbot of Ampleforth (now a Bishop), and St Benet's must be able to knock that into a cocked hat. Yet it does help to reinforce what I say about a linkage being appropriate. I am very proud of my College, which was my father's before me. I am also very proud of what I have come to call 'my second College' and my connection with it. It was one of the most satisfying days of my life when last year I went down to the Schools just before the History results came out and saw on the Norrington Table terms — in History at least — just about at the top, ahead of Balliol and the rest too.

'My Second College' is a phrase I have borrowed from Lord Curzon, the great Lord and superior person. It was how he referred to Balliol. His first College, in my mind, was All Souls. I think there is a kind of comparison — a comparison, not a linkage — between Benet's and All Souls. The terms are also different. All Souls is a marvellous institution because it is unique; more than one All Souls would be too many. St Benet's is also unique, and I think it is probably true, as with All Souls, that if there were more than one of it, the others would have to be abolished. Neither institution is (thank goodness) what one would call pc. All Souls is rich and clust, and therefore an obvious target for politically correct educational Luddites. So far, I am happy to see, it has resisted its onslaught. St Benet's — well, I don't like to think what Mr Gordon Brown would make of St Benet's admission procedures, in which I am pleased and proud to have taken a part. I would add this to them. Of course they wouldn't do it at Balliol — they are much too informal — but that is part of their strength. What they do do is to bring together a unique and mixed community of monks and secular students and undergraduates which is outstandingly friendly, happy and supportive — and supportive not just to the students but to all sorts of other interests and people in Oxford, in a wholly admirable way. You are very lucky to have been here. It is lucky for others that you have been, and that St Benet's is in its unique self at Gilts.

Balliol, my other College, is often spoken of as a radical College — not quite accurately, as I think, but with a certain rough justice. One of the particularly nice things about my connection with Benet's has been that it, and its members, have been and are notable supporters of things that are not — from a radical point of view — entirely pc. I think, for instance, of the Army: St Benet's has nurtured a steady number of now-serving officers. I was hoping that one of them, Nick Perry, was going to be here tonight, he was on the list, but Henry tells me he was switched away to manoeuvres at the last minute. Mark Berry, who went down two years ago, was another, and was something else as well. A Master of the Beagles, another nowadays not quite pc institution of which Benet's monks and undergraduates have been notable supporters. I have vivid memories of Mr Bernard, brick red on a hot summer day, striding towards the Kennels at Stanton St John for the Puppy Show, having walked all the way.

And I have always suspected that it was at St Benet's that the plot was hatched whereby the Beagles obtained the stall that OUSU sought to deny them at Freshers' Fair. By concealing them behind a front organisation with the innocuous title of 'The Country Sports Society' it was outside St Benet's, significantly that the university supporters of the Countryside March assembled and embossed. Another not wholly pc institution with which a good many Benet's people have been connected is the lively Club of which I have been, for my sins, the Senior Treasurer for nearly forty years, the Grid, and the reason why they got elected to it is clear: they are good company. One of Henry's predecessors as Master, Mr James Forbes, was a much loved Honorary Senior Member of it.

Naturally, while I have been looking after St Benet's historians, I have often asked colleagues of mine to reach people from here. When my colleague there, Jonathan Powis, knew that I would retire this summer, he wrote, I have learned, to Henry saying he hoped that this would not mean he would be seeing fewer St Benet's pupils in the future. That, from a busy tutor in another College, seems to me a very striking tribute to the impression Benet's people make outside. It is a tribute to — and an example of — what you, Henry, and the Benet's people of your time have made of this Hall. There are many people in Oxford who don't know much about St Benet's — it is a discreet and modest house — but when they do come to learn something of it, it comes to mean something valuable to them. And besides, it is a special place, linking modern Oxford through an unbroken lineage, through Ampleforth and exile in France, to the last monk of Westminster, and so to the Benedictine tradition of pre-Reformation Oxford. May it continue to flourish.

I am sure you have a formal toast, but I don't know it, so I'll put it this way, amending the usage of my other College, Florent Anla Sanbi Benedicti. Will you drink to that, and to the health of your Master?

Review of the academic year 1999-2000
This year there was a reasonably full complement of monks from Ampleforth: Frs Henry, Bernard, Hugh, Brs Boniface, Paschal, Edwin; from elsewhere Fr Rene McGraw (Collegeville), Br John O'Callaghan (Glenstal), Br Luigi Gioia (Maylis), Br Edward Bidnell and Bede Rowe (Epaling), Fr Hugh Allen (Premonstratensian from Storrington). Living out the Usus at Ampleforth this year there was also Fr Paisy Azovkin, an Orthodox monk from St Petersburg. Altogether there were 45 students, a very international bunch, from England, Ireland, France, Italy, Spain, Thailand, USA, Poland, Russia.

Academic results were more than satisfactory. Particularly at the top end. Doctorates in theology were achieved by Rory Fox (whose examiner said that his thesis was the most brilliant he had ever examined), Fr Luke Dysinger of Valyermo and finally our own Fr Anthony. Fr Paisy and Joe Shaw (E90) have also submitted their theses, and await results. Final results also were satisfactory: one First (Michael Tait won the Canon Hall Prize for New Testament, and Kevin Watson the Gibbs Prize for the best performance in Theology Prelims.

Under the close supervision of Fr Hugh the renovations have continued and should be complete by the end of September. Almost all rooms now have en-suite shower and toilet facilities and ethernet network points. Besides comfort for the students, this will make it possible to host conferences at a much higher level. The dining-room has been re-laid and re-decorated most tastefully and is in considerable demand for functions.
In the Hilary Term floods cancelled the regular races, but in a substitute competition we were placed twelfth of all College boats. In Summer Eights, with a little help from Blackfriars, we secured the maximum number of bumps. In individual sports we also secured three Blues: Alex Anderson for clay-pigeon-shooting, James Graham-Brown for triathlon and Nick Vasquez for athletics.

In March St Benet's made its bi-annual visit to Magdalene College, Cambridge, to sing Vespers, at the invitation of Eamon Duffy. The chapel was full, and monks and undergraduates alike were afterwards generously entertained at high table. Fr Bernard has also led a couple of weekend conferences at the Cambridge Centre for Continuing Education. Fr Hugh and Br Hugh act as chaplains to the Catholic boys at Summer Fields Prep School, providing Mass and some religious instruction each week; Fr Henry and Br John do the same for the Dragon School. A steady demand in the neighbourhood for talks on monastic subjects keeps Frs Henry and Bernard from excessive idleness. There is a welcome flow of Old Ampleforadians to the Hall for sherry, for meals and even for Mass. Fr Leo came down in Trinity Term to preside at a pleasant Old Boys' Dinner attended by thirty graduates and undergraduates.

Fr Jeremias Schröder OSB, who was working for a doctorate in medieval history at the Hall in 1990-93, and then spent a year as Chaplain to the nuns at Stanbrook Abbey, has just been elected Archabbot of St Ottilien Abbey, near Munich, which makes him President of that Congregation of missionary Benedictines. His predecessor was elected Abbot Primate at the Abbots' Congress in Rome during September 2000.
COMMUNITY NEWS

Prayers are asked for Fr Francis Vidal, who died suddenly on 18 February, and for Fr Nicholas Wolff, who died suddenly on 3 June; also for Suzanne Stewart, Br Rainer's mother, who died after long illness on 22 September this year. Fr Francis had just returned from a round of parish sick communions at Bamber Bridge; Fr Nicholas was visiting Leyland by way of holiday, and had just joined with the brethren at Mass. Obituaries follow. Another loss in the course of the year is that of Mgr Peter Storey, who died (after several heart attacks over a period of time) on 3 January. It was he who many years ago initiated the re-establishment of the shrine of our Lady of Our Lady of Mount Grace, and in his last years lived in the little cottage next to the parish house in Our Lady's Court, so that the fathers were able to keep an eye on him towards the end. He remained a good friend. We also ask prayers for John Tubbs, our Head Cleaner, who died very suddenly on 28 August.

COMMUNITY NEWS

PATRICK VIDAL was born in London in 1919, eldest son of Alan and Kathleen Vidal, educated at Ampleforth and received the Benedictine habit from Abbot Matthews in September 1938, taking Francis as his religious name. Abbot Herbert Byrne received his first vows in the following year.

Fr Francis' father, Alan Vidal, was the school doctor, and had been in the Medical Corps during the first world war and decorated for bravery. He was a Catholic but this traditionalist and Conservative character was well known and much loved throughout the College and Ampleforth countryside. He was fond of golf and his pipe, had his own fishing boat on the Rye, and was a keen huntsman. Fr Francis' mother, Kathleen, was a deeply devout Catholic, faithful to traditional practices and a quite superb cook. Many the meal that Fr Francis' school and monastic contemporaries enjoyed at her table.

Fr Francis inherited much from his parents. He had accompanied his father on local shoots and knew the names of covers and fields in the district all around the Abbey. He was dedicated to the golf course. Once working on the parishes, his free day was regularly taken up with a visit to the local golf course, right up to the end of his life. He inherited his father’s courage and was fearless on the rugger field. Notorious for his effective tackling, Francis would hurl himself at any possessor of the ball who had not got rid of it in good time.

It was said he was impervious to pain. Francis had played in the school 1st XV and continued to play throughout his career in the monastery and St Benedict’s Hall where he played for Oxford University in 1942 and 1944, thereby winning two wartime Blues. After he moved to the parishes he was a playing member of the Warrington and Workington Clubs.

From his mother Francis inherited a deep, uncomplicated, living faith together with his whole hearted commitment to prayer and especially the Rosary and his love of the annual pilgrimage to Lourdes. Members of the Ampleforth Pilgrimage will remember him as a regular, always wearing his monastic habit, leading the prayers at the Baths (especially the Rosary in French, sometimes with an addition in Spanish in the same Hall Mary), and his devotion to the Cachot where he would make a point of celebrating Mass once during every pilgrimage. However his talent for cooking owed less to maternal genius than to his years as a playing member of the Warrington and Workington Clubs.

Fr Francis received his monastic formation well before the second Vatican Council in the days when great emphasis was put on the importance of observance of rules and customs. Life in the monastery and on parishes was structured, and unchanging. Francis came to live a very regular and structured life. Faithfulness, loyalty and commitment to his formation were deeply embedded in his makeup. Monastic stability does not only imply stability to a community or a place, but also faithfulness and thoroughness held over a long period. That was very much a characteristic of Fr Francis. He was not a person who cut corners. An exception might have to be made, however, in applying this to his driving.

Fr Francis was ordained priest in 1947 by Bishop Brunner and Abbot Herbert, who had spotted his pastoral gifts, moved him to parish work in 1949. This was the beginning of fifty-one years of dedicated pastoral zeal, during which time he served on seven parishes served by the Ampleforth community. His longest appointments were at St Benedict’s, Warrington (1952–61), which is thought to be the first parish to present him with a motor cycle, Bamber Bridge (1961–70 and 1991–2000) and Warwick Bridge (1970–90).

During his time as parish priest, Fr Francis maintained links with many parishioners after his move. Every year he sent out a great number of Christmas cards and would give a week of his holiday helping out as a supply priest at St Benedict’s. Parishioners remember him as a ‘holy, prayerful and conscientious’ parish priest with ‘enormous humanity’ and a great love of children. He was extremely faithful to his prayer life, the Divine Office, daily meditation, thanksgiving after Mass, and his daily Rosary. Always sensitive to his pastoral responsibilities such as care of the sick, visiting parishes in their homes, he was meticulously prompt in the counting of offertories immediately after Mass, the conscientious keeping of the Covenant books, parish records and the parish diary. He was not just concerned with parish affairs but got involved in local activities such as Age Concern, Good Companions, and the Scouts with whom he was at different times both Scout Master and chaplain. He always enjoyed social occasions such as his St Patrick’s Day dance at Warwick Bridge, calling for Bingo and opportunities to entertain a social with his party piece. Albert and the Lion. His pastoral work did have to be tailored to meet his fondness for Rugby. There is still in existence at Warwick Bridge a notice warning Saturday penitents that they would find their confessor watching the International!

By nature a traditionalist, he was not an innovator but his spiritual life was deeply
affected by post-Vatican II renewal. His personal library contained many books emanating from charismatic renewal and he was an active member of several prayer groups and involved in days of renewal. He frequently took part in the annual renewal retreat for priests and deacons at Trinity and All Saints, Leeds, where without any inhibitions he would dance in the aisles, raise his hands in prayer and be involved in ministering to others.

In 1998 he moved into the new community of St Benedict's at Brownedge, Bamber Bridge where his example and spirit of willing obedience were valued. It is significant that his sudden death took place just as he had returned from taking Holy Communion to the aisles, raise his hands in prayer and be involved in ministering to others.

Deacons at Trinity and All Saints, Leeds, where without any inhibitions he would dance in the aisles of renewal. He frequently took part in the annual renewal retreat for priests and deacons at Trinity and All Saints, Leeds, where without any inhibitions he would dance in the aisles, raise his hands in prayer and be involved in ministering to others.

We offer sympathy to his family and promise them the support of our prayers. May the Lord, for whom he worked so hard, welcome him into the company of the saints.

*Edmund Hatton OSB*

**FR. NICHOLAS WALFORD**

Nicholas Thomas Walford was born at Ilkeston on 14 August 1912, the second son of the Vicar of a mining parish in Derbyshire. His godfather and grandfather (on his mother's side) were both Anglican clergymen. Although, in his early childhood, the family was to move to a country parish in the Vale of Belvoir in Leicestershire, Nicholas was not to spend much time there as his schooling was soon to take him further afield: firstly, to the prep school in Hove where several relations had preceded him, then on to Marlborough, where he received an education that he was to look back on with much appreciation. In addition to taking a full part in the academic and sporting life of the school (rugby and hockey), he came especially to love the surrounding countryside and would spend the long summer days cycling in the downs or along the Kennet Valley, while developing an interest in ornithology that had been awakened in him by his grandfather as he urged him to look for birds' nests in the rectory garden.

At Marlborough he showed promising academic talent, displaying an early ability in Classics (for which he eventually held a place at Herford College Oxford in 1931). He was proficient also in Maths but as this did not extend to trigonometry he found that he was required to do "a little elementary science" instead. Besides the usual pricking of fingers in order to get some blood under a microscope, this also included moulding clay with his hands, to make figurines of Edmond Hatton, whom he met at Corpus Christi College, Oxford. The latter was a man of great learning and was an inspiration to Nicholas, who was later to become an assistant to him and the latter's successor as Vicar of Leominster.

Edward Hatton OSB

Nicholas’ father was a member of the clergy and his grandfather, a vicar in a mining parish in Derbyshire. His godfather and his grandfather (on his mother’s side) were both Anglican clergymen. Although, in his early childhood, the family was to move to a country parish in the Vale of Belvoir in Leicestershire, Nicholas was not to spend much time there as his schooling was soon to take him further afield: firstly, to the prep school in Hove where several relations had preceded him, then on to Marlborough, where he received an education that he was to look back on with much appreciation. In addition to taking a full part in the academic and sporting life of the school (rugby and hockey), he came especially to love the surrounding countryside and would spend the long summer days cycling in the downs or along the Kennet Valley, while developing an interest in ornithology that had been awakened in him by his grandfather as he urged him to look for birds' nests in the rectory garden.

At Marlborough he showed promising academic talent, displaying an early ability in Classics (for which he eventually held a place at Herford College Oxford in 1931). He was proficient also in Maths but as this did not extend to trigonometry he found that he was required to do "a little elementary science" instead. Besides the usual pricking of fingers in order to get some blood under a microscope, this also included moulding clay with his hands, to make figurines of Edmond Hatton, whom he met at Corpus Christi College, Oxford. The latter was a man of great learning and was an inspiration to Nicholas, who was later to become an assistant to him and the latter’s successor as Vicar of Leominster.

*Edward Hatton OSB*

**COMMUNITY NOTES**

Whilst at Marlborough, he came not altogether surprisingly to be looked upon as a likely candidate for ordination, a prospect which his talks with the old Bishop of London on his annual preaching engagements did little to discourage. His father advised him to postpone theological studies till after Oxford when he should be in a position to apply to a suitable theological college. In the meantime, however, the pursuit of Greek and Latin did not survive his Classical Mods — 'I never wanted to see another word of Latin or Greek ever — despite (perhaps, even, because of) his having as his tutor the author of *The Greek Particles*, JD Denniston, and he duly switched to Modern History.

Four years later in 1934, together with other Oxbridge graduates destined for the ministry, and on his father’s express recommendation, he decided to enter Wells Theological College in Somerset because he had been assured that whatever label he might come out with, he would acquire a good, moderate theological education, 'Moderne' though it may have been, encompassing a fairly broad range of Evangelical and High Church traditions. Nicholas and his friends turned towards the latter of these — less for the 'bells and smells' than for what he called 'more ideas of authority in the teaching.' In due course, when the statutory eighteen months of theological study had been completed, his first appointment — and personal choice — was to a parish at Leamington Spa in the Coventry Diocese.

Twelve months later he was duly ordained deacon in what is now the empty shell of the old Coventry Cathedral, and the following year was ordained priest along with two others, the Bishop of Coventry in the parish church of All Saints where he was working. There he remained, de régent, for nearly two years before being released 'early' owing to the parish's shortage of cash. Then in 1938, through the recommendation of a friend from Wells, he moved to the 'newish' parish of St Michael's, Mill Hill, in the diocese of London. Gas masks were just being issued at the time of his arrival; the later horrors of refugee Dutch and Belgian refugees coming down from Cardinal Vaughan's College were unable to decide whether their beards were supposed to be kept inside or out.

He remained at Mill Hill till the end of 1941 when he decided to move to the Air Force to serve as a chaplain in the RAE. Having spent two weeks in national training at Bertram Newton in Norfolk, he joined a fighter station in Northumberland which had become a relief base for squadrons that had been involved in the Battle of Britain. As he went round the dispersal huts, he found that the air crews tended to regard him more as a Welfare Officer than as a chaplain, and he was more interested to know if he had any more radio sets or batteries, or woolen clothes, or even a pack of playing cards for them than anything else.

At the end of only a year there, he was told by the Chaplain's Department to go to West Africa. He went first of all to Nigeria for 10 months, and then to Freetown in Sierra Leone for a further five months (the maximum period allowed in such a climate at that time). Although a classicist by training if not by temperament, he always remained something of a francophile. This is perhaps not altogether surprising considering the 10 months he spent in French West Africa in the mid-Forties. As chaplain, he was responsible for a series of RAF stations not only across Nigeria but also in French Equatorial Africa and at the mouth of the Congo. For the spiritual services he rendered there — known only to those whom he knew — he was to see out the remaining years of the war. The assignment took him to
several locations first to Karachi for about four months, then – after treatment for some back trouble – to an RAF Hospital in Calcutta, before finally moving south-east to Rangoon in Burma where he stayed till the summer of 1946. He had a memorable return journey when he was flown home in a seaplane (the civilian version of the Sunderland) which took two and a half days with stopovers to take him from Rangoon Harbour to Poole in Dorset.

Shortly after, he was demobilised and needed to find a job, so he used the substantial amount of leave he had acquired to look for one. At this point, a brief hiatus seems to have occurred. He, on his part, had assumed that having been working in the diocese of London, he would be taken back there, while his superiors for their part had taken it as read that he would want to have a parish of his own. Both parties were under a misapprehension! He was content to remain a curate, and his new pastoral work was to take him beyond London. A childhood friend of his suggested he might like to go to Amersham, and so having applied to and been accepted by the Vicar of the place, he went and took charge of the district church of St George’s, Amersham Common. Yet somehow he found it hard to settle, and during his tenure there, began to visit Mirfield because he felt stirrings towards some kind of community life. It was from Mirfield that he first visited Ampleforth in 1947, taking with him a letter of introduction to Fr Christopher Topping who was then at Gilling Prep School.

Fr Chaslesborough took him at once to see Abbot Byrne over at the Abbey. Nicholas was impressed with what he saw. He felt the place ‘really worked’, that it seemed to be well – directed, and that it was probably the place for him. But he hadn’t yet arrived at any decision about becoming a Catholic and asked for more time to think about it. He was offered a teaching job at Gilling to cover the last month of the summer term but was unable to take it up owing to a prior arrangement made to travel abroad with an Oxford friend. However, during that summer, he wrote to the Abbot saying that he was ‘no use my hanging about any longer. I’ve come to stay if you get a room for me’. On his return to London, he was offered a teaching post in St Louis. They knew he was a musician, and Fr Neville who in his turn offered him a teaching job for a year. Thus he accepted and he duly took up residence in the village at Mrs Benson’s, Victoria House (which he liked to refer to in Frenchified form as pension Benson).

By this time he had already expressed his desire to enter the monastery but the Abbot had suggested he find his feet in a Church first. In the course of that autumn he received instruction from Fr Wulstan Gore, then parish priest of Ampleforth Villages, hoping to seek communion at Christmas. This request was granted him and he was able to receive his first Communion at Church on 15 December 1947 at a ceremony performed in the then small crypt. It took place in the crypt because there was, as he put it, ‘a sort of scrumbugging marathon’ going on in the church at the time, where there were ‘women with buckets and scrubbing brushes all over the place’ which sounded ‘like an orchestra tuning up with a good deal of percussion’.

Meanwhile, he had heavy commitments in the school, teaching thirty periods a week of Latin, History and even English, last resorting to great deal of work on his part as he had little schooling in Shakespeare and none at all in Chaucer. As if that were not enough, he would find that the Ampleforth school timetable made it the ‘only place in the world where work went on till three-thirty on a Saturday evening’. Still, time was somehow found for a little recreation, and this for Nicholas meant music-making. He liked to take part in the then flourishing RBO or Rock-Bottom Orchestra, run by Fr Laurence Bévénot. He would recall how, in rehearsal, at the top of the sheet of music he was given to play from, the four letters HBLO would appear: ie ‘Hard Bis Left Out’!

Some time later, owing to a new job scheme that was to come into force, Fr Paul had to announce several redundancies from the school. Five jobs were to go of which Mr Walford’s was one. When he was asked if he still wanted to go into the monastery, he said yes. Thus, he entered the noviciate in September 1948, along with Simon Trafford, Augustine Measures, Joseph Carbery, Aidan Gilman, Geoffrey Lynch, Leander Duffy, with John Wheelbar and Martin Kevill who did not proceed to profession. They were put through their customary monastic paces under the ‘strict but always very helpful’ novice-Master Fr Kenneth Brennan who was also Infirmarian. For part of Fr Nicholas’ second year, Fr Kenneth was often away visiting Fr Ignatius Miller who was dying at Horsforth, so Fr Cuthbert Rabnett as Assistant Novice Master stood in for him. Then in his third year, not only was Nicholas finishing his second year of Philosophy, Scripture and Church History, but was also asked to take on a small History class in the Junior House. During the years he studied theology at Ampleforth (most of his contemporaries were at Oxford) he was allowed to teach 10 classes a week in the school, and if his name appeared on the chalk board outside the refectory after lunch, he knew he was to take Fr Walter Maxwell Smirk’s Junior House rugger set that afternoon.

At the end of four years’ theology, the time came to consider ordination. He liked to tell how Abbot Byrne came to his room one day and said: ‘Brother, in view of your somewhat advanced years and apparent respectability, I am putting you on a year for Ordination’. So, after having received the sub-deaconate and the diaconate at the hands of Bishop Brunner in 1953, he was ordained to the priesthood in July the following year. His brother Humphrey came up for the ordination as well.

His first appointment after ordination was to Gilling Castle where Fr Hilary Barton was now Headmaster, and he was asked to take over Fr Christopher Topping’s form of the youngest boys. He remained there for five terms before being posted to St Oswald’s Padgate, Warrington as a curate in the spring of 1955. He was to serve under Fr Cyril Broomfield for the next five years – the parish being handed over to the diocese 12 months later.

During Fr Nicholas’ curacy, Abbot Herbert wrote to convey the news that he would be sending him to the new foundation in St Louis. This was to be his second term of teaching. He was to take Fr Walter Maxwell Smirk’s Junior House rugger set that afternoon. During the years he studied theology at Ampleforth (most of his contemporaries were at Oxford) he was allowed to teach 10 classes a week in the school, and if his name appeared on the chalk board outside the refectory after lunch, he knew he was to take Fr Walter Maxwell Smirk’s Junior House rugger set that afternoon.
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In 1970, along with Fr Ian and several others, Fr Nicholas returned to Ampleforth and to teaching. This would occupy him again for the next seven years. There must have been a certain déjà vu about his classes in the Junior House during the 1970s — after all he had first taught there 20 years earlier as a junior monk.

Interspersed with the teaching was a good deal of supply work at weekends. In fact, Fr Nicholas supplied in most of the parishes at one time or another — including Workington, Brindley, Lestock Hall, Bamford Bridge and Leyland, not to mention the three parishes in the infant Ampleforth locality, besides Easingwold, Helmsley and Kirkbymoorside. (He seems never to have been sent to Knaresborough.) He also supplied in non-Benedictine churches such as St George’s York (including Strensall), Sleights and Acklam (Middlesbrough). In 1977, he was to visit Fr Philip Holdsworth at St Alban’s Warrington. Most of his work there involved house-to-house visiting, bringing the parish records up to date and contacting the lapsed and uncommitted. He was there for four years until the community relinquished the parish to the diocese in 1981. We had started a parish there in 1824. It was a sad day.

A final spell at Gilling followed from January 1981 to September 1987 in which he carried out some part-time remedial teaching and occupied himself with the extensive vegetable gardens which were supervised by the expert Jack Leng. He returned to the Abbey in the late summer of 1987 where he was to enjoy a long and peaceful retirement, working regularly on Monk’s Hill and taking charge of the rockery as the back of the monastery which somehow managed to keep in flower throughout the year. He was frequently called upon by people from the village who sought his advice either as to how to design their gardens or to identify the various flora to which they themselves could put no name. Up until a week before his death, he liked to take an afternoon walk up to the elegant purities of Bolton House — or Boltonia Gardens as he used to call them — to compare notes with Fr Edward on matters of common botanical interest. It was rare for him not to be seen with a cutting or two on their way to a new pot.

Every morning, now in his eighties, he would say Mass in the Abbot’s Chapel at 7.40 precisely, for a number of local retired people. He was a punctilious man — particularly in his monastic observance. He attended the monastic choir punctually every day without fail all the very end of his life. If you came in on him while he was doing his Lectio Divina, he would politely request that you come at another time. He had a fondness for the small French translation of parts of the Summa entitled La Vie de Jesus as his spiritual reading. During the last eighteen months of his life, he read all six volumes of Henri Bremond’s monumental Histoire Littéraire des Mouvements Religieuses en France. There was never a hint of any dimming of his mental powers in these final years. Perhaps his weekly grappling “with the fiendishly difficult Everyman crossword also helped keep his wits razor sharp.

Fr Nicholas was also a man of monastic frugality in which ‘quality’ was a key player. He loved listening to music — especially to the many recordings he had made over the years on his reel-to-reel tape recorder. This machine had been bought a good 25 years earlier, and was second-hand even then. However, because it carried a top-quality brand name, it was a trustworthy investment. Hence, it had no business developing technical problems. This explains why he had never had it overhauled. When it did start to behave peculiarly, he took some persuading that it might have to be looked at and even fixed. So, at the age of eighty-six, he took it to a shop in York where electrical eyes widened and few promises were made. A fortnight later the machine was returned after some fiddling had been obligingly done at no expense. Back in his room, the tape recorder was re-installed and switched on — in the expectation, no doubt, of another thirty years of service. But a loud bang and some blue smoke announced the end of an era! In lieu of the defunct, a kind lay-master lent him his own tape recorder, the use of which Nicholas enjoyed for the last two years of his life.

Fr Nicholas was, in some respects, a man of contradictions. Part of him was a born entertainer who simply loved to entertain. He could be a diverting and amusing host to the monks he invited to his room for an occasional ‘pre-prandial’. Yet there was another, seemingly opposite, side. There was a stridency about him, a spareness of word and of subject that was almost of a piece with his physical slightness. He never strayed into areas in which he had no knowledge or expertise. He did not philosophise. As often as not, you would come upon him playing Patience in his room with perfect concentration and compoisseur of spirit. There was an inviolable self-possession about him that compelled admiration. At night, he would fall asleep with the rosary in one hand and his Walkman in the other. He loved his declining years with a certain courageous defiance — right up to the line. During the final summer of the passing century, he paid a brief weekend visit to his elder brother in London. It was to be the last time they would meet. The following Spring, the latter suffered a massive stroke and died a month later. By this time Fr Nicholas was too frail to make the journey to attend the funeral.

In late May, Fr Nicholas did something quite untypical. He took a sudden decision to visit a couple of parishes for a few days. It was while he was staying at Leyland that, having said his Mass as usual that morning, he was taken ill unexpectedly and died within the hour. A couple of months earlier, he had invited one of the brethren to his room ‘to celebrate’. The monk had accepted the invitation though he had no idea what the celebration was for. ‘So, what are we celebrating?’ he asked, as the glass was filling, ‘Mid-Lent’, was the reply. ‘We’re exactly half-way through.’

Alexander McCabe OSB
In October 1999 the abbots and others in the Chevetogne Group met at Ampleforth, under the general supervision of Fr Dominic Milroy, who has been a member since it began. Abbot Patrick read one of the papers. The group visited Durham, were entertained by the Dean, and took some part in choir in Evensong, contributing some plainsong and part of the procession. While it is thought that this is not the first time monks have returned to Durham Cathedral, it was a significant occasion.

On 16 October Solemn memorial Vespers for Cardinal Buxton were sung in the Abbey as an opportunity for all his and our friends in Yorkshire to commemorate his death in ecumenical way. Supper followed in the Upper Building, and many came to Compline as well. About 10 days later the Ampleforth Society held a Mass for him during their annual meeting. About 400 were present.

In March this year Fr Colin Dalou, our only novice, decided to return to his diocese of Dublin, but Paul Rozario was clothed (as Br Philip) on 27 August. He was one of four 'candidates' who stayed with us in July to try out the life of the monastery. At Chapter we celebrated several jubilees; Fr Wilfrid Mackenzie, who celebrated 70 years in the habit, Fr Martin Heath and Fr Theodore Young, sixty years in the habit, Fr Edmund Hannon and Br Louis Rigby (St Louis) fifty years of priesthood, and Bishop Ambrose, Fr David O'Brien, Fr Rupert Everest, Fr Charles Macaulay and Fr Dominic Milroy 50 years of profession. Special overtones attached themselves to the customary singing of alm nus annus.

In December 1999 Fr Abbot hosted a dinner to mark the retirement of John Atkinson, our electrician since 1969. He had only two predecessors, since electricity was installed in 1923, and so Sid Wadding, who came before him, signed his name in chalk on the roof beams above the choir.

Just before Christmas a number of Winchester boys visited us on a tour of the old monastic sites of the north, including Durham, Hexham, Jarrow, Lindisfarne, Rievaulx and Byland, and wanted to complete the sequence with a living monastery, meeting Latin Vespers and English Compline, by which they were duly impressed. The link is their Head of History, Peter Cranmer (W73), but it is interesting to reflect that it was Winchester in particular which formed the ideal which Fr Paul Nevill sought to follow in his development of the school seventy years ago.

Fr Anthony Marritt-Crosby gave a course on St Benedict's Rule for those in business and management. The media woke up to this and the day before we had 27 inquiries from reporters and editors in 24 hours. Fr Dominic Milroy and Fr Mark Butlin have been away a good deal, either on retreats or on monastic and church business in remote places, and Fr Alexander McCaffrey spent three weeks in India at Christmas helping young communities with their liturgical music. Fr Mark has continued his work for monks and nuns in third world countries, visiting among others the Philippines, India, Korea and Indonesia. On Passion Sunday Fr Dominic flew to Rome for the night, in order to see the preview of the film recently made under his influence as theological adviser, though much of the cartoon and puppet work was done in Russia (to which he paid a visit).

Fr Dominic is involved in educational and pastoral work. He is Chairman of Governors of St Benedict's Primary School in Ampleforth Village. He has given talks to and governors of the Salford and Shrewsbury dioceses, and at schools including Benenden and Aysgarth. He has preached retreats to the monks of Maredsous (Belgium), Ramsgate, Montecarmo (Spain), Newark (USA) and St Vincent's (USA), and to the nuns of Stanbrook and West Malling. He has also preached the Middle Loughborough diocesan retreat at Ampleforth. He has acted as theological adviser to S4C Welsh Television, for their production of the animated life of Christ, The Miracle Maker, which was released in British cinemas earlier this year and shown in the USA on Easter Sunday by ABC Television.

After quite a lot of discussion we have finally adopted a different seating arrangement in the refectory, thus opening the way to a simpler warming system, and somewhat slowing down our eating. The side tables are now linked up to the top table at one end, and curled round at the other (because otherwise they would block the doors) and the brethren sit only on the outside, unless the numbers are larger than about 40. Nearly all monasteries sit thus, but in our case it is less simple because our refectory is square.

On 21 May the Bishop of Middlesbrough invited the whole diocese to the Celnet football stadium to celebrate with a single Jubilee Mass. Among the 20,000 or more who responded were over 150 people from the local parishes, including most of the resident community and (limited by the proximity of exams) a representative body from the school (and all the resident junior school). There was therefore no Mass in the Abbey that day, nor in the parishes that morning (Conventional Mass was in Middlesbrough). However, we did manage to get back for Vespers.

Fr Julian Baker has now completed his third year of language studies, this year in Spain, at the University of Granada. Last year he was in Passau. He now returns for the final year to Thames Valley University (Ealing). At the end of the summer term Fr Damian Humphries returned to St John's Abbey, Collegeville, to complete the theology course he did in 1997-99, which left him in the States all the beginning of September.

After Chapter, Fr Abbot appointed Fr Jeremy Siefa Subprior, so that Fr Benedict Wells (who remains Infirmarian) would have more time to assist Fr Andrew McCaffrey at Knarborough, where he has had some trouble with diabetes. As reported elsewhere, Mr John Hampshire, Infirmarian Second Master, has taken over the Headmastership of the Junior School. In August, he came and spoke to Chapter of his hopes and plans for Gilling.

The course for the MA in theology, which Fr Anthony has been leading under the auspices of the University College of Ripon and York St John, has now established itself in the ground floor of Alcuin Rose House, which used to be the Junior House, and has been well supported by mature students, for whom a course held entirely on Saturdays seems to be particularly attractive. In January we hosted a reception for the theology teaching staff from York. Meanwhile exploratory talks and visits have paved the way towards the development at the Abbey of an English site for the establishment of a theology degree course organised as an extension of the Catholic University of Leuven. If this comes to fruition, it is hoped to begin in the autumn of 2001. This has been greatly forwarded by the acceptance of Fr Anthony's Oxford doctorate on aspects of Aquinas theology.
The closure of Fort Augustus Abbey in December 1998 has brought consequences to the community here, for five of their community have been received among us, Fr Francis Davidson (1956), Fr Gregory Casey (1931), Fr Edward Delpeche (1936), Fr Anthony Hain (1976) and Fr Bernard Mdnulty (1982). The process of finally dissolving the conventus, which is the business of Rome, cannot take place until all the former members are placed, and the community's affairs have been properly wound up; since this is not yet quite complete, Fr Francis is still Prior Administrator, and so does not take part in our chapter meetings yet, but the others are now fully integrated. The Abbey buildings, in accord with the original agreement made at the foundation in 1878, revert to the Lovat estate, and are in process of being sold; but some care has still to be taken since there remain about 300 graves in the monks' cemetery beside the loch.

Christmas was unusual, but the New Year was marked by a special Midnight Mass, which was surprisingly well attended, the church being almost full. The Millennium being passed, we have been able to be concentrating rather on the Jubilee year, with its various events noted in their own place.

In January there was an informal and private meeting of all Methodist district chairmen with the Anglican bishops. Attendance was almost complete, but the matter was private and we were only neutral hosts, there being some hundred persons altogether. In the same month, those who the previous year had signed the 'Ampleforth Covenant' came together for 24 hours of silence and reflection. There was some tendency for plain clothes to be worn, and the many who came to choir were content to sit incognito as mere guests. This was as well, since we were at the same time hosting Bishop Joseph Perry, one of eight Assistants in the Archdiocese of Chicago, who was already resident in episcopal purple. His reason for calling is that he used to be Br Cosmas' parish priest in Milwaukee.

To the Community, the Apostolic Nuncio said that St Benedict had given a Christian soul to Europe: a good school, either for lay people or for theology, was the best way to continue; and Cardinal Hume had been a good ambassador for Ampleforth. The Catholic Church in Britain is very important, and is studied especially by the European embassies. London is this Nuncio's first posting not in the Third World (eg Paraguay, Indonesia, Yugoslavia, Kenya, Senegal, and the Lebanon — whose life was followed behind armoured plate and sand-bags). The Pope's visit to the Holy Land is very important, it is a land in which despite appearances there is no peace but it is the root of three faiths. The Nuncio is the eyes and ears of the Vatican, a source of information about people in other countries through contact with priests and religious or missionaries ('We know what the people think'), and a contact with Government. He must prepare for the appointment of Bishops (he got 400 letters about Westminster, and — through Spanish — prepared the names for Gibraltar, and for Cape Verde). 'A bishop's appointment is not made on the Nuncio's desk, but in the hearts of the people'.

As Easter there were about 400 guests, which is about as many as we can accommodate. The liturgy is now under the direction of Fr Oswald McBride, fresh from Rome, and holding the two posts of Liturgical Director and Choirmaster. Perhaps because Easter was late (23 April, about as late as it can be), the weather was kind, so all went well. The boys were expected back on Easter Thursday, and indeed they came; but not before some, pressing forward in eagerness, had returned on Easter Monday in order to get into the cricket nets.

In June, the boys' choir from St John's, Collegeville, stayed in Alban Roe House (was JH) for several days while they sang locally (and in the Abbey at the Sunday offertory). They seemed similarly well-behaved and organised under their conductor, Br Paul Richards OSB. The next week there were two groups from St Louis, under Fr Christopher Hanson and Fr Bede Price; but in pursuit of different forms of culture, the first group general, the second predominantly medieval. Both went on to Paris, Rome etc.

In August Fr Colly Boddle returned from Zimbabwe, and has moved to St Benedict's, Brownedge. Fr Barnabas Pham has been in England during July and August, and was present for our retreat and Chapter. This year's retreat was led by Abbot Luke Rigby, now retired from his long stint as superior at St Louis (he was first made Prior in 1967). He showed an astonishing capacity to recall names in the present Community, and was obviously pleased to be able to spend time here again.

Our centenary approaches, marking two hundred years at Ampleforth. For this a number of celebrations are planned, including a commemorative volume, which is already in preparation under the direction of Fr Anthony. No doubt more will be said of this in the following volume of the Journal.

In May Fr Arthur Cramer took the opportunity brought by a meeting in Verdun of taking another look at our roots in Dieulouard, the first two centuries of our existence as St Laurence's. Research by local historians points at a number of houses and churches in the locality as using furniture and other surviving items from the pre-Revolutionary monastery. In the nature of things, these links are hard to prove, but they lend themselves to photographs.

A feature of development in the last 12 months has been the growth of our websites, and in use of the Internet generally. Fr Jeremy has taken over the management of the Abbey.
Augustus is not yet ready to be officially dissolved by Rome, Fr Francis as Prior of the house so that it can be let as offices, which will mean that the house is well occupied during weekdays, but free at weekends.

Administrator has had really quite a lot of business, some of it legal, protracted and trying, but the end is now thought to be in sight. Meanwhile, he has been looking after the parish of Allanson's repute any harm. He has also been quite deeply involved in providing Internet facilities for those making a study of English Catholic history, since, that is, the Reformation.

Fr Justin Price, however, has been developing the activities of the younger end of Liverpool, and was in Rome for the recent World Youth Day, as was Bishop Ambrose. We were amused to note that the building work combining the two houses next door is complete, so we have three bedrooms with en-suite showers and can now provide accommodation for guests. Downstairs we have a large meeting room (or guest sitting room) and another room which is our library. The death of Mgr Storey has released his house next door, When refurbished (by the diocese) it will give us two good bedrooms as well as a parlour and an office. It will enable us to take out of use the bedroom on the top floor, which will become a larger sitting room, When all the work is complete in the four houses we should have six good bedrooms and two small ones. This will enable us to maintain a good community life and to welcome guests. With the additional house we can produce more garden. Fr Xavier has worked with great energy to make the garden beautiful and colourful, and to produce food for the table (vegetables, fruit, eggs and chickens). We have continued to cook, clean and garden for ourselves, thereby not needing to employ any help. Fr Xavier made new cots for all those professed last year.

Pilgrimages to the Lady Chapel have increased in number. We contributed to the success of the Diocesan Millennium event at Middlesbrough FC by recreating it as a haven of peace, and one set aside within the Riverside Stadium complex. This was worth doing in its own right, and was good advertising. The monthly Pilgrimages of Peace have continued to be most successful, attracting a large number of children from across Teesside and beyond. Fr Piers has devoted enormous energy to building up this monthly tradition. We received a gift of a hundred chairs from a Baptist/Pentecostal church in Sale, Manchester, so we can now provide seating for 300 people outside. The Stations of the Cross on the approach to the Chapel were made by Bob Hunter of Thirlby, near Thirsk, and installed by him in November 1999. These have proved very popular with non-Catholic groups as well as with Catholic pilgrims. It is our hope that the simple wooden crosses with a short text will also speak to the unevangelised walkers. One anxiety is the fact that we do not have a right of way along the usual route to the Chapel, and we may face a large expenditure to secure that right. The Diocese has undertaken the negotiations with the landowner. We are planning a memorial to Mgr Peter Storey who died in January. It was he who rediscovered the Lady Chapel in 1942 and who worked ceaselessly for its restoration and for the forestation of the surrounding countryside.

Efforts have continued to build up parish community in different ways. Every Tuesday we have an open-house lunch after midday Mass and Prayer during the day. Every Wednesday we have an evening Mass, followed by a scripture discussion or a themed series of talks. This concludes with Night Prayer. On Thursdays we have a house Mass, hosted in one of the 12 villages in the parish. This is very popular and attracts 12 to 15 people. St Mary's, Crathorne was re-opened after extensive refurbishment.
We have undertaken to sign a Local Ecumenical Partnership in the village of Hutton Rudby. This is likely to be signed in the autumn, in a public ceremony to focus on the Jubilee year as a time of reconciliation. The churches already co-operate closely in that village, especially in systematic street visiting by lay people from churches together. We have had such a Partnership in Osmotherley for five years, and it is gratifying to see ecumenical progress.

Our annual ecumenical pilgrimage to the Lady Chapel now attracts well over a hundred people.

Fr Terence has continued as part-time Chaplain for the University of Teesside. Though it is unsatisfactory to live so far from the students, some success can be reported, especially with foreign students. We have proved that it is quite possible to live in the community at Osmotherley and to commute to the University of Teesside (Middlesbrough) or to the campus of Durham University at Stockton. Every month we hear confessions at the Poor Clares in York, and give a talk and hear confessions at the Poor Clares in Darlington. Many of us have helped in local parishes by doing supplies, and Fr Edmund has a regular job helping out at Stokesley and Great Ayton. Fr Piers was involved in the centenary celebrations of the Irish Guards, both in London and in Liverpool, and Fr Edmund spent a month at the Ecco Biblique in Jerusalem. Fr Xavier has raised funds for several projects in Vietnam, and Fr Terence continues to keep bees. Fr Bernard went on the Ampleforth pilgrimage to Lourdes.

ST BENEDICT’S, BAMBER BRIDGE
Fr Bonaventure Knollys, Fr Francis Vidal (d. 18 Feb), Fr Augustine Measures, Fr Stephen Wright, Fr Aelred Barlow, Fr Matthew Burns, Fr Bede Leach and Fr Oliver Holmes.

We moved into the new monastery on 9 September 1999. Not everything was complete, but we felt we had to set a date and start or we would be waiting forever. Some of the articles of furniture were missing and the telephone system was not yet ready. We want to have a degree of sophistication, but it will be fully functioning. We began with eighteen in the community. Fr Francis, though officially retired, in fact poured his energies into Brownedge as Prior. Fr Bonaventure and Fr Augustine help out where required, mostly at Brownedge, but also in the other parishes, including occasional supplies for neighbouring diocesan priests.

Our annual ecumenical pilgrimage to the Lady Chapel now attracts well over a hundred people.

Last year Fr Abbot recalled Br Bruno to England. He left us in mid-September 1999, to return to the Abbey and take up other work. We thank him for all he did in his short time here. We moved into the new Chapel in October, and immediately experienced it in greater spaciousness and prayerful atmosphere. There had been some discussion about the position of Fr Matthew, generously assisted by local helpers, has done a marvellous job in making our large garden both productive and ornamental, so that there is space for quiet outside as well as in. Financially we seem to be on an even keel, with possibly a small surplus by the end of the year. We hope that we have been able to maintain a balance between prayer and community life on the one hand and a base from which to engage in pastoral work in the parish on the other.

MONASTERY OF CHRIST THE WORD, ZIMBABWE
Fr Christopher Gont, Fr Robert Igwe, Fr Alban Crosby, Fr Barnabas Phiri, Fr Colin Battell.

This account is being written in July against a background of a country which is experiencing increasing economic and political chaos. We have now (July) passed the crucial Parliamentary Election, with ZANU-PF retaining power by a small majority, and Robert Mugabe still as President. It remains to be seen how the Government turns its attention to the pressing economic woes, and how it adapts to having a credible Opposition in Parliament.
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Fr Bonaventure Knollys.
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Thirdly, the uncertainty of the economic and political situation has made it difficult to plan anything, let alone the future of the community. When the Monastery was founded in 1896, it was designed to be self-sufficient. This was a significant statement of the society's confidence that the establishment would provide for itself. Now it is almost certain to worsen, as the devastating effects of the political instability of the last few months take their toll. There is a real likelihood of famine by December. The confidence of the International Community has been severely shaken, and both investors and donors are reluctant to entrust monies in such an uncertain climate. The farming community in the country has also been shaken badly, and young farmers in particular are leaving or have left. The effects of corruption and mismanagement will not be cured overnight. No-one has really focussed on AIDS since the start of the upheavals, yet that may be more devastating than all the rest put together. For our own part, we have been mercifully spared the immediate effects of the violence and intimidation, but maintaining stability and peace in this environment has been both a task and a challenge.

The political scene, though dramatically altered, may have a future. The economic crisis began in 1988, and has been accelerating. In 1990, the government introduced a new Constitution ahead of Parliamentary elections. The new Constitution received a resounding yes from the people, and this first defeat for ZANU-PF precipitated drastic action by the Government to stay in power. The story has received ample coverage in the media. The key characteristic of the period since January has been uncertainty. This reached a crescendo before the election, and has not entirely subsided since. However, there is hope that some stability will return now that ZANU-PF has retained power, and the MDC has formed a credible Opposition in Parliament. For our own part, we have been mercifully spared the immediate effects of the violence and intimidation, but maintaining stability and peace in this environment has been both a task and a challenge.
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Thirdly, the uncertainty of the economic and political situation has made it difficult to plan anything, let alone the future of the community. When the Monastery was founded in 1896, it was designed to be self-sufficient. This was a significant statement of the society's confidence that the establishment would provide for itself. Now it is almost certain to worsen, as the devastating effects of the political instability of the last few months take their toll. There is a real likelihood of famine by December. The confidence of the International Community has been severely shaken, and both investors and donors are reluctant to entrust monies in such an uncertain climate. The farming community in the country has also been shaken badly, and young farmers in particular are leaving or have left. The effects of corruption and mismanagement will not be cured overnight. No-one has really focussed on AIDS since the start of the upheavals, yet that may be more devastating than all the rest put together. For our own part, we have been mercifully spared the immediate effects of the violence and intimidation, but maintaining stability and peace in this environment has been both a task and a challenge.
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THE WINDS OF CHANGE IN ZIMBABWE
A Profile on a Country in Transition
COLIN BATTELL OSB

Colin has just returned from a four year posting to the Monastery of Christ the Word.

Zimbabwe has been much in the news of late and unfortunately most of the news has been negative and it could even be said that the British Press has been very hostile to the government of President Robert Mugabe, mounting a campaign that it is no doubt hoped will contribute to a change of regime. The media tends to highlight and even exaggerate levels of violence. There has been some violence on the farms, for example, but most of those occupied have been peacefully. Violence has tended to occur where there was resistance to the occupation or where the farmers were known to be active supporters of the opposition party. Some may be wondering how the nascent Ampleforth community is faring in this volatile situation.

When the Ampleforth community first debated the pros and cons of making a new foundation in Zimbabwe it probably seemed one of the most stable countries in Africa. The transition from Ian Smith’s government, which had declared UDI in 1965, to Robert Mugabe’s rule in 1980 was smoother than any had dared hope. It came at the end of a bloody war that was the deaths of many including some white missionaries. The Catholic Church had supported the struggle for black majority rule. The economy was in good shape (1 Zimbabwe dollar was the equivalent of £1). At independence the white population numbered about 240,000. Despite the Marxist rhetoric of Robert Mugabe there had been no seizure of land or nationalisation of businesses and he had the popular support of the black majority.

The new government was initially preoccupied with a civil war between the minority Ndebele and the majority Shona. The Prime Minister, as Robert Mugabe then was, used the notoriously violent Fifth Brigade to suppress the Ndebele rebellion and in 1988 the war was brought to an end. A Presidential form of government was adopted and Joshua Nkomo, the Ndebele leader and former opponent of Mugabe, became one of two Vice-Presidents.

The country was a one-party state with Mugabe’s ZANU-PF triumphing over all other forms of opposition. In fact other parties were banned. With the collapse of communism in the late 80s the country moved towards the possibility of a multi-party system but in practice there was no viable opposition. The government controlled the media and continued to have a good deal of popular support up to the early 90s although IMF and World Bank assistance were now needed.

The economy collapsed in 1997 when Mugabe gave in to pressure from war veterans for compensation to the tune of 4 billion Zim dollars which had not been budgeted for. In effect this meant printing money with all the inevitable consequences – inflation, devaluation etc. It also meant the World Bank, the IMF and other international and bilateral aid was cut off. Moreover corruption was now creeping into the government on a massive if undetected scale. Some land was acquired by the government for redistribution to landless blacks, funded in part by the British government, but most of it went to government officials and their cronies.

In February 2000, a referendum on a new Constitution which would have increased the already considerable Presidential powers and would have enabled the government to seize land without compensation was soundly defeated. This came as a great shock to the government which held 147 out of the 150 seats in Parliament. The opposition was led by...
the Movement for Democratic Change founded only six months earlier with Morgan 
Tsvangirai as its head. The MDC as it is known had the support of most of the white 
farmers.

Infligated by its defeat the government encouraged the occupation of white farms by 
war veterans and hundreds were invaded. (Many of these so-called ‘war veterans’ were far too 
young to have taken part in the war for independence and were hired with pay from the 
urban unemployed.) The courts ruled this illegal but the government and police refused to 
implement court rulings. Where they met with opposition there was violence and in the run 
up to the general election in June, 31 people were killed including several white farmers. In 
April a bill was rushed through Parliament enabling the government to seize land without 
compensation. A particularly disturbing feature of the present crisis is that the government 
seems to see itself as above the law and court rulings are frequently ignored or not 
implemented.

The MDC had strong support in urban areas but less in the rural areas where people 
were more easily intimidated. In some parts of the countryside the MDC could not 
campaign or could only drive up in a vehicle, toss out leaflets, and drive off fast before they 
could be beaten up by government henchmen. Despite an election campaign which was 
anything but free and fair, the MDC did remarkably well, winning 57 out of 120 elected 
seats. The Constitution allows the President to appoint a further 30 MPs, ostensibly 
traditionally tribal chiefs but all ZANU-PF supporters.

The land issue is complex. Even the white farmers themselves concede that it is not 
right for 4,500 white farmers to own 70% of the land. The current white population is 
70,000 (ie 0.6%) out of 12.5 million. Agriculture is the largest employer and the top foreign 
exchange earner. Simply creating more subsistence farmers will not be the answer to the 
economic problems. Many will be unemployed if the commercial farms go. A good number 
of these workers are foreigners, eg Malawians, as the Shona traditionally have not been keen 
to engage in anything more than subsistence farming. The young urban population has no 
right for 4,500 white farmers to own 70% of the land. The current white population is 
70,000 (ie 0.6%) out of 12.5 million. Agriculture is the largest employer and the top foreign 
exchange earner. Simply creating more subsistence farmers will not be the answer to the 
economic problems. Many will be unemployed if the commercial farms go. A good number 
of these workers are foreigners, eg Malawians, as the Shona traditionally have not been keen 
to engage in anything more than subsistence farming. The young urban population has no 

The British government has offered £36 million to enable the government to 
implement a land reform programme but only on condition that redistribution is 
transparent. This condition has not yet been met. The Zimbabwean government refuses to 
offer compensation for the land itself even though many of the farmers have bought their 
land with government approval since 1980. The Zimbabwean government says it is prepared 
to compensate for capital input but only when it has the money to do so. Many farmers 
think they would never come when the government was in a position to pay them 
anything. Most farms have had large capital investments. There are few major rivers in 
Zimbabwe but the building of dams has enabled most farms to have irrigation facilities 
which enable them to withstand the effects of drought for several years. The American 
government automatically withdraws all except emergency aid if land is taken by force 
without compensation.

The seizure of land has not yet taken place on any large scale but the uncertainty has led 
to a lack of confidence which will lead to more whites leaving, especially among the young. 
The white population is now mostly elderly. Previously, the farmers could borrow from the 
bank to finance their agricultural enterprises but this becomes impossible if the land they 
formerly offered as collateral becomes worthless.

The government continues to clamp down on the opposition. Independent radio 
stations which are now legal have been closed down and an amnesty declared for those 
convicted of violence in the run-up to the elections.

South Africa’s attitude to all this has been ambiguous. While publicly supporting the 
land reform programmes in Zimbabwe it is thought they have probably advised caution in 
private. Economic decline inevitably affects the economy of the larger neighbour. Tourism 
has declined dramatically in Zimbabwe with all the consequent loss of revenue because of 
the reports of violence towards white farmers, though in fact no tourists have been the 
subject of violence. Because of the massive dislocation, Zimbabwe remains a relatively 
cheap place for a holiday. Inevitably, it is rather galling for native Zimbabweans to hear 
foreign visitors saying how cheap everything is when the price of most commodities has just 
doubled. It is only cheap for those who have access to foreign currency.

Where does the Church stand in all this? The Church owns considerable tracts of land 
from the time of Cecil Rhodes. In fact no Church land has been occupied even though it is 
often under-utilised. (The same could be said of some state owned land and other farms 
owned by absentee landlords.) The Justice and Peace Commission of the Bishops’ 
Conference under the white Zimbabwean Mike Aueret was very critical of government 
corruption and abuse. But he did not get much support from the Zimbabwean bishops and 
eventually resigned. (He is now an MDC member of Parliament.) In fact, when he was 
personally attacked by the President on TV he received a message of support from the South 
African Bishops’ Conference but nothing from the ZCBC.

The answer is divided. The Archbishop of Bulawayo has been very outspoken in his opposition to the government but he is a lone voice. He berated the 
President publicly at the funeral for Joshua Nkomo in 1999, attributing many of the country’s 
ills to government mismanagement and corruption. Interestingly, at the first anniversary 
commemoration for the former Vice-President’s death, the President refused to attend if the 
Archbishop of Bulawayo were to be present.

In fact, it is not only the bishops who are divided. At a recent meeting of the ZCBC to 
which I was a guest in the discussion that followed several clergy who spoke in a hostile 
way about the government were seriously challenged by some of the indigenous diocesan 
diocesan clergy who were vehement in their support. It is probably true, however, to say that most of 
the ordinary faithful who judge a government on its economic performance are totally 
dissillusioned.

Mugabe is himself a Catholic and is close to some Catholic clergy including the 
Archbishop of Harare. It was he who presided when the President married his former 
mistress and secretary by whom he had had children while his first wife was still alive. The 
Papal privilege had to be invoked as the woman had been married before. While 
canonically correct, to outsiders and even many within the Church it gave a poor witness.

Presidential elections will be held in 2002 by which time Mugabe will be 78. At the 
time of writing the MDC leader has called for an end to Mugabe’s rule by the end of 2000, 
by force if necessary. The government is debating whether to arrest him on grounds of 
sedition but may fear a popular uprising if it did so. Meanwhile, the British Press has dubbed 
Mugabe the Milosevic of Africa. The economy continues to decline. The Zim dollar now 
stands at 75 to £1 (in 1996 it was 16). There are serious fuel shortages because the 
government insists on channeling fuel through a para-statals called NOCZOM which has 
siphoned off billions of dollars corruptly and now runs out of money. Commercial 
farmers are now making their own arrangements to import fuel.

The economic decline has been largely self-inflicted for the sake of short-term political
needs our prayers, as does the Monastery of Christ the Word. Able and keen to see a better future for their country. The old guard still living in the past and with the mentality of war veterans will eventually be replaced. Patience is a virtue more readily available in Africa than in many developed countries. In the meantime, Zimbabwe people and the country has nothing like the levels of violence and lack of security to be found in, say, South Africa or Kenya. There is a younger generation of Zimbabweans who are and in bad. When Fr Prior asked the community what contingency plans there should be in the event of law and order breaking down, perhaps to his surprise, he received the unanimous answer that we should stay put.

Of course, in any event, there is more to life than politics. The resilience and good nature of the people cannot be suppressed. The media tends to heighten the violence. There is no antagonism towards the white population native or expatriate on the part of ordinary people and the country has nothing like the levels of violence and lack of security to be found in, say, South Africa or Kenya. There is a younger generation of Zimbabweans who are able and keen to see a better future for their country. The old guard still living in the past and with the mentality of war veterans will eventually be replaced. Patience is a virtue more readily available in Africa than in many developed countries. In the meantime, Zimbabwe needs our prayers, as does the Monastery of Christ the Word.
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DEVELOPMENT AND APPEAL

LUKE BECKETT OSB

2002 marks the Bicentenary of the arrival at Ampleforth of the small group of monks who started the monastic life here. With them were a few boys, who became the first Ampleforth students of the school that the monks thought with them. We are planning how we can celebrate that anniversary, and give thanks for all the good things that have happened in the two hundred years since we have arrived here. We also want to look forward, and to plan for success in the future. In the school this is involving us in a wide-ranging attempt to look at the many opportunities we have to take Ampleforth into an even brighter future. An important part of this is for us to look at the facilities we offer to those who study here. Having reviewed these with care we have formed a development plan with which we are looking to implement as we move towards 2002.

The first of our proposed improvements is the already opened new Bamford Centre for Business, Economics and Science. This magnificent building has new state of the art laboratories, a lecture laboratory, sixth form project rooms for each science and other rooms to support the quest for scientific excellence. A suite of rooms for Business Studies and Economics occupies the lower floor of the building. The Bamford Centre is next to the Sunday Centre for Design and Technology: we hope that this proximity will lead to further development of links between science, business, technology and art. Such links will serve both to make studies more interesting and accessible, and also to prepare students for their lives in the world of work. The old Science classrooms in the quad are now being refurbished for a variety of uses; other subjects are getting new classrooms, a new sixth form centre is to be opened, and St John’s House is expanding. All this improvement will nonetheless not prevent us from getting rid of all the temporary buildings in the school.

Our next major task is to begin the improvement of the school’s boarding facilities. We want to begin doing this by commemorating Cardinal Basil with a new building which will be part of the living heart of the school, attracting boys to the school and offering them an even better experience of school life as they grow up in a community of faith and virtue. Hume House will offer the boys accommodation of the highest standard. All sixth formers will have their own study bedroom, boys in the GCSE years will share a room, and first year boys will be in small dormitories. These personal spaces for the boys will be balanced by spacious and attractive public rooms for the life of the House as a whole. We believe that Hume House will be an excellent facility for the boys who will live in it, a model for the development and improvement of other Houses in the school and a building that will be able to attract out of term use to help bolster our income. We propose to move on to refurbish other houses, beginning with Bolton House, to bring them up to this standard.

Other developments that are planned for the life of the whole school are an all-weather playing field — now that hockey is a popular winter sport we want to provide the quality of pitch that will enable the team to play at the highest standard — and the conversion of the old gym into a concert and assembly hall. Ampleforth’s music is currently excellent (as evidenced by the two CDs released this autumn) and a new concert hall will give the school’s musicians a venue in which to perform which will enable them to show how good they are, and even to attain further heights. We also want to do some necessary maintenance work on the Abbey Church, and to make careful plans to improve certain aspects of it.

All this development will be expensive. We believe that we are getting good value for money on all our projects, but none the less we do not have the resources to fund the whole programme ourselves. We plan to ask our friends and supporters to help us make these improvements. An Appeal will be launched at Exhibition next summer by the chairman of the Appeal Committee, Sir George Bull. He will give everyone an idea of what they can do to help Ampleforth, and to ask them to the approach that Fr Luke Beckett, the Appeal Director, will be making to them.
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OLD AMPLEFORDIAN NEWS

OBITUARIES

MAJOR PHILIP O'REILLY
Philip Brian O'Reilly: born 8 April 1946 Ireland; St Gerard's; St Edward's House January 1960 to December 1963; Irish Guards; died 2 September 1997

Philip O'Reilly served in the Irish Guards and, as his obituary in the regiment's magazine notes, he was 'a proper Irish officer from Mullingar'. He joined the regiment first in Aden in the late 1960s. Next he served at Pirbright, where he took tactics 'imaginatively' with the Junior Guardsmen's Company. In Hong Kong he is remembered for making military life 'fun and different', and having success on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. He became a watchkeeper at HQ 8 Brigade in Northern Ireland, and Staff Captain AQ with the Sultan's Armed Forces. Several times he was company commander at the Guards Depot. When he returned to civilian life, Philip organised the Regimental Golf. Colonel Sir William Mahon Bt (formerly of the Irish Guards) writes of him in the regiment's magazine: 'Never was an officer more modest or charming. Philip was really a quiet, able and very private person of great kindness, without a word of badness in him. We all felt so much for him in his struggle against cancer, and everyone who knew him will be saddened by his death at the age of only fifty-one.'

ROBERT LYON-LEE
Robert Arthur Lyon-Lee: born 21 March 1908 Storrington; at Ampleforth April 1920 to July 1928 - in St Oswald's House 1926-1928; insurance 1928-39, 1945-72; Army 1939-45; Customs Service 1972-76; married Kathleen Mary Selway 1933 (died 2 August 1999) (four children); died 6 May 1999

Robert Lyon-Lee had two brothers at Ampleforth: Charlie (OA22 - killed on motor bike aged 21 in about 1925) and Billy (OA22 - died 1992). Over 44 years from 1928 to 1972 (except for the war years), Robert worked in the City in insurance. From 1939 to 1945 he served in the Pioneer Corps in Kenya. After retirement from insurance, he worked as a customs officer in Gatwick Airport from 1972 to 1976. He married Kathleen Mary Selway in 1933 and they had four children: William (BS1), Tony (BS4), Jane and Simon. In his last ten years he suffered three strokes and became increasingly blind, only being able to see shapes. He was a person who was very principled, strong minded, and for many years was at Mass at Arundel Cathedral.

WILFRID DUGMORE
Wiffrid Radcliffe Dugmore: born 2 June 1924; St Aidan's House May 1938 to July 1940; Dartmouth Naval College 1939; Royal Navy; married Rosalie Bowring 1961 (one son, one daughter) - naval architect; died 9 August 1999.

His brother was Frederick (A39) RIP

COMMANDER PHILIP MANSEL-PLEYDELL RN
Philip Morton Mansel-Pleydell: born 16 February 1922 Brussels; Prep School; Junior House 1933-35; St Bele's House September 1935 to April 1939; Dartmouth Naval College 1939; Royal Navy; married Rosalie Bowling 1961 (one son, one daughter) - naval architect; died 15 August 1999.

Philip Mansel-Pleydell has been described as an unsung hero of the war. After Ampleforth, he volunteered to join the Navy aged 17. He was at Dartmouth studying engineering for two years and in 1941 was commissioned. Serving in submarines, he was in significant naval operations, notably on HMS Belfast in the heroic battle against the German battleship Scharnhorst, fought in the Arctic Circle entirely in the dark. After the war, he was First Officer Engineering serving in the Far East, based in Japan, being promoted Lt Commander. In the Korean War (1950-53), he served in a battle cruiser. Finally he served in Turkey.

In the mid 1950s, leaving the Royal Navy, he worked as a naval architect first in England and from 1969 to 1983 in Sydney with the Australian Navy - it was with the Australian Navy and in co-operation with Krupp of Germany that he designed a simulator for training purposes.

Returning to England in 1983, he lived in Dorset. He seemed always at peace, accepting whatever he had been given, a friend to all ages, enjoying a lovely garden, never saying a bad word about anyone, never a bad action, never judging others. He was honest, straightforward, saintly, undemonstrative. As a friend has said, 'He was a man of his time, and of the best, honourable, brave, long suffering and courteous, speaking no ill and a wonderful sense of humour, still joking with the nurses the day that he died so peacefully - a true gentleman.'

Philip sailed yachts. He married Rosalie Bowling in 1961 and together they sailed a chartered yacht The Mollyhawk to the West Indies. Philip and Rosalie had one son and one daughter - John lives in Ohio, USA, and Rosanna van Zuyler lives in Brussels (and has two sons).

Philip was the brother of John (B39) and David (B44 - died 6 January 1973), and the uncle of Toby (E82), Thomas (E82), Harry (E84) and Charlie (E91). His first cruises were John Sherbrooke, the father of Fr Alexander Sherbrooke (Eton and Archdiocese of Westminster), Simon Sherbrooke (C65), the father of Archie (W99), Benedict and Luke (both currently W), and Hugh Sherbrooke (H66), the father of Harry (E96) and Tom (E97).
John Cogan was an eye specialist. He regularly met with friends from Ampleforth. After a day watching the Gloucestershire-Derbyshire match, he died in his sleep.

John Farnon Cogan: born 17 May 1922; Prep School; St Edward's House September 1935 to July 1940; St Gerard's September 1940 to January 1945; Liverpool University 1945 to mid 1950s; National Service; married Betty Glenister 1943 (no children); died 29 October 1999

John Cogan was an eye specialist. He regularly met with friends from Ampleforth. After a day watching the Gloucestershire-Derbyshire match, he died in his sleep.

JOHN COGAN

John Farnon Cogan born 17 May 1922; Prep School; St Edward's House September 1935 to July 1940; Liverpool University 1945 to mid 1950s; National Service; doctor in general practice; married Betty Glenister 1943 (no children); died 29 October 1999

Tony Kennedy was a considerable expert in the techniques of spinning in the textile trade, the result of almost forty years in the trade, mainly in West Yorkshire. After leaving Ampleforth, he worked for a time in his father's firm of Bulmer and Lumb, and then in the textile trade in Morocco. Returning to England, Tony started his own family spinning firm in West Yorkshire in the early 1980s and, after much success, the firm hit the hard times of the textile industry and closed in the early 1990s. Subsequently he lived in Egypt as a consultant in the textile industry. He died suddenly in Egypt of a heart attack. He married in about 1970, and his wife Jane survives him, still living in Egypt — they had a son and two daughters.

TONY KENNEDY

Michael Anthony Kennedy: born 7 December 1941; St Martin's; St Aidan's House September 1955 to July 1960; textile industry 1960-99; married about 1970 (two children); died August 1999

Ronald Harrington worked as a doctor in general practice in Birkenhead from the 1960s until his retirement in about 1998. Earlier he was at Liverpool University studying medicine, and then, after two years' national service in Germany as a doctor, he worked as junior doctor at Stanley Hospital in Bootle, Liverpool. He married Jackie in the 1960s and they adopted a son, Nicholas, and a daughter, Jane — and there are two grandchildren. His wife worked for some years as a nurse in Ghana. Brian went regularly with the Shrewsbury Diocese Pilgrimage to Lourdes, and helped in his local parish. He was quiet, well organised, unassuming. He was a keen golfer. By 1999 he was suffering from leukaemia.

Ronald Barry Anthony Harrington: born 30 September 1931; St Gerard's; St Wilfrid's House January 1945 to December 1949; died 25 September 1999. (Ronald was the brother of John Harrington (W45))

Robert Thomas Gunning Bagshawe: born 17 February 1934 Hertfordshire; St Wilfrid's House September 1947 to December 1952; New College, Oxford 1953-56; estate agent; married Betty Glenister 1958 (no children); died 29 October 1999

Bob Bagshawe was the son of Edward Bagshawe (OA23) and Edward was one of three brothers at Ampleforth — his younger brothers were George Bagshawe (OA22, died 1994) and Wilfrid Bagshawe (OA23). In the words of his sister Anne McDowell, 'Bob led a
**The Hodsman**

Michael James Hodsman: born 27 February 1921; Junior House 1932-34; St Edward's House September 1934 to July 1938; de Havilland apprentice 1938-39; RAF 1939 to late 1940s; de Havilland late 1940s-1950s; Air Registration Board 1950s-83; married Madorie Rose Williams (1925-50 (six children); died 5 November 1999.

The Hodsman came from Yorkshire. Michael was one of eight children: Celia, Pat, Hilary, Bridge, Stephen (WS5, a prisoner of war, died November 1944), Richard (WS37, killed in Normandy after D Day 12 June 1944) — only Hilary (now aged 89) and Richard now survive. Pat and Hilary had gone to St Peter's, York, but after their mother became a Catholic, the younger children came to Ampleforth and to the Assumption Convent in Richmond, Yorkshire. Michael and Richard were twins, and as nearly identical they would sometimes swap houses between St Wilfrid's and St Edward's without being noticed. On leaving Ampleforth in 1938, he was apprenticed at de Havilland. When war started he joined the RAF — he became a Flight Lieutenant, serving most of the war in Burma where he flew fighters. When he left the RAF in the late 1940s, he returned for a time to de Havilland. He worked with the Air Registration Board (now the Civil Aviation Authority) from the 1950s until his retirement in 1983, being posted to Cheltenham and in 1973 to Doncaster — his role was to check the airworthiness of light aircraft, test-flying them. He had married Marjorie Williams in 1950 and they had six children; on retirement Michael and Marjorie returned to Gloucestershire. Michael's interests were always in aviation — he built and flew model aircraft, he built a hot air balloon out of tissue paper. Other interests included photography and classical music. He had cousins at Ampleforth: James (Jim) Hodsman (OA34, now in Canada), Anthony (Tony) Hodsman (OA40, died), David Rayfield (O63) and Ashley Rayfield (AG67).

**Dominick Martelli**

Dominick Francis John Martelli: born 3 February 1936; Daggett School; St Cuthbert's House September 1944 to July 1949; National Service — Coldstream Guards 1945-54; De Beers in Sierra Leone 1957-62; stockbroking and investment banking 1962-99; married Jane Taffinder 1972 (three children); died 13 November 1999 (Donaldson). The three passions of faith, family and fox hunting dominated the life of Dominick Martelli. Dominick spent about 43 years in the world of commerce and finance. After two years National Service with the Coldstream Guards (1945-54), and six months (1956-57) working for Charles Forte (a friend of his parents) in the kitchen at the Criterias Banqueting Kitchens, the years 1957 to 1999 were spent working with five firms — De Beers in Sierra Leone buying uncut diamonds (1957-58), for the stockbrokers Gresham Grant (1958-62), for the private client business with WI Carr (late 1960s-82), for the investment bankers Dunbar (1982-88) and for the investment managers Rathbone Brothers (1988-99). He married Jane Taffinder in 1952 and they had three children: James (E92), Sonja (E94) and Francesca (born 1979, now studying Classics at Trinity College, Dublin). Although after returning from Sierra Leone in 1962 he worked in London, Dorset was to be home for him and for the family — in 1984 he took over the family house at Wootton Manor, Bridport. He hunted with the Comstock Hunt for 29 years, and for 27 years he and Jane hunted together.

For some years Dominick had intended to go on pilgrimage to Lourdes, and finally in May 1999 he went there with the Knights of Malta, working as a barracuda to help the sick. What he wrote about this pilgrimage is printed below. At the time of the pilgrimage he had not felt well, but it was two months later in July 1999 that cancer was diagnosed. His death in November 1999 came after a truly remarkable period, when Dominick showed faith and courage and was an inspiration to everyone who visited him.

His elder brothers are Amyas Martelli (C59) and Brian Martelli (E51) — Amyas's wife, Gabby Weld, is the aunt of Sandy Christie (B98) and Bobby Christie (S99).

**George Bull** (C54) writes: We were exact contemporaries at St Cuthbert's. Dominic was a bright, fast moving character, good at sport and always a popular person. In the summer that we went to Sierra Leone, we were fellow guests of Ferdinand von Calen (WS54) and we travelled with him through Westphalia and Southern Germany visiting his relations, many located in Saarland. As we made our way down to Lake Constance, that same autumn of 1954 we went together by train to Pirbright, Surrey and walked into the Guards Depot there, following which our feet never touched the ground for a couple of months. Eventually we emerged and both joined the 2nd Battalion Coldstream Guards based at Krefeld in the Ruhr where in due time we were able to meet up again with Ferdinand. Dominick went on to do great things in the City and occasionally our paths crossed, always with great rejoicing all round. He was a very nice and amusing friend.

After his visit to Lourdes in May 1999 and before he became ill himself, Dominick Martelli wrote about this visit to Lourdes in 1999, contrasting it with an earlier pilgrimage 40 years earlier: 'It is about 40 years since I first went to Lourdes, setting out from Tours in Northern France. It was my plan to walk most of the way, if possible, and hitch-hike when necessary. I had a special intention I wished to pray for. I got there at last, and stayed 48 hours — long enough to experience the spirituality of hundreds of thousands of pilgrims over the previous 90 years since Our Lady appeared to St Bernadette, requesting a church to be built.
and prayers offered for sinners; long enough to be dipped (whole) in the bingly fresh waters from the Grotto, and long enough to believe I had ‘experienced’ Lourdes to the full. In fact I was deluded.

‘Having passed up numerous subsequent opportunities to go with an organised pilgrimage, I was eventually persuaded by an Anglican friend to join the Knights of Malta on their annual pilgrimage for the sick in May. Arriving in Lourdes some 40 years since my first visit I found that virtually nothing had changed: the same thongs of pilgrims, the same icy cold baths, the torchlight processions with repeated Ave Marias, and the town even fuller (if that were possible) of shops selling kitch memorabilia. But this time I was helping, pushing the wheelchairs, fetching and feeding, constantly on tap to converse with and encourage the sick, the disabled, and sometimes the totally helpless — but all of them the stars of the show, the aspect I had not known I was missing on my previous visit.

“They are always referred to as simply les malades, an all-embracing phrase for the afflicted of this world. It is deeply moving experience to be among them, and also very humbling. For some, the pilgrimage is their own chance of an outing from their institutionalised lives in homes or hospitals. For others it may have been pure chance or access to finance that made their journey possible. But all are there for a spiritual reason, the healing of souls. And they evoke a great and loving response from a large variety of people afflicted of this world. It is deeply moving experience to be among them, and also very humbling. For some, the pilgrimage is their own chance of an outing from their wheelchairs, fetching and feeding, constantly on tap to converse with and encourage the sick, the disabled, and sometimes the totally helpless — but all of them the stars of the show, the aspect I had not known I was missing on my previous visit.

It is said that suffering is the price of love. If so, then Our Lord’s Passion was the ultimate price paid for God’s love and our redemption. But through the afflicted in the world that process of redemption is ongoing, as they are the conduits — the lightning conductors — enabling our human love to be channelled towards God through acts of kindness and self-sacrifice. For this reason we should always cherish the afflicted. I see it all now — I only wish I had been with the malades some 40 years ago.’

JOHN PIGGOT

John Piggot: born 13 January 1921; St Aidan’s House January 1931 to July 1939; RAF 1939-45; clerical work; married Sybil Cook 1949; illness for many years, died 17 November 1999

John Piggot suffered from multiple sclerosis for many years. He suffered much arthritis and frequent infections, and spent his last ten years in a wheelchair. He never complained and was always cheerful, sustained by his faith. He was visited every week by the parish priest with the sacraments. He was a person of courage and prayer — he would spend long periods praying by himself and praying for others. Notes he wrote and which were found after his death showed his acceptance of whatever happened to him as the will of God. He died peacefully and very suddenly, slipping away as his wife Sybil helped him out of bed in the morning and without a word. After Ampleforth he served in the war in the RAF in the Middle East. After the war, he worked in a clerical job for a time, but began to become ill quite soon. He was married almost 50 years, marrying Sybil Cook in 1950. They lived in Oxford: John had three brothers; John (A39, died 1999), Michael (A40), Thomas (A44, died 1999).
Fr. Dominic Milroy writes:

1980. Ronald married in 1948 Cicely Maude, and they had three children, including Toby Ephraums, whose sons are James Ephraums (an engineer with Rolls Royce), Sarah (with Disney) and Hugh (an accountant in Norwich). His first cousins were Jim Forster (now in San Francisco) and Molly.

ROLAND CUMBERBATCH

Roland Laurence Edward Cumberbatch: born 26 September 1913, St Bede’s House May 1927 to December 1931, Oxford 1931-32, Kings College, London 1932; Army – Royal Medical Corps 1939 to about 1945; Kings College, London and at Westminster Hospital — medical student 1946-49; doctor in England 1949-58; studied Tropical Medicine in Liverpool to 1950; died in Ghana 1958-63; deceased in Somerset 1965-80; married Cicely Maude 1948 (three children); died 3 January 2000 Somerton

Roland Cumberbatch was first a vet and then a doctor. An only child; he went to St Bede’s House and then in 1931 from Ampleforth to Oxford to study Classics, but when his father died he had to leave after one year. He then went in 1932 to Kings College, London to study to become a vet. When war started in 1939, he joined the Royal Medical Corps; he was never commissioned and went first to South Africa, then to the war in the desert of North Africa and into Italy. After the war he returned to Kings College, London and to Westminster Hospital to study medicine — qualifying in 1949, he worked at a houseman at Hounslow Hospital (1949-50). He worked as a doctor in a series of hospitals including hospitals near Richmond, at Stratford (as house surgeon in 1950), working in the maternity and children’s departments. Then he went to study Tropical Medicine in Liverpool, and for seven years from 1958 to 1965 he worked in a Mission Hospital of the White Fathers in Northern Ghana. In 1965 he settled in Somerset, doing locum work at a practice in Somerton until retiring in about 1980. Ronald married in 1948 Cicely Maude, and they had three children, including Toby (1967). He was a person of many interests. He has been described as a traditional Catholic and he had a black funeral. His wife Cicely had provided the information for this notice and she died suddenly on 20 May 2000.

MALCOLM OGILVIE FORBES

Malcolm Francis Ogilvie Forbes: born 2 April 1908; Prep School, Ampleforth September 1921 to December 1925; aviator; married Fanchette O’Connell (died) 1935 (nine children); died 5 January 2000

Fr. Dominic Milroy writes: Malcolm was born and brought up at the family home at Boyndlie, in Aberdeenshire. His father had become a Catholic after 25 years as an Episcopalian minister, and the family life was marked by a strong and rather stern piety. Malcolm’s brother, David, eventually became a monk at Ampleforth, and was Basil Hume’s novice-master. His sister Rebecca became a Sacred Heart nun, and was a much-loved heidmistress and Provincial, dying shortly before Malcolm at the age of 99. Malcolm was the younger, and followed his brother to Ampleforth in 1921. His health was not good, and his commitment to academic study and competitive sport was less than total. Paradoxically, both these factors played a crucial part in giving him a life-long attachment to the monks and to the school. He was taken under the wing of Fr Paul Neville (not yet headmaster) and his formidably mother, and was twice taken with them on holiday to the Pyrenees. His unorthodox attitude to the classroom led to clothes with the Prefect of Discipline, Fr Herbert Byrne, but they subsequently became life-long friends.

His most treasured memories of his time at Ampleforth were of braving and of other less official extra-curricular activities. He and his friend Ambrose Verney-Cave kept catsupis, guns, and ferrets with the Mole-Catcher at his cottage, and a couple of motorbikes which were parked with Noel Appleby. Fr Sebastian Lambert smelt out this particular crime, and removed the sparking-plugs, not knowing that the friendly Mr Appleby supplied them with spare ones. Malcolm thrived on his rather special version of Benedictine education, and drew from it a personal faith and devotion which always remained deep, tolerant, unworldly and humorous. His brother’s entry into the monastery meant that his links with Ampleforth were never lost, and later on, when he had his own home and family, his first concern was always to provide a chapel for Mass.

Malcolm was always, at heart, a mystic, a romantic and an adventurer. His feet were never quite on the solid ground of making a successful living; nor did he want them to be – it was no accident that his great passions in life were his faith, his family (this came later) and his flying. He grew up in the early days of aviation, and his brief sojourn at Oxford University served mainly as his introduction to the University Air Squadron and his pilot’s licence. From 1929 until the end of the war in 1945, when his deteriorating eye-sight compelled him to retire, he roamed from one insecure flying job to another: a taxi service from Croydon, test-flying in Canada, founding the Wiltshire School of Flying, and (during the war) being Adjutant of the Central School of Flying and piloting Spitfires for Air-Sea Rescue. Between jobs, his existence was often precarious; during the depression in Canada, he often slept rough and depended on soup kitchens, or earned a pittance by selling cigarettes on the Canadian Pacific Railway.

It was through flying that he met his future wife, Fanchette O’Connell, who shared his enthusiasm for flying, his adventurous life-style and his deep and joyfully eccentric Catholic faith. They were married, respectably enough, in Brompton Oratory in 1935, but they did not exactly ‘settle down’; instead, they returned to Canada and tried to start an air-taxi business by buying a flying-boat, which unfortunately sank. This was to prove true of a number of Malcolm’s more exotic ventures, both before and after the war. The war itself suited his gifts, and the opportunity to be of service justified, in quite a deep way, his personal enthusiasm for flying.

In the meantime, his family went on growing (he and Fanchette had nine children between 1936 and 1952; his two sons followed him to Ampleforth in the sixties) and began to need a firmer base. In one sense they never found one, though in a deeper sense they did not need one. Sixteen years of relative comfort in the Isle of Wight were followed by a nomadic pilgrimage which led eventually, via a small island near Mull and a spell in Hampshire, back to the family home at Boyndlie. In the later years, this rambling and romantic house, full of books and pictures and memories and prayers, became a sort of...
Shangri-La for family and friends.

After Fanchette’s death, Malcolm lived as a sort of self-sufficient hermit, surrounded by home-made gadgets and praying most of the time. He moved eventually to a congenial institution across the road from his daughter Hilary (also married to an Old Amplefordian, Richard Grey), where he died peacefully, happy in the knowledge that another of his daughters, Frances, was continuing the family tradition at Ampleforth as the wife of a housemaster — a prospect which he would have been unlikely to foresee in his happy days in the valley nearly a century ago.

Malcolm’s life was a very special one. In worldly terms, it never really added up, and many of the projects at which he worked very hard were simply not practical enough to achieve success. He regarded himself as something of a failure, and remained quite unaware of the huge impact he repeatedly made on a very wide range of friends. He thought of himself as a shy man who hated parties, but at every party his courtesy and wit made him the star of the show. He was, in some ways, an eccentric and distant parent, but his children and their friends treasures him. He had three qualities which he never flaunted and which were deeply linked to his monastic roots — hospitality, humility and humour. He was never happier than when quietly praying his way through Mass. The presence of God was the golden thread of his life, and he had, to the end, the special gift of being able to communicate the joy of his life.

**JOHN W GORMLEY**

John Walter Gormley: born 1 September 1934 London; Junior House 1947-49; St Wilfrid’s House September 1949 to July 1953; McGill University, Montreal mid 1950s; Canadian Liquid Gas 1957-1963; Gallagher 1963-70; Metal Box Company 1970-72; Treske Furniture, Thirsk 1974-2000; married Diana Westmacott 1979 (four daughters); died 10 January 2000

**Jonathan Moor**


Jonathan Moor was a freelance photographer, and then worked as an editor with Vogue Français and in New York with CQ magazine, American Vogue and Fairchild Publications.
He wrote three books published in US and Britain: a biography of Perry Ellis, a biography of Diane Keaton, and a novel Peghory. He was not married. He was the brother of Anthony (O58), Stewart (E60) and Gregory Julian (E65).

KENNETH ROSEVINGE

Kenneth Leo Rosevinge: born 19 January 1921 Newcastle upon Tyne; Newcastle Preparatory School; St Oswald’s House September 1934 to April 1938; Northumberland Fusiliers; chartered accountant; Middlesex University late 1980s; Treasurer Turvey Monastery; Treasurer Ampleforth Lourdes Pilgrimage; married Myra Watson 1951 (died 1978); died 6 February 2000

Kenneth Rosevinge was born in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, inheriting his Danish surname from his grandfather who had set up a shipping business on the Tyne. After Ampleforth he trained as a chartered accountant, but this early training was interrupted by the war. He joined the Northumberland Fusiliers and, fighting in the Eighth Army, he was wounded in the leg and taken to South Africa. He returned to action halfway through the battle of El Alamein. After the war, living in Newcastle, he qualified as a chartered accountant, settled in bachelor life and was a good medium pace bowler. After his marriage to Myra Watson in 1951, he moved successively to Somerset, Aylesbury, Eccles in Lancashire, Beckenham in Hampshire and in 1970 to Whetstone in North London – and here he was in his element, surrounded by football clubs and Lord’s Cricket Ground.

In 1978 Myra died from cancer. Typically Kenneth picked himself up from this body blow and built a new life, with numerous activities, interests and holidays and with his Catholic faith always central. He was Treasurer of the Turvey Monastery in Bedfordshire, he was involved in the financial planning for the new monastery extension at Vita et Pax in Cockfosters, he was Treasurer of the Ampleforth Lourdes Pilgrimage, and was an active member of the Catemans. He worked behind the bar at Totteridge Cricket Club, was a regular bridge player and a keen cricket and football fan. After retirement in 1986, he read history at Middlesex University. His love for Myra was such that his stated intention never to remarry was faithfully adhered to for the remaining 22 years of his life. Strokes in 1992 and more seriously in 1997 changed the quality of his life, but with help he continued to live at his flat until he entered a nursing home before he died. Kenneth was a fascinating mixture of the conventional and the unconventional – always anxious to do the right thing, but with a mischievous sense of wanting to shock people.

Old Obituaries Editor notes: Kenneth and Myra had four children: Paul (E65), Juliette, Peter (E75) and Celia. His brothers are Cedric (O31) and Gerald (O35). Kenneth’s nephews included the two sons of Gerald, Henry (O67) and Stephen (O64).
EUSTACE MAUNSELL

Eustace Herrick Maunsell: born 10 March 1925; Avord; St Oswald's House January 1938 to July 1943; National Service in Navy; seminary at St Edmund's, Ware; Thomson Travel, died 1 March 2000

His younger brother David Maunsell (046) writes: Eustace was badly injured in the school train fire of May 1941 in which four boys died. All who knew Eustace felt it was the train accident which must have taken its terrible toll. Shortly before his death, he told me in more detail of what had happened — the carriage became filled with smoke, flames were coming from the seats. Somebody pulled the communication cord. There was a rush for the door. The train slowed to about 40 mph, so he said, when he was shoved from behind and landed on the embankment. When he came to his senses the train had stopped. He saw two columns of smoke and fire shoot up and two boys succumb to the flames. He had broken his shoulders in two places.

After the train accident, he was never the same and had a pronounced terror of fire. In the school he was a house monitor and a sergeant in the JTC, and he was awarded his house colours but never wore the tie. On completing his national service in the Navy, he entered the seminary at St Edmund's, Ware on the recommendation of his housemaster Fr Stephen Marwood, and he stayed one year. On leaving he was in a state of almost total nervous breakdown. He worked for a time in Thomson's, the travel organisation, but he was a broken man. On his retirement he lived alone in a mobile home near High Wycombe. Shortly before Christmas 1999, Eustace's health deteriorated and he moved into Beachlands Old People's Home where he died faithfully.

ANDREW LINN

Andrew Jones Linn: born 13 July 1959; St Bede's, Rugeley 1969-73; St Bede's House January 1973 to July 1977; Birmingham University 1977-81; investment manager; married Elizabeth Allen (two children); died 4 March 2000

Andrew Linn was a kind, sensitive loving husband and proud father of Danielle and Alexander. He had achieved a highly successful business career, ultimately working as an investment manager in Europe and the USA, for Murray Johnstone (1987-89) and Aberdeen Trust plc (1991-92). After studying law at Birmingham University, Andrew decided he preferred a career in business. From 1982 to 1984, he was a Senior Director of a trading company in Saudi Arabia. With the breakdown of his marriage, estrangement from his two children and many difficulties, Andrew found the 1990s a time of struggle and distress. These later years were a less happy period in his life, and he is now at peace. His younger brother David (B79) lives in Wiesbaden in Germany and works successfully as a senior director of HMS Media Services based in Frankfurt.

PETER HUGHES

Francis Peter Mace Hughes: born 26 December 1921; Gilling Castle 1931-35; St Cuthbert's House 1935-40; Indian Army 1941-45; exhibition design 1945-73; warden of Cheshire Home; married Peggy Rundle 1946 (four children) — dissolved 1973; married Shirley Frant 1973; died 17 March 2000

The eldest son of a First World War Gunner — who lost a leg in Belgium in 1918 and married his nurse after becoming Catholics together, finally settling in Sussex — Pete went to Gilling in its early days and then to St Cuthbert's House where, among his other contemporaries, Tom Ashworth and Fr Philip Holdsworth became lifelong friends. Fr Sylvester Fryer particularly inspired him in art classes, and he was one of the Ampleforth News cartoonists and also represented the school in athletics at the White City.

He volunteered for the Army on leaving school, but was delayed until 1941, so with his customary sense of humour and duty, he joined his father in the Home Guard. The Army called him in January 1941, and on commissioning in the Royal Engineers, he went to Bombay, to the Indian Army's Bombay Sappers and Miners. They were promptly sent to North Africa to join the Eighth Army, largely dealing with minesfields, until Montgomery's victory at Alamein. The pressure being off, Pete was sent on a most memorable recce to find positions in Northern Iraq among the Kurds where the Eighth Army might be moved, but then his unit returned to India in 1943 for jungle training. He was involved in rebuilding the Bombay docks for six months after an ammunition ship had blown up and destroyed them, and then they moved into Burma, to bridge the Chindwin. Returning from a recce deep into Japanese held country, he came across an encampment in the jungle also of Indian sappers on their way to a similar recce, and found the officer in charge was Paul Cumming (D39) whom he had last met in their early Engineer training at Aldershot. Five years later, Paul became his brother in law. Pete always counted himself lucky never to have seen any of the enemy.

After the end of the war, invariably comparing his experiences with those in Waugh's Sword of Honour, he returned to Sussex, where he studied art and later taught in a school. He married Peggy in 1946 and they moved into the family house in Worthing where the four children were born. After settling for a career in exhibition design in London, Pete and the family moved to Buckinghamshire in 1955, where in his spare time he wrote a number of delightful stories for his children. He was later persuaded to have three of them published, which proved very popular with children here and in the USA. Many years of designing, mainly in London, kept things going, but he found that the increasing attitude to business ethics depressed him, and he was only too glad to abandon this way of life in 1973 with the end of school fees. He had also become a qualified valuer of antiques, with considerable success. His marriage was dissolved in 1973 and he married Shirley Hunt, and moved to Chalfont St Peter. An advertisement for a Cheshire Home warden in Gerrards Cross gave him the chance to show his really caring and painstaking character, and his deep compassion with those, coupled with his humour and artistic ability, made the lives of so many residents and staff deeply meaningful and enjoyable. There was always laughter in his company, and Pete
EUSTACE MAUNSELL

Eustace Herrick Maunsell: born 10 March 1925; Avisford; St Oswald's House January 1938 to July 1943; National Service in Navy; seminary at St Edmund's, Ware; Thomson Travel; died 1 March 2000

His younger brother David Maunsell (O46) writes: Eustace was badly injured in the school train fire of May 1941 in which four boys died. All who knew Eustace felt it was the train accident which must have taken its terrible toll. Shortly before his death, he told me in more detail of what had happened – the carriage became filled with smoke, flames were coming from the seats. Somebody pulled the communication cord. There was a rush for the door. The train slowed to about 40 mph, so he said, when he was shoved from behind and landed on the embankment. When he came to his senses the train had stopped. He saw two columns of smoke and fire shoot up and two boys succumb to the flames. He had broken his shoulders in two places.

After the train accident, he was never the same and had a pronounced terror of fire. In the school he was a house monitor and a sergeant in the JTC, and he was awarded his house colours but never wore the tie. On completing his national service in the Navy, he entered the seminary at St Edmund’s, Ware on the recommendation of his housemaster Fr Stephen Marwood, and he stayed one year. On leaving he was in a state of almost total nervous breakdown. He worked for a time in Thomson’s, the travel organisation, but he was a broken man. On his retirement he lived alone in a mobile home near High Wycombe. Shortly before Christmas 1999, Eustace’s health deteriorated and he moved into Beachlands Old People’s Home where he died faithfully.

ANDREW LINN

Andrew James Linn: born 13 July 1959; St Bede’s, Rugeley 1969-73; St Bede’s House January 1973 to July 1977; Birmingham University 1977-81; investment manager; married Elizabeth Allen (two children); died 4 March 2000

Andrew Linn was a kind, sensitive loving husband and proud father of Danielle and Alexander. He had achieved a highly successful business career, ultimately working as an investment manager in Europe and the USA, for Murray Johnstone (1987-89) and Aberdeen Trust plc (1991-92). After studying law at Birmingham University, Andrew decided he preferred a career in business. From 1982 to 1984, he was a Senior Director of a trading company in Saudi Arabia. He volunteered for the Army on leaving school, but he was a broken man. On his retirement he lived alone in a mobile home near High Wycombe. Shortly before Christmas 1999, Eustace’s health deteriorated and he moved into Beachlands Old People’s Home where he died faithfully.

PETER HUGHES

Francis Peter Mazi Hughes: born 26 December 1921; Gilling Castle 1931-35; St Cuthbert’s House 1935-40; Indian Army 1941-45; exhibition design 1945-73; warden of Cheshire Home; married Peggy Rundle 1946 (four children) – dissolved 1973; married Shirley Hunt 1973; died 17 March 2000

The eldest son of a First World War Gunner – who lost a leg in Belgium in 1918 and married his nurse after becoming Catholics together, finally settling in Sussex – Pete went to Gilling in its early days and then to St Cuthbert’s House where, among his other contemporaries, Tom Aldworth and Fr Philip Holdsworth became lifelong friends. Fr Sylvester Fryer particularly inspired him in art classes, and he was one of the Ampleforth News cartoonists and also represented the school in athletics at the White City.

He volunteered for the Army on leaving school, but was delayed until 1941, so with his customary sense of humour and duty, he joined his father in the Home Guard. The Army called him in January 1941, and on commissioning in the Royal Engineers, he went to Bombay, to the Indian Army’s Bombay Sappers and Miners. They were promptly sent to North Africa to join the Eighth Army, largely dealing with minefields, until Montgomery’s victory at Alamein. The pressure being off, Pete was sent on a most memorable recce to find positions in Northern Iraq among the Kurds where the Eighth Army might be moved, but then his unit returned to India in 1943 for jungle training. He was involved in rebuilding the Bombay docks for six months after an ammunition ship had blown up and destroyed them, and then they moved into Burma, to bridge the Chindwin. Returning from a recce deep into Japanese held country, he came across an encampment in the jungle also of Indian sappers on their way to a similar recce, and found the officer in charge was Paul Cumming (D39) whom he had last met in their early Engineer training at Aldershott. Five years later, Paul became his brother in law. Pete always counted himself lucky never to have seen any of the enemy.

After the end of the war, invariably comparing his experiences with those in Waugh’s Sword of Honour, he returned to Sussex, where he studied art and later taught in a school. He married Peggy in 1946 and they moved into the family house in Worthing where the four children were born. After setting for a career in exhibition design in London, Pete and the family moved to Buckinghamshire in 1955, where in his spare time he wrote a number of delightful stories for his children. He was later persuaded to have three of them published, which proved very popular with children here and in the USA. Many years of designing, mainly in London, kept things going, but he found that the increasing attitude to business ethics depressed him, and he was only too glad to abandon this way of life in 1973 with the end of school fees. He had also become a qualified valuer of antiques, with considerable success. His marriage was dissolved in 1973 and he married Shirley Hunt, and moved to Chalton St Peter. An advertisement for a Cheshire Home warden in Gerrards Cross gave him the chance to show his really caring and painstaking character, and his deep compassion which, coupled with his humour and artistic ability, made the lives of so many residents and staff deeply meaningful and enjoyable. There was always laughter in his company, and Pete
Christopher Spender served 57 years as a priest. He was the son of Arthur Edmund Spender of the Western Morning Mail and Helen Frances of Dartington Hall. A member of a large family, he had three brothers and three sisters — Tony (B37) followed Christopher to Ampleforth. He was received into the Church at Godalming at the age of 12 together with his mother and younger brother. After schooling at Ramsgate and Ampleforth, and then three years at Junior Seminary at Mark Cross and six years at Wornish, he was ordained in 1943. He served 39 years on five parishes, 21 of these years as Parish Priest. Over the last 18 years of retirement he served the Dominican Sisters of the Holy Rosary convent in Eastbourne. Having celebrated his Easter Mass in 2000, he returned home and died peacefully on Easter Monday reading his breviary. His brother Tony Spender writes: ‘The Requiem was a truly wonderful occasion. It seemed the entire diocese of Arundel was present to wish him Godspeed. Our family was there in strength — four sons and several nephews and nieces. It is wonderful to know how much Christopher was loved and respected in the diocese. Edmund (A68) and Henry (A71) are the sons of Tony Spender.'
Mauritius and then to HM Dockyard, Portland, in 1954 HMS Chevron and HMS Chequers in Malta. He worked for a time at Greenwich Naval College, and in 1956 his last ship, HMS Dampier, a survey ship in the Far East. After leaving the Navy probably in the 1960s, he worked successively for Gordon's Gin, Reed Paper and Redbridge Council on Organisation and Methods. Some years ago his medals were stolen, but a few weeks before he died these were all returned. He had been ill for about seven years, but never complaining. He had a wide selection of friends from many backgrounds.

CECIL SHERIDAN CMG

Cecil Majella Sheridan: born 9 December 1911 Liverpool; St Oswald's House left April 1928; solicitor Liverpool 1934-40; RAF Volunteer Reserve and then a pilot for Transport Command 1940-43; British Military Administration in Malaya 1945 onwards; Colonial Legal Servant in Malaya 1946 onwards; barrister (called to the Bar by the Inner Temple) 1952; Solicitor-General of Malaya 1957-59; last British Attorney-General of Malaya 1959-63; solicitor in London 1963-65; chairman of the Traffic Commissioners and Heavy Goods Vehicles Licensing Authority for the East Midlands 1965-83; married Monica Eastac 1949 (three children); died 22 May 2000

Reprinted with permission from The Daily Telegraph 16 June 2000: Cecil Sheridan, who has died aged 88, was the last British Attorney-General of Malaya and helped to draft the constitution of Malaysia. Sheridan handed over the office of Attorney-General to a Malaysian —Abdul Cadir

The High Commissioner, Sir Henry Gurney, was ambushed by Communist guerrillas while driving alone rather than in convoy so as to avoid attracting the attention of insurgents. Years later, Sheridan was sent to the state of Pahang. While travelling around by car, he insisted on forming the Malaysian Housing Association to assist Malaysian students with accommodation.

When the Emergency provoked by the activities of Communist guerrillas began two years later, Sheridan was sent to the state of Pahang. While travelling around by car, he insisted on driving alone rather than in convoy so as to avoid attracting the attention of insurgents. Proof of the danger for colonial officials came later when Sheridan was stationed in Penang. The High Commissioner, Sir Henry Gurney, was ambushed by Communist guerrillas while driving in convoy up to the hill station at Fraser's Hill. Knowing that he was the man they were after, Sir Henry stepped out of the car. He was shot, but those family members travelling with him were safe. Life in Malaya also presented Sheridan and his family with unusual domestic hazards. In Trengganu, their house stood at the edge of a golf course; on evening walks back from the clubhouse, Sheridan had to keep an eye out for paraprostas, that made them recognizable by their pungent odour. Snakes also presented a danger, slithering out of waste paper baskets and scraping off their skins on the kitchen window. On one occasion, Sheridan ran over a huge python in his jeep. It ignored the impact and proceeded into the jungle. In 1949, Sheridan decided to qualify as a barrister, and in 1952, while living in Penang, he was called to the Bar by the Inner Temple. He then worked in Kuala Lumpur as legal advisor to the state of Selangor, and in 1957 became legal draftsman to the Federation of Malaya.

When Malaya attained independence in 1957, Sheridan was promoted to Solicitor-General and then in 1959 became the country’s Attorney-General. He now began to prepare for the enlargement of Malaya into Malaysia (with the accession in 1963 of Singapore, Sabah and Sarawak). In the process, he worked closely with Tunku Abdul Rahman, the Prime Minister of Malaya, Tun Razak, the deputy Prime Minister, and Lee Kuan Yew, of Singapore. He accompanied several Malaysian government delegations to London for talks with Harold Macmillan, and was a leading member of the team that drafted the new constitution of Malaysia. Sheridan handed over the office of Attorney-General to a Malaysian —Abdul Cadir — in 1963. Tunku Abdul Rahman then offered him the post of Chief Justice of Sarawak, which in those days invariably brought the appointee a knighthood, but Sheridan decided it was time for him to return to England.

Cecil Majella Sheridan was born in Liverpool on 9 December 1911, the son of professional musicians. After Ampleforth he qualified as a solicitor and from 1934 to 1940 practised in Liverpool. During the war, he served in the RAF Volunteer Reserve as a flying instructor with the Rhodesian Air Training Group and then as a pilot for Transport Command, reaching the rank of squadron leader. Towards the end of the war, he took part in the Rhine crossing, towing gliders carrying paratroopers. After returning home from Malaysia, Sheridan resumed work in London for the solicitors Stephenson & Harwood. He was instrumental in forming the Malaysian Housing Association to assist Malaysian students with accommodation while they were studying in London. In 1963, Sheridan left London for Nottingham, as chairman of the Traffic Commissioners and Heavy Goods Vehicles Licensing Authority for the East Midlands. One of his principal tasks was to supervise the restructuring of the traffic system in Nottingham, which entailed overhauling the city’s bus services. He retired in 1983 and subsequently moved to Leicestershire, where he enjoyed listening to music and writing humorous poems for his grandchildren. Cecil Sheridan was appointed CMG in 1961 and in 1962 was decorated by the Agong (King) of Malaya. He married, in 1949, Monica Ereaut, from Jersey, a former hockey international. They had two sons and a daughter.

MAJOR CHARLES GRIEVE

Charles Frederick Grieve, born 1 October 1913 Manila; St Augustine's Abbey, Ramsgate 1920-26; Junior House September 1928 to July 1933; Christ Church, Oxford 1933-36; international rugby player; Army; Army Golf Champion; Gibraltar Sportsman of the Year; Southern Spain Golf Champion; married Joy Toddle Ellis 1946 (died 1997) (five children); died 1 June 2000

On 8 July 2000, the Daily Telegraph reported the passing of an All Round sportsman who clinched a Test for the Lions against the Springboks in 1938. Major Charles Grieve, who has died aged 86, was a superb all-round games player; he represented the Scottish Schoolboys at golf, Guernsey and the Oxford Authentics at cricket, and Oxford, Scotland and the British Lions at rugby. He might have gained still further recognition of his sporting talents but for the Second World War.

Charles Frederick Grieve was born on 1 October 1913, in Manila, where his father (an ardent golfer and native of St Andrews who had helped to found Manila Golf Club) worked for the family firm, Warner, Barnes and Co, exporters of rubber. This had been set up by Charles’s grandfather after he had sold his controlling interest in the Hong Kong Bank. At the age of six, Charlie was sent back to the Benedictine prep school of St Augustine’s Abbey, Ramsgate in Kent. He spent his holidays with an aunt at St Andrews and by the age of 16 was recording scores of 75 on the Old Course and driving the Swilcan Burn from the first tee. Charlie was the second of four brothers sent to Ampleforth. John came in 1923 before the House system; then Charlie, followed by Edward (035) and Reginald (039). Charlie in turn sent his two
Charlie Grieve was the most loveable of men, humble and transparently fine. His writing of himself is that 'his modesty is almost shattering and his hidden from us many of his achievements'. He was a gentleman of the old school. Overshadowing his dedication to his games were his strong Catholic beliefs, instilled at Ampleforth, and his absolute devotion to his family. He married, in 1946, Joy 'Toddlers' Ellis, who had a tremendous personality; she died in 1997 after a long period in a nursing home. They had two sons and three daughters.

Micheal Farrell’s brother Professor David Farrell (T51) sent this notice by email two days after his brother’s death, entitling it ‘The Passing of a Meath Man’.
Joyce and his writings, particularly *Ulysses*. When Joyce was sitting for his portrait he told the one, he didn't feel like drinking it. But this was his daily routine for most of his life. Micheal visited Australia twice where his mother was then living. He had a teaching appointment at the University of New ... one of his students at the school, later to become his wife. In 1985, Micheal returned to Australia to escape from his residence at La Ruche on the Left Bank in Paris. These were difficult years but highly productive. Like so many talented and creative men, Micheal seemed to get great inspiration from hardship. 

Micheal was elected to the exclusive group of Irish artists, writers and poets, AOSDONA. Micheal is in series. One of these was his portrait of Joyce, each one with a different tie, painted by his wife, Sarah. Micheal visited the local bistros in Paris. It was part of his education, he would say. And there he drank with the best of them, the famous and the not so famous. Micheal had a special admiration for James Joyce and his writings, particularly *Ulysses*. When Joyce was sitting for his portrait he told the one, he didn't feel like drinking it. But this was his daily routine for most of his life. Micheal visited Australia twice where his mother was then living. He had a teaching appointment at the University of New ... one of his students at the school, later to become his wife. In 1985, Micheal returned to Australia to escape from his unhappy and deteriorating life in Paris. Here he continued to paint in Sydney and to do some teaching. During this time he met again Meg Early, herself now a well-known artist and illustrator. Micheal returned to France after several months and Meg followed.

On 28 November 1988 something happened that changed Micheal's life. He was diagnosed with throat cancer. He had been a heavy smoker and a healthy lifestyle never appealed to him much. The French health system kept him alive for almost 12 years. He had numerous operations which became more serious with time. Just as it looked like he had beaten the cancer after almost five years in remission, the cancer flared up again. Micheal saw every day as a reprieve and painted some of his finest works during those 12 years. Despite his ailments, Micheal looked upon these years as the happiest of his short life. Meg was his ideal wife and companion and she nursed Micheal with great compassion and patience until the end. During these 12 years, Micheal mellowed, and he became less distressed about previous events which had made him somewhat bitter and angry. These came out in many of his paintings. But laterly, his paintings have been much more serene and tranquil reflecting his inner calmness. Some would argue that the best works he has ever undertaken, including a brilliant painting of the mother of the mayor of the village standing outside the local bistro, were done during his last few years. In January 2000, Micheal had the most serious of his operations. 

In 1969 he was at the Irish Exhibition of Living Art in the Crawford Gallery in Cork, to receive the Carroll Prize for the third time. In his speech of acceptance, he used the opportunity to condemn the British handling of Northern Ireland and accused the Government of the Republic of doing nothing about the situation. He was greeted with flying cups of tea, sandwiches and whatever the audience could find. Micheal beat a hasty retreat to the nearest pub. No one spoke to him on the special train returning to Dublin that evening. To add salt to the wound, he donated his prize of £300 to the Northern Refugee Relief Fund. Micheal's early life was tumultuous. Like many artists of his time, he enjoyed good conversation, hearing good poetry, telling good stories and keeping good company. This he carried on in the local pubs in Dublin, the local bars in New York and the local bistros in Paris. It was part of his education, he would say. And there he drank with the best of them, the famous and the not so famous. Micheal had a special admiration for James Joyce and his writings, particularly *Ulysses*. When Joyce was sitting for his portrait he told the one, he didn't feel like drinking it. But this was his daily routine for most of his life. Micheal visited Australia twice where his mother was then living. He had a teaching appointment at the University of New ... one of his students at the school, later to become his wife. In 1985, Micheal returned to Australia to escape from his unhappy and deteriorating life in Paris. Here he continued to paint in Sydney and to do some teaching. During this time he met again Meg Early, herself now a well-known artist and illustrator. Micheal returned to France after several months and Meg followed.

On 28 November 1988 something happened that changed Micheal's life. He was diagnosed with throat cancer. He had been a heavy smoker and a healthy lifestyle never appealed to him much. The French health system kept him alive for almost 12 years. He had numerous operations which became more serious with time. Just as it looked like he had beaten the cancer after almost five years in remission, the cancer flared up again. Micheal saw every day as a reprieve and painted some of his finest works during those 12 years. Despite his ailments, Micheal looked upon these years as the happiest of his short life. Meg was his ideal wife and companion and she nursed Micheal with great compassion and patience until the end. During these 12 years, Micheal mellowed, and he became less distressed about previous events which had made him somewhat bitter and angry. These came out in many of his paintings. But laterly, his paintings have been much more serene and tranquil reflecting his inner calmness. Some would argue that the best works he has ever undertaken, including a brilliant painting of the mother of the mayor of the village standing outside the local bistro, were done during his last few years. In January 2000, Micheal had the most serious of his operations. But he showed wonderful courage and kept his great humour even though he knew full well that the surgeons were unable to contain the cancer from spreading. He was in pain but never complained. Mercifully he died in his sleep on 7 June 2000, his mind fully alert. But Micheal would not want us to look on his passing from this life with sadness nor with joy, but to remember him as the great character that he was; his stories, his humour but most of all his paintings. Such a legacy, few of us will ever match.
Dowling persuaded them from a small clearing. This had to be done in a series of flights and soon escaped from this unwelcome desk work. Seizing the opportunity of the Brunei operations, since the Dragonfly could only carry three passengers or two stretcher cases. It was imperative to avoid the load developing a swing. On 22 April 1962 Dowling completed the operation in two lift, totalling 45 minutes of airborne time. He was assisted by Flight Lieutenant R. Salt (co-pilot) and Flight Lieutenant J. Martin (crewman).

John Reginald Dowling was born on 5 July 1923 in Manchester, where his father was a doctor. He was educated at Ampleforth College, and enlisted in 1941. He was commissioned as a pilot officer after training in Canada and the United States. He was posted in 1944 to No. 114, a Lancaster bomber squadron. He survived a tour of operations against Berlin and other heavily defended areas of Germany. Dowling was a devoted Roman Catholic, and held rigid views about the rights and wrongs of attacking enemy targets. As captain of a Lancaster he regarded it as his duty to contribute to the devastation of Germany, but held that it was wrong to seek personal revenge for the bombing of such historic places as Coventry Cathedral. When he discovered that his tail gunner had been concealing a private stock of ammunition in his turret and indiscriminately dropping them by hand on Germany he was mightily displeased and issued a severe reprimand. Dowling was awarded a DFC in 1945. Other than a spell in 1945 flying fighters at No. 1688 Bomber Defence Training Flight, after the war Dowling experienced routine flying in the Middle East and at home. But in 1948 and 1949 he flew Yorks of Nos. 242 and 40 Squadrons in the Berlin Airlift. In 1950 Dowling began flying helicopters at the Royal Naval Air Station, Gosport, mastering the Sikorsky R.4 and R.6. As a promising performer Dowling moved on to the Westland Dragonfly, and flew this type from 1950 to 1953 on sorties to evacuate casualties during the Malayan Emergency. Among Dowling’s feats at this period, the most outstanding was his evacuation of a Cameronian patrol. Locating 17 sick and exhausted soldiers who had spent 29 days in a jungle swamp, Dowling lifted them from a small clearing. This had to be done in a series of lifts, since the Dragonfly could only carry three passengers or two stretcher cases. Dowling convincingly demonstrated the helicopter's suitability for jungle work. Dowling won a Bar to his DFC in 1952, in which year he was also mentioned in despatches.

In 1953 Dowling’s flight provided the nucleus of the RAF’s first helicopter squadron, No. 194. Subsequently, Dowling furthered the development of helicopter operations as a flight and squadron commander at the Central Flying School. In 1960 he received command of the Belvedere trials unit, moving on in 1961 to introduce the Belvedere to squadron operational service as commander of No. 72 Squadron. Two years after the Coventry Cathedral operation Dowling was given an administrative post at RAF Seletar, Singapore, but soon escaped from this unwelcome desk work. Seizing the opportunity of the Brunei rebellion and Indonesian confrontation, Dowling made a request to command the helicopter wing. Thus he was strenuously involved in organising and flying jungle transport and evacuation operations.

During this period Dowling, keen since his Coventry exploits to obtain favourable publicity to promote the future of helicopter operations, put on two media performances. When Edward Barnes, the producer of the children’s programme Blue Peter, visited the Far East Air Force with the presenter Valerie Singleton, Dowling set up a film opportunity with Dyak tribesmen on the banks of a river in Sarawak. Valerie Singleton was the first white woman they had seen. Towards the end of 1966 he repeated his Coventry success by mounting a 30 ft metal cross on the tall slender tower of the Hakka Methodist Church in Singapore. Shortly afterwards Dowling returned home to a series of appointments, ending up as Wing Commander Helicopters at Headquarters Strike Command from 1972 to 1974. He then joined the RAF's Air Historical Branch. In 1992 he published RAF Helicopters, The First 20 Years.

Inclined to grumpiness, relieved by a wicked sense of humour, Dowling would always stick to his guns, and was prepared to defy conventions and authority in the cause of right. Dowling was appointed MBE in 1959 and had received the AFC in 1957. He married, in 1960, Anne d’Andra; they had a son and a daughter.

John was the brother of Gerald (O37, died 26 April 1985, on the music staff at Ampleforth) and Alexander (O39).

WING COMMANDER MICHAEL CONSTABLE MAXWELL DFC, DSO

Michael Hugh Constable Maxwell was born 3 June 1917 Beauly, Inverness-shire; Preparatory School 1927-30; Junior House 1930-32; St Bede’s House September 1932 to July 1936; Hertford College, Oxford 1936-39; RAF 1939-47; monk at Ampleforth 1948-52; RAF 1952-64; family business 1964-2000; married Susan Davies 1962 (two sons); died 15 August 2000

If for Michael Constable Maxwell the public record of his life is dominated by his RAF service, at the heart of everything was a life of faith and prayer. Besides spending over four years in the community at Ampleforth, everything he did as RAF pilot and commander, as family man, and as a business man seemed to be in the context of his deeply lived sacramental life as a Catholic.

Michael was the sixth son and youngest of 12 children of Bernard and Alice Constable Maxwell. His father, Bernard, was the son of the 10th Lord Herries, his mother Alice was the daughter of the 13th Lord Lovat. Borned up at the family home, Farlie House at Beauly, surrounded by the lands of the Lovat estates, which whilst reduced in size from 300,000 acres in the previous century were still very substantial. Beauly was a magnificent playground for adventurous children — his companions included a large number of cousins such as Hugh Fraser (C35). Regular guests to Beaufort Castle (the nearby home of his maternal grandmother) included such Catholic figures as Mgr Ronnie Knox (remembered by Michael as an expert in Hornby trains), Maurice Baring and Compton Mackenzie. From his earliest years Michael was inspired by the record of his eldest brother, Gerald, flying as pilot in the First World War with the Royal Flying Corps. The three eldest boys, including Gerald, had gone to Downside, and then Bernard and Alice Constable Maxwell sent David (OA22), Andrew (OA20) and then Michael to Ampleforth. Coming to the Preparatory School (the present Junior House building, before Gilling had been purchased) aged nine in 1927, then (as it became) Junior House, Michael hated leaving his beloved home — he wrote, ‘4 May 1927. My first term. Summer. Three months, 12 weeks, 84 days, 1008 hours, 60,480 minutes, 3,628,800 seconds.’ But he was to have a full and varied life is dominated by his RAF service, at the heart of everything was a life of faith and prayer. Besides spending over four years in the community at Ampleforth, everything he did as RAF pilot and commander, as family man, and as a business man seemed to be in the context of his deeply lived sacramental life as a Catholic.
time at Ampleforth, going on into St Bede’s House in September 1932. In his last year, although of course forbidden by school rules, he bought a car for £6 and drove around the local area; he kept the car openly in the main car park behind the monastery, and this was never discovered, unlike another boy who kept a car many miles away at Hertford College, Oxford, where he read History; he learned to fly with the University Air Squadron, going to RAF Abingdon to train in Avro Tutor biplanes. (He was also commissioned as a regular officer in the 4th Queen’s Own Cameron Highlanders, purely in order to help with recruitment and to condition that he could transfer to the Air Force if there was to be a war.) After a summer visit to Poland in 1938, his return journey took him to Berlin as the crowds listened to their radios in the streets at 8am as Hitler broadcast at the time of Munich. In July and August 1939 he cycled around France, returning across the Channel from Dieppe on 12 August 1939, just three weeks before war began.

Michael served in the RAF from 1939 to 1947, and later from 1952 to 1964. The Times [4 September 2000] noted both the length and versatility of his war service as follows: ‘As a pilot of both day and night fighters, Michael Constable Maxwell had an unusually long war in combat flying, serving operationally from the end of the phoney war until VJ Day. He shot down six aircraft, and was credited with several more ‘probables’ as well as numerous trains, and was himself shot down four times. He was awarded the DFC in 1943 and the DSO in 1944. These were years of courage and faith. As one contemporary, a sergeant pilot, George Smyth (quoted in The Field Air) said, ‘He had unbelievable courage amounting almost to foolhardiness...’ In the early stages he frequently came off worst, arriving back at base with his aircraft riddled: The Daily Telegraph [31 August 2000] noted how his Catholic faith affected his approach to war, and his concern for the souls of those he shot down: ‘He invariably prayed before opening fire, and on landing had a mass said for those he had killed.’ He always spoke with charity of the enemy, and made the sign of the cross before landing. A foolhardiness... In the early stages he frequently came off worst, arriving back at base with his aircraft riddled: The Daily Telegraph [31 August 2000] noted how his Catholic faith affected his approach to war, and his concern for the souls of those he shot down: ‘He invariably prayed before opening fire, and on landing had a mass said for those he had killed.’ He always spoke with charity of the enemy, and made the sign of the cross before landing. A

William (Bill) Snowdon Forster: born 24 May 1924 Gosforth, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne; Bishop’s Court 1931-37; St Oswald’s House 1937-42; Trinity College, Cambridge 1942-44; apprenticeship with Reynolds 1944-47; Nedek 1947-55; Bank of England 1955-81; management of family estate at Burradon; married Juliana Maria Edele 1955 (two sons); died 16 August 2000

Bill Forster came of an old Catholic farming family in Northumberland. He and his sister Margaret were brought up on the family estate at Burradon near Throckmorton...
DAVID WILSON

Anthony David Wilson: born 20 May 1927 Rugby; St Richard’s Prep School, Malvern; St Bede’s House September 1941-43; Army 1945-47; Pembroke College, Cambridge 1947-50; engineer 1950; journalist with The Yorkshire Post, Wakefield Express, Birmingham Post and Mail 1950-56; BBC TV News journalist and Science Correspondent 1956-1980s; development of BBC CEEFAX and BBC micro computer; married Elisabeth Ewins (died about 1980) (four children); died 24 August 2000 Keswick.

David Wilson was a journalist, and for some 20 years Science Correspondent of the BBC, the author of a number of books, a lover of classical music and the countryside – a good shot and a keen skier.

OLD AMPLEFORDIAN NEWS

MICHAEL STAVELEY-TAYLOR


Michael Staveley-Taylor worked successfully in advertising, travelling widely – and was for some years in Singapore. It was in Singapore that he met and married his wife Ann, a Singaporean, and they had three daughters: Sarah, Rebecca and Elizabeth. Michael had become a Baptist, and his faith became very important to him. Returning from Singapore to live in England, he found in 1995 that he had a brain tumour – although treated twice, a third recurrence occurred in 2000. During these years of illness he remained brave, positive, strong and unswerving in faith – always interested in other people rather than himself.

JOHN BEALE


John Beale was the middle of five children. He had an older sister Ann, an older brother George (D47), and two younger brothers, Roger (A52) and Fr Wally Beale (JH52). Leaving Junior House in 1947, John Beale went to the Royal Naval College at Dartmouth, where he won first prize in Russian, and then into the Royal Navy. He served in the Korean war and
then left the Royal Navy and joined the Diplomatic Service. He served in Belgrade, Warsaw, Vientiane, Pretoria, Kuwait, Morocco, Dublin, Prague and finally as Administrator on Ascension Island. He enjoyed foreign languages and as well as speaking French, Polish and Czech, had a reasonable knowledge of Serbo-Croat and Afrikaans.

On leaving the Diplomatic Service he obtained a diploma in Teaching English as a Foreign Language which enabled him to teach English to students in intensive one-on-one residential courses that he ran from home. He also obtained an MSc in 1993 in Agricultural Business Management. Retirement enabled him to develop his hobbies. He joined a local chess club, made wooden furniture and toys for his grandchildren, and a couple of years before he died he took up painting.

John married Nell Whitehead on 23 August 1958, and they had five children: Mary Jane, Edward (1979), Victoria, Sophie and Noel (1989). His wife’s brother Michael Whitehead married his elder sister Ann. (Michael Whitehead is the Hon Secretary of the Association of British Members of the Hospitalite of Our Lady of Lourdes.) John had become ill in December 1999. He first went to Lourdes in 1957 and 1958 and then, after a gap of 40 years, went on the Ampleforth Pilgrimage to Lourdes as a brancarder in 1998 and finally, in the summer 2000, as a sick pilgrim, dying a month later. His wife, Penelope’s sister, Rosemary, married Sir Ian Johnson Ferguson (B49), the father of Mark (083), Paul (184) and Simon (085). His cousin Anna Rickaby married Alan Mayer (B58, died 1996), whose sons are Damian (87), Adrian (89) and Ali (91). Cyril Fawcett (0A16, died 1966) and his sons Bernard Fawcett (T50), Fr Richard Fawcett (A39) and Oswald Fawcett (H54) were cousins of John.

**ORDE WINGATE**

Orde Jonathan Wingate: born 11 May 1944 Aberdeen; Gilling Castle 1952-56; Junior House 1956-58; St Oswald’s House September 1958 to July 1962; Sandhurst 1962-64; Army 1964-78; soldier; Adjutant the Honourable Artillery Company 1971-74; CO the Honourable Artillery Company 1990-93; married Holly Barton 1976 (two daughters); died 7 September 2000

Michael Edwards (062) writes: Born seven months after his father, General Orde Wingate, was killed in Burma, Orde Wingate went to Gilling, Ampleforth and then the Royal Academy, Sandhurst, having passed the Civil Service exam whilst at school. Two years later he was commissioned into the Royal Artillery as his father before him. He served in Germany, Hong Kong and Northern Ireland during which time he was posted to 1st RHA (Royal Horse Artillery), a distinction afforded to few officers. He served as Adjutant to the Honourable Artillery Company in the City of London, which he later commanded, leaving the regular Army in 1978. Leaving the Army in 1978, he worked in the City as a stockbroker and became a partner in Executive Appointments. Then he was appointed to command the Royal Artillery Company. Orde married Holly Barton in 1962 and they had two daughters: Alice (now 19 and starting at Newcastle University) and Emily.

Orde supported associations linked to his father’s illustrious career. He often undertook speaking engagements for which he became renowned – he was an accomplished orator, never failing to speak his mind on subjects of controversy. His address to the Chindits Old Comrades Association at the unveiling of the memorial to the Chindits (which now stands on the embankment near Westminster Bridge) was quite brilliant. Since 1965 he had visited Israel on four or five occasions, carrying the flag for both his father and his country with distinction, and in 1965 he visited Ethiopia for much the same reason, although his agenda was perhaps more personal as the Emperor Haile Selassie was his godfather. His early life was much dominated by his mother’s active pursuit for the cause of International Jewry, and the formation of a Jewish homeland. It was not always easy for Orde to live up the name of his famous father, let alone one whose life continued to evoke such controversy even so long after his death. His mother Lorna had been brought up in the Church of England and converted to Catholicism in the early 1950s, which is why Orde came to Ampleforth when previously there had been no history of Catholicism in the family. There is no doubt that Orde inherited many of his father’s qualities and characteristics, and given similar circumstances, I believe he was capable of leaving his mark in equal measure to his father. Orde was a complex character and evinced an individual charm that won him many friends, and a directness that left its mark. No one was left in any doubt as to his beliefs or intentions. Perhaps his greatest attribute was simply that he was ‘unforgettable’.

**DICK FAWCETT**

Richard (Dick) Thomas Fawcett: born 28 October 1928; Gilling Castle; Junior House; St Wilfrid’s House April 1941 to July 1946; family malting business 1946-76; wholesale books business 1976-98; married; died 9 September 2000

Over 52 years Dick Fawcett worked first in a malting firm and then as a bookseller. From 1946 until 1976 Dick worked in the family malting firm EP Fawcett. From 1976 to 1998 he ran a wholesale bookselling firm from Bramham in Yorkshire, supplying the Bookshop at Ampleforth over many years. Dick was a true Yorkshireman, a gentleman in the traditional sense, always with a dry wit. He was a man of the outdoors who loved hunting and fishing. He hunted with the York and Ainsty, the Middleton and, in the main, with the Bramham Moor. He was a notable fisherman, and the family would often holiday and fish at Warwick Hall at Warwick Bridge in Cumbria, staying there with Eileen Elwes. He had a love of music and books. He had five children: Thomas (B75), Tessa, Sarah, Anthony (B79) and Peter (B82).
Antony Richard Pilkington: born 20 June 1935; Ladydene; St Edward's House January 1949 to July 1953; National Service; Trinity College, Cambridge; Pilkington Bros 1959-2000; member of the Court of Manchester University; Deputy Lieutenant for Merseyside; High Sheriff of Cheshire 1996-97; knighted 1990; married Kirsty Dundas 1960 (four children); died 22 September 2000.

Reprinted with permission from The Daily Telegraph 5 October 2000: Sir Antony Pilkington, who has died aged 65, was the last family chairman of Pilkington Brothers, the Lancashire company which achieved world leadership in glassmaking. Founded in 1826 by William Pilkington - who was later joined by his brother Richard - the company soon became the dominant employer of the town of St Helens. Antony Pilkington represented the fifth generation of family management and, though his chairmanship from 1980 to 1995 was in many respects a period of radical change, the company preserved an element of Victorian paternalism in its relations with the local community, even extending to the provision of false teeth for company pensioners. Sir Antony wanted Pilkington's to be a 'good company in the best sense', as he told an interviewer in 1990, 'not just a money machine'. His concern was reciprocated in a remarkable upsurge of local support for Pilkington's when it became the target in 1986 of a hostile takeover bid by BTR, an industrial conglomerate known for its ruthless approach to cost-cutting. In response to the industrial recession of the early 1980s, Pilkington's had reduced its workforce from 11,500 to 6,700. But they did so on generous terms and with a considerable effort - through the pioneering Community of St Helens Trust, of which Antony Pilkington was founder chairman in 1978 - to create small-business opportunities for those made redundant. BTR, by contrast, was rumoured to have abruptly sacked many workers at Dunlop, one of its recent acquisitions, in the week before Christmas. Politicians and local councillors joined the Pilkington's workforce in rallying to the board's support, and after an arduous nine-week battle, BTR was forced to withdraw.

A diffident, gentlemanly figure, who disliked dealing with the press and the City, Antony Pilkington was also a very effective moderniser. He reformed Pilkington's old-fashioned hierarchical management structure, reduced the size of its board, and placed new emphasis on salesmanship. In former times, the company's market position had been so strong that customers simply queued up to do business with it. An attempt to diversify into spectacle and contact lenses, through the takeover in 1987 of the American firm Visioncare, was problematical, but Antony Pilkington continued to search for ways to reshape the group in response to market conditions. In 1992 - once again faced with a sharp recessionary fall in demand for glass - he was forced into another round of cost-cutting at St Helens and a rationalisation of its operations in Europe. Recovery was slow, but Pilkington's remains a world leader in glass technology.

Antony Richard Pilkington was born on June 20 1935 and went to Ampleforth. He spent his National Service in the Coldstream Guards, before going up to Trinity College, Cambridge, to read History. He joined Pilkington Bros in 1959, working on export sales of flat glass. He became marketing manager of the flat-glass division in 1967 and joined the board in 1973. In 1979 he became deputy chairman to his distant cousin Sir Alastair Pilkington - the inventor of the float-glass process, whose relationship to the St Helens Pilkington dynasty was so remote that a special board decision had been called for in 1947 before offering him a 'family traineeship'. The float-glass process, perfected in 1958, was one of the most important industrial innovations of its era, becoming the universal method of making flat glass for buildings and vehicles. Licensed all over the world, it produced handsome streams of royalties for Pilkington's over the following decades - a factor which, according to some analysts, created the corporate complacency which Antony Pilkington did so much to correct.

Antony Pilkington was also a director of GKN, National Westminster Bank and ICI. He was a governor of Liverpool John Moores University, a member of the Court of Manchester University, a Deputy Lieutenant for Merseyside and High Sheriff of Cheshire in 1996-97. He was knighted in 1990. His modest manner hid a love of fast cars and motor racing: he sometimes drove a sportscar in a 1956 Maserati. He was also a devoted fan of P G Wodehouse.

He married, in 1960, Kirsty Dundas, daughter of Sir Thomas Dundas, 7th Bt; they had three sons and a daughter.

QA Obituaries Editor notes: Anthony and Kirsty's sons are Jerome (E80), David (E82) and Simon (E91).

PETER SILLARS

Peter Neal Sillars: born 4 December 1927; St Dunstan's House 1940-45; National Service 1947-49; business 1949 onwards; British Agricultural Export Council; Presidency of the Agricultural Engineers Association; Overseas Trade Adviser to the Lord Mayor of London; married Gill Riley 1955 (four children); died 26 September 2000.

After Ampleforth, Peter Sillars was called for National Service in 1947, being commissioned via Eaton Hall Officer Cadet School, and then completed a successful two years of soldiering, then began work with Harry Ferguson Tractors in Australia. His great love of the land, combined with his sound understanding of engineering principles, made him the perfect tractor salesman, and he quickly achieved the position of Export Director for Massey-Ferguson, based in Coventry. Peter married Gill Riley in 1955, (daughter of Percy Riley, founder of Riley cars) and had four children - Quentin (Gilling, died 1990), Malcolm (H76), Dinah and Charlotte. Peter remained with Massey Ferguson until being offered promotion to a long-term post in Toronto. Peter and Gill both loved living in England where they wished to bring up their family and so Peter turned down the appointment, and joined FW Pettit (part of the Great group) as Managing Director. He later achieved a senior appointment with the British Agricultural Export Council, Presidency of the Agricultural Engineers Association for a year, and held the post of Overseas Trade Adviser to the Lord Mayor of London.

After getting married, Peter and Gill lived in a picturesque thatched cottage in Moreton Morrell, later moving to the Red House in Staverton. With the change in job, a move was made to Broadwater near Framlingham in Suffolk, and finally (now 25 years ago) to Loham Mill in Cambridgeshire. In 1990 the family suffered a dreadful blow, when Quenett (then better known by his middle name of Mike) died. Peter and Gill found their faith a great comfort, and were able to face life once more and gain strength from each other. Peter enjoyed a happy retirement at Loham Mill, delighted in his nine grandchildren. All through his illness, and up to the point of his death, he comforted Gill, his children, and all who knew him with his sincere and loving reassurances of the peace that comes with acceptance and good fortune he saw himself to have had throughout his life, and died peacefully at home.
Jim Stuart Douglas was born in 1918. His father, who was Scottish, died when he was only about 18 months old. For this reason his mother sent him first to the Junior School at Fort Augustus, then to the Oratory School at Reading, until he was 13, when he moved to Ampleforth, joining St Aidan’s House, where his housemaster was Fr John Maddox. He joined the monastery straight from school, then a common practice, in company with Br Patrick Barry (W35) and Br Vincent Wace (B33). During this time he wrote what is the best readily available account of St Aidan, in the Ampleforth Journal of 1939. He proceeded in the ordinary way through three years of temporary vows, which included a year of Mods at St Benet’s Hall. He decided not to undertake Solemn Vows: possibly he felt that other dangers called him, and he joined his father’s old regiment, the Cameronians.

The war took him to Africa, Sicily, Italy, Persia, Lebanon, India and Germany, and left him a Major, MBE, awarded for first-rate staff work. He was recommended for an MC but, due to the limited distribution of that award, it went to the fellow officer who was killed in the same engagement. He wrote an account of the Cameronians in Sicily to which Montgomery provided the foreword. In 1946 he married Rachel Bairstow, whom he had known since they were children, and started work in Ireland with Sunbeam Wooley’s textile firm in Cork, but after ten years moved to Macclesfield, working with the Manchester end of Yorkshire Dying & Proofing. In 1962 he moved again, this time to Chemstrand, part of the Monsanto group, finishing as PR Director, Europe. This meant that the family, now including Mark (A66) and Joanna (Hall), could move to Pulborough, Sussex. Later he worked also for the Institute of Fiscal Studies, finishing in 1982 as the Montgomery’s PR man.

For the last 18 years of his life he was DM at Ampleforth, the lively life of the parish, where the large number of hand-woven kneelers witness to his and Rachel’s artistic and planning skills, the decoration being arranged with characteristic ingenuity and humour. They started a parish prayer group, which continues to this day, and in 1984 both became fully committed Oblates of the Abbey. A deep grief, but faithfully borne, was the sad death of Mark in 1988, but the eighties brought great joy in his grandchildren — he was a great family man — and in his nineties came recognition in the form of the Cross Pro Ecclesia et Pontificent, followed by the celebration of his and Rachel’s golden wedding in late 1998, after long illness, skilfully and resourcefully nursed by Jim, so that no one was surprised to find Jim in his last illness this summer quite content to go and join them. Perhaps Jim’s most noticeable characteristic was his sense of humour, often dry or even linguistic, but never hurtful, which could (and often did) bring lightness to a routine situation. He once observed, for example, that Oblates resemble volcanoes and are of three kinds, active, dormant, and extinct. He, with Rachel, Oblates since 1984, remained in the first category to the end.


JIM STUART DOUGLAS MBE
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**BIRTHS**

1999

4 Jan Clare and Richard Chapman (T72) a daughter, Vanessa Jane
12 Feb Michaela and Michael Fox (W81) a daughter, Kitty
28 Feb Helen and Brian Kelly (A62) a son, Matthew
12 Apr Brenda and Ben Ryan (W74) a son, Theoden Patrick
14 Apr Kate and Chris Troweys (C77) a daughter, Grace Sarah
18 Apr Carolyn and Raymond Trowbig (C71) a son, Edmund Mark Stent
22 Apr Jane and Jeremy Bailey (W86) a daughter, Imogen Joanna
24 Apr Nicola and John Sharples (W82) a son, Benjamin Roger
26 Apr Queenie and Mark Roberts (E77) a daughter, Alexia Elizabeth
5 May Ange and Simon Peen (B76) a son, Oliver Ambro
15 May Angela and Duncan Wigan (H88) twins, Lauren and Amelia
24 May Beth and Tom Gilby (T90) twins, India Jessie and Georgia Katherine
29 May Martha and Damien Byrne Hill (T85) a daughter, Beatrice
17 June Serena and Nick Gay (T78) a son, Tobias (Toby) Anthony Sella
26 June Jane and Charles Barker-Benfield (E72) a son, Thomas Karl
28 June Irina Loshkareva and Jemmy Newman (C95) a son, William Edward Kirill
2 July Anna Maria and Hugh Maxwell (E81) a daughter, Emma Lucia
2 July Deidre Jane and Tom Rochford (T79) a daughter, Honor Catherine
2 July Janet and Kevin Wilcox (T75) a daughter, Lucy Elizabeth
4 July Sine and Jason Vessey (H80) a son, Benedict Duncan Rees
4 Aug Gillian and Brendan Corkery (T75) a son, Charles Edward Patrick
5 Aug Emma and Simon Tyrrell (A64) a daughter, Molly
1 Sept Margaret and Charles Kemp (B86) a daughter, Isabella Rose
3 Sept Louise and Antony Stackhouse (B81) a son, Gordon Anthony
5 Sept Caroline and Paul McKibbin (D78) a daughter, Tara Mary
22 Sept Joanne and Quentin Smith (T80) a son, Alexander Edward Cowie
23 Sept Rachel and Torquil Shigo-Young (O77) a son, Frederick Modest
28 Sept Tricia and Patrick Berton (H78) a daughter, Amy Anne Claire
5 Oct Kari and Peter Rosenwing (O75) a daughter, Kirsten
9 Oct Andrea and Dominick Arbuthnott (E83) a daughter, Melissa Sarlott
12 Oct Jane and James Magrane (H83) a daughter, Molly Kathleen Forbes
21 Oct Lucy and Tom Wright (T87) a daughter, Amna Sophie Yorkstone
25 Oct Cleo and Anthony Gray (C74) a daughter, Serena Natalie
26 Oct Nicola and Luke Jennings (E71) a daughter, Laura
4 Nov Sylvia and Paul Im Thurn (O82) a son, Benedict Richard
4 Nov Caroline and Stephen Rosenwinge (O64) a daughter, Olivia Grace
7 Nov Susanna and Anthony Brown (T64) twin sons, Edward George Anthony and Hugh Anthony Robert. Sadly, Edward died on 8 Nov and Hugh died on 16 Nov.
13 Nov Ruth and Peter Savill (H65) a daughter, Lucy Rebecca
15 Nov Anne and Edward Hart (B84) a daughter, Celina Janye
16 Nov Amanda and Andrew Hampson (B75) a daughter, India Alice
18 Nov Ashley and Charles Berry (O70) a son, Luke Henry Frederick
19 Nov Helen and Toby Odole (B75) a son, Otto George Harry Josephi
21 Nov Olivia and William Dalrymple (E83) a son, Adam Antioch

2000

2 Jan Annabel and Patrick Gaynor (T72) a son, William Patrick
3 Jan Kate and Peter Ward (T85) a son, Joseph Henry
14 Jan Clare and Charles Bostock (H83) twins, Christian Peter and Acacia Clare
15 Jan Sarah and James Milligan (H80) a daughter, Lucy Mary
18 Jan Frances and Andrew Plummer (W79) a daughter, Sophie Frances
20 Jan Carlotta and Esme Lowe (H79) a son, Alexander Esme Harlowe
20 Jan Sarah and Edward Noel (O78) a son, Joseph David
27 Jan Janey and Adrian Mayer (O85) a son, Timothy Paul Alan
28 Jan Margaret Macne and Gavin Constable Maxwell (E83) a daughter, Zia
3 Feb Amanda and James Meynell (E78) a daughter, Sophie Jenemna
5 Feb Rosannne and Jonathan Heagerty (O81) a son, Hamish James Finn
18 Feb Annabel and Paddy Nicoll (O85) a son, Sam William
19 Feb Natalie and Charles Haynes (T86) a son, Maximilian John Thor
21 Feb Joanna and Ben Connolly (W85) a son, Noah John Francis
23 Feb Marie and Tom Fattorini (C78) a son, Benedict Elliot
25 Feb Victoria and Sean Farrell (T85) a daughter, Caitlin Hannah
25 Mar Catherine and Aubrey Greene (O86) a son, Miles Sterling Benedict
25 Mar Sarah and Ben Marsh (C88) a son, Toby James
27 Mar Tania and Dominic Pemberton (B84) a son, Charles Theodore Dominic
1 Apr Rose and Edmund Craston (O82) a son, Hugh Benedict Edmund
17 Apr Sarah and Francis Chapman (T68) a son, Theodore Michael
25 Apr Michaels and Michael Fox (W81) a daughter, Isabella
1 May Julie and Anthony Bull (D88) a daughter, Mary
15 May Katherine and Toby Mountain (O87) a daughter, Heather Megan
23 May Karen and Robbie Graham (E83) a son, James Oliver George
31 May Jane and Timothy Snipe (H84) a daughter, Fenella Patricia Jane
7 June Rachel and Michael Page (B78) a son, Dominic Arthur Fielding
9 June Alexandra and Richard Carton (W67) a daughter, Francesco Julia Margaret
12 June Pippa and William Dore (D82) a daughter, Elizabeth Sophia Marie
14 June Toby and Sara Allerton (née Wilcox) (O87) a son, Charles John
17 June Sophie and George Scott (E86) a son, Edward William
19 June Catherine and Henry Unney (C87) a daughter, Ella Sophia
19 June Louisa and Inno van den Berg (O84) a son, Archie Benedict
22 June Sarah and Justin Sasse (T85) a son, Alexander Ian Christopher
5 July Emily and Mark Bradley (E83) a daughter, Lucy Fiona Florence
15 July Alice and Jonathan Macmillan (W84) a son, Emilie Santiago
30 July Kate and Tim Murphy (A84) a son, Orlando James Anthony
2 Aug Tanya and Thomas Fawcett (B75) a son, Felix Michael Richard
ADOPTION

2 Jan 2000  Lucy and Anthony Glaster (J71) a son, Christopher

MARRIAGES

1999
6 Feb  Philippe Breninkmeyer (H90) to Silvia Arboli Trias (Barcelona, Spain)
11 Feb Simon Peers (B76) to Ange Rakotaosorio (Antananarivo, Madagascar)
27 Feb  Nick O’Carroll Fitzpatrick (D77) to Louise Desmond (Cambridge)
25 Mar Simon Allen (A80) to Elizabeth Daley (London)
21 May  Dominic Kemp (J84) to Katie Lavelle (Shifnal, Shropshire)
29 May  Simon McNamara (C90) to Sophie Deman (St George’s College, Weybridge, Surrey)
30 May Andrew Nesbit (B90) to Kasia Mill (Prior Park Chapel, Bath)
 5 June  Damian Ward (T84) to Valentine Evans (St Cuthbert’s, Bellingham, Northumberland)
10 June  Patrick Mann (D77) to Maire Catriona Rhatigan (Ireland)
11 June  Dominic Arbuthnot (E83) to Andrea Kalmán (London)
17 June  Duncan Wigan (H88) to Angela Mitchell (Glasgow)
19 June  Rupert des Forges (W87) to Beatrice Carmen Peraine Alaburt (Capilla Real de Santa Agueda, Barcelona)
19 June  Edward Hornbyold-Strickland (C79) to Belinda Scarborough (St Peter’s, Bromyard, Herefordshire)
17 July  Jeremy Pigkington (E80) to Debbie Lee (Headbourne Worthy, Hampshire)
13 July  St John Cox (C86) to Fiona Reffell (Upton Grey, Hampshire)
 6 Aug  John Doyle (B84) to Christine Banks (St Bede’s, Wetherham, Cheshire)
 30 Aug  Marc Robinson (A83) to Sophie Louise Knightly (Farnham, Surrey)
 4 Sept  Basil de Guingand (A72) to Claire Parier (Cranbrook, Kent)
 4 Sept  Paddy Ford (A91) to Susan Williams (Charlestown, Cornwall)
 4 Sept  Anthony Harwood (C83) to Tanith Carey (St Bride’s, Fleet Street, London)
 5 Sept  Nicholas Hawkin (E62) to Helen Rouse (El Salvador, Nerja, Spain)
11 Sept Stuart Richards (D87) to Michele Allison (St Edward the Confessor, York)
12 Sept  Michael Fox (W81) to Michaela Harrison (St Mary’s, Gradbourne, North Yorkshire)

25 Sept  Cory Laptev (H75) to Stasia Dybka (St Michael’s Cathedral, Toronto, Canada)
25 Sept  Hugh Martin (B86) to Lucy Roberts (St Peter’s, Winchester)
 2 Oct  Matthew Record (H87) to Michelle Macheyan (St Leonard’s, Turners Hill, West Sussex)
 2 Oct  William Thompson (B89) to Clare Joanne Barker (Holy Name, Jesmond, Newcastle-upon- Tyne)
 2 Oct  Oliver Freemans (B82) to Yang Zhi Quan (Farm Street, London)
16 Oct  Johnny Eldon (T55) to Beatrice Piquet
 6 Nov  Dominic Burns (D59) to Hazel Greaves (Moseley, Birmingham)
11 Nov  Crispin Speight (W63) to Lis Sorensen (Copenhagen, Denmark)
13 Nov  Dominic Pemberton (B84) to Tania Wynnatt-Hussey (St Etheldreda’s, City Place, London)
20 Nov  James Holmes (A93) to Sarah Neville (Ampleforth Abbey)
27 Nov  Anthony Cober (B87) to Tania Michell (St Martin’s, Ealing, Suffolk)
4 Dec  James Honeyborne (B88) to Kate Turner (St Nicholas, Godstone, Surrey)

2000
18 Feb  King Letsie III of Lesotho (W80) to Karabo Motsoeneng (Maseru, Lesotho)
 4 Mar  David de Chazal (O66) to Hele Kaiser (Bath)
 4 Mar  Marc Dunbell (H93) to Annabel Jane Simmons (St Elizabeth’s, Richmond, Surrey)
11 Mar  Richard Murray Wells (W92) to the Hon Harriette Skeffington (St Margaret’s, Westminster Abbey)
16 Mar  Peter Robertson (W79) to Katarzyna Jarosz (Warsaw, South London)
 8 April Hon Alexander Jolliffe (W91) to Helen Archer (Prior Park Chapel, Bath)
14 April  Jeremy McDermott (H85) to Ana Cristina de Resegre (Medellin, Colombia)
29 April  Dominic Thomas (O90) to Katy Haywood-Lundale (St Mary’s, Cadogan Street, London)
29 April  Julian Vitoria (W87) to Amy Pampagiri (All Saints, Haslemere, Bury St Edmunds)
 6 May  Fabian Roberts (J91) to Melanie Birt (St Mary’s, Cadogan Street, London)
27 May  Ben Elwes (D83) to Rachel Layton (Glenmoore, Pennsylvania, USA)
17 June  Philip Sutherland (H72) to Angela Penlidis (St Joseph’s, Edgcoiff, Sydney, Australia)
23 June  Toby Mansl-Pleydell (E82) to Anna-Theodora del Fabro (London)
24 June  Edward Foster (T86) to Clare Fiesting (St Mary’s, Hexham, Northumberland)
24 June  James Orr (J99) to Katiya Hornby (St Francis of Assisi, pottery Lane, Norton Hill, London)
22 July  Christian Minchella (H94) to Joanna Catermak (St Joseph’s, Bradford)
29 July  Richard Corbett (B89) to Alson Haddrall (Farnham, London)
29 July  Rupert Williamson (B86) to Lara Fallon (Holy Child Convent Chapel, Old Palace, Mayfield, East Sussex)
 5 Aug  Chris Verdin (B84) to Catherine Fox (OA90) (Ampleforth Abbey)
 5 Aug  Oliver Wiley (B91) to Rachel Kent (Cathedral, Norwich)
12 Aug  James Howard (O83) to Zara Elizabeth Richardson (Godalming, Surrey)
 2 Sept  Andrew Elliott (E86) to Sarah Mullen (Holy Cross, Gilling East, North Yorkshire)
16 Sept  Malcolm Grey (E85) to Kirsteen Ramsay (Blairquhan Castle, Ayrshire)
13 November 1999: the 35th Rome Pasta
After Mass at the Gesu due to the continuing kindness of Fr Joe Barrett SJ (C30), the following attended dinner: The Grand Master of the Knights of Malta, Fra Andrew Bertie (E47), Fr Joe Barrett SJ (C30), Louis Marcelin-Rice (T64), David Maunsell (046), John Morris (D55) and seven other non OA guests. The traditional postcard was sent to the Manchester Hot Pot, with whom the Rome dinner is twinned.

24 November 2000: Manchester Hot Pot
About 50 Amplefordians of all ages came to the Hot Pot at the Pig and Poicunipue pub in Deangate organised, as for over 40 years, by Tony Brennan (E52). It was noted that the traditional postcard had been received from Rome.

23 February 2000: Edinburgh
Mass was celebrated by Fr Leo in the Cathedral in Edinburgh, followed by dinner. Between 40 and 50 Amplefordians attended. The evening had been organised by Roderick Brenninkmeyer (H96).

25 February 2000: Bristol
Mass was celebrated by Fr Edward at Clifton Cathedral in Bristol and then there was an informal evening at the Bath and Bristol Tennis Club. As on 18 February 1998, so now also John Morton (C55) arranged the event. Those present were: 1950: Tony Forster (D); 1951: Fr Edward Corbould (E); 1955: John Morton (C) and Jane, with Robert; 1956: Col David Scotton (A) and Franciska; 1957: Fr Francis Dobson (D); 1959: Anthony Angelo-Sparling (T) and Suzannah, Christopher White (E) and Jennifer, 1960: Christopher Randall (A), with Nicholas and Cerise Pethcary; 1961: Tony Huskinson (D); 1964: Philip Dinkel (W) and Lucia; 1965: Tim Moulding (D); 1966: Richard Davey (D) and Pamela; 1969: James Fairgkil (W); 1972: Robert Hornyard-Strickland (C) and his fiancée Jill Bausch; 1976: Mark Pickthall (B) and Winkie; 1979: Patrick Graves (A) and Beetle, Jolney Neely (J), Charlie Pickthall (B); 1982: James Massey (T) with Rupert Hanbury; 1986: Aidan Doherty (W) and Sally; 1994: John Murphy (C); 1996: Joe Brennan (E), Ben Brenninkmeyer (W), Dominic Brischy (D), Alex Crompton (B), Will Evers (O), Pierr Hotelier (H), James Lengatine (H), James McManus (T), Gervase Milburn (B), Ben Pennington (B), Christopher Quigley (B), Harry Sherbonoke (B), Dominic West (H); 1997: Oliver Bridgro-Ward (A), Bärbel Macfrlaine (W), John Martin (H), Harry Orton (B), Dominic Poloniecki (H) and Matthew Roskill (H).

13 May 2000: the 36th Rome Pasta
After Mass at the Gesu, the following attended dinner: The Grand Master of the Knights of Malta, Fra Andrew Bertie (E47), Fr Joe Barrett SJ (C30), Timothy Ferrvick (H165), Timothy Langdale (T74) Fr David Massey (O54), David Maunsell (O46), John Morris (D55) and ten other non OA guests, including Mgr Charles Burnys and Sister Amaduce Bulger (from the Bar Convent in York, currently on the staff of the English College).

7 July 2000: Old Amplefordians Armed Forces Dinner, Woolwich Officers Mess
Fr Albright attended a dinner for Serving and Retired Amplefordian Officers, and celebrated Mass before the dinner. General Sir Charles Guthrie GCB LVO OBE, Chief of the Defence Staff, and Monsignor K Vasey, Senior Catholic Chaplain were the Guests of Honour. In addition to the above, 35 serving officers or retired officers attended. These included four monks: Fr Simon Trafford (O44 - Scots Guards and Commander CCF 1968-93), Fr Alberic Stacpcoole MC (C49 - Duke of Westminster's Regiment), Fr Edward Corbould (E52 - retired July 2000 from the CCF) and Fr Gordon Beattie (D35 - 1980-91 RAF Chaplain).

Serving Officers present were: Maj Gen Peter Grant Peterkin OBE (F65 - Hdr), Col Philip SdL Baxter (E70 - Royal Irish), Lt Col Peter Garbutt (E72 - Kings Royal Hussars), Major Giles Baxter (E79 - Royal Engineers), Major Ian Buchanan (J79 - Green Howards), Major Dominic Moorhouse (B79 - REME), Major Casian Roberts (B80 - Irish Guards), Major Nicholas Chamberlain (D81 - Royal Highland Fusiliers), Maj David O'Kelly (C81 - Green Howards), Maj James Eyre (O87 - Blues and Royals), Capt Ben Ryan (F90 - Royal Dragoon Guards), Capt Lawrence Brennan (E91 - Blues and Royals), Capt Nicholas Perry (J91 - Kings Royal Hussars), Capt Peter Townley (T91 - Blues and Royals), Capt James Vigne (B88 - Royal Artillery).

Retired officers were: Capt David Fairclough of Myres MBE JP DL KSHS (W41), Maj Gen Desmond Mangham CB (O42 - Royal Artillery), Brig Richard Ballinger (A48 – Kings), Major Maurice French MBE (W48 - RRF), Lt Col Michael Hackock (B35 – RN), Major Christopher Irven (B35 - Royal Artillery), Lt Col David Scotton (A56 – Gurkha Rifles), Air Cdre John Lumsden OBE (A59 - RAF), Lt Col Christopher Irven (B35 - Royal Artillery), Maj Gen Jeremy Phillips CB (T60 - Queen's Royal Highlanders), Capt Jonathan Morris (D61 - Scots Guards), Major Simon Allen (A80 - Royal Tank Regiment), Col Michael Goldschmidt (A63 - Royal Anglian), David Lacy (J64 - RN), Lt Col Jonathan Powell (O65 - 11 H/RH) and Brig Harry Baxter OBE (GM).

The event was organised by Dominic Moorhouse. A previous dinner had been held in 1998 organised by David O’Kelly.

OA NOTES

Grand Duke of Luxembourg 1964-2000
Prince Jean of Luxembourg (A38) abdicated as Grand Duke of Luxembourg after a 36 year reign on 7 October 2000, in favour of his eldest son Crown Prince Henri. In July, the Grand Duke and Duchess attended the service in St Paul's Cathedral to celebrate the Queen Mother's 100th birthday.

Honours –
Lt Col Jonathan Page MBE (B77) OBE [Queen's Birthday Honours 17 June 2000].

Leonard Cheshire
Charlie Morland (T35) was appointed Chairman of Leonard Cheshire (as the Cheshire Foundation is now called) [July 2000]. He succeeded Sir David Goodall (W49), who has been associated with the Foundation since his retirement from the Diplomatic Service in
1991, Judge Hilary Gosling (C46) is also one of the Foundation's Trustees. Group Captain Leonard Chesire VC OM DSO DFC founded the charity in 1948, by caring for disabled people in his own home in Hampshire. Today it is the largest disability care charity in the United Kingdom, helping some 13,000 people in 140 homes and services. There are a further 250 services in 51 different countries overseas, including 24 in India. The services provided range from residential homes through respite services, supported independent living and resource centres to care-at-home services, computer-based training and employment schemes. The Foundation has also begun to establish rehabilitation centres for people with acquired brain injury, the latest of which is to be at Goole in East Yorkshire.

A book of Sir David Goodall's, Ryutide Pilgrimage (published September 2000 by Maxprint of York, price £14.99) is on sale to help raise money for the Goole project.

Ordination as a deacon

Michael Cafferata (E5E) was ordained as a permanent deacon on 15 July 2000 by Rev Brian Noble, Bishop of Shrewsbury at the Cathedral Church at Shrewsbury.

Art

Anthony Gormley (W68) has had three sculptures on display in Tate Modern. The pieces, entitled Three Ways: Masul, Hole and Passage, were part of an exhibition between Cinema and a Hard Place [May–December 2000]. His most recent work, Draven, was displayed at the White Cube Gallery [October 2000] and he contributed to a portfolio of works by 17 artists for the Serpentine Gallery's 30th birthday [June 2000].

James Hart Dyke (C85) has had an exhibition of fifteen paintings resulting from his trip with HRH the Prince of Wales to the Middle East in November 1999 — the exhibition Painting with Patience featured the work of HRH the Prince of Wales, HRH Prince Khalid Al-Faisal Al-Saud and James Hart Dyke and was at the Banqueting House, Whitehall Palace, London. James exhibited a portrait painting at the National Portrait Gallery in the BP Portrait Award Youth 2000. He was commissioned by St Paul's Cathedral to sculpture Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth, the Queen Mother, to commemorate 50 years of marriage and HRH the Princess Royal to sculpture the Queen Mother to commemorate her 80th birthday. His most recent work, Drawn, was displayed at the White Cube Gallery [October 2000].

James exhibited a portrait painting at the National Portrait Gallery in the BP Portrait Award Youth 2000. He was commissioned by St Paul's Cathedral to sculpt Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth, the Queen Mother, to commemorate 50 years of marriage and HRH the Princess Royal to sculpt the Queen Mother to commemorate her 80th birthday. His most recent work, Drawn, was displayed at the White Cube Gallery [October 2000].

Michael Cafferata (E5E) was ordained as a permanent deacon on 15 July 2000 by Rev Brian Noble, Bishop of Shrewsbury at the Cathedral Church at Shrewsbury.

Music Director to the Government

Dominic McGonigal (W80) is Music Adviser to Chris Smith at the Department of Culture, Media and Sport [since March 1999] — and has been particularly involved in the Government's e-commerce strategy, writing a report for the Music Industry Forum on the impact of the new technology on the music industry, entitled Consumers Call the Tune. He is Head of Membership of the Mechanical-Copyright Protection Society since 1997. He has a regular commitment as Musical Director of Contemporary Music-making for Amateurs Voices (COMA), a director of the Music Performing Research Centre. He sings regularly six-to-eight part 16th century polyphony at the Holy Redeemer, Chelsea.

Free internet shopping site

Sir Antony Bamford (D63), Chairman of JCB, has an equity shareholding in Checkaprice.com — this is the UK's first free shopping site where shoppers can compare prices of items for sale on the internet.

Sydney Olympics

Chris Bartle (A69) was dressage trainer to the Great Britain equestrian three-day event team at the Sydney Olympics. The success of the British team in Sydney was much linked to his role by the press — thus the European champion, Pippa Funnell, said of her best-ever dressage score, 'It's all down to Chris Bartle, he got me in the right frame of mind' [Daily Telegraph 18 September 2000].

Homes for the Future — orphanages in Romania

Peter Sidgwick (C97) has founded his own charity, Homes for the Future, to help the children from orphanages in Romania. It has been founded to buy, renovate, staff and run a home for six of the children most at risk in Bratca Spital. It will allow Dominica, Lauretta, Viorel, Sebi, Lucian and Ramona to begin life again, in an environment free from fear and brutality. Here the children learn to play and laugh, and in time, begin to take their places in the running of the home. These six children will have the house as their home for the rest of their lives. This is supported by HRH the Queen Mother and Jilly Cooper. Peter writes [4 June 2000]: 'It is now over a decade since the death of Nicole Ceausescu in December 1989. As President of Romania, he created a legacy of suffering and misery for untold numbers of handicapped children, in a country where they are regarded as little more than an expensive headache. Ten years later, conservative estimates are that there are well over 160,000 orphans, about 40,000 of whom are HIV positive. Bratca Spital is in a rural village high in Transylvania, over an hour and a half from the nearest city. It is here that 71 handicapped and abandoned children, officially 'irreparable', spend their days, currently in temperatures well below -15°C. One disinterested doctor is in charge, and the under-resourced staff struggle in conditions almost impossible to convey on paper. All the children are frequently sedated using one hypodermic needle (and hence the spread of diseases such as HIV) and illnesses simply go unnoticed. Peter Sidgwick is completing his second year at Mansfield College, Oxford. In the year after leaving Ampleforth Peter went first to Romania, and later taught in Southern Africa in Cape Town and in Harare. He talked about his work in Romania at Ampleforth on 2 June 2000, describing it on his part as 'a lifetime commitment'.

builders of a new civilisation of love and truth', the spiritual initiative of Youth 2000 was launched, and is now world wide. http://www.youth2000.org

Music Director to the Government

Dominic McGonigal (W80) is Music Adviser to Chris Smith at the Department of Culture, Media and Sport [since March 1999] — and has been particularly involved in the Government's e-commerce strategy, writing a report for the Music Industry Forum on the impact of the new technology on the music industry, entitled Consumers Call the Tune. He is Head of Membership of the Mechanical-Copyright Protection Society since 1997. He has a regular commitment as Musical Director of Contemporary Music-making for Amateurs Voices (COMA), a director of the Music Performing Research Centre. He sings regularly six-to-eight part 16th century polyphony at the Holy Redeemer, Chelsea.

Free internet shopping site

Sir Antony Bamford (D63), Chairman of JCB, has an equity shareholding in Checkaprice.com — this is the UK's first free shopping site where shoppers can compare prices of items for sale on the internet.

Sydney Olympics

Chris Bartle (A69) was dressage trainer to the Great Britain equestrian three-day event team at the Sydney Olympics. The success of the British team in Sydney was much linked to his role by the press — thus the European champion, Pippa Funnell, said of her best-ever dressage score, 'It's all down to Chris Bartle, he got me in the right frame of mind' [Daily Telegraph 18 September 2000].
African famine and a new film

RUPERT EVERTT (W75) has visited the famine areas of Ethiopia, Somalia and Kenya. Rupert was asked by Oxfam to tour the drought-stricken areas. His diary of this visit was published in The Look [19 August 2000]. He describes cradling a dying boy in his arms, the child little more than a bag of bones. The Times magazine [19 August 2000] had an article 'Rupert Everett's culture shock'. In his diary, he writes [Day 6] 'We leave Nairobi at 6 am to fly to Wajir Northern Kenya. The area is nothing but desert, scrubby bush and vast expanses of sand. The people here have nothing ... There is little hope of them surviving. Driving four hours down hot, sandy roads I suddenly feel dazed . . . by everything I've seen. I see a child who looks like those images of famine we've become used to. His skin is falling off him. His eyes are dark and hollow. Rupert Everett starred in The Next Best Thing [released June 2000] and gives a convincing portrayal' [The Times 24 June 2000].

OA Books published

DWOID CRACKANTHORPE (A47) Horseman, Pass By.
CHARLES FARRILL (O37) Reflections, 1939-1945.
MAURICE FRENCH (W48) The Frenchs of French Park — a history of his family in Ireland over the past 700 years.
SIR DAVID GOODALL (W50) Ryedale Pilgrimage.
IVO (E57) and PAMELA ZALEски Mozart and Italy [1999].

TV documentaries and presentations

PETER BERGEN (W80) is a CNN presenter and producer. He is writing Terrorism, Inc [to be published 2001].
DOM CHAMBERS (W84) works as a freelance TV producer. He produced Aileen: A field in Glenarmory [Channel 4 — summer 2000]. Also, he is a comedy reviewer for various radio stations and runs The Muttz Nots Comedy Club in London.
WILLIAM DILLYMPE (E83) a three part series on India — Indian Journeys [BBC2 — 2, 10 and 17 April 2000].
ANTONY GORALAY (W68) was the subject of Omnibus [BBC2 — 27 March 2000].
ANGUS LOUCHERAN (O83) appears sometimes on Channel 4 Racing.
JAMIE MUR (D70) Series Producer of six part Renaissance series [BBC2, 21 November to 26 December 1999] — he was Director of the fifth programme, Light and Liberty [19 December 1999].
DICK FOWELL (O69) presented a series on design, Better by Design [Channel 4, July/August 2000].
GREGG WORTHINGTON'S (H82) conversion of a country church built generations ago by his family was featured in Space [BBC2 — 7 June 2000], and also in The Times magazine [8 July 2000]. Greig Worthington lives in a converted deconsecrated Gothic chapel and adjoining priest's house on his family's country estate in North Yorkshire. As The Times magazine notes 'He has been collecting modern art since his student days at Edinburgh. He has supported several artists in residence ... he collects sculpture, photography, ceramics, calligraphic prints, furniture, architectural models and conceptual pieces.' He is a Trustee of the Henry Moore Foundation in Leeds.

Radio

MICHAEL MALONEY (D73) was in The Ballad of Billy Rainbow [Radio 4, 24 June 2000].
JOHN PARK (E65) and writing partner, Frank Johnson, won the first prize in the London Radio Playwrights' Festival Awards on 21 November 1999. Their one hour play about a mother killing a severely autistic son was broadcast by London radio station LBC on 28 August 2000, and webcast — http://www.charleyfromoutside.com
EDWARD SOURTON (E75) presented a two-part examination of the United Nations and its role today in international peacekeeping [Radio 4, September 2000].

Theatre

JULIAN WAIDHAM (A76) was in The Good Samaritan [Hampstead Theatre — July 2000].

Films

PIERS TEMPEST (B92) is one of the producers of The Gunpowder Plot, a £10 million production which will centre on Robert Catesby as the leader of the plot [Daily Telegraph 5 August 2000].

Rugby

LAWRENCE DALLAGLIO (T89) was presented with The Daily Telegraph Readers' Player of the Year Award at the Professional Rugby Players' Association Dinner in May 2000. IGOR DE LA SOTA (H100) is playing for Stade Français in the French Under 21 Championship in the Season 2000-2001.
OLY EASTERBY (H89) made his debut for Ireland on 10 June 2000 v USA. He had been on the bench for four of the five Six Nations matches. SIMON EASTERBY (H93) also played in what was his sixth cap for Ireland. He made his debut for Ireland against Scotland on 19 February 2000 and subsequently gained six caps between then and 10 June 2000.

Future of racing

PETER SAVILL (J65), Chairman of British Horseracing Board since 1998, announced his plans for the funding of racing at the annual meeting of the British Horseracing Board on 15 June 2000, and it received a positive response at many levels in the racing world. Under the plan, Britain's 59 racecourses and the British Horseracing Board would pool their rights.

At random

ALEKS BILLER (A97) General Secretary of Imperial College, London Links Society — the Student Wing of St John Ambulance Brigade; ANTHONY BULL (D88) lectureship in the Department of Biological and Medical Systems at Imperial College. Anthony writes: 'We live close to another old boy — JAMES SEWELL (B79) — who helps to run the parish Alpha course and the music for the parish liturgy, and helps in an ecclesiastical student group Koinonia Cad Eish [Gaelic] Thomas Chappell (B98) is 'Speaker Secretary' for Cambridge University Expedition Society and organises speakers for Michelmas and Lent terms 2000-2001; Dr CHARLES DALE (B84) is a Senior Partner at SOS Medics in Bordeaux and a private health management consultant; GUY DANNMANN (W91) Editor-in-Chief of ICRG, a record collector's magazine; Professor DAVID FARRELL (T51) Fellow of the Australian Society of Animal Production. He has just published his 50th scientific contribution [2000]. He works as a consultant with aid projects to help the needy in South Africa, the Philippines and
recently helping farmers in Afghanistan through the UN. He is writing a biography of his brother Micheal, the Irish artist [died 7 June 2000]; BENEDICT HICKEY (W86), after leaving Newcastle University, took a four-year short service commission with the Queens Royal Irish Hussars, now Queens Royal Hussars, finishing as a captain 2 i/c of the Sabre Squadron. He then worked in Sales Promotion and Marketing, moving to Edinburgh in 1997; DOMINIC HICKEY (W84) is a solicitor working in the International Finance and Legal department of BNP Paribas; MICHAEL HICKEY (W54) retired as director of English Trust, a corporate finance house in the City [1997-2000] – previously he worked for Banque Paribas; RALPH JACKSON (H84) appointed Consultant in Vascular and International Radiology, Freeman Hospital, Newcastle [November 2000]; BRIAN KELLY (A82) Executive Vice President Finance, Technicolor Inc [April 2000]; KEVIN LOMAX (J66), the founder and chairman of the software company Myxys, joined the board of Marks & Spencer [July 2000]; CHARLIE MACDERMOTT (H92) and TOM KERRIGAN (O94) were in Kosovo with their regiment; MICHAEL MCDONALD (J71) Associate Professor of English, Faculty of Information Science, Hosei University, Tokyo [1 April 2000]; LEVIN PAKENHAM (W65) Managing Director of investment banking at Putnam Lovell, an American investment bank; CHARLES ROBINSON (C92) medical writer, Switzerland; RICHARD THACKRAY (O96) has designed a solar-powered fan, which was exhibited at the New Designers' Exhibition at the Business Design Centre in London; ROBERT WARD (T94) General Manager, Blue Rhino Ltd (Kenya) – the company produces gifts for companies and tourists throughout Africa. He became a Kenyan citizen in January 2000; BEN WISEN (H84) Vice President, International Fixed Income Chase Manhattan [May 1999].

Cannes Young Creative Writer Award
LEO POLONECKI (H94) who works as an advertising copywriter, won a national competition to represent the UK in the Cannes Young Creative Writer of the Year Competition. Thirty-three countries took part, and Leo came third, winning a bronze medal for the UK, the best Britain has ever done in the competition.

Aconcagua 22,841 feet
BEN OGDEN (T92) was part of a team of eight who climbed Aconcagua in Argentina [22,841 feet high and the tallest mountain in the world outside Asia] in January-February 2000 – on behalf of Whizz-Kids, the charity for disabled children. He spoke at Ampleforth about the expedition in July 2000.

Pilgrimage 2000
ROBIN ANDREWS (O61) organised Pilgrimage 2000, an ecumenical Millennium walking pilgrimage using eight routes to reach Canterbury for 31 December 1999.

Shelter for the homeless
PATRICK RAMSAY (C69) spent a night as an experiment in the Passage, a charity founded by Cardinal Basil as a temporary shelter for the homeless. This was the subject of a feature article in The Daily Telegraph Property Section [4 December 1999]. ‘On Wednesday morning this man sold a house for £3 million. On Thursday night he slept in this bare room in a shelter for the homeless.' Patrick Ramsay is head of the country house division of Knight Frank.

Travelling historian
FR NORMAN TANNER SJ (H61) wrote in Jesuits and Friends [Summer 2000] about his work. ‘My work is to be a travelling scholar. I spend half the year in England, mostly at Campion Hall within Oxford University. The other half I spend elsewhere, mostly in connection with church councils'. He goes on to describe time in Bologna, Italy [1998] writing part of a new history of Vatican II, in India, Nairobi and South Africa [1999], in Zimbabwe, South Africa, Paris and Rome [2000].
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HOUSEMASTERS

St Aidan's
St Bede's
St Cuthbert's
St Dunstan's
St Edward's
St Hugh's
St John's
St Oswald's
St Thomas's
St Wilfrid's

Fr Simon Trafford MA Classics
Fr Chad Boulton BA Christian Theology
Br Kieran Monahan BTh Christian Theology
Fr Alexander McCabe MA Christian Theology
Fr John Fairhurst BSc Christian Theology
Fr Damian Humphries BD Christian Theology
Fr Oswald McBride BSc, MB, ChB, BA Christian Theology
Fr Laurence McTaggart MA Christian Theology
Br Sebastian Jobbins BA Christian Theology
Br Nathaniel Black MA, CTD Special Needs

Fr Leo Chamberlain MA History
Mr JF Hampshire BEd Biology
Fr Richard fields BSc, ACGI, AMIMechE
Mr IF Lovat BSc, MInstP
Mr CJN Wilding BA
Mr HC Cordiner MA BEd History
Mr PW Galliver MA, MPhil
Fr Adrian Convery MA
Fr Francis Dobson FCA, SBM, Politics

Fr William Wright BSc, MMaths
Mr PT McAleenan BA, AEd Dip Ed Head of Business Studies, Economics and Politics
Mr GWG Guthrie MA Business Studies, Economics
Mr Edward Corbould MA History
Fr Christian Shore BSc, AKC, DPhTh Biology
Fr Cuthbert Macaden MB, BS, MRCP Christian Theology, Biology
Fr Gabriel Everitt MA, DPhil Head of Christian Theology
Fr Richard fields BSc, ACGI, AMIMechE Physics, Christian Theology
Fr James Callaghan MA Modern Languages, Christian Theology

The School

KR Elliot BSc Physics
DS Bowman MusB, FRCO, ARCMCM Music
SR Wright FRCO, ARCMCM Music
G Simpson BSc Mathematics
GH Helsom MA, MPhil, CGA, FAC, Head of Mathematics
JD Craig-James MA, GEnaLG Modern Languages
A Carter MA Head of English
PM Breman MA, FRM Soc Head of Geography
DF Billert MSc, PhD, CChem, FRSC Chemistry
W Leary Music
MJ McPartian BA Modern Languages, Christian Theology
S Bird BA, ATC, DipAD Head of Art
GD Thurman BEd Games Master, Physical Education, History
KL Dunsie BA Modern Languages
PS Adair BA, DLP Design and Technology
MA Barras BSc Physics, Head of ICT
ID Little MA, MusB, FRCO, ARCM, LRAM Director of Music
DR Lloyd MA, BSc, DSpSLD Head of Fourth Form and Special Needs, English
Mrs Pope Milling BSc, BA Head of Activities, Mathematics
D Willis BEd, MEd Mathematics
Mrs RMA Fletcher MA Head of General Studies, English
A Doc BA Deputy Head of Sixth Form, Classics
R Warren BSc, PhD Mathematics
Mrs R Wilding BA, DipTEFL Head of EFL, Modern Languages
DE Allen MA, DPhil, CChem, MRCSC Chemistry, Physics
TG Alliston BA Film, TV English, TEL, School Counsellor
AS Thorpe BSc, CChem, MRCSC Director of Science, Technology, Head of Chemistry
WJ Dore MA, FRCO Assistant Director of Music
PT Connors BA, MA Careers Master, History
BW Gillespie BEd Head of Design and Technology
SJ Smith BSc Head of Biology
MAS Weare MA, GRSM, ARCM, LRAM Music
SJ Howard BSc Chemistry
Miss C Houlthane BA Classics
RM Stewart BA Christian Theology
M Torrens Burton BA EFL
RD Eagles MA, DPhil History
T Morrison MA Art
L Quigley MA, ATC, Art
JP Ridge BA Head of Modern Languages
Miss AM Beary MA, MPhil English
Miss KAJ Mannings BA English
Mrs NM Thorpe BSc Geography
R Sugden BA Geography
JAYES BA Business Studies, Economics and Politics
JK Bindsens BA Assistant Head of Christian Theology
SCHOOL OFFICIALS

Head Monitor: JM Osborne (A)
Deputy Head Monitor: DR Ansell (A)

MONITORS

St Aidan’s
St Bede’s
St Cuthbert’s
St Dunstan’s
St Edward’s
St Hugh’s
St John’s
St Oswald’s
St Thomas’s
St Wilfrid’s

GAMES CAPTAINS

Rugby
St McAllem (T)

Basketball
A Morenes Bertron (B)

Golf
PM Ogilvie (E)

Swimming
AC Davis (T)

Cross Country
EA Fons loves (T)

Athletics
LD Robertson (B)

Cricketer
DR Ansell (A)

Hockey
DR Ansell (A)

Tennis
FE Chambers (B)

Librarians
HTG Hady (W), ML Delany, MC Dickinson

Bookshop
WJL Talloch (E), JW Townsend (B), WA Strick von Linschoten (O), ST Lewis (A), JA Hillhouse (W)

Stationery Shop
JH Tussaud (E), JH Doe (A), JH Warrender (W)

The following boys joined the School in September 1999:

ZN Adaba (B), JOK Agbaje (A), TC Ainscough (E), AA Alexander (E), I Alonso Dominguez (B), RO Andrews (B), GP Arricale (A), EMT Astley Birtwistle (E), GAH Bacon (W), FA Bader (B), ABP Ballesteros (B), AJ Blackwell (B), AF Bottom (B), AJL Breeze (W), RP Broadhurst (B), AP Burrell (A), ED Butler (B), HCM Byrne (O), R Calleja de la Concha (G), OM Cash (O), JR Charman (C), RC Cherrington (D), MCG Church (T), DM Clifford (W), FEH Cook (B), JHG Critchley-Salmonson (B), MA Cumming-Bruce (O), PA Dickgreber (B), E di San Germano (C), BRS Dollard (W), WMF Dollard (B), M Edwards (B), AM Ellis (A), TRM Fairbank (C), JF Foster (B), RDG Gibbons (B), DR Graig (B), LG Hayes (B), OW Jenkins (B), JD Kendrick (W), TF Howard (T), RM Hudson-Evans (J), RNA Hughes (E), TC Hussey (B), VVJ Hyland (T), WA Iqbal-Turner (B), D V Karwan (W), KI Kogiso (B), AP Kurty (T), R J Lacy (J), HM Lee (B), FE Leonard (J), ST Lewis (A), DP Lister (E), HPGU Lokrantz (B), G Mankowski (B), O Mankowski (B), TAW McCallum (C), AK McGee-Abbott (D), JH McGee-Abbott (B), CA Monier (B), MR Moran (B), C Moynihan (B), FD Nagy (D), TERA Neave (B), HETW Nguyen (B), CO A Ofori-Ayonga (J), E Ofori-Gyasi (J), A O’Rourke (T), P Osborne (B), CJ Outred (H), JYW Pow (B), AG Pearson (D), D Pasutto Caravita di Sirignano (B), AS Queipo de Llano (B), T Rathanaphiphol (B), BHP Row (D), M Simon (B), HNR Shepherd (B), A Simmer (B), BMD Simmons (C), TFC Sommer (T), AKG Stiger (B), LF Tagliol (J), JF Tegudal (B), I Valk (B), M van den Bosch (B), E Week (B), C Welfare (B), A Wearre (A), LA Weyber-Birch (O), DCY Yuen (B).

The following boys left the School in December 1999:

PA Dickgreber, J Haycraft, KA Langston
ABP Ballesteros
GR Sandys
RSJ Forde, AS Queipo de Llano
St Wilfrid’s
J Haycraft (B), KA Langston (B), LS Lacy (B), ML Delany (W), M Yamada

MAJOR SCHOLARSHIPS

EH Burden
St Richard’s School

MINOR SCHOLARSHIPS

RJH Knoll
Howsham Hall

JF Storer
Ampleforth College Junior School

THE Parr
Ampleforth College Junior School

JH Osborne

FE Leonard
Dulwich College

MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP MAJOR AWARD

HAW Vickers (B), JH Warrender (WB), GD Williams (W), JN Wojcik (D).

MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP MINOR AWARDS

ZM Aveling (T), ZM Aveling (W), ZM Aveling (B).
Sacrament of Confirmation 2000

The following boys left the school in 2000:

March
F Verardi (B), BS Vado (E)

June/July
JH Larkin (E), AC Dil, PCK Duncombe, MH Kim, LME Laffitte, L Lam, ST Lewis, PW Obiank, JM Osborne, T Ruscher, SE Tice, SE Bedd MBD Benson, FE Chambers, RF Chevilllon AJ Couper, HMCS de la Motte Rouge, BFS Katz, OP Ordener, LJR OSullivan, PG Thornton, DP Walsh, ST Callifham
ACD Burron, R Caldas de la Comenda, NMP H tries, DAM Higgens, TL Ladoux, KF Ng, SCLA Phillips, LQ Robertson, BMU Simmonds, ST Danast & M Baskie, P Cheron, RM Davies, PA de Gutierrez, TVA Dolland, JA Fletcher, TB Hill, JM Forsfield, AGE Hulme, VLP JKasik, M Karhan, P Kennedy, YCSM Laurencet

The following boys joined the school in 2000:

January
DKY Ng (T), EVado (C), CSHW Willoughby (E), ART Wood (A)
February
MC Jessop (B), PYu (W)
March
LUMJJ de Laudadier (T)
April
RF Chevilllon (B), BFWA Nesselbrook (J), MC Waterkeyn (T), KHPF Werhahn (H), AJM Woodley

Sacrament of Confirmation 2000

The Bishop John Crowley, the Bishop of Middlesbrough, administered the Sacrament of Confirmation at Mass in the Abbey Church on Sunday 7 May 2000. The following received the Sacrament:

Niaha Adaba (B), Edward Adlington (O), John Agbeze (A), Nicholas Ainscough (E), Ralph Anderson (J), Harry Armour (O), Gratiana Arrical (A), Dominic Berner (O), Nicholas Brennan (E), Rafael Bruihart (A), Anthony Bulger (W), Philip Canning (W), Andrew Chamberlain (T), James Colacicchi (W), Freddy Cook (E), Robert Cooper (C), Daniel Cuccio (E), Dominic Cunliffe (T), George Dalziel (B), Freddie Dewe-Sweeney (D), Francis Townsend (1), Alex Trapp (W), Joshua Tucker (T), William Tulloch (E), Rory Tyrrell (D)

The preparation lasted from October 1999 until May 2000. This preparation was largely directed by Catechists in the Houses — these were:

Catechists in the Houses — these were:

Most of those preparing went on pilgrimage to the shrine of Our Lady of Mount Grace near Osmotherley.

Exhibition Prizes

(S=sponsor, M=marker)

Senior: Alpha
Patrick CK Duncombe
You CSM Laurencet

Junior Beta I
Mark NL Dette

Junior Beta II
R/T GE Thompson

Junior Alpha
Daniel Bartosik

Independent Projects and Essays

(Sponsor, Marker)

Senior: Alpha
Logos: A Collection of Poems (S. Mr Leftlouse M. Mr Carter)
Presentation of Drawings and Illustrations of Stories from Greek Mythology (S. Mr Best M. Mr Morrison)

Senior: Beta I
Imperfection: a possible answer to the problem of evil? (S. Fr Gabriel M. Fr Chad)

Senior: Beta II
Should hunting with dogs be banned? (S. Fr Conrad M. Fr Callip)

Junior: Alpha
Two of the greats of modern science (S. Dr Eagles M. Mr Hampshire)

Junior: Beta I
Was Nicholas II's weak character the downfall of the Tsarist regime? (S. Mr Thomas M. Mr Barras)

Junior: Beta II
A Ragtime piece in the style of George Barnard (S. Mr Davis M. Mr Little)

Business Plan for an easygift.com (S. Mr McAleenan M. Mr Yates)

Did the Spanish Inquisition earn its reputation? (S. Mr Connor M. Miss Mannings)

Easter Rising of 1916 (S. Mr. Connor M. Miss Houlihan)

Why cancel third world debt? (S. Miss Mannings M. Mr McAleenars)

Was Nicholas II's weak character the downfall of the Tsarist regime? (S. Mr Thomas M. Mr Barras)

Disraeli: the founder of 'One Nation Conservatism' (S. Mr Callip M. Dr Eagles)

Is this on its deathbed? (S. Fr Conrad M. Fr Callip)

Who should hunt with dogs be banned? (S. Mr Thomas M. Mr. Thomas)

Genetic modifications: are we sowing the seeds of disaster? (S. Fr Callip M. Mr Hampshire)

What extent has Hong Kong changed since the handover? (S. Mr Connor M. Miss Mannings)

Did the Spanish Inquisition earn its reputation? (S. Mr Connor M. Mr Deagle)

Was Nicholas II's weak character the downfall of the Tsarist regime? (S. Mr Thomson M. Dr Eagles)

A Ragtime piece in the style of George Barnard (S. Mr Davis M. Mr Little)

What extent has Hong Kong changed since the handover? (S. Mr. Thomas M. Mr Thomas)

Should hunting with dogs be banned? (S. Mr Thomas M. Mr. Thomas)

Business Plan for an easygift.com (S. Mr McAleenan M. Mr Yates)

SACRAMENT OF CONFIRMATION 2000

Peter Barrett (T), Edward Davis (T), Alejandro de Sarriera, Charlie Evans-Freke (B), William Henegoe (E), Arthur Landon (E), Nicholas Leonard (O), Tristan Lezama-Leguizamoun (I), Henry MacHale (W), Alex Radelife (H), Alastair Roberts (H), Thomas Stanley (W), Lawrence Swain (O), Danjo Thompson (B), Francisco Veradi (B), Ben Villiosse (O), Simon Vincen (T), William Weston (C) and Patrick Wrigthman (D).

The faculty, the music department, and the Prefects had a major role in the beautiful celebration on the Abbey lawns.
These prizes are awarded by the Headmaster for sustained and high-quality contribution to school life outside the classroom, in addition to an excellent academic and personal record.

**JUNIOR BETA II**

- **Frederick A Bader**
- **Edward PJ Guiver**
- **James GI Norton**

Grants have been awarded to:

- **Thomas JS Hill (D)**
- **Peter T Siddowick**
- **Sarah E Tate (A)**

**HEADMASTER’S LECTURES ESSAY PRIZES**

- **Patrick CK Dancombe** (A) - JP Donleavy: an appreciation (Lecturer: JP Donleavy)
- **Thomas JS Hill** (D) - New Labour: the death of the Conservative Party? (Lecturer: Estelle Morris)
- **George J Ighengwe** (O) - Morality and the Markets (Lecturer: Mike Gidney)
- **Louis JX Watt** (D) - Virtual War (Lecturer: Michael Ignatieff)

**HEADMASTER’S AND MILROY FUND**

Grants have been awarded to:

- **William R Eaglestone** (E90) - Thomas B Foster (E99)
- **Sarah E Tate** (A) - During her time here she has been fully involved in the life of St Aidan’s House, most especially in the House Play, Music, Debating and Scrabble competitions, and she has earned her full House colours. She has also taken roles in several whole school dramatic productions, to which she brought the professional standards which she acquired as a member of the National Youth Theatre. She has also been a thoroughly reliable House Monitor, and has maintained a consistently high standard of academic work, receiving several Headmaster’s

**ELVES PRIZES**

These prizes are awarded by the Headmaster for sustained and high-quality contribution to school life outside the classroom, in addition to an excellent academic and personal record.

**JUNIOR BETA II**

- **Frederick A Bader**
- **Edward PJ Guiver**
- **James GI Norton**

Grants have been awarded to:

- **Thomas JS Hill (D)**
- **Peter T Siddowick**
- **Sarah E Tate (A)**

**HEADMASTER’S LECTURES ESSAY PRIZES**

- **Patrick CK Dancombe** (A) - JP Donleavy: an appreciation (Lecturer: JP Donleavy)
- **Thomas JS Hill** (D) - New Labour: the death of the Conservative Party? (Lecturer: Estelle Morris)
- **George J Ighengwe** (O) - Morality and the Markets (Lecturer: Mike Gidney)
- **Louis JX Watt** (D) - Virtual War (Lecturer: Michael Ignatieff)

**HEADMASTER’S AND MILROY FUND**

Grants have been awarded to:

- **William R Eaglestone** (E90) - Thomas B Foster (E99)
- **Sarah E Tate** (A) - During her time here she has been fully involved in the life of St Aidan’s House, most especially in the House Play, Music, Debating and Scrabble competitions, and she has earned her full House colours. She has also taken roles in several whole school dramatic productions, to which she brought the professional standards which she acquired as a member of the National Youth Theatre. She has also been a thoroughly reliable House Monitor, and has maintained a consistently high standard of academic work, receiving several Headmaster’s

**ELVES PRIZES**

These prizes are awarded by the Headmaster for sustained and high-quality contribution to school life outside the classroom, in addition to an excellent academic and personal record.
commendations for effort. She has been active in the production of the Exhibition edition of the *Ampleforth News*, done work for a Prize Essay and developed her own interests in extra-curricular art work in the Sunley Centre. Her most important contribution to the school, however, lies in her example that girls can thrive in the Sixth Form at Ampleforth. She has never lost sight of her responsibility to set the highest possible standards of conduct for girls to emulate in the future, and has taken the lead in offering constant encouragement to the girls in the year below her. All those girls who follow her at Ampleforth will owe something to Sarah's pioneering example. She currently holds an offer of a place to read English at Newcastle University.

Mark NB Detre

He has given generously of his time and energy in his House and in the wider school context to many activities. He has shown unswerving support for and involvement in the Junior and Senior Debating Societies’ activities since his earliest days in the school, and in the VI Form he has been an active member of the discussion group *The Forum*. His work for the School Library, again sustained over a considerable time, was recognised in his appointment as Head Librarian. In this role he has been of great practical support to the School Librarian, and has contributed inventively and with quiet leadership to the functioning of this important school facility. He has been a faithful member of both the Concert Band and the School Orchestra. He proposed the idea of a Student Council at Ampleforth. As a House Monitor, he is effective and sensitive, and instinctively identifies and supports boys who may be unhappy or in difficulty. In his academic work, Mark has achieved several Headmaster’s commendations for effort, and has been able to develop a mature and balanced approach to all his studies especially over the last year. Mark’s greatest characteristic is, perhaps, his devotion and loyalty to his school community, staff as well as students, which has been manifest in many ways through the years. He holds a conditional offer to read Modern Languages at University College, London.

**SUBJECT PRIZES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Senior</th>
<th>Junior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classics</td>
<td>Robin M Davies (D)</td>
<td>Jack Rutherford (T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Theology</td>
<td>Patrick CK Duncombe (A)</td>
<td>Mark JM Rizzo (H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Tobias G Whitmarsh (W)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Edward AC Davis (T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography</td>
<td>Louis JX Watt (D)</td>
<td>Patrick SG O’Gorman (B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>John WJ Townsend (O)</td>
<td>Jonathan P Lovat (O)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT</td>
<td>Mark ND Detre (J)</td>
<td>Benjamin JB Fitzherbert (E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages</td>
<td></td>
<td>Andrea Sinners (T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Benedict I Kain (J)</td>
<td>William A Strick van Linschoten (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Tristan Rauscher (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politics</td>
<td>Thomas JS Hill (O)</td>
<td>Mark JM Rizzo (H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Hoi Kit W Kong (T)</td>
<td>James RW Hewitt (T)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPECIAL PRIZES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prize</th>
<th>Winner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship Bowl</td>
<td>St Aidan’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker A Level Cup</td>
<td>St Dunstan’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCSE Cup</td>
<td>St John’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip’s Theatre Bowl</td>
<td>St Edward’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenwalt Jelley Acting Prize</td>
<td>Michael I. Delany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hugh Milburn Magic Lantern</td>
<td>Henry BK Hudson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dere Music Prize</td>
<td>Louis JX Watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGregor Music Prize</td>
<td>Edward A Fosythe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choral Prize</td>
<td>William A Strick van Linschoten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concert Martin Music Prize</td>
<td>James M Osborne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Done Memorial Prize for Keyboard</td>
<td>Peter J Mapsey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Musician Prize</td>
<td>Tristan Rauscher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music Special Prize</td>
<td>Kwan-Yu Lam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quirke Debating Prize</td>
<td>James M Osborne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-House Debating Cup</td>
<td>St Aidan’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-House Chess Trophy</td>
<td>St Dunstan’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-House Bridge Trophy</td>
<td>St Aidan’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Scrabble Competition</td>
<td>St Aidan’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior Scrabble Competition</td>
<td>St Hugh’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handwriting Prize</td>
<td>Ryo Suzuki</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BERNARD SUNLEY CENTRE PRIZES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Winner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Art</td>
<td>Henry BK Hudson (O)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William JMF Henagage (G)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thomas P Leeming (E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Benedict MVillalogos (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simon S Lukas (E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mark M Reynolds (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William M Calvert (H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paul Chermin (D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gregory P Carter (D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design and Technology</td>
<td>Michael I. Delany (W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andrew G McMahon (G)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simon S Lukas (E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mark M Reynolds (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William M Calvert (H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paul Chermin (D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gregory P Carter (D)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH’S GOLD AWARD

Ziad P Al-Ghaoui (J) Oliver CA Lamb (T)
David R Ansell (A) Herman Lau (H)
Hugo TG Brady (W) Thomas P Leeming (H)
Frederick E Chambers (B) Andrew G McMahon (J)
George H Foster (T) Hugo BTG Varley (H98)
Hoi Kit W Kong (T)

MATHMATICS COMPETITION

UK Senior Mathematical Challenge 1999/2000
Gold Certificates
*Andrius Simenas (T)
*Benedict I Kim (J)

In addition 12 boys were awarded silver and 10 boys were awarded bronze certificates.

UK Intermediate Mathematical Challenge 2000
Gold Certificates
*Vaidas VP Jakabla (D)
*Jonathan P Lovat (H)
*Andrius Simenas (T)
*Ryosuke Yamada (W)
*Richard DM Gibbons (C)
*Ka Ming Kong (C)

In addition 19 boys were awarded silver and 18 boys were awarded bronze certificates.

These seven boys (*) qualified for the second round of their respective competition.

European Kangaroo Mathematics Competition 2000
The following gained a Distinction:
Joseph P Thornton (T)
*Richard DM Gibbons (C)

In addition five other boys participated in this invitational second round.

EXHIBITION CUPS

The following cups were given out at Exhibition. They include every House cup and where possible, one cup from every sport played in the two winter terms.

Athletics
Senior Inter-House Challenge Cup St Edward’s
Junior Inter House Challenge Cup St Edward’s

Cross-Country
Senior Inter House Challenge Cup St Edward’s
Junior ‘B’ Inter House Challenge Cup St Edward’s
Junior ‘A’ Inter House Challenge Cup St Edward’s

Swimming
The Inter-House Challenge Cup St Hugh’s

Squash Rackets
The Ginone & Unsworth Cup (Senior Inter-House Squash) St Hugh’s
The Railing Cup (Junior Inter-House Squash) St Hugh’s

Special Award: The Headmaster’s Sports Cup

The Headmaster’s Sports Cup is a special award for a boy who has shown especially high levels of sportsmanship and commitment to both school and house sport. He does not necessarily have to be a top player himself but will have shown outstanding loyalty, commitment, fair play, respect and support for others and have represented the school and house with equal enthusiasm.

The recipient of the award this year has demonstrated more than most these qualities throughout his time at Ampleforth. He has dealt with success and setbacks in the same positive and cheerful manner. Throughout his time at Ampleforth he has represented the school at cricket, tennis and rugby. He was in the ‘A’ team for rugby right up to his final year and dealt with the disappointment of missing out on 1st XV selection with dignity. He captained the 2nd XV to an unbeaten season and became a towering support to the 1st XV. It was thus a joy to the team as he ran on as replacement to play the majority of the final 1st XV game.

He has given the strongest support to junior boys both in his House and in Junior School teams and as a member of many Ampleforth teams has been an excellent ambassador for Ampleforth sport both on and off the field.

He is a worthy winner of the Headmaster’s Sports Cup.
**Cricket**
- Downey Cup for the best cricketer: Mark Wilkie (E)
- Younghusband Cup for the best bowler: F. William Mallory (E)
- Best Cricketer Under 15 Colts: Benjamin JB Fitzherbert (E)
- Senior Inter-House Cricket Cup: St Cuthbert's
- Junior Inter-House Cricket Cup: St Edward's
- Summer Games Cup: St Edward's

**Tennis**
- House Tennis Winners: St Hugh's
- Senior Singles Champion: Olivier GCE Python (A)
- Senior Doubles Cup: Charles-Antoine Genuyt (C)
- Junior Singles Champion: William JMF Heneage (E)

**Golf**
- The Baillieu Inter-House Trophy: St Edward's
- Fattorini Cup: St Edward's
- Vardon Trophy: St Hugh's

**Soccer**
- Inter House Senior: St Bede's
- Fencing (Senior): St Edward's
- Fencing (Junior): St Edward's

**Athletics**
- Senior Inter-House Challenge Cup: St Hugh's
- Junior Inter-House Challenge Cup: St Hugh's
- Best Athlete set 1: Edward T Sexton (H) 100m: Edward CO Madden (E)
- Best Athlete set 2: Graziano P Arricale (A) 400m: Adrian GE Hulme (D)
- Best Athlete set 3: James RJ Hussey (F) 800m: James H Passaud (E)
- Best Athlete set 4: Jamie RG Lesinski (J) 1500m: Rory EA Henderson (E)
- Best Athlete set 5: Michael A Cumming- Bruce (O) Steeplechase: Andrew M Symington (E)
- Hurdles: Edward T Sexton (J)
- Senior Division set 1: High Jump: Edward T Sexton (H)
- Long Jump: William JMF Heneage (E)
- Shot: James RJ Hussey (F)
- Senior Division set 2: High Jump: Bruno J Kavanagh (T)
- Long Jump: Iain D Barrett (O)
- Triple Jump: Harry MF Lesinski (D)
- Triple Jump: Harry MF Lesinski (D)

**Swimming**
- Inter House Swimming Cup: St Hugh's
- Individual All Rounder: Alan SH Lau (D)
- Senior Freestyle (100m): Sam L Still (W)
- Senior Backstroke (100m): James LN Cozon (H)
- Senior Breaststroke (100m): Adam RT Wood (A)
- Senior Butterfly (50m): Sam L Still (W)
- Junior Freestyle (100m): Paul R Scully (W)
- Junior Backstroke (100m): Alan SH Lau (D)
- Junior Breaststroke (100m): Alan SH Lau (D)
- Junior Butterfly (50m): Alan SH Lau (D)
- Individual Medley (100m): James LN Cozon (H)

**Trophies for Autumn Term 1999 & Lent Term 2000**

**Fencing**
- Senior Inter-House Cup: St Edward's
- Junior Inter-House Cup: St Edward's

**Swimming**
- Senior Inter-House Cup: St Dunstan's
- Junior Inter-House Cup: St Hugh's

**Cross-Country**
- Senior Inter-House Cup: St Edward's
- Junior 'A' Inter-House Cup: St Edward's
- Junior 'B' Inter-House Cup: St Edward's
- Senior Individual Cup: Rory EA Henderson (O)
- Junior 'A' Individual Cup: James RW Hewitt (H)
- Junior 'B' Individual Cup: Edward DJ Guiver (H)

**Squash Rackets**
- Senior Individual: Arthur T Landoe (E)
- Under 16: Oliver JC Holcroft (E)
- Senior Inter-House Cup: St Dunstan's
- Junior Inter-House Cup: St Hugh's

**Golf**
- Vision Trophy: Thomas G Davies (H)
- Whedbee Prize – Autumn Term 1999: James WM Faulkner (E)
- Baillieu Inter-House Trophy: St Edward's
- Fencing Cup: St Edward's
HOMILY  

LEO CHAMBERLAIN OSB  
23 JUNE 2000

You may have seen film of the emigrant ships leaving the quay in Liverpool or Southampton. The custom was to throw paper streamers from ship to shore, and to hold them until the motion of the vessel turning out to sea broke the connecting thread. Nothing remained but the bond of sentiment, of memory and shared loss at the parting, a sense of loss at what can never be retrieved.

There is a parting now, but its context and meaning is different and it is different because we share now in this Mass. This is a Mass of thanksgiving for the passing of a meal with him. We are invited to the Communion by the lakeside, and we are told, like Peter, to stand at the door and knock, and if one of you opens the door, I will come in and share a meal with him. We are invited to the Communion by the lakeside, and we are told, like Peter, to stand at the door and knock, and if one of you opens the door, I will come in and share a meal with him. We are invited to the Communion by the lakeside, and we are told, like Peter, to stand at the door and knock, and if one of you opens the door, I will come in and share a meal with him.

St Paul celebrated the bond of faith, of affection and friendship when he wrote to the Corinthians. You may think that St Paul’s giving of thanks for the Church of God at Corinth put them in a different category from you and me. We know just about enough to know our ignorance; they were endowed with knowledge, Paul says, firm witnesses of Christ, where is the presence of God among us. Paul uses one word, in Greek, koimonia, that takes the Corinthians and takes us beyond those divisions then and our failings now: it is usually translated as ‘communion’. We need to recover a sense of its full meaning. Communion is our partnership with Jesus Christ our Lord. It is possible because Christ in the body shared our human reality; and in the Spirit he calls us to share an entirely new relationship with him. We understand this in faith, but it is a reality in fact, a reality we may dimly grasp in the warmth of friendship and love. Going to communion is the moment when we encounter in the bread and the wine the guaranteed and real presence of the ever-living body of Christ within our mortal and time-bound reality here today. That Communion is the sign of a relationship, a Communion of spirit. In God’s graciousness it is a Communion in the Holy Spirit, which can overcome, in the long run, all our deficiencies. When the Risen Christ stood on the beach cooking breakfast for his fishermen friends he renewed the relationship broken after the Last Supper by giving them bread and fish, and introduced them to this new relationship which is more than the physical presence of friends and lovers to each other can ever be.

Really there is only one Communion in which repeatedly over time we renew our participation, both in our spirit, and in our action when we again and again take the one body and the blood. If you remain faithful, or even if you for a time walk away from faith and then, perhaps years and years later, return (it happens), you will find assurance and hope in the Mass. We come to Mass with all our own memories and problems perhaps overwhelming us: then we pray with the priest presiding as he remembers and repeats the words that Jesus told us to use. Remembering, the priest proclaims the Lord’s death and resurrection, a unique once for all event but made present here and now. Our own doings, our worries and problems, our triumphs, our friendships, are taken up into Christ’s action, and gain eternal significance. This is so for any baptised Christian present, whether we can share communion or not. There are Anglicans here today, and we cannot all share the Body and Blood as we would wish: but we can share in the remembering and in the coming together.

As we all share in that one remembrance, a spiritual communion, so we share in the same communion as the Corinthians, as the disciples of Christ. It is this here and now reality that gives the words of scripture we have read, and which pass over us so easily, their impact. They are spoken to us. Those words addressed to the Corinthians, all of them, are addressed equally to us. The gospel invitation to eat with Christ is given to us all: see, the Lord says, I stand at the door and knock, and if one of you opens the door, I will come in and share a meal with him. We are invited to the Communion by the lakeside, and we are told, like Peter, to feed the sheep.

To feed the sheep. There is the catch. That is a heavy responsibility, and you must think how you will bear it. Bear it you must, in response to the gifts you have been given. I pray that one or two of you will bear it in this Choir, because if you think that what you have been given at Ampleforth is worthwhile, the question must be put to you, if this work and prayer here is to carry forward to another generation. We stand for the gospel of life. Look around you and consider the tale of evil and death in our last bloody century. Look more closely at our own society, at the struggle now for reverence for human life, five million abortions after the passing of the Abortion Act in 1967, euthanasia becoming a respectable practice. And that is only part of the story. As a society we fail to protect and guide the young with proper authority: seven million offences in the last year were committed by those under 18. The world needs the restoration of faith and virtue. Ask yourself who will answer this need, who will stand for Christ in another generation. Who will protect and feed the minds of your children? Consider your call.
HEAD MONITOR'S SPEECH - JAMES OSBORNE

I would like to thank Mrs Edwards and her staff for preparing for us such a tremendous meal; indeed, not only tonight, but for the many times we have eaten here.

I would also like to welcome all our guests tonight — in particular Mr Lomax who has generously given of his time to talk to us tonight.

Softened with sauvignon blanc, laden with loin of lamb, and bloated with berries you sit here on this hot summer's evening listening to me, a somewhat inadequate voice for us all.

Farewell Ampleforth, farewell St Benedict and St Laurence, Fr Leo and Mr Lothhouse, our Houses, the pavilion (or what is left of it), the classrooms, the teachers. Farewell Mr Wilkie, Matron Dewe Matthews — indeed everyone and everything that we may care to associate with Ampleforth. There will be no more smoking by the tennis courts, no more sleeping in bed prep, no more two pins with a meal. There will be no more SHAC.

We take with us these memories, these fondnesses, this nostalgia, and leave this valley to begin the rest of our lives. Yet these memories endure, our affection for the place lasts, but most importantly, so do the lessons we have learnt here.

We arrived as insignificant and naïve 13 year olds yet to experience the abomination of the tuff, the pin up and the pub. At Ampleforth we learnt about all these things — yet in the wider context of a monastery and community. For the last five years, this has been our home.

We have spent a quarter of our lives with each other. We learnt what it was like to be at the bottom of the pile; to work our way up the school; to respect our elders, not through fear of the fist, but because they had experience and understanding of what it is to live in a community. This is what has defined our time at Ampleforth; our living together in a community.

I would like to point out what I have learnt through living in a community, and I hope that others can identify with this also. In my House, I have learnt to live with other people, to share in their strengths, to share in their weaknesses. I have learnt to be quiet when others need to sleep or need to work. I have seen some upset, I have seen others happy. I have sat in the chapel morning and evening, praying with everyone else (they may not have wanted to do so, nor indeed may I), but this experience has shaped me. People at Ampleforth have been kind, some have not. That is life.

Yet at Ampleforth, we have experienced this in an essentially Christian context, so a monastic one, where we have learnt to care, almost subconsciously, about other people, in a genuine yet modest way.

This quality, among others, is an important ingredient for working together, and the successes of our year have been notable: on the sports field we have had great rugby, cricket, athletic, tennis and cross country successes — I have played no part in these, yet I can share in the triumphs. In the CCE, a flying scholarship awarded to one can be appreciated by all, in the music school, the brilliance of a few can be admired by the many. At Ampleforth we have been moulded by the experience of working with each other: yes, we have developed our own talents, but more important than that, we have grown to recognise and appreciate the talents of others.

If the harsh criteria of the academic league table, or the secular obsession with ephemeral success, were Ampleforth's primary concern, then we would be significant merely in terms of a statistic. Instead, it has recognised in us our whole personality, our strengths and our weaknesses. If we leave Ampleforth with anything, it will be this sense of community and self-giving that will last, and that might well set us apart from those at 9-4 day-schools or non-religious boarding schools. Ampleforth has shared with us its very spirit, and this we share with each other on the games field, in the corps, in the theatre and in all our interaction. Such was the immense sense of House spirit in the Music Competition earlier this year, or the House matches. This spirit we will take away with us when we leave and we will share with those we meet later on.

The big passage that we walk up and down every day, is the same used by Hugh Dormer, Sir Philip Laurence, Robert Mair, Basil Hume; our dormitories are the same that such great men have slept in. These are our public heroes but there are many more private heroes. It is such men who have passed through Ampleforth and learnt about giving that we have as our examples — the challenge for us is to follow them. But how are we to do this? How can we put into practice what we have learnt, if anything at all? Why should we? These are questions that we all have to answer. But here is one simple observation; we have been given great privileges, immense opportunities. We must find a way to use these, not for our own benefit, but for the benefit of other people.

When we leave, we will encounter our own struggles, our own successes, our own destinies; but now, let us remember our time together, how we have been moulded by each other and by Ampleforth. I wish everyone luck.

Exhibition HEADMASTER'S SPEECH 2000

I promise not to speak too much of the Millennium, but I must begin by welcoming you to this Exhibition in the 2000th year since the birth of Christ, this jubilee Exhibition. We have celebrated jubilee in a modest way throughout the academic year, with a performance of the Mystery play cycle over two terms, some focus on the jubilee in the Houses and in our charitable activities, and you can see the results of the work on this theme in the Art department. The Art Exhibition features a remarkable catalogue on the theme of St Luke's gospel illustrating the wealth of talent being fostered among our students. But its greatest importance is that it illustrates the real meaning of the Millennium. The Schola is making a similar contribution, with musical meditations in the Abbey Church in Advent and Lent.

There is a new CD available today, and we will have a recording of the Fauré Requiem ready quite soon. Moreover, if you are up at 4-45 am on Monday, or else remember to set the video, you can see and hear the Schola begin the BBC's day of live music. I should add that it is recorded your sons can have a well deserved long sleep that morning.

In celebrating the Millennium, it is only to the Christian Churches, and above all to Pope John Paul the Great that we owe the word of faith and hope that this year requires. It is a chance to review and if necessary to change direction, and to do so in the light of Christ. We must look forward, and I want this morning to point to some of the ways in which we are trying to prepare for the future.

But, first, let us take stock, and look back over the past year. We say farewell and thank two members of the Classics department this year. Cathy Hoolihan started her teaching career with us, and now moves to a new post, heading her department, in Plymouth. She has made an excellent contribution here, as a teacher, as a tutor, and also in the theatre. Andrew Doe also began his career here, and now advances with our congratulations to be Head of Classics at Oakham — the fourth of our young teachers in as many years who have moved on to a Head of Department post. We will miss him: he has done much for us not only in Classics but also as Assistant Head of Sixth Form, and in improving the standards of debating in the school. RSM Paddy Morrow after some very active years with us departs with our congratulations to be Head of Classics at Oakham — the fourth of our young teachers in as many years who have moved on to a Head of Department post. We will miss him: he has done much for us not only in Classics but also as Assistant Head of Sixth Form, and in improving the standards of debating in the school. RSM Paddy Morrow after some very active years with us departs with our congratulations to be Head of Classics at Oakham — the fourth of our young teachers in as many years who have moved on to a Head of Department post. We will miss him: he has done much for us not only in Classics but also as Assistant Head of Sixth Form, and in improving the standards of debating in the school. RSM Paddy Morrow after some very active years with us departs with our congratulations to be Head of Classics at Oakham — the fourth of our young teachers in as many years who have moved on to a Head of Department post. We will miss him: he has done much for us not only in Classics but also as Assistant Head of Sixth Form, and in improving the standards of debating in the school. RSM Paddy Morrow after some very active years with us departs with our congratulations to be Head of Classics at Oakham — the fourth of our young teachers in as many years who have moved on to a Head of Department post. We will miss him: he has done much for us not only in Classics but also as Assistant Head of Sixth Form, and in improving the standards of debating in the school. RSM Paddy Morrow after some very active years with us departs with our congratulations to be Head of Classics at Oakham — the fourth of our young teachers in as many years who have moved on to a Head of Department post. We will miss him: he has done much for us not only in Classics but also as Assistant Head of Sixth Form, and in improving the standards of debating in the school. RSM Paddy Morrow after some very active years with us departs with our congratulations to be Head of Classics at Oakham — the fourth of our young teachers in as many years who have moved on to a Head of Department post. We will miss him: he has done much for us not only in Classics but also as Assistant Head of Sixth Form, and in improving the standards of debating in the school. RSM Paddy Morrow after some very active years with us departs with our congratulations to be Head of Classics at Oakham — the fourth of our young teachers in as many years who have moved on to a Head of Department post. We will miss him: he has done much for us not only in Classics but also as Assistant Head of Sixth Form, and in improving the standards of debating in the school. RSM Paddy Morrow after some very active years with us departs with our congratulations to be Head of Classics at Oakham — the fourth of our young teachers in as many years who have moved on to a Head of Department post. We will miss him: he has done much for us not only in Classics but also as Assistant Head of Sixth Form, and in improving the standards of debating in the school. RSM Paddy Morrow after some very active years with us departs with our congratulations to be Head of Classics at Oakham — the fourth of our young teachers in as many years who have moved on to a Head of Department post. We will miss him: he has done much for us not only in Classics but also as Assistant Head of Sixth Form, and in improving the standards of debating in the school. RSM Paddy Morrow after some very active years with us departs with our congratulations to be Head of Classics at Oakham — the fourth of our young teachers in as many years who have moved on to a Head of Department post.
gratitude to wider responsibilities with the cadet forces. Geoff and Sheila Hawkes helped us for several years, Geoff as the systems manager who inaugurated all our computer networks, Sheila as the welcoming voice who was the introduction to Ampleforth for so many of our visitors. Maire Channer has not moved at all, but she has retired from the demands of matroning in Bolton House with our gratitude. It is pleasing that we can welcome Ingrid Stringer to that same considerable task now, and we look forward to the arrival of the first class teachers in Classics who will join us in September. I want to thank too the present Upper Sixth now in their last year with us. They are a wonderfully contributive group, and though I would like to name many, and especially some of the School Monitors, James Osborne, the Head Monitor, and his deputy, David Ansell, must stand for all. For those who work with them, their constancy, leadership and good humour is a happy reminder of all the reasons for believing in the value of an Ampleforth education.

Sad to have to record the death of Kathleen Wood, the marvellous and spirited lady who worked for years as our School Secretary and then Admissions Secretary. Her contribution and efficiency, her devoted interest, can hardly be praised too highly. Faultless was her administration, endles her patience. She suffered from cancer for two years, and the end came just two weeks ago. She was a woman of faith as well as courage, and we mourn her deeply.

We begin the new millennium in good order, financially and academically. Numbers in the school rose significantly last September, at the same time that boarding numbers in independent schools nationally fell by over three percent. Our families, northern, southern and international, Catholic and Anglican, witness to a sharing in ideals which must be a pointer of hope. Our academic life is more fully reflected in the redesigned Exhibition brochure. I hope you will find time to mull over the first two pages as well as to contemplate the prizes and commendations for hard work. That hard work has something to do with the achievements in value added by the most able among our students and the less academic. The able are achieving as much as any in the most selective schools. We have an unusual first: Robert Hollis, last year's Head Monitor, has been the first outside the USA to win a National Latin Scholarship, which provides him with some extra funds for university. The examination results of the top half of our candidates, who must have met the entrance requirements of the most academically selective schools, demonstrates this. As you can see from the Exhibition brochure, their results are as good as those in the top 50 schools in the league tables. Even our overall results give us a record which is good by any standard. I want to congratulate last year's GCSE candidates, this year's Middle VI, on achieving a value added of nearly one grade per subject per candidate. But don't sit back; you must do the same at A level, and that is more difficult.

The feedback form brings parents into the discussion, and enables a more reflective process read carefully, and discussed. Of course, we could do it all here, but that is not quite the point. The feedback form brings parents into the discussion, and enables a more reflective process.

We are trying also to empower our students to take charge of their own lives. That is the positive responses that have come to me, especially from those professionally concerned as professional development. She will also bring a woman's presence to the Middle VI, a process which has won admiration from the Universities and Colleges Admissions Service. As, I quote, 'a most impressive programme'. There is another innovation over which I especially want to ask for your support. I have introduced a form providing for feedback to us on the school reports, and I must say frankly that the response this last term was not as great as I had hoped. Our end of term report is a most significant document for each student, and we take trouble over it. It is important for us, and for each student, that it be read carefully, and discussed. Of course, we could do it all here, but that is not quite the point. The feedback form enables parents to take charge of their own lives. That is the positive responses that have come to me, especially from those professionally concerned as professional development. She will also bring a woman's presence to the Middle VI, a process which has won admiration from the Universities and Colleges Admissions Service. As, I quote, 'a most impressive programme'. There is another innovation over which I especially want to ask for your support. I have introduced a form providing for feedback to us on the school reports, and I must say frankly that the response this last term was not as great as I had hoped. Our end of term report is a most significant document for each student, and we take trouble over it. It is important for us, and for each student, that it be read carefully, and discussed. Of course, we could do it all here, but that is not quite the point. The feedback form brings parents into the discussion, and enables a more reflective process.
as from some parents. What is clearest to me is the affection in which this abbey and school is held by parents and friends, and the concern for our future: that is something in common, and is the greatest encouragement of all. We have been thinking of ways in which we can celebrate that affection and concern, which I hope will be of interest to many of you. But I am not going to talk about it now; you will hear all about it in the July newsletter.

In fact, managing the future is a task which confronts us all. For the pupils at Ampleforth there are always the more immediate challenges — examinations, university interviews, and together we plan for these. But our task at Ampleforth is to equip our pupils for lives that stretch well past the academic horizon. We must ensure that we are constantly preparing for the needs of tomorrow, not merely responding to the requirements of today. We must understand what is happening in our society. Let me point to some of the questions. This is not just a matter of ever more ingenious gadgets to ease our lives. We are an information society, not just because enormous and unmanageable quantities of information are at hand, but because jobs are more and more based on the use of that information. The educated cannot feel smug about that, because the certainties that used to bind a professional career are gone too: any headmaster knows what the last recession did to some families. Just as the craftsmen's guilds were destroyed in the 18th century, the boundaries of the legal, the medical, the accounting professions, and many others, are being elided today. Hierarchies are flattened, and the effective manager has become more of a team player. Perhaps that has always been a possibility, but today it is a necessity: none can know it all.

What there is to know is growing fantastically. The next 50 years, unless all breaks down in anarchic disorder, and that is a possibility, will offer incredibly more, in every field of study. It will also offer evils like pornography, and destructive viruses. The human genome project offers unprecedented knowledge of the inner structures of humanity; it may also offer risks, which used to be more remote, will offer incredibly more, in every field of study.

Looking to our future, we must plan beyond the stifling attentions of bureaucracy. The lesson is obvious. Our children need new facilities and new skills, but they also need wisdom. Let us start with the new look around you and you can see, thanks to the marvellous support we are being given, and to the steady investment made possible by our annual surplus, that this is being achieved. The £3m Bamford Centre for Business, Economics, Politics and Science is now being fitted out, and you can see it for yourselves. It is splendid building, and it will greatly extend the possibilities for learning. As its name indicates, we owe much, in the planning as well as in its response to the Appeal, to Sir Anthony Bamford in making its early construction possible. You can see the more civilised Big Study, a better and warmer place for work. Within the next year we plan conversion of the old laboratories into first-rate classrooms and other accommodation. We needed to remove the wooden buildings which have infested the quadrangle for too long. Plans are in hand for an outdoor all-weather playing surface, for the improvement of our oldest tennis courts, for improvements in our music facilities and in the theatre. We are now committing £4m to the building of Hume House, a memorial to Cardinal Basil Hume, to create boys' Houses of high standard and enable the refurbishment of all our Houses in turn. This means that within a two-year period to 2001 we will have been able to invest in new building the equivalent of more than a full year's fees. Fr Luke is working hard on the private phase of the Appeal at the moment, but active plans are being made to achieve your involvement.

Another important development of the next year will be almost invisible. Our continuing investment in ICT is running at about £80,000 a year. The Library is our most beautiful room. For the first time in many years, we have added a new piece of Thompson furniture, a front desk, with a little Thompson mouse proudly clinging to it. That is fitting. But this civilised room now has more modern mice, crawling in quantity around the computers. The library now has a full range of resources for reference — both books and computing facilities which give access to the new research tools: books, internet, and CD ROM. Our own intranet will sneak out to all the Houses in the course of the year, enabling email communication all round the school. I don't say that the need for such things will be redundant, but this opens exciting possibilities for provision of research material for prep work as well as allowing instant communication. I want to thank those parents who collected
more than 6000 tokens on the recent scheme for free software. Much of what has been bought is available in the computer room and the library. Thanks to Mike Barra, supported by the technicians, we will shortly have a new database to cope with all our academic and personal records. That may not sound gripping, but it is central to our administration.

These are tools. What we do with them is the most important thing, and the extension of intellectual contact. I offer you examples. First, we intend to lead the way to new fields, and I hope shortly to be able to announce an exciting and novel initiative in partnership with a major internet company. Secondly, our co-operation with the Catholic voluntary school, St Mary’s Menston is now in its second year. They have had the lion’s share of funding and I am glad that we have been able to help them towards that extension of their facilities. For us, the co-operation with a very different and good Catholic school is an advantage for all those boys and girls of both schools who have taken part, and of value to our teachers.

We are aiming at a different use of our facilities in a new exchange to be inaugurated, at first for small numbers, at fifth form level with the Lycée Stanislas, a large Catholic school on the left bank of the Seine in the heart of Paris. We want to develop an exchange at a more profound cultural level than is possible in our other short-term holiday exchanges. We believe that such an exchange between strongly Catholic schools has vast potential to benefit all who take part. European integration of school systems is so far non-existent. Both Stanislas and Ampleforth need to have regard to the requirements of the home curriculum and examination system, but we believe that a half term away can be managed. Use of email and, we intend, interactive video for which affordable technology will shortly be available, will enable the students of both schools to garner a different experience while remaining in touch with their own work.

One of our proudest boasts is that we do well for students of all ability levels. We are making new provision for our care of the outstandingly able in the first three years here. I have just appointed Dr Richard Warren as Scholars’ Tutor, to look further to the intellectual challenging of this group. You will probably see our A stream become somewhat smaller as we tighten the definition for entry to it. Their examination results are already very satisfactory, but we must look beyond that. They need as much care and encouragement as those so well taught by Derek Lloyd in his special needs department. I am sure that the way forward for clever boys is not to take examinations early, which may be to risk falling short of the needed A* grade, but to deepen knowledge so that the examination itself becomes a more incident on the way. These boys must be challenged with an extension of their horizons, to see the excitement of intellectual Endeavour. Those parents with children in this group will hear more from us over the coming months.

Some of those with sons approaching the sixth form will already have had detailed information about the considerable range of new AS and A level choice open to them. Our provision is broadly in line with that of other strongly academic independent schools. Our heads of department, and the Academic Policy Committee, have devoted much time to planning the change in detail. There is certainly something to be gained from the broadening of approach in the new AS level; my public reservations are to do with disappointing features of the specifications (that is, in older terminology, the syllabus) of some of the subjects of study. Most recently, I have watched with interest the controversy over the broadening of Maths provision. There, like others, I feel that the difficulty lies in the teaching of Maths at primary age. Given the importance of the subject, its extension to as many as possible at AS level is important, and it is pleasing that the number taking Maths in the sixth form has grown so that it is our largest sixth form group. Over the AS and A levels as a whole, I am confident that we will make the most of the abilities of our sixth form on this new path.

Let us turn to the old things in our storehouse. If we are indeed to plan well for the future, we must lead our society in rediscovering the mystery and value of humanity, of what Pope John Paul has called ‘the inviolable mystery of the person’. Our view of education is holistic. We speak out of an ancient tradition, and it is still valid. These are solemn and good reasons for encouraging games, theatre and music, debating and independent writing, for encouraging an independent spirit of reflection, and a growth in personal faith. What I want to say today is that these pursuits are for joy, and joy touches the divine. I know that music brings skill and teaches concentration. But that isn’t why we love it. Theatre stretches imagination and builds teamwork as well as encouraging confidence. So does sport. But that isn’t why we enjoy it all. There is something wonderful and fascinating about games and the arts, and it is best not always to be too solemn about it. In games especially, we look for boys who enter the school at 13 to be able to work their way up towards the school team if they have that talent; to enjoy it all the way — and not to lose their place to a sports scholar in the sixth form. Boys, and in future girls, will enjoy their games, art, theatre, music, and will do it above all for joy. So it was a special pleasure to see Alice Warrender gain her school colours for Squash, the first girl to gain Ampleforth colours in sport. And all of us shared the intensity of the moment as James Tussaud and Peter Gretton carried the 1st XI through from 74 for 4 to a win over Sedbergh in the last over with a partnership of 107, having scored 40 runs in four overs.

It is an old truth that children need some protective supervision; and also a measure of trust if they are to grow to independence. We should not be dewy eyed about the balanced judgement that requires of us. We know the devil makes work for idle hands. We provide the whole school with endless opportunities for constructive activity and that includes a whole range of opportunities over the weekend. We are always seeking to extend those opportunities, and I have one or two ideas for the coming years.

I believe I must preserve one element in the use of free time: the voluntary. We must, of course, have an eye to age and maturity in anything we do, but if I deny boys and girls the right to say no to a proposal over the use of their limited free time, I would also be denying them the opportunity to learn of their free will and high motivation to say yes. I do not believe that you want me to do that. We must always remember our objective: to enable our young to become the reflective, kind and self directed virtuous adults that so attract to Ampleforth those who meet them.

In the future these virtues will be shared by young men and women who leave Ampleforth to make their careers in university and the wider world. I believe that with the united support of the lay staff, of the parents and of the members of the school, we will change, but we will lose nothing of what is most precious to us all. We change where development is needed; there is only one thing upon which we must stand fast, and that is the truth of the Christian faith and our educational and moral mission in that faith. Like all other generations, we are fallible and failing human beings, who never live up to our high profession. But together, men and women, boys and girls, we can try our best. I have one particular thought about that, fitting to this moment of decision about sixth form girls boarding at Amplefort. St Paul’s comment on women keeping silent in church neither reflects the whole of his thought, nor his essential message of the good news of Christ’s kingdom. You only have to glance through the lists of St Paul’s friends at the end of his letters to see what a remarkable role women played in the ancient church, far different from their enserfed status in society, a status that lasted through to the 20th century even in Europe. Moreover, standing as we now do in Eastertide, the time of the Risen Christ, in the 2000th year of grace, we do well to remember that it was to strong women that the message of the Resurrection was first entrusted.
HEADMASTER'S LECTURES
19th Season: 1999-2000

10 September 1999: Mr Mark Henderson (E72) [Chief Executive of Gieves and Hawkes plc]

Sliding Doors to Savile Row

Mr Henderson spoke of the high points and the low points of his career over 27 years since leaving Ampleforth. He analysed with a light touch and with some depth the challenges of marketing and spoke especially of Gieves and Hawkes.

13 September 1999: Estelle Morris MP [Minister of State, Department of Education and Employment]

Does New Labour mean the end of the Conservative Party?

The Minister of State at the Department of Education and Employment analysed the nature of New Labour. New Labour did not mean the end of the Conservative Party, and the role of the Opposition is important to the operation of parliamentary democracy.

12 November 1999: Mr Nicholas Ross

Wicked Pictures – the vandalism of centuries

Mr Ross spoke of certain pictures which had been vandalised, and the varying reasons for this.

10 December 1999: Mr JP Dunleavy

The tools and travels of the writing trade

Through the kindness of Lord and Lady Feversham, JP Dunleavy came from Ireland and spoke about his life and work as an author and as a publisher.

28 February 2000: Mr Charles Jonscher [President, Central Europe Trust]

Wired Life: Who are the Digital Age?

Mr Jonscher spoke of the nature of the digital age and its historical significance. From 1980 to 1984 Mr Jonscher was a lecturer in Economics at Harvard University and at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He worked with IBM. He studied at Cambridge and Harvard. Central Europe Trust (CET) was founded in 1989, and within months of its foundation, in autumn 1989, with the fall of the Berlin Wall, the political map of Europe changed. From this situation of the collapse of Soviet Communism in Eastern Europe, CET became the leading advisory firm in Eastern Europe.

15 March 2000: Mr Miko Giedroyc (W76)

The Morality of Markets

Mr Giedroyc spoke of economic challenges and morality.

24 March 2000: Lord Wilson of Tillyorn GCMG

Hong Kong: Colonialism, Capitalism or Communism? Who Wins?

Lord Wilson of Tillyorn spoke of the current situation in Hong Kong, following the end of British rule.

Lord Wilson was Governor and Commander-in-Chief of Hong Kong from 1987 to 1992 and the second last Governor of Hong Kong before its return in 1997 to Chinese rule. The last Governor was Rt Hon Chris Patten, who spoke in the Headmaster's Lecture series when Chairman of the Conservative Party and before he was Governor of Hong Kong.

27 March 2000: Mr Michael Ignatieff

Virtual War Kosovo and Beyond

Mr Ignatieff spoke of how the Kosovo war marked a change in the nature of war. The Gulf war had been in effect the last of the old fashioned wars, but the war in Kosovo was different in nature.

Mr Michael Ignatieff is an historian, novelist, journalist, TV presenter of documentaries, and commentator on contemporary issues. He has recently completed a trilogy of books on war in our time, and is currently preparing a BBC series on this theme. He is a member of the Independent Commission on Kosovo. He has studied in the universities of Toronto, Cambridge, Harvard, Paris and British Columbia. His books include A Just Measure of Pain, The Need for Strangers, The Russian Album [won the Canadian Governor General's Award in 1988 and the Heinemann Prize in 1988], Asia, Scour Time, Blood and Belongings, Virtual War and a biography of the political philosopher Isaiah Berlin. He has worked as a print and television journalist—presenting The Late Show [BBC] and Blood and Belongings [BBC] and making appearances on Newsnight and in 1999 was the advocate for allied action in Kosovo in a major TV presentation [BBC].

THE COMMON ROOM

OBITUARIES

TED WRIGHT

Address given by Fr Edward at Commander E J Wright's Requiem Mass in Ampleforth Abbey on Friday 18 August 2000

Ever since Sunday morning an extraordinary number of people have felt bereaved. But in the first place, of course, Christopher, Mary, Nicholas, Rachel and your families—our love and prayers go out to you. Maybe it is some consolation to know that the whole of Ampleforth, the Monastery, School, Village, and that wider Ampleforth family of old boys and friends share your sense of utter loss.

Ted was part of so many people's lives. Brian Thompson, as usual, went to pick him up for the 8 o'clock Mass on Sunday but he wasn't waiting at the door so, with Fr Rupert, they went into the house and found Ted peacefully 'at sleep in the Lord' (I use this phrase deliberately). The end was so appropriate for such a good man. If Ted had been planning it (and he was a great planner and lover of order) he could not have done it better. He knew and understood Our Lord's words so well: 'You too must stand ready, because the Son of Man is coming at an hour you do not expect.' His life was 'of a piece'. There was a simplicity, a directness and an integrity about it which was transparent, God could have taken him at any time and he would have been ready. What a lesson to us all.

Ted came to Ampleforth to teach in 1951 as a second career. He was still teaching pupils last term in his 50th year at Ampleforth—not a bad second career! But his first career was in the Royal Navy and he carried with him many of those deep-seated traditions and values of the Senior Service: self-discipline, order, dedicated service, loyalty, a wonderful ability to get on with others at close quarters and to see the funny side of life, and humility, something which any sailor must have before the massive forces of nature. Ted brought these and many other qualities to Ampleforth in 1951. He never sought the limelight and because of that the light shone on him so much more brightly. He taught Mathematics with quite remarkable success, especially to those who had such difficulties with the subject.
Many years ago that great Catholic speaker at Hyde Park Corner, Frank Sheed, would say that "To teach John Latin, first of all I must know John, and secondly I must know Latin." Ted was a wonderful exponent of this philosophy. He deeply respected the boys he taught, his concern for each individual was transparent and he gave them confidence, with the result they performed seemingly above their ability. Their respect for him was profound, as indeed was everybody's.

Ted lived a full and outward-going life. He loved his sport; in earlier days as a player. One thinks of his contributions to those Juniors' Cricket weeks in August or his performances in the Common Room Squash team. Latterly he loved to follow it (and, of course, bet on it), whether it was watching the 1st XV, racing or following test and county cricket matches. Indeed he was due to be at Headingley today with some colleagues and no doubt he would have been making some ribald comments about the West Indian opposition, or any Lancastrian (fortunately only one) in the England side. He enjoyed making wonderfully politically incorrect remarks or rumbustious right wing comments. No doubt many of you remember his utter delight when Tony Benn lost his seat in the Commons. But his remarks could never cause offence because they never had any malicious intent. Indeed Ted seemed incapable of an unkind act.

When St Paul wrote about the greatest of the virtues he might have had Ted in mind. 'Love is always patient and kind; it is never jealous, never boastful or conceited, never rude or selfish. It does not take offence and is not resentful. It is always ready to excuse, to trust, to hope and to endure whatever comes.' It fits, doesn't it? It was St John of the Cross who said, 'In the evening of life we shall be examined in love.' Ted will not be found wanting. Above all, there was a warm humanity about him, and that embraced a natural courtesy. I think of Hilaire Belloc's line 'The grace of God is in courtesy': it most certainly was in Ted. He had a simple, deep, uncomplicated rock-like faith, something which gave root and focus to his life. It was his anchor, as it must be ours. He was a Confrater of the Abbey and he went to Mass almost every day. If I may give an illustration of its depth, it was when Simon was so tragically killed. In the midst of his utter desolation he steadied himself and said, 'Every day I say, 'Thy will be done': He then repeated, 'Thy will be done' and from that instant he was calm and accepted the heavy burden of that cross. It was a profoundly moving moment and a remarkable witness to the intensity of his faith. Not only did he suffer from the deaths of his beloved Peggy and Simon, he also suffered from an increasing physical disability. However, never once did one hear him complain. But now he is with Peggy and Simon sharing the ecstatic joy of God's unconditional love. So beneath our sadness there must be a deeper joy. For Ted, quite simply, had reached a state of transparent holiness. Certain people enrich the lives of those they meet and make the journey through life a little easier. Ted's life was like that. It was a wonderfully authentic Christian life (although I can hear him correcting me and saying, 'You mean Catholic life'!).

We have much to thank him for, and to thank God for. But now we have to learn to let go and give him back to God. That is not easy; but from the moment we try we shall begin to grow again, and our new life will be deeper, closer to God and closer to each other. May he rest in peace.

The following memoirs reflect the many facets of a wonderful colleague who is much missed in the Common Room:

Fr Simon writes: Ted started the Royal Navy Section of the CCF in January 1963 and commanded it until he handed over to Eric Boulton. Local training included sailing at the
Ted involved himself actively in almost every aspect of Ampleforth life, the one exception being the cultural side of the School which he denounced passionately in public, although he never failed to congratulate a small boy on his performance in a School concert. He loved to be involved in the activities of the Mountaineering Club and attended many Scottish winter meets, climbing ben Nevis, Ben Lawers, Creag Meagaidh and many other Munros. Any expedition across the Lyke Wake Walk on the NY Moors could count on Ted’s support in the middle of the night and over the last few agonising miles. His irrepressible vitality and optimism was a great boost to morale. When we stayed in Fort Augustus he was first up making tea (‘at o’crack’ as he called it) and putting on the porridge. One year he accompanied Rob Musker on a winter traverse of the Scottish mountains from the east coast to the west coast. When I asked him how it went, he replied ‘Piece of piss, old boy.’ Only later did he admit that every night he collapsed in the snow with exhaustion until Rob had erected his tent, got him into his sleeping bag and made him hot soup.

Ted’s infectious enthusiasm for life spread wide into the sporting field. In the great days of Leeds United under Don Revie we would go to Elland Road to watch floodlit matches when evening teaching had stopped. On one occasion a parent gave Ted tickets for Leeds v Juventus and we watched from the Directors’ Box. Afterwards often saw Ted at Thirsk or York races, and he would quote you odds on anything from the Selby match to the length of the Headmaster’s address to the staff. Only a couple of years before his death we took Ted to a Test Match at Headingley. He sat there in bliss, soaking up the atmosphere, although his eyesight was so poor that he had to ask who was batting and bowling.

Ted had a fulfilling life and he is already a legend. The laughter that he brought to the Common Room on dark November mornings lifted us all and I feel immensely privileged to have enjoyed his friendship and wit for over thirty years.

Brenda Hewitt writes:

When I arrived at Ampleforth in September 1981, I was rather nervous of Ted. It wasn’t the slightly right-leaning politics, or the fear of sitting in the wrong chair in the Common Room – just a kind of aura, which he cultivated!

The week after Ted died I bumped into an Old Boy, who was in my first ever A level set; he hadn’t heard of Ted’s death, and when I told him his immediate response was, ‘If it hadn’t been for Commander Wright I wouldn’t have passed my O-level Maths.’ I suspect that that remark will have been repeated (or GCSE or A level) not only the length and breadth of Great Britain, but around the world as well.

I remember the hilarity caused in the workroom as he rejoiced in the athletic exploits of ‘a splendid Welshman’, whose Commonwealth Gold Medal he had heard of on the radio – he hadn’t seen Colin Jackson then.

There are many recollections of Ted, but my closest acquaintance with him was on the rugby touchline, both home and away. It will be strange not to hear his two catchphrases, ‘Never in doubt’ (usually when we’d scraped home by one point with a dubious penalty in the last minute) and ‘took ‘em to the cleaners’ (usually when we’d scraped home by one point with a dubious penalty in the last minute). It was always impressive to see him enunciate on the touchline, greeting (and remembering the names of) former pupils, their sons and, latterly, grandsons. Over the last few years I regularly chauffeured him to away matches (I have to say that even he had difficulty navigating us round the Elephant and Castle en route to Dulwich) and, just three days before his death, was in some difficulty explaining that I hadn’t seen Colin Jackson then.
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Well, it will be funny not driving around North Yorkshire in wet and windy weather with a beach chair in the back of the car for Ted to use on the touchline, no more midweek phone calls, 'Well, Mrs Hewitt, what time are you picking me up?'

Thank you Ted, the friendship, the company and the laughs have been a privilege - watching the First XV will never be the same again.

IAN DAVIE

If one may be allowed to talk, on a political analogy, of Old Ampleforth and New Ampleforth, Ian Davie, who died in June aged 76, played a notable part in the transition between the two. When he joined the English staff in 1968 (coming from the headship of the department at Marlborough) Ampleforth had barely rid itself of the old public school attitude to English Studies. One could still hear phrases like 'English and other general subjects', and not long before, when the first sixth-former was given grading leav e to take English at A-level, he was handed over like some sort of patient, to the Classics staff.

Ian was one of several gifted colleagues since those days who gave English its rightful place in the school curriculum. It was his conviction - disconcerting to pupils used to the grade-grabbing ethos of modern times - that the most important part of English teaching lies outside the syllabuses altogether. Implicit in this view was another disturbing notion - that the play or poem or novel before the class should be pursued wherever it might lead, even if social and other taboos might seem to be strained. But for all that, he was never a Leavisite. He taught in the Oxford, not in the Cambridge, spirit and saw no reason to think of literature as a self-sufficient education, still less as some kind of secular substitute for RS.

One of his most notable successes was the encouragement of poetry-writing and the publication of four anthologies of his pupils' work entitled Poetry Shack. Schoolboy poetry is a tricky business: it is mostly worthless, but one can hardly say so for fear that then there will be none of it at all. Ian trod skilfully between flattery of the undeserving (a schoolmasterly scorn; but equally he had little patience with Anglo-Catholic 'spikes' whom, with characteristic waspish wit, he called Walsingham Matildas'.

He soon became a familiar figure in the school for his stately stride down Big Passage, his tidy with an arsenal of paperclips, files and rubber bands, and not least for a seemingly endless succession of barely driveable cars, which he treated as objects ephemeral and disposable.

In the same year he began his teaching career in the English department at Stonyhurst, where he also produced plays but after four years there he went back to intelligence work at the War and Colonial offices, which included a visit to Angkor in Cambodia at a time when the Khmer Rouge were already preparing to seize power. Then, after seven years, he returned to intelligence in India and Burma, and took part in an expedition to Tibet, the beginning for him of a life-long interest in Buddhism. He returned to Oxford as a research student and Anglican ordinand, but, led by the kindly light of Newman, was soon taking instruction from the Jesuits at Campion Hall, and in 1950 was received into the Catholic Church. All the same, he never forsook his affection for the Church of England. Pope Leo XIII's Apostolic Catechism, declaring Anglican orders to be 'utterly null and void', was a favourite topic of his scorn; but equally he had little patience with Anglo-Catholic 'spikes' whom, with characteristic waspish wit, he called Walsingham Matildas'.

In this same year he began his teaching career in the English department at Stonyhurst, where he also produced plays but after four years there he went back to intelligence work at the War and Colonial offices, which included a visit to Angkor in Cambodia at a time when the Khmer Rouge were already preparing to seize power. Then, after seven years, he returned to teaching as head of English at Red Rice School, Andover, and from there as master in charge of both English and Drama at Marlborough under the distinguished headship of John Davie. Finally, in 1968, he came to Ampleforth where he stayed until retiring 23 years later to a cottage near Malton amid his enormous library.

He soon became a familiar figure in the school for his steady stride down Big Passage, his long hours in the green room, the poetry seminars in his study, kept almost neurotically tidy with an arsenal of paperclips, files and rubber bands, and not least for a seemingly endless succession of barely driveable cars, which he treated as objects ephemeral and disposable.

An unusual schoolmaster, then, and much more than a schoolmaster. An uncommon colleague too: an urbane and convivial presence in the Common Room, a fearless speaker at its meetings near Milton amid his enormous library.

Ian's health began to fail in the last year of his retirement, but he endured his slow decline with edifying calm and courage, and died quietly in June, fortified by the last rites of the Church, May he rest in peace.

suffice to repeat Robert Graves' judgement, 'aristocratic in workmanship and diction' and Sassoon's 'flawless lyrics, the light of authentic inward vision'.

Another of Ian's impressive contributions was to school drama, which he had been in charge of at Marlborough. He was responsible for the creation of the Downstairs Theatre out of the old indoor swimming-pool, an insalubrious cross between a Turkish bath and a gas-chamber. Transformed into a friendly 'theatre in the round', it was an ideal setting for a further innovation of his, the Junior Plays, which have been of such educational value to the first and second years. His regime as a producer was no less fertile. His debut, at Exhibition, was 'a fringe' - not to say 'camp' - version of Sophocles' King Oedipus on the ball-place - a chilly stage for the scantily-clad cast in an un-hellenic wild from the North Sea. There followed many memorable productions in the main theatre, among which must be mentioned in particular Schiller's Mary Stuart and a Hamlet with Julian Waldham and Rupert Everett, both of whom have later appeared in successful West End plays and films.

In teaching RS he felt less at ease than in English and Drama, and the best fruits of his life-long studies in divinity were his two published works A Theology of Speech and Jesus Punished. The first is a closely-argued text of 'natural theology' which began with research work at Oxford and owes much to Wittgenstein, Chomsky and other modern philosophers. The second had a more exotic theme - an exploration of the nature of Christ in terms of Hindu religious ideas.

Ian Davie was a schoolboy at Edinburgh Academy and went up to Oxford as an Exhibitioner, and later as a Scholar, at St John's College, where he read English followed by Theology. During the war he joined the Gordon Highlanders, served as a Captain in Intelligence in India and Burma, and took part in an expedition to Tibet, the beginning for him of a life-long interest in Buddhism. He returned to Oxford as a research student and Anglican ordinand, but, led by the kindly light of Newman, was soon taking instruction from the Jesuits at Campion Hall, and in 1950 was received into the Catholic Church. All the same, he never forsook his affection for the Church of England. Pope Leo XIII's Apostolic Catechism, declaring Anglican orders to be 'utterly null and void', was a favourite topic of his scorn; but equally he had little patience with Anglo-Catholic 'spikes' whom, with characteristic waspish wit, he called Walsingham Matildas'.

In the same year he began his teaching career in the English department at Stonyhurst, where he also produced plays but after four years there he went back to intelligence work at the War and Colonial offices, which included a visit to Angkor in Cambodia at a time when the Khmer Rouge were already preparing to seize power. Then, after seven years, he returned to teaching as head of English at Red Rice School, Andover, and from there as master in charge of both English and Drama at Marlborough under the distinguished headship of John Davie. Finally, in 1968, he came to Ampleforth where he stayed until retiring 23 years later to a cottage near Malton amid his enormous library.

He soon became a familiar figure in the school for his steady stride down Big Passage, his long hours in the green room, the poetry seminars in his study, kept almost neurotically tidy with an arsenal of paperclips, files and rubber bands, and not least for a seemingly endless succession of barely driveable cars, which he treated as objects ephemeral and disposable.

An unusual schoolmaster, then, and much more than a schoolmaster. An uncommon colleague too: an urbane and convivial presence in the Common Room, a fearless speaker at its meetings near Milton amid his enormous library.

Ian's health began to fail in the last year of his retirement, but he endured his slow decline with edifying calm and courage, and died quietly in June, fortified by the last rites of the Church, May he rest in peace.
ANDREW DOE
Not the least important part of the legacy which Fr David Morland bequeathed to his successor as Head of Classics at Ampleforth was a department staffed by splendid teachers. Andrew Doe, appointed in January 1992, was such a teacher, an outstanding classroom practitioner and a man of great integrity.
Andrew is one of those teachers who inspire complete confidence in students and colleagues alike. Knowing they would be taught by such a teacher, students hold him in immensely high regard for all the right reasons and responded to his imaginative, yet rigorous, approach by achieving outstanding results in public examinations. The secret of Andrew’s successful teaching career at Ampleforth was that he always had high expectations of his students, whether in their conduct or their academic efforts, so that it was natural for his students to want to meet those high expectations. Furthermore, high standards are practised and not just preached by Andrew; he takes a properly professional pride in arriving punctually for his lessons, in returning work marked promptly and in meeting administrative deadlines.

Beyond the classroom also Andrew was a major figure in the life of the school. He participated in several school trips to Classical sites in the Mediterranean, indeed he was party leader for the last two occasions when we visited Greece. He ensured the Classical Society was graced by a succession of high profile speakers and under his aegis the standard of debating and public speaking reached enviable heights at Ampleforth. Latterly he was appointed Assistant Head of Sixth Form in which capacity he rendered sterling assistance to Christopher Wilding, in particular with the drafting and writing of UCAS testimonials. Somewhat Andrew also found time to run the Bridge Club, to be sub-editor of the section of the Ampleforth Journal, to administer and co-ordinate the A Level and internal Sixth Form examinations, to assist with the co-ordination of Prize essays and to be a most conscientious Tutor in St Dunstan’s House. As the reader may gather, Andrew is not someone to count the hours, but is genuinely interested in the wider aspects of education and in sympathy with the ethos of boarding school life.

For several years Andrew was a key figure in the administration of the Common Room Bar, an institution which, he always maintained, is among the most positive aspects of life at Ampleforth. With his co-operative and diplomatic personality he was an extremely popular member of the Common Room and leaves behind a multitude of good friends here. Andrew departs Ampleforth to take up the post of Head of Classics at Oakham School, a suitably prestigious appointment to reflect his gifts; he will surely enjoy the experience of running his own department and can confidently be expected to make a great success of the challenge.

Those of us who have worked with Andrew Doe have been proud to know him as a friend and a colleague. We wish him every continuing success. Ad novos annos. WFL

CATHERINE HOULIHANE
Cathy Houlihane was appointed to the Classics department at Ampleforth, still at that time under the leadership of Fr David Morland, in September 1997 in succession to Alex Weston. Within a remarkably short time she had established a reputation as an outstanding young teacher, full of consideration for her students and whose candidates, from the very first, achieved results in public examinations on a par with those of much more experienced colleagues.

Cathy has a strong background in Classics; a pupil at King Henry VIII School in Coventry, which institution boasts an enviable track record of producing fine Classicists, she read Literae Humaniores as an undergraduate at Merton College, Oxford. Fresh from her books, she carried an infectious enthusiasm for Classics into the classroom; indeed her enjoyment of teaching stemmed as much from the opportunity it provided to make closer acquaintance with her favourite texts as from the pedagogical process itself. Yet a more dedicated and hard working professional would be difficult to imagine. Thus, for instance, she taught the Greek Art and Architecture module of Classical Civilisation A-Level with notable success, having first taught herself the subject matter.

With such enthusiasm Cathy participated fully in the extra-curricular life of the school. Her major interest lay in drama and she rapidly became a stalwart of the Green Room, undertaking every duty from wardrobe mistress to director, and even finding time to join a local amateur dramatics company. She accompanied a school party to Sicily, and in other ventures undertaken by the Classics department was joint leader of two trips to Greece and organiser of many visits to the British Museum. Cathy’s versatility and effectiveness in managing pupils across the age range was demonstrated by the fact that during four years as a Tutor in St Thomas’s House she was responsible for four different age groups. Her honesty, charm and warmth of personality ensured Cathy was an immensely popular colleague in the Common Room where her departure is still keenly felt.

Nevertheless it is always gratifying to witness able young teachers develop their professional talents before moving on to new challenges, and we were all delighted for Cathy when she secured the post of Head of Classics at Chichester Grammar School. Her loyalty to Ampleforth, in particular with the drafting and writing of UCAS testimonials, was graced by a succession of high profile speakers and under his aegis the standard of debating and public speaking reached enviable heights at Ampleforth. Latterly he was appointed Assistant Head of Sixth Form in which capacity he rendered sterling assistance to Christopher Wilding, in particular with the drafting and writing of UCAS testimonials. Somewhat Andrew also found time to run the Bridge Club, to be sub-editor of the section of the Ampleforth Journal, to administer and co-ordinate the A Level and internal Sixth Form examinations, to assist with the co-ordination of Prize essays and to be a most conscientious Tutor in St Dunstan’s House. As the reader may gather, Andrew is not someone to count the hours, but is genuinely interested in the wider aspects of education and in sympathy with the ethos of boarding school life.

For several years Andrew was a key figure in the administration of the Common Room Bar, an institution which, he always maintained, is among the most positive aspects of life at Ampleforth. With his co-operative and diplomatic personality he was an extremely popular member of the Common Room and leaves behind a multitude of good friends here. Andrew departs Ampleforth to take up the post of Head of Classics at Oakham School, a suitably prestigious appointment to reflect his gifts; he will surely enjoy the experience of running his own department and can confidently be expected to make a great success of the challenge.

Those of us who have worked with Andrew Doe have been proud to know him as a friend and a colleague. We wish him every continuing success. Ad novos annos. WFL

WFL
IAN HOCKLEY returned to the Music Department at Ampleforth for one year, after teaching for three years at Guildford Grammar School, Perth, Western Australia. We wish him well in his next overseas appointment as Head of Keyboard with the Royal Oman Symphony Orchestra.

TIM MORRISON, who had taught Art part-time since 1997, also left the School in July.

We congratulated Julian and Rosie Allistone on the birth of Luke Edward John in December 1999; and William and Pippa Dore on the birth, in July, of Elizabeth Sophie Marie, a sister for Emily and Abigail. Congratulations and best wishes were also conveyed to colleagues on their marriages: Alistair Hurst to Pip Martin at St Hilda’s, Ampleforth, in April; Cathy Houlihane to John Henry Rothwell at Milton Combe, Devon, in August; and Lawrence Quigley to Joan Smiles in August.

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL GROUP

The Amnesty International group at Ampleforth met throughout the year under the efficient secretarialship of Louis Watt. After three loyal years with the group, he has left to read English at Cambridge, where I am sure he will continue to pursue his interest in human rights issues. We responded to cases of human rights abuse around the world, and kept a wary eye on our infar oak tree, the Amnestree, planted 18 months ago in celebration of half a century of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and which now finds itself precariously in the middle of the building site for Hume House. So far protected, standing in a sea of mud, it will provide a glorious reminder of the need for vigilance in the centuries to come. Our Amnestea at Exhibition was one of the most successful ever. This was in part due to the rain which forced the cricketers and their spectators up to the Central Building to join us. Large quantities of tea and cakes were consumed, the richest and stickiest of the latter baked by an enthusiastic team under the guidance of Mrs Fletcher, money was generously donated to Amnesty, and letters were written to the authorities in Saudi Arabia, protesting at the treatment of prisoners there. The new year has started well, with a dozen or so regular members and plans for links with another Amnesty group in the area. With them, we hope to get involved in campaigning on behalf of a specific prisoner, which will provide a human focus for the group.

ART ACTIVITIES

1999-2000 proved to be another busy and creative year for the art department. We have continued to expand the number of trips to galleries and museums in the belief that these are an invaluable source of inspiration for students interested in the study and enjoyment of the visual arts. Two trips were run to Paris in the autumn for sixth formers. The Picasso Museum and the Fauve exhibition were particular favourites. Students were also fortunate in being able to see the Faure exhibition.

We continue to run regular trips to the galleries and museums in London. These include several visits to Tate Modern for Remove and Sixth Form. The ‘Seeing Salvation’ exhibition at the National Gallery was an important event. Pupils interested in painting also benefited from viewing the Chardin exhibition at the Royal Academy. We maintain our regular visits to study the permanent collections of the V&A and the National Gallery.

Visits nearer home have included Fr Edward’s trip to Durham Cathedral and York Minster. We continue to use the superb resources offered by the Yorkshire Sculpture Park, Henry Moore Institute, York City Art Gallery and Impressions photographic gallery, York. The wonderful Cistercian architectural ruins of Rievaulx and Byland, just minutes away, have not been neglected as sources of inspiration.

Students have enjoyed the busy activity programme in painting, sculpture and...
photography, which enables them to develop their art far beyond the range of the curriculum and to undertake ambitious projects. Sculptor John O’Rourke spent a day at Ampleforth running a practical workshop, followed by a lecture about his own work.

Luke Horsley (H) produced a wonderful large crucifix inspired by Romanesque art which now hangs in the new Bamford Centre. As part of a millennium project a number of crucifixes were made by other boys and these will hang in the Christian Theology classrooms. In the painting studio Mr Quigley organised the production of a booklet of boys’ work inspired by St Luke’s Gospel. This was a great success and sold many copies. Demand far outstripped supply.

Photography remains a popular activity as well as being a successful part of the art curriculum. Some highly imaginative and technically accomplished work was achieved by Torn Leeming (H) and Ben Nicholson (D).

A new initiative is the establishment of an artist-in-residence for the forthcoming academic year. We welcome back Alex MacFaul (D90) who has just completed his Masters degree in Fine Art at Canterbury. The primary purpose is to inspire by example and we are confident he can contribute to the creative life of the art department.

COMBINED CADET FORCE

SHOOTING

Colts Canter is a military skills competition involving a five-mile march-and-shoot competition. This year, the Captain of Shooting, Under Officer A McMahon ([pictured below, with the team]) led Ampleforth to victory over the other 14 teams from across the Catterick Training area. Thirty-five schools took part in the Green Howards Country Life Small Bore Shooting Competition. The first eight were second in the Landscape Target section, and were placed fourth overall. James Stonehouse (W) achieved the third highest individual score.

The Inter House Full Bore Shooting Competition for the Summer Term was won by St Bede’s House with St Hugh’s second, and in third place was St John’s. The highest individual score was achieved by James Bradley (H). At Exhibition the Fathers and Sons shooting competition was won by Colonel M Reynolds and Mark Reynolds (C).

The new target rifle (L85) has arrived. We were initially issued with four, but unfortunately the sights have already been withdrawn for modification. This year the Bisley dates clashed with the Germany camp dates so we were unable to take part. However, we hope to be back at Bisley in 2001.

VFP McL
In June we were honoured to be inspected by Major General FR Dannatt CBE MC Colonel, The Green Howards, and General Officer Commanding 3rd (United Kingdom) Division. He arrived by Gazelle helicopter accompanied by his ADC Captain Zachary Stenning, Green Howards. They were received by a Guard of Honour under the command of Under Officer Oliver Lamb (T), with Corporal Dominic zu Lowenstein (C) as Right Guide, supported by the Corps of Drums of the 1st Battalion the Queen’s Lancashire Regiment (by kind permission of Lieutenant Colonel Steve Davis MBE Commanding Officer). The Guard rose to the occasion and looked smart and professional. In the afternoon General Dannatt watched Land Rover wheel changing, command tasks, weapon training, shooting (Guard of Honour), Operations in a Built up Area (third and fourth year NCOs), and the first year inter-section competition. He saw the Royal Air Force section carrying out field cooking and leadership tasks at Brook Bridge and also tried out their flight simulator.

At the prize giving Under Officer David Ansell (A) Royal Air Force Section received the Nulli Secundus Cup. Under Officer Oliver Lamb (T) received the Royal Fusiliers cup. Lance Corporal Hugo Deed (W) received the Armour Memorial Trophy. Major McLean gave General Dannatt a framed print of the school and grounds as a momento of his visit. In his address the General was most generous in his praise, and it was clear that he was impressed by the cadets and the training The General kindly agreed to sponsor the prize for the winning section of the First Years Competition. It will be known as The Green Howards Cup. We are grateful to Lieutenant Colonel Simon Caley PWO Commanding Leeds University Officer Training Corps who judged the Nulli Secundus Competition together with Major Chris Pullen Coldstream Guards Commanding Guards Training Company. I would also like to thank the helicopter pilot who managed to take 40 cadets for a short flight in the Gazelle on the occasion, as well as the officer in charge, as ever, extremely grateful Lt Robert Stewart, 2nd Lieutenant Suzanne Mulligan, Flight Lieutenants Paul Brennan, John Ridge, Miss Alison Lee (School Matron), members of Leeds UOTC, 9 Cadet Training Team and the Guard Training Company Catterick for their contribution to the Ampleforth CCF.

The day ended with Major McLean making a presentation to Fr Edward, second in command, to mark his retirement after 40 years in the CCF.

Congratulations go to L/Cpl Hugo Deed (W) and Anthony Bulger (W) for their achievements on the Parachute Course, which L/Cpl Deed reports on below. L/Cpl Hugo Deed (W) also attended a Cadet Leadership Course at the Cadet Training Centre Frimley Park.

CAMP

Twenty-four cadets under Major McLean and Fr Edward, spent a week in Osnabruck with the Queen’s Royal Lancers. Major Charlie Hall, the Officer Commanding ‘D’ Squadron, and 2nd Lieutenant Henry Burton, the officers in charge of the visit, met us at Hanover airport and accompanied us to Imphal Barracks, Osnabruck, where we arrived just after midnight. Twenty-four cadets under Major McLean and Fr Edward, spent a week in Osnabruck with the Queen’s Royal Lancers. Major Charlie Hall, the Officer Commanding ‘D’ Squadron, and 2nd Lieutenant Henry Burton, the officers in charge of the visit, met us at Hanover airport and accompanied us to Imphal Barracks, Osnabruck, where we arrived just after midnight. After breakfast the next morning there was a full introduction to the Regiment and their role in Germany. The cadets then took part in a ‘Round Robin’ visiting the Armoured Fighting Vehicles and the Precision Gunnery Training Equipment. Great fun was had on the simulators. The afternoon was spent on Potted Sports in the gymnasium.

Sunday morning was occupied by Mass in the Garrison church of St Edmund’s, followed by a breakfast in the Officers’ Mess. The afternoon was spent on Weapons Training. On Monday, morning, bright and early, the cadets departed for Modern Ranges where they fired the SA 80 Rifle and 9mm Pistol. They also received instruction on using the 7.62mm General Purpose

Machine Gun. At night the cadets visited the Officers’ Mess for dinner. Tuesday morning was spent sightseeing in the town of Osnabruck. The highlight of the afternoon was the Log Race, this was followed by preparation for ‘Exercise Boy Lancer’. Wednesday morning saw the cadets deployed, accompanied by a troop of Challenger 2 Tanks. During the 30 hour exercise the cadets covered harbour areas, patrol bases, patrolling, ambushes, living and cooking in the field. The culmination of all this training was the defeat of the People’s Army Group Area North (PAGAN) by 1 Ampleforth Rifles Battle Group.

First class instruction was received throughout by Staff Sergeant Scattgood and his team. The afternoon was spent cleaning all the exercise stores. At night the cadets attended a farewell barbecue in the Officers’ Mess. We are grateful to Lieutenant Colonel Patrick Marriott, his officers, NCOs and soldiers. We were left with the impression of a happy, extremely capable, armoured fighting regiment which it was a privilege to be allowed to visit.

VFP McL

SKY IN YOUR BOOTS

As I looked at the others I wondered whether any of us would ‘drop out’ when it came to the crunch of actually jumping out of the plane. We were staying in the Officers’ Mess at the Royal School of Artillery, Larkhill. The Mess was like a hotel not least because of the sheer size of it in comparison to other regimental messes. We each had our own room equipped with a kettle, washbasin, desk, telephone and various other furnishings. The dress for supper that night was jacket and tie; Lance Corporal Anthony Bulger (W) and I endeavoured to keep up the Ampleforth reputation of clean, crisp and smart boys. After supper the party of twenty or so retired to the mess bar, after which it was straight to bed as we had a day of ground training ahead of us.

The day of training at Netheravon Joint Services parachute centre consisted of learning about the kit, how to jump out of the plane, the malfunctions and so called ‘nuisances’ which can occur, how to pull the reserve and how to identify the drop zone from four thousand feet. For those among us who were a little nervous our instructor reassured us: ‘Whatever happens at least you know you’re going to hit the ground’!
As we arrived at Netheravon for day two we were all ready to jump. However we were told that the artillery were firing over the centre of our drop zone, so instead we were taught how to pack our parachutes. This seemingly easy task took us approximately two and a half hours! The wait for the jump was very tedious, more so, as we had to watch lots of skydiving videos! Finally one of the instructors came in and announced that the artillery had stopped firing. We were split up into separate ‘lifts’ as the little islander planes could only take eight at a time. Kitted up in our bright orange jump suits and yellow helmets, we were given radiois and altimeters and, of course, our parachutes. Lance Corporal Bulger (W) and I were in the seventh lift as an MOD course which was taking place at the same time as we took priority. We were all put slightly on edge when one of the students on our course in the lift before ours deployed his reserve parachute. (We later found out that this was because he had panicked and his main parachute would have deployed at the right time.) Our group was called forward and the butterflies started in earnest; one by one our static lines were hooked onto the plane. The instructor tried to get rid of the nerves by doing a sing-along on the way up, but he ended up doing a solo as no one was really in the mood. At four thousand feet the jumpmaster opened the door and I was told to kneel up. Seconds later I was told to get to the door. As I got into the position I could not help but look down... Looking round at the instructor I heard the word ‘go’ and I jumped straight out keeping my eyes fixed on the shrinking plane. The feeling of falling for a full four or five seconds was utterly indescribable, and absolutely amazing. I looked up, thanking God that my parachute had opened, even though I had to kick out a few twists in the para-cord. The four-minute descent was also absolutely unbelievable: I was slowly floating down to earth, and as we were using square canopies I could twirl around, speed up or slow down to my heart’s content... Of course, that was until I heard, ‘You in the red canopy stop playing the idiot or you’ll end up landing on a car!’ No-one had the excuse to land outside the area, as it is the largest drop zone in Europe! Suddenly there was a blast and to everyone’s surprise, with a slight judder the floor started to move and we descended into the bowels of the ship. We stood with a view over the whole deck of the ship to watch a series of demonstrations by the Wessex helicopters; patrolling, anti-submarine drills, rescue operations and refuelling in flight. We had a running commentary and so many things were happening at the same time so that you never got bored waiting, or looking at the same thing. The best excitement came last: the Harrier jump jets. These impressive machines took off in front of the carrier’s short runway. They engaged in mock aerial combat with several land-based Hawk jets, firing flares and carrying out aerial stunts. Then, in a most impressive conclusion and undoubtedly the highlight of the day, they came in low, hovering near the carrier then moving over so that the wing tip of the aircraft was a bare three metres from where we were watching before they landed.

By the end of the week Lance Corporal Bulger (W) and I had done three jumps and I had even done a ‘dummy pull’ on my last jump. We all went home as different people, not least Lance Corporal Bulger (W) who had conquered his fear of heights. I would certainly recommend it to anyone with a desire to throw themselves out of a plane, and for such a small price it really is a once in a lifetime chance.

Lance Corporal Hugo Deed (W)

**RAF SECTION**

It was pleasing to learn of David Ansell’s (A) achievements in gaining and successfully completing his Flying Scholarship during the summer vacation. As senior cadet for the Royal Air Force section he was outstanding in his commitment and dedication, winning the Nulli Secundus competition in his final year. Ben Villalobos (C) takes over from him this year and I am confident that he will provide another safe pair of hands.

Christopher Layden (94) visited the College during the summer and it was good to learn of his progress in the Royal Air Force. As a former winner of the Nulli Secundus competition three times in succession it is not surprising that his career is going at full throttle. He is currently based at RAF Leeming with 1 Squadron flying the Tornado and is soon off to police the no-fly zone in Iraq.

The cadets maintained their own Bulldog flying programme this term at RAF Leeming and some managed to get a gliding slot at RAF Linton-on-Ouse. It is hoped that cadets will benefit from more gliding this year using the flying club at Sutton Bank to top up the limited time supplied by the RAF.

The annual Inspection was a successful venture with the cadets of the RAF section taking part in an initiative exercise to build a rope bridge across the Holbeck against the clock. The General, as is usual, despatched his adjutant to test it out and it is always a relief when he arrives at the opposite bank dry and in one piece. The General presented David Ansell with the Eden Cup as the most outstanding Air Force cadet.

**MUSIC ARTS SOCIETIES CLUBS ACTIVITIES DRAMA**

**ATRIALABOARD H.M.S INVINCIBLE**

Oliver Lark (T), Mr Tilling and I were lucky enough to be invited by the Navy to visit H.M.S Invincible. In the early hours of the morning we took a wind swept airfield. Here, we acquired a life jacket (in case of an emergency) and were shown aboard a Chinook helicopter. We had a five minute flight out across the Irish Sea to H.M.S Invincible and although we landed safely, on the way out of the helicopter the downwash tore Mr Tilling’s glasses from his face and flung them across the deck where they landed perilously close to the edge. However they were quickly retrieved.

A sudden blast and to everybody’s surprise, with a slight judder the floor started to move and we descended into the bowels of the ship. Once inside we were shown past a number of stands to some seats here. We were given an introduction to H.M.S Invincible by the Captain of the ship. Once this was over we were split into small groups of about ten people and shown all over the ship, visiting various stands in the process. Then we were issued with ear defenders with mikes connected into a loop so that we could hear what was happening over the noise as we moved outside onto the upper deck. We stood with a view over the whole deck of the ship to watch a series of demonstrations by the Wessex helicopters; patrolling, anti-submarine drills, rescue operations and refuelling in flight. We had a running commentary and so many things were happening at the same time so that you never got bored waiting, or looking at the same thing. The best excitement came last: the Harrier jump jets. These impressive machines took off in front of us on the carrier’s short runway. They engaged in mock aerial combat with several land-based Hawk jets, firing flares and carrying out aerial stunts. Then, in a most impressive conclusion and undoubtedly the highlight of the day, they came in low, hovering near the carrier then moving over so that the wing tip of the aircraft was a bare three metres from where we were watching before they landed.

Then we were moved back into the ship for lunch. After lunch – an extremely impressive selection of good food – the talk continued, focussing on fire drills which are the biggest fear to any sailor even on a metal ship.

One of the most impressive pieces of equipment visible on the deck was the famous Gold Keeper guns which are computer controlled mini guns with a 70 rounds a second (or 4200 rounds a minute) rate of fire which is extremely impressive. It is fuelled by a huge drum of hand-fed rounds which gives each gun 22 minutes of continuous firing. These three incredible machines are used for anti-missile uses, relying on a bullet screen rather than accuracy. Before we left we were shown around the Harriers, including their armaments, and
there was a question and answer session given by the Captain, whose hand we each shook as we made our way off the boat to steam back into Liverpool. It was only off the ship in our little boat, that we were able to appreciate the huge size of HMS Invincible, which had seemed small when we were perched up on its upper structure.

It was an excellent trip, giving an excellent insight into the Navy and its functions. Everyone we met was extremely helpful and we would recommend this trip unreservedly!

Jonathan Black (H)

CHESS CLUB

Chess at Ampleforth is really most fortunate. The Postgate Room, usually available three evenings each week, is an ideal setting for the game. This year has seen quite a revival, with the promise of even greater things to come.

During the Spring Term, a series of Knockout Matches took place, competing for the Fattorini Trophy for the House Championship. Teams of six represented each House, involving more players than ever before in the House Competition. St Dunstan's, St Oswald's, St Thomas's and St Wilfrid's came through to the semi-finals. After some excellent matches St Dunstan's were the ultimate winners. They have now held the Trophy for some years. They have a well-established tradition of excellence at the game, and a wealth of sound players. But it was good to see many other Houses fielding teams of real quality, and applying themselves to the game with such tenacity. There was also steady improvement in evidence in the Summer Term, in a Junior Competition with teams of four. The same Houses reached the semi-finals, and St Dunstan's won again.

In the Summer Term, School Chess Colours were awarded to two players: to Robin Davies (D), who had begun the revival of Chess in the autumn, and who then led St Dunstan's to victory in the Championships, and also to Andreas Simonas (T), with us for a year from Lithuania, and who was by far the outstanding player.

CLASSICAL SOCIETY

THE GREEK TRIP

Leaving bleak and chilly London we were pleasantly surprised by the warm, if not rather humid, evening we arrived to in Athens. The next morning we were up early and off to the Agora, the ancient centre of Athenian society and commerce. After visiting the Temple of Hephaistos and the other amazingly well preserved sites, we climbed up the steep path to the Acropolis, perched on a hill right above the centre of Athens. The breathtaking views, combined with the magnificent architecture of the Parthenon, made for perhaps the most impressive visit of the week. After a visit to the dominating Temple of Zeus near the base of the Acropolis we headed off to the Temple of Poseidon at Sounio to watch the sunset over the Aegean. The following day, after the interesting experience of attending an Orthodox mass, we set off for Sparta.

The most interesting place we visited while staying in Sparta was not the city itself, which, unlike Athens, does not boast many impressive ruins, but the Byzantine chapels at Mistra where countless beautiful medieval frescos are nearly perfectly preserved. We pressed on to spend our last two days in the coastal resort town of Tolon where our hotel was right on the Aegean. The last two days were spent visiting the local sites, most significantly the colossal theatre at Epidauros.

We had time to stop off at Corinth to take in the Temple of Apollo and the impressive Corinth Canal before we returned to the airport. Although we were all very sad to be leaving Greece, the euphoria, characteristic of the week, did not fully fade until we arrived back at Heathrow to a chilly evening still clad in shorts and T-shirts.

Matthew Devlin (J)

Having explored the centre of the site, including the huge Temple of Zeus and the Echo Stoa, we gathered in the amphitheatre for a quick 'Olympic' race before the site closed. The next morning, after the interesting experience of attending an Orthodox mass, we set off for Sparta.

The most interesting place we visited while staying in Sparta was not the city itself, which, unlike Athens, does not boast many impressive ruins, but the Byzantine chapels at Mistra where countless beautiful medieval frescos are nearly perfectly preserved. We pressed on to spend our last two days in the coastal resort town of Tolon where our hotel was right on the Aegean. The last two days were spent visiting the local sites, most significantly the colossal theatre at Epidauros.

We had time to stop off at Corinth to take in the Temple of Apollo and the impressive Corinth Canal before we returned to the airport. Although we were all very sad to be leaving Greece, the euphoria, characteristic of the week, did not fully fade until we arrived back at Heathrow to a chilly evening still clad in shorts and T-shirts.

Matthew Devlin (J)

THE JUNIOR DEBATING SOCIETY

Junior debates were enthusiastically attended, with members of the fifth form forming the core of the society. Although debates at this level may at times lack some of the sophistication of those of the society's more senior counterpart, a number of speakers distinguished themselves and there is much potential among the ranks of the lower years. Debates ranged in depth and tone from "This house would not send a valentine" and "This House would believe in Father Christmas" to "This house believes that it is a good and noble thing to die for your country.

Speakers included: Francis Townsend (T) and Johnnie Stein (B), Charles Dixon (H) and James Larkin (O), Tom O'Brien (H) and Tom Gay (O) Tassilo Seilern-Aspang (O) and Harry Armstrong (O), Sam Wozek (D), James Colacicchi (W), Edward Graham (T) and Cranley.
Macfarlane (W). It was particularly pleasing to see such varied and numerous contributions from the floor in all of the debates.

There were fixtures – both home and away – against Queen Mary’s Baldersby and Queen Margaret’s Escrick. These were enthusiastically attended, with the debates being complemented in the way described above. Tom Gay (O) represented the society at the Catenian Public Speaking competition and spoke confidently on Media self-regulation. He was joined by Benedict McAleenan (O) and Dominic McCann (O) to form the team entering the ESU Schools’ Mace. They worked well together, proposing the motion *This house believes that all children should be bi-lingual*, and were unfortunate not to progress further.

The Society is grateful to James Norton (O) and Tom O’Brien (H) for their work as secretaries and to Tom Gay (O) for his Presidency. James Larkin and Tom O’Brien continue in their roles next year.

**THE SENIOR DEBATING SOCIETY**

The debating society has seen one of its most successful seasons in recent years. Under the able guidance of James Osborne (A), the Secretary of the Society, a number of new members have become active and proficient debaters, whilst existing members have honed their oratorical skills to a new keenness. The season began with the motion *This house believes that the Greengrocer should not play God*, at which the ladies of Queen Mary’s, Baldersby were welcome guests on the floor. After a heated and well-informed debate, with its lighter moments too, the motion was eventually defeated by the narrowest of margins.

From the speakers tested at this exchange, Mr Doe, in his final year as Chairman of the Society, selected George Murphy (D) and Peter Westmacott (A) to act as principal team for the year. This pairing proved a successful one, reaching the second round of the ESU Schools Mace and, with the assistance of John Townsend (O) the finals day of the Cambridge Union Schools competition, ranked 15 out of 300, James Osborne and Patrick Duncombe (A) succeeded in reaching the finals of the Oxford Union Schools competition for the second year running, a consummate feat of oratory that placed them in the top 16 out of 250. John Townsend also achieved second place in the Catenian Public speaking competition. There were fixtures – both home and away – against Queen Mary’s Baldersby and Queen Margaret’s Escrick. These were enthusiastically attended, with the debates being complemented in the way described above. Tom Gay (O) represented the society at the Catenian Public Speaking competition and spoke confidently on Media self-regulation. He was joined by Benedict McAleenan (O) and Dominic McCann (O) to form the team entering the ESU Schools’ Mace. They worked well together, proposing the motion *This house believes that all children should be bi-lingual*, and were unfortunate not to progress further.

The Society is grateful to James Norton (O) and Tom O’Brien (H) for their work as secretaries and to Tom Gay (O) for his Presidency. James Larkin and Tom O’Brien continue in their roles next year.
comprised: P Dobson (C), M Gilbert (J), H Hall (B), W Leslie (E), A Roberts (J), W Weston (C) and J Whittaker (J); J Black (H), B Higgins (C), H Hollins (B), P Jourclier (H), N Leonard (C) and H Pearce (D). The Silver group members were J Hallwell (O), P Ho (J), A Li (D), H MacHale (W) and J Tucker (T). Mr M Gerrish (Appleyb) and Mr R Harrison (Tadcaster) assessed the groups.

The range of hobbies, interests and activities selected by participants to complete the Skills Section continues to grow. The requirements of the Physical Recreation Section are usually satisfied from the wide range of sporting opportunities that are available in the School. Community Service is an important outreach for the School. Work with the elderly and those with special needs continues to take place locally at Aine Cheshire Home, Malton Hospital and the Croft market garden (Camphill Trust). Boys are working with children as assistants in Malton Secondary School, primary schools in Malton, Ampleforth, Amotherby and Helmsley, and prep schools (ACJS, St Martin's and Woodleigh). Environmental and conservation activity takes place at Nunnumting Hall garden (National Trust) and in Ampleforth village (assisting the Parish priest). With the Forestry Commission, work has been completed on one ancient earthwork, designated as a site of special historic importance, and begun on similar sites nearby. On the Ampleforth Estate boys have been carrying out a tree survey and assisting in the orchards. Some Community Service activity also takes place from home bases during the holidays. Award participants are strongly represented in the CCF; at Silver and Gold levels they are often able to achieve their Service as NCOs.

I would like to thank several Gold participants for their help during the year, especially our designated Gold Leaders, John Townsend (O), Peter Grettan (J), and Jonathan Black (H). The Unit is very grateful for all the help that enables it to function: from the adult leaders in the various Sections; from many others in the School and outside, especially in the organisations with whom we interact, for training, guiding, assessing and transporting participants; and from parents, who give encouragement and support.

ENGLISH SOCIETY

The English Society had a quiet year, though there were some theatre trips, notably to the West End double bill of Peter Shaffer’s Black Comedy and the brilliant early Stoppard play The Real Inspector Hound. This latter, a witty parody of the country house murder genre with a lot of metaphysical questions thrown in, had been studied as part of the previous year’s Ampleforth Certificate, so it was timely that the production should visit Bradford for us.

There was also a highly entertaining trip to see the Northern Broadsides production of Much Ado About Nothing in Leeds. Barry Rutter’s company aims to present Shakespeare with a more regional flavour; the northern vowels he encourages are probably closer to the language Shakespeare’s players would have used than the ‘Received Pronunciation’ we are more familiar with today.

Last term, for something completely different, we invited Michael Gray, author of the third edition of a scholarly tome on Bob Dylan, to come and talk on Dylan and the history of rock and roll. He is an enthusiast, who told us he felt privileged to be alive at the same time as the singer-songwriter, and he illustrated his knowledgeable talk with tapes of some of the classic performances and some amusing anecdotes. A small group of devotees stayed on afterwards to talk music late into the night.

MUSIC ARTS SOCIETIES CLUBS ACTIVITIES DRAMA

FACE-FAW

Face-Faw continues with its four areas of commitment – awareness, fundraising for aid projects, coaching and visiting students.

First, it is committed to raise awareness of aid projects and the needs of the poor. The Hedgehog and the Fox has been published each term, edited by William Weston (C), assisted by Edward Hickman (O) and distributed through The Ampleforth News and Grid. There were five charity events during the year: Ferdinand von Habsburg (E87) gave a presentation to a large audience on the plight of children in the Sudan; Peter Sidgwick (C97) talked about his own charity for the needs of Romanian orphans; Lawrence Uzzill (Director of Keston College, Oxford) discussed the Russian Federation. It was good to welcome Kenneth Dende who talked about the work being done at his blind rehabilitation centre in Tanzania, a visit organised by Mr Paul Brennan of the Geography Department, who has done much to organise help over recent years. Chairaong Monthienvichienchai invited Ampleforth to share in the Millennium project of St John’s College in Bangkok and gave further information on the link with the village project in Thabon, Thailand where he helped to get set up.

An estimated £4,000 was raised in the year since September 1999 for nine main projects. Fast Days raised £1,000. Exhibition again provided a focus for these fundraising events, with old favourites and some new innovations. The current leader of the balloon race is one which has reached Holland. The sale of Ampleforth prints, organised by Alejandro de Carriera (O), John Heaton Armstrong (T) and Tom Stanley (W) raised over £1,200. Eureka (Nick Geoghegan (H) and Rafael Bruhlhart (A)) and Grid (George Murphy (D) and John Townsends (O)) dedicated their Exhibition editions to Face-Faw, and raised around £1,500. Alexander Radcliff (H) led a team washing cars. During the course of the year Tom Leeming (H) marketed polo shirts and Tom Menier (T) ski hats. There has been a sponsored inter-house tug-of-war and a rugby match, a sweepstake on the Inter-House Champion v The Rest of the School junior football match on 26 June 2000, the Seiberg Guesing Game, St Wilfrid’s House ‘Talent’ Competition. Jonathan Black (H) and Luke Bartosik (A) climbed the Three Peaks (the three highest peaks in Scotland, Wales and England – Ben Nevis, Snowden and Scafell Pike—a combined height of 3,401 metres), and travelled 87 miles between the mountains, running down Snowden to complete the task five minutes inside the 24 hours, so raising £800 in sponsorship. Parents have also been helpful, arranging a sale in St Thomas’s, and a private lottery.

Funds were sent to orphans in Romania and Vietnam, to refugees in Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina and the Sudan and to contribute to rebuilding efforts in Kosovo. We continue to sponsor children in Uganda and Croatia, a blind centre and village in Tanzania, street children in Columbia and local needs. At Exhibition over 70 boys helped with the various stalls and entertainment and Face-Faw would like to thank everybody who contributed.

This year a number of boys spent gap years involved in Face-Faw related projects: Dominic Halliday (B99) went to Thabon, Thailand, building on the work of the three boys who went in 1999, supporting the local bishop and school; Tom Foster (H99) and Richard MacLure (A99) were with the Manqueluc Movement in Santiago, Chile; James Jeffrey (C97) was in Ethiopia; Nicholas McAleenan (H98) went to the blind rehabilitation centre in Tanzania; Michael Hirst (A96) went to India with the Alliance for International Monasticism teaching young monks in the developing world.

During the course of the year five students from Lithuania, the Czech Republic and the Russian Federation studied at Ampleforth.

Face-Faw activities were organised through the Co-ordinating Group [COG], under the joint chairmanship of Henry Foster (H) and Tom Lawless (O). Henry spoke to the school at
the Assembly about the aims and projects of Face-Faw. They were supported by Dan Davison (O), Tom Leeming (H), Tom Menier (T), Dominic Mullen (O), Louis Robertson (E) and Edward Sexton (J).

MODERN LANGUAGES

SPANISH SOCIETY

On 22 March 2000 the Spanish Society hosted a Sixth Form Spanish Day on the Spanish General election. Sixth Formers from Harrogate, Hull and Newcastle, as well as a healthy contingent of Ampleforth students, attended the conference, organised in association with the Association for Language Learning and the Instituto Cervantes. After an introductory talk on the key issues and results of the election from Mr Dunne, Head of Spanish at Ampleforth, Joaquin Seco of the Instituto Cervantes gave an interesting and informative interactive presentation on aspects of the Spanish Constitution and contemporary Spanish politics. It was generally agreed that the conference was a success; preparations have already been made for an event in November 2000, the title of which is `España, 25 anos de democracia'.

Mr Dunne with fellow speakers at the Spanish conference

The Society was also busy in the Summer Term when it produced the fourth issue of Eureka, the Modern Languages Department's multi-lingual exhibition magazine. The main features of this edition of the magazine were interviews with Loyola de Palacio, the European Commission Vice-President, and `El Juli', one of Spain's leading bullfighters. It was pleasing to see articles in no fewer than eight European languages; congratulations and thanks to all who contributed.

KJD

LA MALASSISE: A FRENCH EXCHANGE, 25 FEBRUARY – 25 MARCH 1999

The first time I saw La Malassise – the school in which I agreed to spend a month of my life last year – I wondered what had driven me to a French exchange. I still have the picture: an ageing, brown, U-shaped building, with towers on every corner, windows at regular intervals around the walls and a big concrete area in front for recreation. Despite my forebodings, I happily went off on a quest to improve my French.

One of my major reservations about going to a French school was fitting in with students my age, in a different language with little knowledge of their lifestyle and culture. However, from the very beginning the other pupils were kindness itself and showed me my room, the classrooms, everything. Everyone was keen to try out their various levels of English, which slightly defeated the object of my being there, but since it was my first day, I didn't mind too much.

I knew from my mountain of paper that I had read before going away that the actual study would be unlike anything I had experienced before: seven subjects; eight hours per day of lessons in the same classroom. In addition to French, German and English, I was going to be working on Economics, Maths, Applied Maths and History. I realised within an hour of starting these last four that I would never get to grips with them – I had not studied two before and I was never much good at the others. I quietly got on with the work I had been set to do from Ampleforth, passing to observe the more lively moments of classroom activity. The atmosphere in the classroom was `convivial' (everyone was noisy but cheerful). English lessons were the best, if only because I had never studied it from a foreign angle before. On occasion, I could not resist comments such as: "Well, it depends Pierre. Are you talking about the post-modern representations of morality in the text, or merely the ever-present fundamentalism of belief?" and reveling in the blank looks I received. Most of my fellow students spoke English well (much better than my French), but they still managed to stump me several times. (I remember being taken aback when greeting someone for the first time with a friendly `How do you do?', getting the perplexed answer `How do I do what?').

School was not the only thing I was there to see. At the weekends, when the pupils went home to the neighbouring towns, I stayed with people in my class, who were kindness itself. The first two weekends were spent looking around St Omer, a quiet and pretty town. It is strange in many ways: full of back streets with tumbledown buildings, then suddenly and without warning, the hapless visitor stumbles upon an enormous cathedral, majestic and brooding. From then on, it is somehow difficult to get away from – suddenly you see it over every house-top and through every window – yet before you actually see it, it is strangely absent. The town is dependent on tourists, many of whom are English (the three bars in the town were named Le Dickens, Le Queen Victoria and my favourite, only on grounds of originality, Le Pub).

Overall, it was a fantastic experience. My French improved immeasurably and I made friends with whom I remain in contact. I would say unhesitatingly to any student considering doing something similar to do it. As I am prone to do, I agreed to go first and thought about it later – I think that if I had thought too much initially, I would have declined. The prospect of spending a month in school anywhere foreign is daunting at the best of times, but I am glad that I took the plunge: it was well worth it.

Mark Detre (j)
OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES GROUP

Training courses in the swimming pool for canoeing have continued, followed by the opportunity to put the skills into practice on the River Ure. A few 'wet' experiences ensued especially on the grade three rapid! Although caving has been frequently disrupted by the weather, in March the boys enjoyed a weekend in the Yorkshire Dales going down Long Churn, and the Cheese-press, and the Lottersby at Calf Hole. Mountain Biking has become popular again with a number of trips, mainly to Dalby Forest.

A successful mountaineering camp was held in the Lake District in May in beautiful weather conditions. On Saturday, the group divided into two and tackled Helvellyn from two directions: Striding Edge and Swirral Edge. On Sunday a small, adventurous group clambered up Sharp Edge on Blencathra (one of the classic ridges in the Lakes) while the remainder chose a lower level option in Borrowdale.

The climbing wall continues to be used on a regular basis to support trips to 'real' rock for proper climbing although there seems to be some reticence to venture out.

It is good to see a number of members becoming very competent at activities to such an extent they can pursue them personally away from College. Jonathan Black (H) successfully tackled the Three Peaks challenge of Scafell Pike, Snowdon and Ben Nevis while Charlie Ellis (099) is a very active canoeist at Loughborough University.

SCIENCE

YOUNG ENGINEERS NATIONAL CLUB AWARDS

Ampleforth was chosen as one of only sixteen schools invited to the Young Engineers National Club Awards Celebration Day on 20 June at the Millennium Dome. Entering the Best New Club award Martin Moore - (B), Peter Jourdier (B), Eric Tse (H) and Jonathan Lovat (H) presented three engineering projects for scrutiny by the panel of judges. The three projects presented were:

THE ENGINEERING EDUCATION SCHEME (EES) PROJECT

A team of four Middle/Sixth physicists, Martin Moore (B), Peter Jourdier (B), Edward Chambers (O) and Matthew Salomon (H), have been working to a specification provided by local firm Perry Slingby Systems Ltd of Kirkbymoorside, a manufacturer of remotely operated vehicles for under-sea exploration. Their aim was to design a test rig for the thrusters that propel the vehicles, building a scale-model of the structure and working on data logging and analysis of factors such as speed, pressure and the thrust developed. Working

for three days at the Bradford University Residential Workshop before Christmas and an afternoon a week subsequently, they manufactured a 1:5 scale pyramid shaped test rig and a 1:1 scale cubeshaped mount with a strain gauge sensing circuit. They wrote a full Project Report and gave a 15-minute presentation to a panel of engineers and academics at an Assessment Day back at the University in May.

Eric Tse (H), Jonathan Lovat (H) and Mark Rizzo (H), with their Micromouse competition, their aim being to design and build an 'intelligent', robotic mouse that would autonomously follow a line around a course in the fastest time. They entered the Formula 3 event, since this was the first year the College had entered, and they managed to get the 'Abbey Mouse' working successfully a few days before the competition day at Stevenage in March. After some significant last minute alterations in the pits, the mouse scamped well enough on the day to be awarded the third place trophy, only two seconds behind the leader. It also ran well enough in a straight-line 'Rat Race' to be thwarted only by an eventual finalist.
THE RN CHALLENGE

An engineering project set by the Royal Navy for Young Engineers Clubs, two of our first year pupils, Greg Carter (D) and Hugh O’Gorman (J), have been spending a lot of their spare time working towards meeting the requirements of Stage 1 of the contest. For this they had to submit a design specification for a remote-control model submarine that has to be able to dive, negotiate an underwater course and then surface. They were informed that their designs had been approved and that they could go ahead with Stage 2 – building their vessel to get it working for the RN Challenge Final in October 2000.

G Carter (D) and H O’Gorman (J) with the sub

AMPLEFORTH SUB-AQUA CLUB

The late Fr Julian Rochford OSB would be happy to see Ampleforth Sub-Aqua Club flourishing once again with nearly fifty members at various stages of their training. The syllabus followed remains that of the British Sub-Aqua club, which Fr Julian held in high regard, although the structure has changed somewhat since he and I dived regularly together. When I first met Fr Julian, as a newly married teacher in my first term at Ampleforth, he presented me with a bottle of sparkling wine, which he said had come from the ‘monastery dive’. This was mystifying but seemed appropriate as his first question to me was did I know anything about scuba? I didn’t but was reluctant to dodge the issue as I was still clutching the wine and became embroiled in one of Fr Julian’s renowned animated conversations about the underworld. He trained me alongside the students to begin with, until I was deemed sufficiently competent to help with the supervision and training. I subsequently learned that the ‘monastery dive’ was simply a store cupboard. After Fr Julian’s tragic death in May 1993, the Club was forced to close with the sad loss of its only Advanced Diving Instructor.

The late nineties saw a global increase in the popularity of scuba and this coincided with pressure from our students to get the club up and running again. Although we were still without a suitably qualified Diving Officer, a chance meeting with members from another diving club based at RAF Church Fenton provided the necessary expertise for us to make a fresh start. With Flight Lieutenant Howard Carby acting as Advanced Diver, momentum gathered and new instructors were trained. The British Sub-Aqua Club reinstated Ampleforth’s club status and the sheltered water training began September 1999 in the St Alban Centre swimming pool. A small number of the students who joined, already possessed the PADI diving qualification (Professional Association of Diving Instructors). With these it was a matter of converting their qualification to BSAC.

Scuba anywhere in the UK involves cold water diving and the use of a dry suit becomes essential. For those who passed the pool-training schedule the next step was a trip to Caperwray near Lancaster for the open water part of the course. Caperwray is a disused limestone quarry about one square kilometre in area that has been reopened as a dive site with all the necessary facilities demanded by the modern high-tech diving fraternity. Various boats, helicopters and other pieces of equipment have been purposefully sunk to add interest to the diving. Here our students completed the necessary training for qualification to Club L-1 and Sport’s diver levels, diving to a maximum depth of 20 metres. Much of the Sport Diver course involves diver rescue techniques, which can be exhausting, particularly the fifty-metre tow and landing of a diving buddy.

A successful weekend’s diving took place at the Farne Islands where a group of ASAC members dived the wreck of the Forfarshire. This was the ship that sank in a storm off the Farne Islands and earned its place in the history books when Grace Darling attempted to rescue the crew. Nothing much is left of the wreck now as the currents are strong and have scattered the debris although the large nails that held the Forfarshire’s hull together are still a common find.

I am grateful for the generosity and commitment of the Club instructors, who regularly give considerable amounts of their free time to ensure the smooth running and professional instruction of the students. It was tremendous at the end of the Club’s first year to see nine members qualifying as Club Divers (B Thompson (B), A Von Pezold (C), E Foster (H), D Brennan (W), G Aricale (A), T O’Neil (H), S O’Gorman (B), H Williams (E), M Edwards (H)) and six as Sport Divers (A Bulger (W), B McAleenan (H), A Frere-Scott (D), J Maskey (D), J Dil (D), J Warrender (W)).

Dive Leadership qualifications have also been achieved by B Villalobos (C) and P Scully (W).

It was pleasing to be able to finish the year with 11 members taking part in an expedition to Malta where our members achieved an exhausting two dives a day in the beautifully clear waters of the southern Mediterranean. Visibility of 40 to 50 metres is something British Club divers are not used to; I suppose it is this magnificence that will keep our students and many others exploring the delights of earth's own wrap-around inner space for a long time to come.

PMJB
THE 45TH AMPLEFORTH PILGRIMAGE TO LOURDES

This Lourdes Pilgrimage of the Year of Jubilee was the 45th Pilgrimage of the series that began in 1953. There were over 250 pilgrims, including about 60 sick pilgrims. The Pilgrimage was from 14 to 21 July 2000.

As in recent years, the Pilgrimage reached perhaps its high moment on the final full day with Mass of the Anointing of the Sick, celebrated by Fr Christian at the mountainside open air cathedral at Cité St Pierre, the centre for those who can stay in Lourdes free of charge. The helpers had pulled and pushed our sick up the hill in the morning heat and enjoyed a picnic. The pilgrimage was centred with our sick in St Frai Hospital – the newly built replacement for the old Sept Douleurs. As before, pilgrims were organised into groups and each group celebrated Mass twice as a group with some of the sick, and each group had a half day of recollection outside Lourdes. The week was a kaleidoscope of moments, times of hope and faith and service and shared fun: the daily pilgrimage Mass and other gatherings of prayer, the addresses by Fr Abbot, visits to the Cachot and baths, our times of party – especially what has become known as ‘Café Society’ on the roof of the hospital St Frai. Late nights had elements of party and of visiting the Grotto. Many have commented on the order, commitment, generosity and joy of the pilgrimage this year.

The Jubilee Year of 2000 was the dominant mood and theme of everything in Lourdes. The Jubilee banner hung at regular intervals throughout the Domaine in Lourdes. There were some significant changes in the pattern of the Lourdes day. The Procession of the Blessed Sacrament was later, starting at 8pm, and consisting of a smaller group walking with the Blessed Sacrament from the new Temple of Adoration on the Plaza to St Pius X Basilica for the Blessing of the Sick – Fr Abbot carried the Blessed Sacrament on 16 July 2000, and a number of the pilgrimage had prominent roles in this procession. The Procession began with the sounding of trumpets to herald the Year of Jubilee. The Rosary Procession, the Flambeaux or Procession of torches was also later, starting at 9.15pm and ending each evening with the lighting of a large torch to celebrate the Jubilee. Besides our part in these events, the Pilgrimage shared at the Grotto with the Welsh National Pilgrimage, with Fr Abbot preaching there. The centre of the week was the international Mass in St Pius X on Sunday 16 July – for those who have not been to Lourdes for a few years it is worth recording the effective use of large television screens to provide unity, cohesion and vision as well the practical walking of the Missa Papae Marcelli.

The day of the Mass of the Anointing of the Sick, celebrated by Fr Christian at the mountainside open air cathedral at Cité St Pierre, the centre for those who can stay in Lourdes free of charge. The helpers had pulled and pushed our sick up the hill in the morning heat and enjoyed a picnic. The pilgrimage was centred with our sick in St Frai Hospital – the newly built replacement for the old Sept Douleurs. As before, pilgrims were organised into groups and each group celebrated Mass twice as a group with some of the sick, and each group had a half day of recollection outside Lourdes. The week was a kaleidoscope of moments, times of hope and faith and service and shared fun: the daily pilgrimage Mass and other gatherings of prayer, the addresses by Fr Abbot, visits to the Cachot and baths, our times of party – especially what has become known as ‘Café Society’ on the roof of the hospital St Frai. Late nights had elements of party and of visiting the Grotto. Many have commented on the order, commitment, generosity and joy of the pilgrimage this year.

In addition to the five Old Amplefordian priests noted above, another 59 Amplefordians were on the pilgrimage: Anthony Agnew (2000), Anthony Angelo-Spurling (T99), Jack Arbuthnot (E69), John Beale (J147 – died August 2000), Dr Robert Blake James [Chief Doctor of the Pilgrimage] (T57), Tom Bowen Wright (H97), George Byrne (O2000), Freddie Chambers (B2000), Edward Chapman Pincher (E99), Freddie Crichton-Stuart (E99), Donald Cunningham (A45), Dan Davison (O2000), Martin Davison (O98), Arnaud de Villegeos (B96), John Dick (O77), Peter Edwards (O98), Hamish Parquihan (T99), Patrick Leonard (D43) with Thyrza, Michael Goldschmidt (A63) with Margaret, John Heath Armstrong (E), Edward Hickman (E), Mark Higgins (C2000), Robert Hollis (T98), Tony Haskinson (O61), Peter Jourdier (T99), Tom Leeming (H2000), Dominic Leonard (W93), Patrick Leonard (B31) with Andrea, Hugh-Guy Lorriman (H92), Hugo Madden (E), Edward Martin (J90), William Martin (J87), Ali Mayer (J91), Damian Mayer (B87), Gervase Milbourn (B96), John Morton (C55), George Murphy (D), Peter Noble Matthews (E32), Mark McAllister-Jones (E), James Osborne (J/A2000), Inigo Paternina (W86), Ben Pennington (B96), Alexander Radcliffe (H), Tom Rood (J98), Ben Robijn (J), Matthew Rossell (H97), Oliver Roskill (H99), Anton Seilern Aspang (O2000), Mark Shepherd [Chef des Branadiers of the Pilgrimage] (B63) with Alice, Tom Shepherd (H96), Hugh Sherbrooke (C66), Mark Slusap (T76), Paul Squire (T95), Tom Stanley (W), Peter Westmacott (T49), Philip Westmacott (O71) with Sue, Chris Williams (W96), Gerald Williams (D64) and Paul Williams (T95).

19TH AMPLEFORTH STAGE GROUP TO LOURDES, 7 TO 15 JULY 2000

The Ampleforth Stage Group consisted of James Anderson (O), Paul Costelloe (D), Rory Henderson (O), Peter Massey (D), Patrick Wightman (D) and Fr Francis. Since the Stage Group was established in April 1985, 192 stages have now been done and 11 persons have made their engagement/commitment to the work of the Hospitallité de Notre Dame de Lourdes. This year the Hospitallité has been reorganised as a unified organisation including the work of the women and men, and thus the group worked in the service of the Branche St Joseph. The group worked in the organisation of the ceremonies of Lourdes, in serving in the arrival and departure of pilgrims and sick at the station and airport, in the work of the baths. The centre of the work of the group was the daily Mass – thus Mass was celebrated at the Cachot and often in the Crypt. The Director of the Edinburgh Pilgrimage spoke to Fr Richard about the care and commitment of the group in unloading the sick of his pilgrimage at the airport.

OTHER AMPLEFORTH PILGRIMS IN LOURDES IN THE JUBILEE YEAR

Dr Michael Kenworthy-Browne (W54) is Councillor of the Branche St Joseph of the Hospitalité de Notre Dame de Lourdes. Killian Sinnott (P99) made his engagement to the Hospitallité at Mass on 12 July 2000. Other stages included those done by John Dick (O77), Julian Horn (P96), Nicholas Kenworthy-Browne (E89), John Strick van Linschoten (O97) and Kenneth Williams (B67). Myles Pink (O90) remains Chef des Branadiers of the Pilgrimage of the Archdiocese of Westminster.
Two major concerts were mounted in the academic year 1999-2000. The first of these, the St Cecilia Concert, took place in St Alban Hall on Sunday 21 November. Taking into account the long half-term, there were only about seven weeks for rehearsal. Despite this the College Orchestra, Pro Musica and Brass Group managed to present a programme which lasted well in excess of one hour. As a curtain raiser the Brass Group played a selection of old Czech fanfares which had been specially arranged for them by Simon Wright. This was followed by two movements from Serenade by Tchaikovsky, the start of the Pro Musica's considerable undertaking which would reach fruition with a complete performance of the work at Exhibition. There were two further pieces from the Brass Group, this time by Samuel Scheidt, before the Orchestra took over to complete the programme with performances of Sou and Stranger, Mendelssohn and The Call of Baghdad, Boieldieu. Those familiar with his music could anticipate the lyricism of the Mendelssohn overture but much less music survives in performance from the composer known by many in France as the ‘French Mozart’. However, the short overture displayed Boieldieu at his tuneful best and demonstrated his orchestral colours, for which he was rightly renowned.

THE EXHIBITION CONCERT

Each year, as the crowds disperse and those junior boys from St Bede’s lucky enough to be ‘selected’ to assist in the dismantling of the stage are eagerly about their work, those concerned in this annual event – both staff and boys – are consistently complimented in the same way: ‘Well done! Even better than last year!’ With such a seeming escalation in standards it seems impossible that the standard of music-making at Ampleforth can ever live up to the same way: ‘Well done! Even better than last year!’ With such a seeming escalation in standards it seems impossible that the standard of music-making at Ampleforth can ever live up to the same way: ‘Well done! Even better than last year!’ With such a seeming escalation in standards it seems impossible that the standard of music-making at Ampleforth can ever live up to. However, the short overture displayed Boieldieu at his tuneful best and demonstrated his orchestral colours, for which he was rightly renowned.

The pattern of the Schola’s work has become well established over the years and weekly contributions to Friday evening Choral Mass and Sunday morning High Mass are augmented by a number of special events during the year. In November the Schola gave its annual performance of a requiem, this year the ever-popular version of the text by Gabriel Fauré, and drew a large congregation. It was a pleasure to welcome back James Arthur (D) as the baritone soloist and William Dollard (O) sang the Pie Jesu. As so often has been the case, this performance marked the moment when the choir achieved a balance between technical security and musicality that set the standard for the rest of the year. The Christmas concert on Sunday 12 December 1999 drew its inspiration from Advent and Christmas texts and the music chosen gave opportunities for a number of boys to sing solos including William Dollard (O), Benedict Dollard (D), Daniel Cuccio (E), Robert Meinardi (C) and Alex Strick (O). In contrast to the exuberance of the Christmas concert, the Lenten meditation provided an appropriate opportunity for reflection. Readings by Nashe, Donne, Herbert, George Barker, RS Thomas and Charles Malham were interspersed with movements from Requiem by Maurice Durufle and motets by Byrd, Walton, Casals, Goss and Lotti.

In addition to the above, there were also some special events. In May the BBC staged a marathon twenty-four hours of music-making celebrating ‘Music Live’. The Schola was asked to produce a 30 minute programme of music inspired by plainsong set within the context of an office. Owing to the unsociable hour at which the transmission was to be broadcast (4.45 am) it was decided that it could not be presented live, much to the relief of everyone concerned. So, three weeks earlier the choir spent an afternoon recording the sound track followed by a whole day’s filming of the visuals. It was a particularly draining experience and the boys learned some sanguine lessons about television while it is important to make sure that the sound is right, it is even more important to guarantee stylish and interesting pictures. Few members of the choir saw the broadcast live, choosing to resort to the convenience of modern technology and setting the video. I wonder whether it was only the choirmaster’s inestimable programming that produced a blank tape! Anyway, there is good news for anyone else who missed the broadcast as arrangements with the BBC have made it possible for the College to market copies of the video and they will be available in due course.

THE SCHOLA CANTORUM

The November performance of the Fauré had been memorable and it was decided that a disc featuring the Requiem should be made. This, also, was recorded in May and, along with market copies of the video and they will be available in due course.

...
MAÎTRISE DE CAEN

We were extraordinarily fortunate to receive a visit from the Maitrise de Caen in June. This is a particularly talented boys' choir from Normandy which has an interesting history. Prior to the French Revolution, France enjoyed a tradition of choir schools not unlike those elsewhere in Europe, but the sentiments that followed the revolution saw them all disbanded. This had a devastating effect on the nation's choral music, particularly adult male singing. Ten or so years ago a pioneering project was set up in collaboration with the French Arts Ministry whereby three choir schools were formed, of which one is that at Caen. Although the choir has the opportunity of singing in the beautiful classical building of Notre Dame de la Gloriette, the church is now disused and functions only as a concert hall. Indeed the choir itself has no liturgical links with a church and the choir school is based on the regional conservatoire that has its home at Caen. The Maitrise had been invited to England to take part in the Bridlington Festival and kindly agreed to give a concert at Ampleforth prior to their return home. The choir drew a large and appreciative audience who were treated to

some very fine accompanied and unaccompanied singing. Perhaps most impressive was the three-part mass by André Caplet, an unusual and technically demanding work that seemed tailor-made for the Abbey acoustic.

THE HOUSE MUSIC COMPETITION

For the first time in many years the music department staged a competition. The aims of the competition were twofold: firstly to encourage all boys to participate in a solo music competition; secondly, to promote a focus for singing within the Houses. The final was held on Sunday 26 March 2000 and there were opportunities for Houses to participate under three categories: Solo, Ensemble and House Songs. We were extremely fortunate that Roderick Swanston, Reader in Historical and Interdisciplinary Studies at the Royal College of Music, could be lured to Ampleforth to judge the competition. His considerable experience as a lecturer and broadcaster enabled him to engage the whole school in an informative and amusing adjudication. Peter Massay (D) offers an insight:

When all else is forgotten about the year 2000, when the echoes of 'Millennium' have faded away, when the Dome is in ruins and the Eye is rusting at the bottom of the Thames, this famous year will be remembered at SHAC for one thing — the return of the inter-house music competition. Following the success of the house play competition introduced three years ago, Mr Little and the music staff decided it was their turn, and so they and the Headmaster decided to have a music extravaganza.

The competition was divided into two sections, the individual section and the house section. The first stage saw every boy with a musical cell in his body (and some without) being invited to the music school to dazzle the staff with his skills. Entrants were divided according to sections (strings, piano, etc) and also ability: senior, junior, or intermediate. Points were awarded for each performance, with one point going to each boy who turned up, two for a decent performance, and three for good displays. This was the part of the competition that the music staff clearly enjoyed most. How could Mr Leary fail to enjoy listening to 50 renditions of 'Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star' from the boys of St John's when each boy brought a unique interpretation to the masterpiece? The boys obviously enjoyed it so much that they were quite prepared to sing the same thing to Mr Little the following evening. After this cacophony of tonal lyricism, nine boys were chosen from each section (three from each ability range) to go into the final. Four points were awarded for qualifying for the final, seven for second place in the final and ten for winning the final. St Aidan's dominated this part of the competition as Kwan-Yu Lam managed to win both the senior singing and the senior strings final.

The second stage of the competition took place on 26 March, judged by Roderick Swanston, from the Royal College of Music in London. We were told at the beginning of the day that although four houses St Aidan's, St Dunstan's, St John's and St Oswald's were taking the lead, with the number of points available on the last day the other houses were quite able to catch up. On this final day there were three different contests: first there was the individual event in which each House entered its best musician, then the ensemble event in which the main musicians in each house got together to perform an ensemble, and finally the highlight of the whole competition, the House Song, which took place in the evening.

Fristen Russcher of St Aidan's won the individual event with a rendition of Schumann's Aufschwung, which dazzled even the examiner. Next came St John's with Inwook Kim on the clarinet, playing a 'scholarly' rendition of Bohuslav Martinu's Soupira. Ed Forsythe came third on his guitar for St Thomas's, and some felt he would have finished higher if he had not

just as school was about to close for the summer the Schola received an invitation to contribute to another BBC programme. This time it was for Radio 3 and the late afternoon programme In Tune. On one of this programme's rare outside broadcasts a feature was being made of the York Early Musical Festival and in order to introduce another dimension Sean Rafferty, the presenter, visited Ampleforth. The Junior School boys were not available and a number of Upper School boys who had completed their GCSEs and A levels had already left. So it was a very small choir of about 14 that took part. They grasped the opportunity and contributed two items O quam gloriosum by Victoria and Agnus Dei by Thomas Morley.
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The Ampleforth Singers, directed by Alex Strick and Peter Massey, went on an Easter AMPFORTH SINGERS TOUR TO LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE EASTER 2000

The choir of eighteen pupils and two staff gave their first performance at St Paul's Church in Dewsbury. They sang a mixture of plainsong psalms and Lenten motets by Tallis and Byrd’s extensive Ne Irascaris, and Missa O Quam Gloriosum by Victoria at Mass, Benediction and Vespers.

The second day saw a concert in St Mary’s, Lostock Hall, an Ampleforth parish. The choir gave a 30 minute recital in Chester Cathedral at lunch-time on Saturday to an appreciative audience of tourists, then moved on to the next concert: given at St Bede’s, Warrington, another Ampleforth parish, where the choir sang the Schubert Mass in G at the 11.00 am service. The concert repertoire also included, Fauré’s Cantique de Jean Racine, with solos from Ben Dollard (D), William Dollard (O), and Robert Meinardi (C).

The choir is particularly indebted to Mr and Mrs Murphy (parents of George) for their fantastic organisation and hospitality, without which the tour would not have been possible.

THEATRE

This was an exciting if daunting year for the Theatre. William Moxey’s departure at the end of the summer term meant that we were bereft of the Theatre Manager who had run the Theatre for over five years, and been involved with it for nearly 15. William had overseen the development of the Panasonic Room, and the restoration of the Junior Play for first and second years. His theatrical credits are too numerous to mention, but his designs for Don Quixote, The Loom of Light, and The Bacchae remain engrained in the Ampleforth Theatre mind as paradigms of a good set. He was an inspirational director too, responsible for major productions of Oedipus and The Government Inspector, as well as being tirelessly willing to assist with everything else happening in the Theatre: all this while managing the building, school publications and both film societies. However one looks at it, William’s is an impossible act to follow. It is, however, in many ways a tribute to William’s brilliant management that the handover was achieved with relative ease, and the new staff were able to rely so trustingly upon a Green Room trained by William to manage much of the Theatre’s business in an efficiently ‘organic’ way.

The new year began with the Junior Play, Christopher Fry’s verse drama about the early life of the Anglo-Saxon saint Cuthman, The Boy with the Cart, renamed Cuthman for simplicity. A simple set dominated by an enormous patchwork quilt representing the fields of England was dressed with appropriate rural items, and livened up by a cart straight out of Toad Hall, painted in smart Italian racing red. The young cast managed the lines with real talent, by no means an easy task as the language. James Norton (O) as Cuthman demonstrated that he was capable of holding centre stage and offered a touching portrayal of the unwilling saint.

The new year began with the Junior Play, Christopher Fry’s verse drama about the early life of the Anglo-Saxon saint Cuthman, The Boy with the Cart, renamed Cuthman for simplicity. A simple set dominated by an enormous patchwork quilt representing the fields of England was dressed with appropriate rural items, and livened up by a cart straight out of Toad Hall, painted in smart Italian racing red. The young cast managed the lines with real talent, by no means an easy task as the language. James Norton (O) as Cuthman demonstrated that he was capable of holding centre stage and offered a touching portrayal of the unwilling saint.

As you have no doubt already guessed St Aidan’s house song was an ‘amended’ version of Lionel Bart’s Food Glorious Food, with a resounding chorus of Girls Glorious Girls!

St Bede’s made following St Aidan’s look easy as they filled centre stage with elan, and a rousing rendition of the Bee Gee’s Night Fever, complete with dance movements, in a thoroughly entertaining performance. St Cuthbert’s managed to show even more bravery than the dancers of St Bede’s as Mr McAlmeen conducted and directed a spoken performance of The Ugly Duckling by Frank Loesser. This was accompanied by duck noises and much laughter. St Dunstan’s displayed their community spirit singing Swing Low, Sweet Chariot. St Hugh’s performed Lou Reed’s Perfect Day, dedicating verses to much amusement, but we don’t want to be blinded.

The combination’s quite obscene,
The painting’s on the wall.
He’s got them all,
Pink, purple, fluorescent green,
We’re all open minded,
Ties, Glorious Ties!
But we don’t want to be blinded.
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Blackwell (D) showed excellent comic timing as Cuthman's mother, while Ralph Wyrley-Birch (O) brought a twinkle to the part of the old farmer finally prepared to offer the refugees sanctuary in his home. As ever, the Green Room offered full support in lighting and an unusually full 'soundtrack' underscoring the verse with the 'English' music of Vaughan Williams and Gerald Finzi.

Impossible to forget, this was the final year of the 20th century, and the Theatre offered a new production of the Tony Harrison Mystery cycle as its contribution to the Y2K phenomenon. The Christmas play was Part One: The Nativity, a difficult wide-ranging piece which details the tale from the Creation through to the Birth of Christ. Specially designed tapestries represented the development of God's idea, as the Spartan scaffold set was gradually embellished, finally to be filled with angels and men. Luc Delaney (W) as God managed his part with real maturity and presence, speaking his lines with assurance. He was ably complemented by Henry Hudson (O) as an angry and ambitious Lucifer/Satan, and Peter Westmacott (A) as an earnest Gabriel. The first people Adam, Edward Davis (T) and Eve, Sarah Tate (A) were suitably astonished at their predicament, and managed the fall with touching sincerity.

The danger of this Part of the Mystery was that the broad sweep of its content can lead to an unfocused performance. This was avoided with a flexible approach to the use of the Theatre space, much of the action happening on the auditorium floor, and through some fine acting. Archie Critchon Stuart (E) was an amusing, battered husband, Noah, and Nick Geoghegan (H) a commanding, venial Herod.

This was an ambitious project, which was carefully handled, and the only real disappointment was that more did not come to see it.

Lent saw the second, and in some ways easier, part of the Mysteries performed. The Crucifixion deals with a smaller, more focused section of the story, which permitted a more settled design. The set, heavily influenced by Chagall, was thoroughly imbued with the atmosphere of an eastern European shtetl. Music from the liturgy of the Ashkenazi Jews of the Rhineland opened the play, to be replaced by Shostakovich's First violin concerto introducing the arrival of John Baptist, BC Abbott (T) who gave an impassioned performance as the great prophet. Peter Westmacott as Christ was a very mortal, anxious saviour, commanding centre stage with authority. It was good to see new faces in the cast, notably John Townsend (O) as Caiphas, joined by the old hand Jack Rutherford (T) as his sidekick Annas. In the midst of it all James Norton played a thoroughly embittered Judas with skill.

Once again the play depended on the skills of the Green Room in lighting, sound and set design and was well served. Sebastiaan Zwaans (W) in lighting and Philip Canning (W) in sound managed their roles with particular distinction.

It was, though, a pity that once again the play was not as well attended as one might have hoped. Here, however, with Christ hanging on the cross and a stern warning from Luc Delaney reprising his role as God, the Mystery Cycle ended. Part Three: Domesday remains a future project for a new millennium.

The year was brought to a close in rather more light-hearted mood with a Woody Allen play for Exhibition. Don't Drink the Water is not a great play, but it is a well-crafted play, and was enjoyed by both audience and members of the cast. The story is silly enough. American tourists, Walter and Marian Hollander, Nick Geoghegan (H) and Alasdair Blackwell (D) accompanied by beautiful daughter Susan, James Norton (O), seek refuge in their embassy somewhere in Eastern Europe when caught accidentally taking pictures of weapons installations. There they are taken care of by the useless son of the ambassador, Axel Magee, Tom O'Brien (T), who manages eventually to avoid nuclear war and smuggle the family out, with a number of near-misses and bungles along the way. The cast managed the anarchy with great enjoyment, most of all perhaps Peter Westmacott (A), relieved of his messianic mantle, and playing instead an eccentric priest and would-be magician. Newcomer Luke Bartosik (A) enjoyed his Austin Powers take-off villain, Krojak, while Alex Trapp (W) was suitably manic as the lunatic Chef. This was a fun production, which followed in the recent tradition of staging light-hearted pieces at Exhibition, a trend that will no doubt continue.
The year ahead will be busy with a blend of familiar duties, creative and journalistic work. Videos of all past productions are available. Please contact The Green Room on 01439 766738.

SPORT: AUTUMN TERM
RUGBY UNION

THE FIRST XV

242-159

This team was much better than its good record suggests. If it was light in the pack, it had some electrifying backs capable of scoring tries from long distance and had they maintained form and fitness throughout the season, the results would have been better. But sadly Phillips was to miss two matches and Ansell one through injury and there is no doubt that had either or both been playing, one lost match would certainly have been won. It was impossible to cover their absences. Gretton, never having played fly-half before, took to it like a duck to water but he was not a goalkicker and in the matches in which Phillips was absent five conversions and three penalties (against Pocklington and Durham) were missed. Nor could Mullen, so outstanding on the wing, hold a candle to Ansell at full-back and he himself was of course sadly missed on the wing. The same could have been said for O'Sullivan, a class No 8 who was to break a bone in his wrist and be off for two matches. With no disrespect to Sedbergh or Stonyhurst, who were both good sides, his presence would have made a difference as the weakness in the back row in those games was only too apparent. Misfortune in the shape of injury is always likely but these were essential cogs in the machine.

A team must however be prepared to cover for such injuries and in the event the team could not do so in three big matches surrounding half-term. As usual, the boys took these disappointments on the chin and simply tried harder. They were great fun and all of them made huge strides in their individual and collective ability. But for much of the term the forwards played disconcertingly in patches. It was not that they were unfit but often they could only win and control ball for a half or even less of a game. It took a long time for them to learn the modern game where it is difficult to win back possession at the tackle, the securing of the ball at the primary phase is essential. It also took a long time for the back row to settle as a unit, both flankers being new to the positions, and that made the difficulty of regaining possession even more acute. It was a pity, as the School fielded a fine set of attacking threequarters, but even they, when given little possession, showed an alarming and surprising tendency to miss the vital tackle. In that regard the match against Sedbergh was a bitter disappointment. But it was no accident that as soon as the team was reunited they went from strength to strength, culminating in the magnificent performance against John Fisher.

D Ansell was the best attacking full-back ever to represent the School. The timing of his incursions into the line and the angles he used were often decisive. He was difficult to tackle, his footwork being so good. Occasionally, his distribution was at fault, the tendency being to hang on too long, a weakness also seen in his kicking under pressure when he simply kicked too straight and took too long to do it. But these are carping criticisms, for here is a great player in the making with unmatchable courage and tenacity and, as befits a cricketer, skilful hands and feet. He was a helpful and loyal vice-captain and an inspiring personality. He was badly missed against Durham, as the six tries he scored in the other matches make clear. L Robertson on the left wing was also as good as expected. He scored eight tries, three in one game but curiously often lacked faith in his speed and thus in his ability to beat a man on the outside. Like Ansell, his defensive ability could not be questioned and he saved the XV on numerous occasions when a try looked likely. He was a dangerous runner with a sidestep and weave which made him difficult to tackle and the initiative he always showed was invaluable as he worked in close conjunction with Ansell and Mullen on the other wing. It was a bitter disappointment to him when he had to go off after 20 minutes in the John Fisher game. Mullen on the right wing was a revelation. Nobody worked harder or more assiduously than
he did to improve once he had secured his position. He has always had footballing skills and these he used to good effect. As an attacker he could be devastating, he never let the ball die, always using his imagination to make time and space for himself and if he was not exactly a flayer he became quick enough to score remarkable tries, not least his fine individual one against Sedbergh: quick enough too to take out any opponent with what became an aggressive tackle. No praise can be too high for him for his determination to prove himself worthy of the confidence shown in him. De la Sota was as good as he was expected to be. Inevitably he was well marked, but even the best markers were often left trailing in his wake and he used his pace not only to score tries but also to turn up in unexpected positions. He has all the hallmarks of a class centre with good hands and a sharp eye for a break as well as an impregnable defence. He had a fine series of matches and his remarkable pace should ensure a rapid rise in the rugby ranks. Max Dickinson, his co-centre, was along with Mulhen the player who made the most improvement in the backs. Big, strong and aggressive, he was not easy to tackle. Only a lack of real speed prevented him from scoring more tries than he did. If his distribution was occasionally faulty, he was vibrant in his defensive work and can be proud of his season. Perhaps too much was expected of S Phillips at fly-half. He read the game beautifully, his hands and brain working with such speed that his lack of fleetness of foot was not noticeable. He was a ferocious tackler of the biggest of men and he started the season in a way which led observers to believe that he would carry the team through all difficulties. But he had a curiously bad patch in the middle of the term forgetting, improbably, how to tackle and how to kick goals and then was hurt in a house match and had to miss two games, one of which was lost. When he returned he brought back with him all his competitive instincts. He will remember to his dying day his glorious display against John Fisher when his previous 21 points were matched by his control of the game and the skill with which he put the opposition on the back foot and brought the best out of his own back division. His half back partner was L Swann. With a long quick and accurate pass, he brought the best out of Phillips. Small in stature, he was not small in courage. In some ways this did not help him as he was inclined to run at and attempt to beat by pace or dummy the biggest of opponents when the simple pass would have been the better option. He was devastatingly quick into the tackle and his speed off the mark led him to make some incisive breaks. It was his decision-making which was his weakness but he will not be long in curing that. He is a real prospect.

The front row made up for a certain lack of bulk by their technique and they anchored the scrum solidly. Their appetite for work was phenomenal and earned its reward in their display against the much-vaunted John Fisher pack in the last match of the season. M Benson was a rock; he loved the set scrum and the head to head confrontation therein. If he was not often seen with the ball in his hands, it was because he was at the heart of the tight-loose and winning the ball for others. The more flamboyant A Cooper on the loose-head side also had a superb season. Like Benson, his strength and fitness amply compensated for a lack of real size, but he had speed and good hands which he used to effect around the fringes of ruck and maul. A Burton was an excellent hooker but, more than that, he was a fourth back row man. His anticipation of where the ball was going, his fitness and his speed around the field were invaluable. It was this intense desire to have the ball that led sometimes to over-enthusiastic attempts to win it illegally and an inevitable penalty but those occasions were far outnumbered by the turnovers he won and the crushing tackles he made. Only in his throwing could there be any criticism: he never managed the consistency of length and accuracy for which he so desperately strove. Even in this the improvement he made was obvious to all but it did not satisfy him. C Rigg's elevation to 1st XV status was as much a
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surprise to him as everyone else. Of course he was inexperienced but his great height and good hands made him the best ball-winner in the lineout. He was whole-hearted and brave, attributes shared by his partner at lock, D Higgins. This latter was an old colour and the corner-stone of the pack: a knee injury rather hampered his progress but when he was on song he was formidable in the tight and tight-loose phases and he could be forgiven for sometimes believing that he was really a fly-half in disguise. It was no coincidence that when he played his best and final game of the season so did the whole pack. L O'Sullivan at No 8 was the most gifted player in the forwards he had good hands and feet and Swann was always given the ball when and where he wanted it. He was probably understated at the back of the lineout where his delivery to those peeling was always exact. He had not enough weight and attributes shared by his partner at lock, D Higgins. This latter was an old colour and the anticipation and timing enabled him to put others into space. The XV missed him badly against Sedbergh and Stonyhurst where the pack was very much second best. M Nesbit, power to be a physical No 8, though his tackling was always sharp, but his sense of corner-stone of the pack: a knee injury rather hampered his progress but when he was on song he was formidable in the tight and tight-loose phases and he could be forgiven for sometimes believing that he was really a fly-half in disguise. It was no coincidence that when he played his best and final game of the season so did the whole pack. L O'Sullivan at No 8 was the most gifted player in the forwards he had good hands and feet and Swann was always given the ball when and where he wanted it. He was probably understated at the back of the lineout where his delivery to those peeling was always exact. He had not enough weight and attributes shared by his partner at lock, D Higgins. This latter was an old colour and the anticipation and timing enabled him to put others into space. The XV missed him badly against Sedbergh and Stonyhurst where the pack was very much second best. M Nesbit, power to be a physical No 8, though his tackling was always sharp, but his sense of corner-stone of the pack: a knee injury rather hampered his progress but when he was on song he was formidable in the tight and tight-loose phases and he could be forgiven for sometimes believing that he was really a fly-half in disguise. It was no coincidence that when he played his best and final game of the season so did the whole pack. L O'Sullivan at No 8 was the most gifted player in the forwards he had good hands and feet and Swann was always given the ball when and where he wanted it. He was probably understated at the back of the lineout where his delivery to those peeling was always exact. He had not enough weight and attributes shared by his partner at lock, D Higgins. This latter was an old colour and the anticipation and timing enabled him to put others into space. The XV missed him badly against Sedbergh and Stonyhurst where the pack was very much second best. M Nesbit, power to be a physical No 8, though his tackling was always sharp, but his sense of
ST PETER'S 20 AMPLEFORTH 22

If the XV were disappointed with their performance in the first half, they had every reason to be. The conditions were ideal for their running game but they refused to move it wide, every back seemingly determined to come inside. This played into the hands of the quick St Peter's pack who enjoyed the better possession. When the XV neglected to take a possible three points in the hope of scoring more, St Peter's underlined the importance of their escape by scoring from their own penalty a few moments later. This led was immediately increased to eight points when the St Peter's backs, running with pace and power, scored wide out. The XV were stung into action: as the second half opened, they began to play with imagination and confidence. Ansell, de la Sota and the two wings being the initiators of some skilful handling and speedy running. Phillips kicked a penalty and Robertson scored a lovely try when Dickinson made space for de la Sota and Ansell. This became riches indeed when Dickinson's presence caused a mistake in the St Peter's centre: he was on the ball in a flash and put de la Sota over for another try near the posts for Phillips to convert. In a few more minutes Phillips sent Ansell over in the same place and the XV were suddenly leading 22-8. But nothing is straightforward with this team: the restart was dropped, St Peter's were encouraged and a series of penalty kicks conceded gave St Peter's the opportunity to drive over for a try. Repetitions of the most basic errors brought a transformation to the game and St Peter's were able to score another try again through their forwards in the final minutes. 22-20 was too close for comfort and although the School were back on the attack, it was a relief when the final whistle blew. It was sad to record that O'Sullivan chipped a bone in his wrist in this match.

SEDBERGH 46 AMPLEFORTH 12

On a glorious October afternoon, Sedbergh gave a vintage display of fast attacking rugby. Their backs, led by a superb fly-half, were too quick and their angles of running too clever for a mesmerised defence and after ten minutes, Sedbergh led 19-0 and the match was already lost. The XV were facing a possible destruction but they were not to be discouraged and put some bite into the tackles. This slowed the Sedbergh rate of scoring but they had reached 29-0 a moment or two before half-time. At this point the School scored under the posts through Dickinson and it was hoped that the improvement would continue. It did not and Sedbergh scored twice more in quick succession against a static and ineffectual defence threequarter line. Ampthill forces were raised by Mullen's splendid individual try and his efforts to score another on the other flank. It was on this day entirely predictable that the simplistic conversion would be missed. Sedbergh restored their advantage by scoring again and it was only in the last few minutes that the XV narrowly failed to score both on the left and on the right. In spite of a glorious performance by a good Sedbergh side, there is no doubt that the XV did not do themselves justice and must have been disappointed with their own display.

AMPLEFORTH 5 STONYHURST 17

It is to be hoped that the XV can recover from what was clearly the worst match they have played. If zest and commitment appeared to be lacking in the home players, it certainly was not in the Stonyhurst team. Playing against the strong wind they won possession from every phase with ease and made good use of the ball by running hard at opponents whose tackling would once again only be described as sketchy. There was no surprise when they opened the scoring, except in the failure to convert a try near the posts. On the other hand it was a surprise when the School drew level, Mullen stealing the ball in a tackle and setting de la Sota away who timed his pass to perfection to put Ansell in for the try. Phillips copying Stonyhurst by missing what for him was a simple conversion. But the XV were level for all of a minute before Stonyhurst scored again by attacking once more close to the fringes and this time their kicker obliged from in front of the posts. When Stonyhurst scored once more immediately after half-time by taking a quick tap penalty, the XV, now facing the wind, knew they would have to play much better to avoid a heavy defeat. Only then did they start to play the speedy rugby of which they are capable.

AMPLEFORTH 19 HYMERS 16

This was a match of contrast as Hymers' powerful pack tried to keep the ball close and maul it over the line while Ampthill's speedy backs attempted to use all the space on offer. The excitement of this contrast and of the closeness of the game was unhappily diminished by the stop/start nature of the game which almost certainly disadvantaged the speedier side. The School opened their account with a try set up by Dickinson and de la Sota and scored by Robertson in the corner: it was converted by Phillips from the edge with a towering kick. But as has now become the norm with this team, they then committed suicide by conceding penalty after penalty and when Hymers scored from a maned lineout as well, the XV were 7-11 down within a further ten minutes. A period of Ampthill ascendancy followed in which two kickable penalties were missed and in which de la Sota scored a brilliant solo try as he looped Dickinson. That lead of three points at half-time was increased to eight when de la Sota wriggled over on the right for his second try and the match should then have been made safe with a penalty from in front of the posts a few minutes later. But it was missed and the School had to endure a torrid final ten minutes in which Hymers once again heaved their way over the line to make the scores much closer than they should have been.

AMPLEFORTH 13 DURHAM 17

In the end the XV could not cope with the absence of Ansell and Phillips. The goal-kicking of Phillips was greatly missed, three kicks in close proximity to the posts being spurned as well as a kickable conversion and in addition nothing could replace Ansell's exciting and powerful running. Perhaps if Dickinson had opened the scoring instead of inexplicably and generously trying to feed the player beside him, the match could still have won but this unnecessary failure to score discouraged the team and Durham's relief was palpable. They sent two runners through the same gap within the space of five minutes and the XV instead of being 7-0 down, 7-12 up. A splendid try by Hulme, after first Robertson and then de la Sota had done the work for him, cut the deficit only for Durham immediately to underline the failure of both a penalty and a conversion from near the posts by kicking a long penalty. As in previous matches, the XV when threatened with heavy defeat pulled their socks up. The pack began to win much more ball than the opposition and completely dominated the second half. De la Sota scored on the right when O'Sullivan and Swann put him away and two simple penalties were missed before Robertson succeeded with his third. The School had several chances in the final few minutes to win a match which in the first half had looked well beyond their reach but the Durham defence deserved credit for keeping their line intact in an exciting finale.

POCKLINGTON 0 AMPLEFORTH 34

The XV were lucky with the weather, a still, dry, warm day in late November providing ideal conditions for fast-flowing rugby. And flow it did, Ansell being the catalyst for many an exciting period of play and underlining how much he had been missed the previous week.
The scoring was opened by Robertson after a scintillating attack by de la Sota had turned his opponent inside out, a deft chip to the corner being all the invitation that Robertson needed. The XV then survived some powerful rolling mauls from Pducklington by tackling harder than they had ever done, winning some crucial turnovers. One such, won in exemplary fashion by Mullen, produced fast-rucked ball which McAleenan and Dickinson used to advantage by sending Ansell speeding towards the line. Robertson, sensing that he was not yet in space, called for the inside pass, took it at speed and was under the posts in the blink of an eye. He converted this, the School were 12-0 up and confidence rose. Pducklington, reacting to this setback with some more driving forward play, came close with a long penalty and a blind-side attack foiled by a fine tackle by Ansell. Immediately after half-time the XV killed the game with a try by de la Sota, whose speed was too much for the four opponents who tried to stop him. Ansell followed him into the same corner a few minutes later, after the approach work had been done by Mullen and Dickinson. The latter’s powerful display was capped with his own try under the posts when he took a scissors pass from Gretton. Fittingly it was left to Robertson to have the final word with his third try, a model of speed, power and determination. This match was a pleasure to watch, the running, handling and passing being as good as anything seen in the last decade.

JOHN FISHER 20 AMPEL福TH 31

The season did not get off to a good start as Evans-Freke C (E) broke his collar-bone in the first minute of the match at Bradford GS. His replacement John D (W) made an immediate impact with a good run to score our first try. Good link play between the backs and the forwards resulted in Ampleforth scoring three further tries for Mosey S (H) and Dobson P (C). A lack of defensive co-ordination allowed Bradford in to score two tries of their own. At half time we led 17-10. In the second half we managed to tighten our defence whilst at the same time we tried to attack our opponents at every opportunity. Good driving and support play by the forwards allied to some neat handling in the backs resulted in Ampleforth scoring three further tries without reply. In the end Ampleforth won 31-15. This was a pleasing first outing.

Mount St Mary’s came to Ampleforth with a good pack but were not quite so strong in the backs. Our maturing pack dominated their worthy opponents and provided plenty of excellent ball for the backs to use. The backs ruthlessly carved their opponents’ defence open to score six tries. The final score of 36-0 reflected Ampleforth’s dominance; however, lost opportunities gave us much to focus on in the week preceding the Newcastle RGS match. Newcastle RGS arrived with a quick and combative team. The XV, however, were developing into a good side with many strengths and few weaknesses. In this particular match, the back row of Foster H (H), Hollins C (B) and Gilbert M were outstanding. Foster was first to every breakdown with Hollins close behind, the latter displaying an instinctive awareness of the position of the ball which was to prove invaluable here as it was to be throughout the season. Gilbert M (J) complemented these two with his excellent hands and reading of the game. The ball we won was thoughtfully used by the excellent Gretton P (J) at scrum-half and by the steadily improving Whittaker J (J) at fly-half. We created a number of good scoring opportunities and Leslie W (E) scored one good try and also timed his pass well to release John D (W) for the second of his brace of tries. Ampleforth secured a good win by
managed to play for the good of the team rather than for individual spoils, to win this encounter by 58-3.

We travelled to Durham to play a side which had lost most of its matches. We had warned the players not to approach this fixture lightly. It was clear that the Durham players viewed this local derby as a way of rescuing a poor season. The underdogs were magnificent in the first half and we were fortunate to lead 12-5 at half-time. In the second half the XV seemed to be rejuvenated and in the end secured a good win by the margin of 50-5.

We travelled to Pocklington and played on a narrow pitch. Madden H (E) and Gilbert M (J) both scored good tries in the first half. John D (W) showed the quality of his finishing by securing two good tries in the second half. Pocklington were unable to break our defence and had to settle for three penalties. Ampleforth won a rather dull encounter 23-9.

In the final match against Leeds GS the XV were hoping to put on a good show in front of the home support. Unfortunately, after a period of heavy rain the pitch was heavy and it rained fairly heavily on the day. The players decided to ignore the conditions and reached the same heights that they achieved in the Hymers match. Leeds GS were unable to cope with this standard of rugby. Ampleforth rounded off an unbeaten season in wonderful style.

I am sure that all who played throughout this season will remember it in the years to come. It will undoubtedly be remembered as Henry Foster's team. However, the captain apart, it would be difficult to single out one player as having made a greater contribution than any other, for this indeed was a team with excellent players in all positions.
supplying the backs with quick and accurate possession. However, in the latter part of the spectacular long range tries against Sedbergh, following up a brace against St Peter’s, before season his position went to the more dynamic and mobile M Rotherham (T). Rotherham were cruelly exposed and his errors were to cost the side an unbeaten season. Madden proved final game to indicate that he has a bright future.

The games against Allertonshire, Durham, Stonyhurst and the home match against Sedbergh were all cancelled. The Sedbergh postponement, due to snow, was particularly frustrating as it offered Ampleforth the chance of a historic first ever 'double' over their old rivals from scoring a point.

At fly-half, T Stanley (W) was one of the outstanding players and deserved his colours. Also played: A Radcliffe (H), J Black (H), H AI-Ghaoui (A), M Catterall (T), M Rotherham (T), P Kennedy (D), T Farr (T), G Byrne (O) and E Gilbey (T) all had superb seasons. Farr underlined the progress he had made since last year with fearless defence and unflagging support play. In Gilbey and Byrne, the side had, undoubtedly, the best two tacklers within the College. In Gilbey and Byrne, Sedbergh, lives long in the memory and was a critical turning point in the game. An on-rushing Sedbergh attacker, several stones heavier than his Ampleforth opponent, was lifted off his feet and forced backwards into the ground by the speed and ferocity of the tackle. The loose ball was gathered quickly by Stanley and spun wide to centre Tussaud who had just hit full stride. He in turn released Arricale, who raced away for the game-breaking score.

Ampleforth had turned defence into attack with an unstoppable momentum as the initial wave of Sedbergh attacks in the opening quarter but were more than capable of surviving the onslaught. A stunning try by G Arricale (A), thundering down the left flank, was to set Ampleforth on their way and into a 7-0 interval lead. The second half saw Ampleforth systematically take apart the Sedbergh defence with Arricale adding a second, further tries coming from J Madden (E) and T Stanley (W). The 26-0 victory was a record breaking win for the 3rd XV team. It was their biggest ever winning margin at Sedbergh and the first time that a victorious Ampleforth 3rd XV team had prevented their old rivals from scoring a point.

The performances of both G Arricale (A) and D Thompson (B) were outstanding on the wing. His performance against Sedbergh was faultless with his tackling kicking and ball distribution causing his opponents a host of problems. Stanway scored one try, kicked three conversions and had a hand in the other three tries. His performance in open play with his ability to off load the ball in the tackle. P de Guingand (D) had another good season at hooker whilst the other prop berth was shared between P Kennedy (D) and F Chambers (B). Both played their part in the successes achieved.

Ampleforth's record at Sedbergh at 3rd XV level has been somewhat disappointing, with only five successes since regular fixtures were introduced between the sides in 1979. Ampleforth faced wave after wave of Sedbergh attacks in the opening quarter but were more than capable of surviving the onslaught. A stunning try by G Arricale (A), thundering down the left flank, was to set Ampleforth on their way and into a 7-0 interval lead. The second half saw Ampleforth systematically take apart the Sedbergh defence with Arricale adding a second, further tries coming from J Madden (E) and T Stanley (W). The 26-0 victory was a record breaking win for the 3rd XV team. It was their biggest ever winning margin at Sedbergh and the first time that a victorious Ampleforth 3rd XV team had prevented their old rivals from scoring a point.

At fly-half, T Stanley (W) was one of the outstanding players and deserved his colours. His performance against Sedbergh was faultless with his tackling kicking and ball distribution causing his opponents a host of problems. Stanway scored one try, kicked three conversions and had a hand in the other three tries. This was all the more creditable after he was singled out for some over robust challenges in the opening half. His half-back partner for the first part of the season was H Hall (E). Hall made up for his lack of speed in the loose by supplying the backs with quick and accurate possession. However, in the latter part of the season his position went to the more dynamic and mobile M Rotherham (T). Rotherham also added to the team with his excellent place kicking when Stanley moved to LXI.

Up front, P Obank (A) came of age in the front row and he offered the side an extra dimension in open play with his ability to off load the ball in the tackle. P de Guingand (D) had another good season at hooker whilst the other prop berth was shared between P Kennedy (D) and F Chambers (B). Both played their part in the successes achieved.
J Black (H) and W Weston (C), when selected to play in the back row or the centre, covered and congratulations as I do to those who have on an enjoyable and rewarding term of rugby. Supported by a mobile pack, was a successful strategy. The momentum was aided by the penetration of the centres and the wing threequarters proved problematic for the opposition which the effective attacking thrusts were usually launched. Their wisdom and solidity in the set piece helped to provide the platform from which the attacking threats were usually launched.

This was a team of diverse characters and disparate talent. What was shared by all, however, was a belief in the importance of training hard and playing well for each other and for the School. To the many who have not been mentioned by name, I offer the same thanks and congratulations as I do to those who have on an enjoyable and rewarding term of rugby.

Results: v Mount St Mary's W 57-0 v Sedbergh W 45-0 v Hymers W 56-3

Team: BJ Kavanagh (T), APS Ingleheim (T), WT Weston (C), DH Thompson (B), NMP Hayes (C), CRH Johnston-Stewart (D), MT Rotherham (T), BM Villalobos (C), JP Klepacz (T), AAC Daligd (J), AC Roberts (F), AF von Pozold (C), JC Black (H), DE Pacitti (W), DWC zu Lowenstein (C).

Also played: A de Sarriera (F), CI Lau (C), M Salomon (A), BMA Nicholson (D), KP Ng (C), PA de Guingand (D), FE Chambers (B), MR Devlin (J), ED del C-Nisbett (D), MR Moore (B).

JPR
himself to be a most intelligent player and an impact runner. Nick Arthachinda (J) captained the side at centre and was in tune with the aims and requirements of the team's development. He constantly caught the eye and if he develops his all-round game by recognising the importance of all facets of play back play he will become an accomplished player. On the wing, Josh Robertson (D) had the highest standards and was aggressive and determined. Mark Reynolds (C) was a quick learner with a focused approach and effective turn of speed. Finally, James Hewitt (H) was infallible in both attack and defence, injecting pace and excitement with decisive and devastating counter-attacks. Peter Donnelly (J) and Jonny Morris (H), who captained the ‘B’ team, also contributed effectively when replacing the injured Ed Chambers and Gavin Costelloe respectively.

Results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>v Bradford GS (H)</td>
<td>W 50-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Newcastle RGS (A)</td>
<td>W 12-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v St. Peter's (H)</td>
<td>W 24-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Sedbergh (H)</td>
<td>L 0-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Stonyhurst (H)</td>
<td>W 25-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Yarm (A)</td>
<td>W 29-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Hymers (A)</td>
<td>L 7-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Durham (H)</td>
<td>W 37-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Pocklington (A)</td>
<td>W 5-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Leeds GS (A)</td>
<td>W 15-11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Team: JRW Hewitt (E), MM Reynolds (C), N Arthachinda (J), WE Moore (T), JS Robertson (D), BJF Fitzherbert (E), SH Mooreshead (E), TPA Ramsden (D), FJA Clarke (E), N von Moy, (J), ECP Chambers (O), AB Bulger (W), CP Murphy (E), GV Costelloe (D), BF Leonard (J).

Also played: JWB Morris (H), SPJ Donnelly (J).

The season got off to a confident start with three wins against Bradford GS, Mount St Mary’s and Newcastle RGS. Due to injury problems, we then travelled to St Peter’s with a few reserves and lost 12-20. Our next loss was away to an outstanding team at Sedbergh and although we were well outplayed, full credit must be given to the forwards with forceful play. We were strong on the flanks: JJ Iremonger (C) and GA Hill (B) both had a good season with penetrating runs and fine tackling. It was a loss when GA Hill became injured and missed a number of games. At No 8, EAD Maddicott (H) improved to become strong and competent.

The team at last found a good, speedy full-back in JP Mulvihill (O) who performed well on his return after an arm operation and was safe on the high ball, with good tackling and plenty of pace. In addition, the team had two wingers with pace in JRG Lesinski (J) and ECO Madden (E), both of whom made a contribution and scored crucial tries. The scrum-half, NBH Freeman (J) improved, giving good service to the back line. At fly-half, OA Outhwaite (B) teamed up well with his centre and continued to improve. The strong inside centre, JRM Smith (W), had a good season after his previous season’s injury; however, to attain his full potential his aim must be to reach complete fitness. JS Melling (H) had a good season, with some great tackling and the ability to find space. He has a good appetite for the game and, after the loss of GA Hill (B), he was made captain and carried this out with success. Both central pairings gave the opponents problems, with good tackles and penetrating runs. A special mention must be given to WR Freeland (E) who made a great contribution, coming into the team at short notice on most occasions and playing in any position for the good of the team; also TF Fitzherbert (J) who was unfortunate not to play many games as we would have wished, due to illness.

Finally, James Hewitt (H) was infallible in both attack and defence, injecting pace and excitement with decisive and devastating counter-attacks. Peter Donnelly (J) and Jonny Morris (H), who captained the ‘B’ team, also contributed effectively when replacing the injured Ed Chambers and Gavin Costelloe respectively.

The `B’ Team were also successful both in their results and the quality of rugby they played and were always ready and willing when there were injuries in the ‘A’ side.

Results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>v Bradford GS</td>
<td>W 50-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Mount St Mary’s</td>
<td>W 39-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Newcastle RGS</td>
<td>W 39-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v St. Peter’s</td>
<td>L 12-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Sedbergh</td>
<td>L 12-77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Stonyhurst</td>
<td>L 22-53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Yarm</td>
<td>W 36-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Hymers</td>
<td>L 12-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Durham</td>
<td>W 19-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Pocklington</td>
<td>W 72-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Leeds GS</td>
<td>W 72-0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Team: JRG Lesinski (J), JP Mulvihill (O), JS Melling (H), JRM Smith (W), ECO Madden (E), NBH Freeman (J), MYamada (W), JM Brennan (E), GHR Stagg (W), MR Jackson (C), GA Hill (B), JJ Iremonger (C), EAD Maddicott (H), HRU Eagle (E), OA Outhwaite (B), WR Freeland (E).

Also played: TF Fitzherbert (J), J Clacy (C), MKG Sugrue (C), MLJ Rumbold (H), P Spencer (E), SEM Swann (J), PB Hollas (T), BF Valeri (F), FHU O’Sullivan (B).

The results do not do justice to the achievements of this team. It took time for these new entrants to the school to adjust to the demands at this level and against this quality of opposition. It also took time to find the best combination of players to play in the most suitable positions. The Bradford match was played within a few days of the start of the term and much encouragement was taken from the fact that all the conceded points came in the
Also played: FJA Sheperd (D), APJ Kurukgy (T), ME Edwards (H), GD Williams (W), FA Bader (H).

Team from: CA Montier (H), RO Anderson (I), JRW Pawle (H), MH Swann (W), CG Borrett (D), AC Pearson (D), JE Foster (H), HCM Byrne (O), MA Cumming-Bruce (O).

Results: v Bradford GS (A) was one of the season's highlights. Montier adopted his new position of full-back to the manner born and made critical interventions in both attack and defence.

Jones and Pearson eventually settled. Both played with commendable zeal and enthusiasm. Converted from the forwards and both proved effective. Pawle's solo try against Pocklington whose handling and tackling, occasionally let him down. Ratanatraiphob and Pawle both Swann proved a threatening, attacking player and was strong in defence. It took time to establish the best combination on the wings. Sommer was fast and elusive but unluckily had his season foreshortened by injury. So too did Anderson, who proved a strong runner but courageous at fly-half and his tactical awareness improved. Borrett improved at inside centre made considerable progress and eventually came to captain the side with quiet authority and intelligence and his natural inclination to be near the ball to full effect at open-side. Foster showed an improvement in their technique and, unsurprisingly, in their fitness. The quality of opposition was better than on the first Wednesday of term and the XV showed an improvement in their technique and, unsurprisingly, in their fitness. The forwards were more of a unit and the switching of the wings was a success. But the backs ran across, stood flat and split much of the good possession offered to them. Nor were the forwards entirely innocent in the matter: far too many passes were dropped and control of the ball was poor. The cold breeze and the wet pitch did not help but there has to be an improvement in this area as it meant that many chances went begging. Hartlepool rarely looked like scoring and when Swann sent Arricale in for his first try of three it looked as though the XV would rack up a cricket score, Dobson having cleverly worked the blind-side a few minutes earlier. But chances were ignored and the XV only led 12-0 at half-time. The pattern continued after the break. Hartlepool defended well but Hewitt and Arricale (twice) took their opportunities to move the XV out of range.

This was a fine side and ought to have been, as it contained four members of last year's team which had reached the semi-finals of the National Sevens at Roslyn Park. De la Sota,
Robertson and Ansell were all quick, excellent ball-handlers and ball-winners, and anxious to play at speed. It was no surprise that they won two of their five tournaments and reached the last eight of the National Sevens. D Ansell was a wonderful captain, bringing out the best of his players from fly-half; at times he attempted the extravagant rather than the simple, it stemmed from the imagination and flair which he brought to the game. De la Sota, playing in the team for the third year, was again the fastest boy on view and was the team's main strike weapon, scoring countless tries through his blistering pace. His defence and that of Robertson, his wing partner, was also crucial in helping the team to overcome stubborn opponents. The latter's marauding made him difficult to tackle and an inspiration to the others. When he was on song, the team always played really well. The importance of his drop-kicking at restarts and at conversions needed no underlining; he worked hard to make it so accurate. I Swann was unlucky to be injured in the Ampleforth Sevens and did not play again; his outstanding defence and speed off the mark was sorely missed, but he was replaced by P Gretton who made up for a lack of speed by his anticipation and reading of the game; with him no pass is wasted and as he gets bigger, faster and stronger he will become a wonderfully astute sevens player. L O'Sullivan went from strength to strength. His ball-winning skill at the restarts was matched by sure hands and safe defence. The other prop, A Cooper was a revelation. It took him time both to get fit and to understand the game, during which time his place was continually threatened by M Catterall but in the end the power of his running and his tackling won him his place. The hooker, whose lack of speed was thought to be an impossible handicap for him, made a clear statement that this was not the case. S Phillips brought to the game a speed of thought and hands which far outweighed any disadvantage which that might have brought. He continually made space for others and rarely had to hurry even into the tackle where his timing was such that he more often than not won the ball as well. It was a privilege to watch these boys.

Team: L Robertson (C), I de la Sota (H), D Ansell (A), L Swann (J), P Gretton (J), L O'Sullivan (B), S Phillips (C), A Cooper (B).

Also played: R Chidley (B), M Catterall (T), H Madden (E).

2nd Seven: J Hewitt (H), D John (W), H Madden (E), N Arthachinda (J), J Whittaker (J), S Mosby (H), A Burton (C), R Chidley (B), T Stanley (W).

3rd Seven: D John (W), N Arthachinda (J), W Leslie (E), T Stanley (W), D Higgins (C), C Hollins (B), M Gilbert (J), D Mullen (O), G Arrical (A).

THE HYMERS SEVENS

This was an encouraging day for the ten players because the team played some exciting sevens, showing anticipation, speed, stamina and a dexterity of handling beyond the norm. There were several unexpected bonuses in that it hardly seemed to matter which of the ten played. It will be difficult to choose which of Catterall, Phillips and Cooper will take the two places on offer. In addition Gretton and Chidley showed an aptitude for the game which made them ideal replacements. All the players performed well, with Ansell, O'Sullivan and Robertson showing flashes of brilliance while de la Sota's speed was too much for his opponents, however well he was marked. The Seven scored 153 points in five games with only 21 against; those statistics look good but the three tries against the team revealed a weakness in tackling which may become crucial in later tournaments!
1st VII 1999

Back Row L/R: LAE Swann, MT Catterall, RAH Chidley, AJ Cooper, PM Gretton
Front Row L/R: SCLA Phillips, LD Robertson, DR Ansell, XI de la Sota, LR O’Sullivan
six teams but the expectations of all were a little higher. The 3rd Seven did well to come in at the last minute and perform as they did, winning one match in the process.

2nd Seven Results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>v Ampleforth 3</td>
<td>W 28-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Yarm</td>
<td>L 5-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Mount St Mary's</td>
<td>L 12-34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Hymers</td>
<td>L 12-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Bradford GS</td>
<td>W 26-24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3rd Seven Results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>v Ampleforth 2</td>
<td>L 10-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Bradford GS</td>
<td>L 7-22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Hymers</td>
<td>W 33-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Yarm</td>
<td>L 7-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Mount St Mary's</td>
<td>L 10-35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE STONYHURST SEVENS

Gretton and Chidley had to replace Swann and O'Sullivan respectively as both had been injured in the Ampleforth tournament three days earlier. In the event both did very well, Gretton in particular proving a more than adequate substitute for Swann. But with this in their collective mind, coupled with the long journey and the early start, the Seven were uncomfortable in their opening group match against Giggleswick. Their tackling was not at its best and although they were never in danger of defeat they had to pull themselves together in the second half. The following match against Oratory was always likely to be difficult one of the group and it proved. In this game the Seven played brilliantly to win 33-0. A Stonyhurst second seven made things as difficult as possible in every sense of those words in the ensuing match and the Seven had to reach their best form again to achieve their victory. By now the Seven looked tired but did enough to come through their final match in their group. The quarter-final was a disaster; de la Sota was deemed unfit to play and was replaced by Madden. Nor were the Seven expecting such opposition from the runners-up of another group. They played poorly, got themselves into difficulties rather as they had against Giggleswick but this time there was no escape route.

Results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>v Giggleswick</td>
<td>W 33-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Oratory</td>
<td>W 33-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Stonyhurst 2</td>
<td>L 24-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Mount St Mary's</td>
<td>W 17-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v Merchant Taylors</td>
<td>L 12-19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the meantime the 2nd Seven, invited to replace a school which had withdrawn at short notice, had done very well in their group, winning two of their four matches and thus qualifying in third place for the quarter-final of the plate competition. Another good victory took them to a semi-final against a chastened Stonyhurst second seven. A thrilling encounter followed in which the School triumphed by 15-14 in the last minute. The final against Mount St Mary's was equally hard-fought and it was a matter of the vast improvement of all the boys concerned that they narrowly failed to snatch a victory which would have capped a great day for them.

THE AMPELFORTH SEVENS

It was more than pleasing to see that the team had recovered from their collective bad patch at Mount St Mary's. Drawn in what turned out to be the harder group, they struggled with nerves in the first game but in the end came through comfortably. The second game against Newcastle was tense; Newcastle had two hard tacklers and got two ball-winners and pressed our School into conceding an early try, a lead which they sustained until half-time. In the second half, a good kick-off by Phillips, and a crushing tackle by Cooper sent de la Sota racing in for Robertson to convert and take the lead. It was short-lived, for a missed tackle allowed Newcastle back into the lead as the match was drawing to a close. But possession was obtained from a lineout and de la Sota screamed round his man in his own 22 to score the try which Robertson safely converted. In the third game the lively and courageous Swann was injured and was replaced by Gretton. That match may have been relatively easy but St Peter's caused all sorts of trouble and it was much to the team's credit that they prevailed by three tries to one. The final group match gave Gretton a better opportunity to find his feet and his improvement in that game and in the final was obvious.

Meanwhile, a late withdrawal on the previous Friday by Read School had left the School with no option but to play a 3rd Seven in the other group alongside their colleagues in the 2nd Seven. As it happened, this was the first match of Group B and it was only to be expected that the second team would run out winners. Thereafter the second team showed some pleasing moments in the tournament but it was a trifle disappointing that they could not register any more than one win. True, they ran others close and came fourth out of the
THE NATIONAL SEVENS AT ROSSLYN PARK

The Seven arrived for their first game with only one minute to spare but fortunately were very well warmed up after their three mile handicap chase to the ground and settled into their rhythm immediately to gain a comprehensive victory over their first opponents. The calm and rest preceding their second match also did them good and they began to look a fine sevens team indeed. They knew that Old Swinford Hospital and RGS High Wycombe, who had drawn their group match, would be dangerous opponents and they took no risks with the former, scoring quickly and regularly. If they thought for one minute that that meant that a similar victory over RGS High Wycombe could be expected, they were rudely awakened. RGS shocked them with the power of their aggressive defence and four minutes after halftime, the Seven were losing 7-21. Scoring three tries in three minutes was some achievement and showed fierce determination and no little skill. It was an exciting moment and the confidence they derived from that enabled them to put King's Macclesfield to the sword, a side who had themselves heavily outscored Stonyhurst. At the end of a day in which the team had played fast attractive sevens, they moved through to the last eight to face Llanhari the following afternoon. Sadly the team did not play with the assurance and confidence of their form the previous evening and were badly rattled out of their stride by fierce opponents who gave them no time at all on the ball. It cannot be denied that Llanhari were fast and powerful but the Seven was not at its collective best. It was a disappointing anti-climax.

Results: Group v Amman Valley
P v Hill Road W 40-3
v Old Swinford Hospital W 40-7
v RGS High Wycombe W 26-21
5th Round v King's Macclesfield W 28-12
Quarter-final v Llanhari L 7-19

JGW

CROSS-COUNTRY

Cross-country seasons have a way of being unpredictable. This year it looked as if we would have a very strong side. The talent was there, but for a variety of reasons, injury being one, the talent was not quite fulfilled. The weather was certainly not a factor; rarely have there been such good conditions for running throughout the season. Edward Forsythe (T) captained the side. He was a gifted runner, but early in the term he was injured and that in effect ended his season. On the other hand, Rory Henderson (O), William Hencage (E) and Patrick Wightman (D) formed a powerful trio at the front of the field. Three of last year's side, Oliver Odner (B), Andrew Symington (E) and Henry MacHale (W) did not quite fulfill their promise, although by the end of the season they were beginning to run well again. Edward Brady (W) was a talented young runner who has two seasons ahead of him and James Tussaud (E), who has been thwarted by injury over the years, completed the side.

1st VIII: EWG Brady (W)*, EA Forsythe (T)* (Capt), REA Henderson (O)*, OP Odner (B)*, AM Symington (E)*, JH Tussaud (E)*, PJ Wightman (D)*.
Also ran: JJM Bevan (B) & AJL Breeze (W).

2nd VIII: JA Fletcher (D), J-W Heaton-Armstrong (E), KY Lam (A), YCSM Laurenson (D), JAG Madden (E), CEF Sparrow (E), FG Thornton (B), HP Williams (E).
Also ran: HRJ Deed (W).
Results:

1st VIII

v Old Amplefordians: Won 33-45

v Durham: Won 21-65
1 Forsythe, 2 Henderson, 3 Wightman, 4 Brady, 5 Heneage, 6 MacHale, 8 Odner.

v Sedbergh: Lost 46-30
4 Henderson, 5 Wightman, 6 Heneage, 10 Brady, 11 MacHale, 12 Odner.

v Welbeck: Won 31-47
1 Forsythe, 2 Henderson, 3 Wightman, 4 Brady, 5 Heneage, 6 MacHale, 7 Symington, 8 Odner, 9 Tussaud.

Midland & Northern Independent Schools Champions at Stowe: Placed 8th (out of 24)
19 Wightman, 34 Henderson, 62 Brady, 63 Forsythe, 94 MacHale, 117 Symington, 132 Tussaud, 134 Odner.

Invitation Meeting: Placed 2nd (out of 9)
1 Henderson, 4 Wightman, 9 Forsythe, 11 Brady, 15 Heneage, 22 MacHale, 29 Odner, 45 Symington.

2nd VIII

v Sedbergh: Won 27-52
1 Forsythe, 2 Henderson, 3 Wightman, 4 Brady, 5 Heneage, 6 MacHale, 8 Odner, 11 Symington.

v Welbeck: Lost 50-32
v Barnard Castle: Won 31-51

Inter-House Cross Country Races:

Senior
1 St Edward's 197
2 St Wilfrid's 349
3 St Hugh's 488

Junior A Individual
1 St Edward's 89
2 St Oswald's 247
3 St Wilfrid's 280

Junior B Individual
1 St Edward's 35
2 St Dunstan's 85
3 St Hugh's 110

Results:

v Ashville W 7-1
v Bootham W 4-0
v Scarborough College L 2-5
v St Peter's L 0-4
v Yarm L 2-12
v Sedbergh L 1-7
v Pocklington L 3-8
v Barnard Castle L 2-5
v Read School, Drax L 2-3

SQUASH

This has been another season in which success in squash has been achieved at all levels, and in which the 1st V has produced a winning season. The set was pleased to welcome Alice Warrender (A), a Sixth Form entrant who had played squash in her previous school. She quickly settled, establishing herself at No 4, winning six of her 11 matches: a fine achievement. We were sad, however, to say farewell at the end of his Middle Sixth year to Tony Buske (D), who served the squash set with loyalty and determination in his four years with us. The 1st V worked hard, especially in the second term, when a series of disappointing defeats from the first term, mostly away from home, were converted into victories at home. As in previous years, our strongest opponents were Barnard Castle. After their success last season in reaching the semi-finals of the National Championships, defeating Ampleforth in an exciting quarter-final, it is clear that they have improved quickly and are now formidable opposition. It was pleasing that against all other school teams the team looked capable of victory. At No 1 Arthur Landon (E) started well, losing 2-3 in an excellent and tight match with his opposite number from Barnard Castle. However he failed to achieve consistency and towards the end of the season he faced the serious challenge of Tom Dollard (D) for
the top position. Tom improved enormously during his year as captain; he started to play with confidence and determination, adding new shots to his repertoire as he improved. The best playing record in the team belonged to James Maskey (D); he managed to win seven of his 11 matches, a fine achievement playing at No 4. He is a quick player who has a good variety of shots. He will continue to improve if he can sharpen his concentration, especially in long rallies; he is sometimes simply too impatient. At No 5, both Tony Buske (D) and James Scott-Williams (T) represented the school successfully. Tony worked hard to control his power, and was beginning to learn the importance of variety of pace and shot in squash. James won three of his four matches; a creditable achievement in his Rookie year. He is a talented player who is capable of reaching a high level, if he shows determination and character. We continue to play fixtures at 2nd V and U16 V level, with success; there are, however, too few schools playing squash in the area to be able to find more fixtures.

At U15 level, although the results are disappointing, there is once again a dedicated and enthusiastic group of players who continue to practice hard. Oliver Holcroft (E) played at No 1, but he faced strong opposition. Tom Flaherty (H) was a reliable and energetic No 2; he has made excellent progress, considering he had not played squash before arriving at Ampleforth. He lost two matches 9-10 in the final set. The best playing record was that of Jonathan Halliwell (O); winning four out of seven was a just reward for his thoughtful approach. At No 4 and 5, Ed Graham (T), Alex Trapp (W) and Matthew Phillips (D) achieved success, but they need more time on court to be able to improve further. At U14 level, there are positive signs for the future; in Jason McGee-Abe (B), George Bacon (W), Tim Hallinan (W) and Zach Tucker (T), there is the foundation of an excellent team. They will be the first team from Ampleforth to enter the SRA National U15 tournament next year; this is an excellent year for Ampleforth and we hope they will continue to do well. However, there are too few schools playing squash in the area to be able to find more fixtures.

In the school competitions, St Dunstan's and St Hugh's achieved the rare distinction of winning both the Senior and Junior House Matches; St Dunstan's won all of their matches 5-0; St Hugh's beat St Bede's 5-0. St Dunstan's and St Hugh's achieved the rare distinction of winning both the Senior and Junior House Matches; St Dunstan's won all of their matches 5-0; St Hugh's beat St Bede's 5-0. At U14 V level, although the results are disappointing, there is once again a dedicated and enthusiastic group of players who continue to practice hard. Oliver Holcroft (E) played at No 1, but he faced strong opposition. Tom Flaherty (H) was a reliable and energetic No 2; he has made excellent progress, considering he had not played squash before arriving at Ampleforth. He lost two matches 9-10 in the final set. The best playing record was that of Jonathan Halliwell (O); winning four out of seven was a just reward for his thoughtful approach. At No 4 and 5, Ed Graham (T), Alex Trapp (W) and Matthew Phillips (D) achieved success, but they need more time on court to be able to improve further. At U14 level, there are positive signs for the future; in Jason McGee-Abe (B), George Bacon (W), Tim Hallinan (W) and Zach Tucker (T), there is the foundation of an excellent team. They will be the first team from Ampleforth to enter the SRA National U15 tournament next year; this is an excellent year for Ampleforth and we hope they will continue to do well. However, there are too few schools playing squash in the area to be able to find more fixtures.

Our captain, Tom Dollard (D), worked hard both on and off the court in support of squash. On court he played with determination. Off the court he did not always make the right decisions, but his enjoyment of squash was clear for everyone to see. Thanks are also due to Brian Kingsley, our loyal and dedicated coach. He is fitting to record also the success in university squash of Tom Sherbrooke (E98) in reaching the finals of the British Universities Squash Association competition this year. He was representing Bristol University playing for their second team. We would be pleased to hear of any other Old Boys who are continuing to play squash.

In the school competitions, St Dunstan's and St Hugh's achieved the rare distinction of winning the Senior and Junior House Matches respectively without conceding a single game. Arthur Landon and Oliver Holcroft also achieved a rare double for St Edward's, winning the Senior and Junior Open competitions respectively. At No 5, both Tony Buske (D) and James Scott-Williams (T) represented the school successfully. Tony worked hard to control his power, and was beginning to learn the importance of variety of pace and shot in squash. James won three of his four matches; a creditable achievement in his Rookie year. He is a talented player who is capable of reaching a high level, if he shows determination and character. We continue to play fixtures at 2nd V and U16 V level, with success; there are, however, too few schools playing squash in the area to be able to find more fixtures.

The following played for the U14 V: J McGee-Abe (B), G Bacon (W), T Hallinan (W), Z Tucker (T), P Walker (H), G Goodall-Copestake (T), A McGee-Abe (D), J Haworth (B).

**House Matches:**

**Senior:**

- The Gibbons and Unsworth Cup: St Dunstan's beat St Bede's 5-0
- The Railing Cup: St Hugh's beat St Bede's 5-0

**Open Competitions:**

**Senior**

- A Landon (E) beat T Dollard (D) 3-0
- O Holcroft (E) beat T Flaherty (H) 3-0

**Junior**

- A Landon (E) beat T Dollard (D) 3-0
- O Holcroft (E) beat T Flaherty (H) 3-0

**SPORTS: LENT TERM**

The swimming team performed with consistent determination against some strong opposition, steadily improving their match times through the season. Out of seven matches, two were won outright, one was drawn and four were lost. In the John Pary Relays at the end of the season, the team performed well but did not secure winning positions. The squad were ably led by E Davis (T) and O Russell (H), who were an example to all in both training and competition.

The senior team had quite a successful season, winning four out of their fixtures, coming second in one and losing two. The team showed an even strength across the four strokes and provided a variety of strong relay teams. M Grant (O) was hampered by illness, but still managed some good swims in breast-stroke and freestyle. E Davis (T) was consistently swift in the butterfly, with strong support from S Still (W), B Carlisle (O) and J Atkinson (C) who earned backstroke with success, and a number of boys were all-rounders: A McMillan (J), E Russell (H), and J Coxon (H). The intermediate team had a good season, winning five matches, coming second in one and only losing one. A Laut (D) gave great strength to the team, winning many of his backstroke and butterfly events. T Davies (E) supported him in the butterfly events, and the rest of this small, but successful squad comprised P Scilly (W), T Barrett (D), C Lewis (G) and J Moretti (T).
The juniors worked hard, doggedly taking on teams far stronger than themselves, and losing all of their matches. They tried hard to compete in events not of their specialist strokes also. O Cash (O) swam consistently in the butterfly and individual medley events, with M Church (T) in the freestyle and H Ramsden (D) and G Williams (W) in the breaststroke. They were joined by J Pawle (H), R Limon (T), R Wyrley-Birch (O) and F Cook (E).

The John Parry Relays were held, as last year, in the pool at Leeds Grammar School against strong competition at the season's end. The squad were competitive but were unable to win either of the relays.

The boys demonstrated commitment and determination in both training and in matches.

**Senior Swimming Results:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Wins</th>
<th>Losses</th>
<th>Draws</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Durham H W</td>
<td>52-35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashville H L</td>
<td>49-63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Peter's H L</td>
<td>40-49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedbergh H L</td>
<td>32-44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnard Castle H L</td>
<td>42-45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storyhouse H L</td>
<td>42-44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leeds GS H W</td>
<td>28-59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Junior Swimming Results:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Wins</th>
<th>Losses</th>
<th>Draws</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U16</td>
<td>Durham H W</td>
<td>55-32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ashville H L</td>
<td>46-38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>St Peter's H L</td>
<td>46-68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sedbergh H L</td>
<td>51-25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Barnard Castle H L</td>
<td>47-40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Storyhouse H L</td>
<td>50-36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leeds GS H W</td>
<td>33-32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Newcastle RGS H L</td>
<td>28-59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**U14**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Wins</th>
<th>Losses</th>
<th>Draws</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Durham H L</td>
<td>20-60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashville H L</td>
<td>30-47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Peter's H L</td>
<td>30-75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedbergh H L</td>
<td>30-36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnard Castle H L</td>
<td>43-44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storyhouse H L</td>
<td>33-53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leeds GS H L</td>
<td>33-33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newcastle RGS H L</td>
<td>28-59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**U16**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Wins</th>
<th>Losses</th>
<th>Draws</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Durham H W</td>
<td>55-32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashville H L</td>
<td>46-38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Peter's H L</td>
<td>46-68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedbergh H L</td>
<td>51-25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnard Castle H L</td>
<td>47-40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storyhouse H L</td>
<td>50-36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leeds GS H W</td>
<td>33-32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newcastle RGS H L</td>
<td>28-59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Team: BJC Carlisle (O), SL Still (W), JLN Cozon (H), MP Grant (O), OWG Russell (H), EAC Davis (T), J Atkinson (C), AG McMahon (J). Also swam: ART Wood (A).**

**U14**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Wins</th>
<th>Losses</th>
<th>Draws</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Durham H L</td>
<td>20-60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashville H L</td>
<td>30-47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Peter's H L</td>
<td>30-75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedbergh H L</td>
<td>30-36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnard Castle H L</td>
<td>43-44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storyhouse H L</td>
<td>33-53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leeds GS H L</td>
<td>33-33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newcastle RGS H L</td>
<td>28-59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Team: J Moretti (T), SC Lewis (C), ID Barrett (D), PR Scully (W), ASH Lau (D), TG Davies (H), BJ McAleenan (H).**

**Junior Cricket Results:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Innings</th>
<th>Not out</th>
<th>Highest Inn</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>P12</th>
<th>W2</th>
<th>D8</th>
<th>L2</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Team: PM Greton (O), JH Tussaud (T), BJB Pichard (O), SCLA Phillips (O), DR Ansell (O).**

**Team: JE Foster (H), CA Montier (H), HMIR Ramsden (D), ME Edwards (H), FEH Cook (E), GD Williams (W), JW Pawle (H), R Limon (T), MCA Church (T), RDM Gibbons (G), RA Wyrley-Birch (O), OM Cash (O). Also swam: FD Nagy (A).**

**I seem to spend my time in this report recounting the disappointments of the weather; this year is to be no exception: the XI sadly lost four games to the weather and numerous practices. Regardless of these frustrations, the XI took everything that the elements could throw at it with patience and good spirit. This was yet another happy Ampleforth 1st XI who were keen to play and improve their cricket.**

If their record looks as though they had a tame season with few victories, this would be unfair as the XI played with a refreshingly positive approach. They may have lacked a little incisiveness in the bowling department but to their credit they never stopped trying to achieve positive results. Only one school side bettered them. They entertained those who were lucky enough to watch them play and were marvellous ambassadors for the School.

The pace bowling was spearheaded by M Nesbitt, whose enthusiasm and desire to succeed was infectious. What he lacked in control he more than compensated in passion and desire. He produced many fine spells and was never rewarded with the figures he deserved. His opening partner, S Mosey, struggled to achieve the accuracy he wished to have. He is capable of producing the unplayable ball and often had batsmen in trouble with his late swing. His bowling in the last game was outstanding. The rest of the seam bowling was shared. Greton produced fine spells and claimed vital wickets; Ansell developed into a good partnership breaker and was particularly effective on the early season slower wickets; Woodhead bowled a wonderful spell in the Wickersley game and promises much.

The spin department yielded the best results. Faulkner bowled controlled spells and captured valuable wickets without ever dominating. Stanley struggled to achieve rhythm with leg spin, and only really found this in the later stages of the season. The star of the bowlers was Tussaud, whose long spells of leg spin left many batsmen spellbound. He bowled with rhythm and guile and developed a variety that kept batsmen on their toes constantly. He should be proud of his season's work.

As ever, a bowling side is only as good as its fielders and once again the XI excelled itself with its ground fielding and catching. Whatmarsh, who kept wicket brilliantly, led them — whether standing up or back he was a master of his trade. I hope he has the chance to show
Ansell, who captained the XI, should be proud of his team. He supported them and showed confidence in them. It was a settled side, which was in no small way attributable to his calm, firm and friendly leadership. He played some fine innings and on more than one occasion helped his team out of 'sticky' situations by curbing his natural verve for attacking and slowly building a recovery. He led the side with honour and distinction.

AMPLEFORTH drew with STONYHURST

With a dry Easter, there were hopes of starting on hard pitches and dry, fast outfields. However, late April rain eradicated such moods of optimism. All cricket had to be cancelled in the valley and only the 1st XI match survived the ravages of the rain as the XI arrived in Lancashire to open its 2000 campaign. Ansell won the toss and opted to take the field. The first hour was very much Stonyhurst's as their opening pair moved fluently to 68-0. The XI changed things dramatically in the second hour as first Tussaud and then Ansell tied down the Stonyhurst batsmen and began to make inroads. By lunch, the School had turned the score round to 93-5. Tussaud continued his good work after the break and finished with figures of 4-34 from 19 overs but despite manful support from the debutante Faulkner (2-18), fielding errors cost the XI dearly as they allowed the opposition to bat on to 181-9 from 65 overs. The School was further hindered as the rain fell after tea, and the game lost 35 minutes' play, which left the XI only 29 overs to attain their target. All the first four batsmen looked comfortable against the Stonyhurst attack. An unbroken stand of 61 between Phillips and Ansell saw the XI move fluently on to 110-2 but left the XI ruing missed chances in the field and yet another intervention by the weather.

Stonyhurst 181-9 dec (Tussaud 4-34)
Ampleforth 110-2 (Phillips 56, Ansell 26)

AMPLEFORTH lost to WORKSOP by 7 wickets

The XI lost an important toss and were inserted on a bright morning with a wicket that was helping the seam bowlers in the early morning and an atmosphere that was helpful to swing. Worksop bowled accurately and with penetration and, despite resistance from the front line School batsmen, Worksop held the ascendancy as they reduced the School to 23-4. There was then an excellent fight back as Ansell and Tussaud showed good temperament to amass a stand of 61, putting the XI back into contention. The XI never managed to capitalise on this...
1st XI

Back Row L/R: BJB Fitzherbert, JWM Faulkner, SC Mosey, MJ Nesbit, TEC Stanley, LAE Swann
Front Row L/R: JH Tussaud, SCLA Phillips, DR Ansell, TG Whitmarsh, PM Gretton
recovery and as the excellent Ansell fell for 54, the School’s innings petered out for 136. The XI began well with the ball and reduced Worksop to 30-2 at tea. The after-tea session saw Worksop take control and they cruised to a comfortable victory.

Ampleforth 136 (Ansell 54)
Worksop 137-3 (Straw 77)

AMPLEFORTH drew with the MCC
Facing a strong MCC team, the XI was asked to bowl on a bright morning. The strength of the opposition was immediately shown, as the School had to fight to tie the MCC bowlers down. The School showed great discipline in the field as they chased for everything and manfully backed up the bowlers who were never able to break through into the MCC batting line-up. A good declaration was made, allowing the School to build a reply. They made a solid start, with Gurret and Fitzherbert both coming to terms with the attack. At the fall of the openers’ wickets Ansell joined Phillips at the crease and the two set about building a substantial reply. They batted with maturity as they took the available singles and ran twos into threes and even threes into fours. They placed the XI in a strong position when one error of judgement saw Ansell run out. Stanley continued the School’s progress towards their target. The fall of Stanley’s wicket appeared to throw the XI off course; they failed to maintain the progress and found themselves falling short of a target they could and should have reached.

MCC 206-4 dec (Farnsworth 69, Rees 51*)
Ampleforth 178-2 (Phillips 56)

AMPLEFORTH beat SAINTS CC by 4 wickets
On another hot and sunny day the School invited their guests to bat. After an initial, wayward over from Nesbitt the opening pair bowled with a great deal of life and threat. Mosey, in particular, passed the edge of the bat on numerous occasions without luck. He bowled two magnificent spells in the game. The XI seemed to draw strength from this fine start and they exerted pressure. Ansell bowled his openers carefully and never allowed the strong Saints batting line-up to dominate. They declared their innings on 177-7 from 54 overs. The XI began well with the ball and reduced Worksop to 30-2 at tea. The after-tea session saw Worksop take control and they cruised to a comfortable victory.

Ampleforth 178-2 (Fitzherbert 78, Gretton 46)
Saints CC 177-7 dec (R Hutchison 69, Rees 51*)

AMPLEFORTH beat SEDBERGH by 6 wickets
This was to be a remarkable match. The game began on a fair morning as Ansell invited the opposition to bat. From the outset the School bowlers bowled with accuracy and menace. Mosey, in particular, caused the visiting batsmen considerable discomfort as he moved the ball away from them late. The Sedbergh team, however, fought hard and having been reduced to 111-6 just after lunch, managed to progress to 180-9 declared from 60 overs. The XI began their reply in a similar way to that of their guests as the ball began to dominate bat. A careless run out and fine Sedbergh bowling saw the XI reduced to 72-4 and the game looked to be heading for a commendable draw for both sides. Tussaud then joined Gurret, who had been batting with maturity and assuredness. It was essential for the School that these two steadied the innings or Sedbergh could have taken control. They managed to do this and placed the XI in a safe position. The School was left with 76 to get from the last 10 overs and as the Sedbergh bowling remained tight with five overs to go, the School still needed 57 to win. Everyone expected the game to finish in an even draw, everyone that is except Tussaud and Gurret.

Saints CC 180-9 dec (Mosey 4-38)
Ampleforth 171-2 dec (Gretton 85)
OACC 174-4 (Moore 50*)

OACC 174-4 (Moore 50*)
AMPELFORTH drew with POCKLINGTON
After yet another lost game to the weather, the XI was relieved to travel to Pocklington in relative warmth. Ansell asked his hosts to bat and an early wicket in the third over for Nesbitt set the tone for the day as the ball dominated the bat. Both Nesbitt and Mason bowled with great threat and eventually Mosey was rewarded with a wicket. Backed up by some fine ground fielding and catching, Tussaud began to cast his leg spin spell on Pocklington. He bowled beautifully, capturing five wickets in a spell of 23 overs, which saw control and guile, which the batsmen never mastered. He helped the XI to bowl their hosts out for 150 from 60 overs. Their control continued as Gretton and Fitzherbert gave the School the perfect start with a 50 partnership. However, Pocklington matches have a habit of holding several twists in their plots and they produced a 10 over spell, which transformed the game. From the moment Fitzherbert fell in the 27th over, the XI’s reply fell apart as Pocklington claimed wicket after wicket. The thoughts of victory evaporated and it was left for Mosey and Whitmarsh to bat the game through.

Pocklington 155 (Tussaud 5-63)
Ampleforth 193 (Gretton 54)

AMPELFORTH drew with Durham
The XI welcomed Durham and was immediately asked to bat. Gretton and Fitzherbert gave the XI a marvellous start as the pair again put on another 50 opening stand. Gretton in particular was continuing his season’s fine form. The good start was never capitalised upon as the tight Durham bowling put a hold upon the run rate. Despite a good 32 from Ansell and also a bright 19 from Tussaud, they were finally bowled out for 193 which, had a batsman got in on yet another good John Wilkie batting surface, would have proved difficult to defend. Durham made a sound start and despite good accurate bowling from Nesbitt, managed to lay a sound base from which to attack the total. Muchall, the Durham skipper, who had scored a double hundred at St Peter’s the previous week, was beginning to look threatening. Tussaud in on yet another good John Wilkie batting surface, would have proved difficult to defend. The XI was relieved to travel to Pocklington in relative warmth. Ansell asked his hosts to bat and an early wicket in the third over for Nesbitt set the tone for the day as the ball dominated the bat. Both Nesbitt and Mason bowled with great threat and eventually Mosey was rewarded with a wicket. Backed up by some fine ground fielding and catching, Tussaud began to cast his leg spin spell on Pocklington. He bowled beautifully, capturing five wickets in a spell of 23 overs, which saw control and guile, which the batsmen never mastered. He helped the XI to bowl their hosts out for 150 from 60 overs. Their control continued as Gretton and Fitzherbert gave the School the perfect start with a 50 partnership. However, Pocklington matches have a habit of holding several twists in their plots and they produced a 10 over spell, which transformed the game. From the moment Fitzherbert fell in the 27th over, the XI’s reply fell apart as Pocklington claimed wicket after wicket. The thoughts of victory evaporated and it was left for Mosey and Whitmarsh to bat the game through.

Pocklington 155 (Tussaud 5-63)
Ampleforth 193 (Gretton 54)

AMPELFORTH drew with Yorkshire
The visitors batted first and Mason, who was looking for his third consecutive 100 against the School, began in confident style. Nesbitt however was in no mood to let the select side have it all their own way and produced a fine opening spell of seven overs 1-13. Ansell brought on Gretton and in his second over Phillips produced an inspirational catch at midwicket to dismiss Mason. It was certainly the catch of the season. The next hour’s play was enthralling as the two sides battled for supremacy. The School fielded and bowled with real purpose and the visitors batted with maturity. The honours were probably even as the School bowled out Yorkshire with Faulkner’s third victim. North Yorkshire would have hoped for more runs and the XI would have liked to have reduced their score to 180. As it was, the overs would be even, so the XI hoped for a solid start. Gretton was out cheaply and Stanley, promoted to open, batted sensibly with Phillips to keep the score board moving, but as first Phillips and then Ansell and Fitzherbert both fell trying to increase the scoring rate, the School began to fall behind. Worse was to come as Stanley himself fell, leaving the score at 80-5. Swann’s wicket seven runs later merely increased the pressure on the School.

Yorkshire 196 (Mosey 5-48, Phillips 3-25)
Ampleforth 126-6 (Fitzherbert 51*)
2ND XI

Rain caused much disruption to the season, with five matches being lost to the weather. When play was possible, there were victories against Newcastle RGS, Sedbergh, Bradford GS and Durham School. The wins against Newcastle, Bradford and Durham were comfortable, but Sedbergh were dismissed for 80 and the target reached for the loss of three wickets. Newcastle were bowled out for 59 after Ampleforth had declared at 161-3. In a limited-overs game, Bradford were allowed to get within 20 runs of Ampleforth’s 141-9 from 25 overs, but an Ampleforth victory was never in doubt after the first 10 overs.

The best match was the narrow win over Sedbergh. In an all-day game Ampleforth batted first and scored 198. The foundation of this total was laid by a fifty plus opening partnership between Horsfield and Radcliffe. For much of the Sedbergh innings, played in rainy conditions which did not help the fielding side, it looked as if Sedbergh would win. However, Horsfield, the captain, kept his nerve and continued to set attacking fields and to permeate astutely his bowlers. In the end, O’Sullivan made the breakthrough and Ampleforth won by 10 runs in the penultimate over.

In other matches, the XI was fortunate to hang on for a draw against Worksop, finishing at 103-9 when confronted with 196-6 declared and suffered narrow defeats against Pocklington and St Mary’s R.C Sixth Form College, Middlesbrough. Injury forced the captain, Horsfield, to miss the second half of the season when Mullen took over. Both showed enterprise in their leadership and set an example to the side by their attacking batting. The bulk of the side’s runs came from Horsfield’s opening partner, Radcliffe, and London. Stylish contributions were made in the upper order by Leslie and Moore while Murphy provided middle order resistance on several occasions. This was provided by Murphy, Johnston Stewart and O’Sullivan. Multihill bowled leg spin and Davies bowled slow left arm. The fielding was of a consistently high standard with the team taking its lead from the wicket-keeper, Radcliffe. All games were played in a good spirit.

3RD XI

The season began with a difficult fixture against a habitually strong Yarm side. A mixed batting display resulted in Ampleforth only making 99 all out, a total Yarm reached with the loss of only four wickets. An inexperienced 3rd XI side featured in the following fixture against Ampleforth Village. A long day in the field ended with the Village declaring at 143-7, showing enterprise in their leadership and set an example to the side by their attacking partnership between Robertson (E) and J Keogh (W) before the inevitable collapse ensued.

However, Horsfield, the captain, kept his nerve and continued to set attacking fields and to permeate astutely his bowlers. In the end, O’Sullivan made the breakthrough and Ampleforth won by 10 runs in the penultimate over.

Pocklington, when their last pair added 50 runs, were bowled out for just 29. The bowling partnership of Hamilton (O) and Eccleston (T) shared eight wickets. For the final match against Crowtree Gents it was another long slog in the field, the Gents declaring on 179-8. Ampleforth hung on grimly for a draw, making 100-8 in reply. This was a mixed season as far as results were concerned, but one that promises much for future years as many younger players gained valuable experience.
James Pawle batted well again to set up the chance of an unlikely victory. The support scoring a quick unbeaten 57. The team nearly secured a good win after reducing Barnard form continued against Bradford, when a woeful batting performance meant that whilst Warrender and Pawle batted stylishly to score 44 and 58 respectively. Chris Borrett was maintained the following day against Cumbria Schools. In this game Foster scored 41, Ampleforth lost a reduced over game by 31 runs. Only Mike Cumming-Bruce can take all out. Despite a good innings from Tom Sommer the game was only just drawn. This poor good positive team spirit and gained some excellent results.

eventually dried up and the match was eventually drawn, with Ampleforth scoring 125-8. Edward Foster and Patrick Waller emerged. Although quite a quiet, and at times slightly lethargic team, they held together a match a radical batting line up worked well with Nick Ainscough scoring a patient unbeaten 27 rum. This was a good first season for this group. They all performed competently, and a few stars emerged. Although quite a quiet, and at times slightly lethargic team, they held together a match a radical batting line up worked well with Nick Ainscough scoring a patient unbeaten 27 rum. This was a good first season for this group. They all performed competently, and a few stars emerged. Although quite a quiet, and at times slightly lethargic team, they held together a match a radical batting line up worked well with Nick Ainscough scoring a patient unbeaten 27 rum.
The Northern School Tennis Championships were again hosted by Bolton School. There were some late withdrawals from the tournament which led to pairs receiving several byes. Despite the withdrawals, the standard of tennis was still of a high order. Pride of place was reserved for our first pair of Alexis Gasztowtt and Freddie Chambers. They played well and were particularly impressive in the semi-final against Holy Cross. This pair had put an end to the Will Heneage (E) and Sandy Dalglish (J) pairing in round two. Alexis played with skill, intelligence and determination to win through 6-4, 6-3 against their best singles player and Freddie Chambers dominated his opponent in the second singles to win 6-1, 6-4. Unfortunately, Bradford GS first pair were waiting to meet them in the final. Despite our best efforts, Bradford managed to retain their title. They can be proud of their achievement in reaching the final and consolled by the fact that this Bradford pairing was the heart of their National winning team.

This year saw the resurrection of a full 1st VI fixture with Sedbergh. The fixture had been lost in the past due to a clash of dates with the Northern Schools Championships. We travelled to Sedbergh on a wet and windy day but confidence was high given our performances so far. Despite the weather the quality of the tennis played was admirable. The rubber between the first pairs was fascinating. We had decided to keep A Gasztowtt and F Chambers together as first pair. The Sedbergh players were finding that shots that would normally have counted as winners were in fact coming back and that they were going to have to play up to a level that they had not played before. To their credit they made our players work hard for their success. In the end a mixture of experience and quality saw our pair through to a deserved 6-1, 6-1 win. W Heneage and E Chambers were forging a good partnership and won their rubber 6-2, 6-1. A Dalglish and O Russell won their first set 6-3 but let the second slip away by the same margin. In the remaining rubbers both the first and second pairing managed to go through the day with a 100% record, but the third pair were unable to secure any further points. Ampleforth won the fixture by 6-3-2-5 points.

Pocklington were to be our next opponents. The VI showed their quality by forcing their opponents to raise their game to meet our level of play rather than the easier option of dropping to a lower level. Ampleforth won the fixture convincingly by 8-1 rubbers.

For our next match against Pocklington, F Shepherd and H Hall returned to the side to replace J Prichard and E Cazalaa. We got off to a good start in the equal pairings rubbers. The 2nd VI started poorly at Stonyhurst. The first pairing of 0 Russell (H) and F Shepherd (1) won two of their three rubbers but then inexplicably lost to the Stonyhurst third pair. The second pair of J Scott-Williams (T) and J Prichard (D) lost all three rubbers and showed that, whilst they may have some talent, without the necessary control and sensible shot selection they would lose to inferior pairings. The third pair of H Hall (E) and J Bradley (H) were fairly consistent throughout the day and managed to achieve half points in their rubbers. Stonyhurst secured the match by a score of 5-3-3.5 rubbers. We had to shuffle the pairing for the next match against a very strong Bradford GS team, given that the best two players had been promoted to the 1st VI to cover for injuries. Bradford were on the whole far too consistent and experienced for this depleted 2nd VI to cope with. We only managed to secure points from their third pairing and went down by 1.5-7.5 points. There were some encouraging signs during the day of players starting to find their rhythm.

We travelled to Sedbergh, having settled on pairings which each contained a balance of consistency and flair. C Lau (C) and C Brenninkmeyer (H), J Prichard (D) and E Cazalaa (H), J Bradly (H) and F Oettingen-Spielberg (E). This worked well with each pairing winning at least two rubbers. In the matched rubbers we were able to secure three tight sets to lead by 2.5-0.5 points after the first round. The confidence gained from this good start allowed us to secure an excellent 7-2 win.

For our next match against Pocklington, F Shepherd and H Hall returned to the side to replace J Prichard and E Cazalaa. We got off to a good start in the equal pairings rubbers. The advantage gained here was sufficient to see us through to a 5.5-3.5 win.

In the final game against Leeds GS, J Prichard and E Cazalaa returned to the side and there were first outings for J Cozon (H) and G Costelloe (D). A good performance from all of the players resulted in at least two wins for each pairing. Ampleforth winning the fixture by 6.5-2.5 points.

Parent & Son Doubles Competition:
Mr D Chambers & E Chambers (O)

Junior Singles Champion:
C Lau (C)

Parent & Son Doubles Champion:
Mr D Chambers & E Chambers (O)

**School Tennis Competitions:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>House Tennis Winners:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Gasztowtt (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Chambers (E) &amp; A Gasztowtt (C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Senior Doubles Cup:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F Shepherd (J)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Senior Singles Champion:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Gasztowtt (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Chambers (E) &amp; A Gasztowtt (C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Junior Singles Champion:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F Shepherd (J)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2ND VI colours were awarded to C Lau (C) and J Bradley (H).

Results : 2nd VI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Stonyhurst (A)</th>
<th>Bradford GS (A)</th>
<th>Pocklington (A)</th>
<th>Leeds GS (H)</th>
<th>Hymers (H)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>7-5-1.5</td>
<td>2-7</td>
<td>6-5-2.5</td>
<td>9-0</td>
<td>6-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Won</td>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>Won</td>
<td>Won</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Parent & Son Doubles Competition:**

Mr D Chambers & E Chambers (O)

**Results:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Stonyhurst (A)</th>
<th>Bradford GS (A)</th>
<th>Pocklington (A)</th>
<th>Leeds GS (H)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>7-2</td>
<td>5-3-3.5</td>
<td>6.5-2.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Won</td>
<td>3.5-5.5</td>
<td>1.5-7.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2ND VI colours were awarded to C Lau (C) and J Bradley (H).
The A team produced workmanlike rather than startling performances. However, due to our lack of flair, we were well beaten by stronger teams. The B team though, excelled itself early on in the season by defeating Bradford Grammar School. As in 1999, matches were unfortunately cancelled. We won the Under 15 tournament again this year which was won convincingly by Freddie Shepherd. He proved himself far too strong for the rest of the field. For his age, he has great ability. Commiserations have to go out to Dominic Berner for his second consecutive defeat in the final.

The following boys represented the School: F O’Sullivan (B), D Berner (J), M Rizzo (H), T Hulbert (J), N Norton (O), J Lesinski (J), T Halliwell (O), S Sierla-Aspang (O), C Gair (B), P Scully (W), G Dalziel (B), J Stein (B), P Corrigan (H).

This was a good and enjoyable season. As last year, a shortage of fixtures or more precisely of schools in a position to offer fixtures, meant that the team had few opportunities to test themselves in a match situation. Matches against Bradford GS are always competitive, and this year was no exception. Their team was young, but experienced, and they had the edge in both matches, but the team fought well for every point. At Leeds, the team did not adapt quickly enough to the windy conditions to be able to put pressure on the opposition; games lost early on made all the difference. The first pairing of R Calleja de la Concha (C) and J Critchley-Salmonson (E) was a strong one, but they will need more time playing together to develop the understanding needed in doubles. F Shepherd (J), a talented player in this age group, played most of his tennis with the senior group but joined the team for matches and performed well. T Fitzherbert-Brockholes (D) and A Pearson (D) looked good prospects at this level and should feature in the team next year. A Kurukgy (T) and M Church (T) also showed potential, but both need more mobility around the court to build on their existing talent.

The following boys played for the team: R Calleja de la Concha (C), P Shepherd (J), J Critchley-Salmonson (E), T Fitzherbert-Brockholes (D), A Kurukgy (T), A Pearson (D), R Limon (T), M Church (T), T Hallinan (H), D Brennan (W).

Results:

- v Bradford GS ’A’ (H) L 2/1-6/2
- v Bradford GS ’B’ (H) D 4/2-4/2
- v Bradford GS ’A’ (A) L 3-6
- v Leeds GS ’A’ (A) L 2/2-6/2

The senior team owes its success to outstanding performances by individuals but equally important was the consistency of the team. At the HMC Championships Igor de la Sota (H) in the 100m and Ben Bangham (O) in the discuss were our only winners yet no competitor came outside the top four in any event out of a field of 10 teams. This was epitomised by convincing victory in the Open 4 x 400m relay. This saw the emergence of Adam Wood (A) as an exciting prospect which he confirmed by becoming our most effective 400m runner and a remarkable all-round athlete. Igor de la Sota went on to complete an unbeaten season and leave the school with the reputation as the most impressive athlete of the last five years. The repeated success of Rory Henderson (O) in the 1500m, Patrick Wightman (D) (800m), Edward Sexton (J) (Hurdles) and Simon McAlenane (H) (throwing events) was very valuable to the points scoring of the team and all earned their full school colours. Following the victory at the HMC Championship, the most satisfying result was the eventual defeat of Sedbergh, who had run the team close at Gateshead. Ampleforth emerged as three-time winners of an event when the teams were never more than seven points apart until the relays. Other successes were at Stonyhurst, a meeting of seven teams at Worksop College, Mount St Mary’s, the Ampleforth Invitation and the final meeting at home to Durham.

The intermediate team began the season with a clear defeat by Stonyhurst, came eighth of 14 teams at Gateshead and then third in a triangular meeting at Mount St Mary’s. Then the visit to Worksop saw a significant improvement with third place out of seven. This development was continued with second place in the Ampleforth Invitation and then victory over Sedbergh, who had come second at the Northern HMC Championships and finally Durham. This clear and encouraging improvement can be attributed to the hard work in individual coaching from Alistair Hurst, John Willcox and Toni Beary which allowed the identification and nurturing of talent from the junior boys. We thank them for their dedication. Also important was the team spirit generated under the captaincy of Liam Robertson (C) which attracted athletes from other sports. Edward Madden (E) was the most successful in the sprints and the determined running of Matthew Jackson (C) in the 400m and 800m was a constant source of points. They both earned their half colours. There are a number of other promising athletes who have emerged in the intermediate section, J Wing (T), J Melling (H), H Lesinski (J), J Clacy (C), J Iremonger (C) and A Bulger (W) will all develop into successful competitors.
GOLF

During the year nine matches were played. Of these we recorded wins against Barnard Castle, Sedbergh and Wetherby, we halved against the OAGS and our local members, and lost the other four. It sounds rather a moderate achievement. In fact there were a number of good players, but in many cases they were committed to other sports and were not available for the golf team. Those of high quality from whom the team should have been chosen were: Peter Ogilvie (captain), Ed Forsythe, James Faulkner, John Whittaker, Fred Chambers, Dave Ansell, Ben and Toby Fitzherbert, Chris Murphy, James Vickers, Tom Davies, Kevin Langston — a strong list. But of those, only Peter Ogilvie and Ed Forsythe (who continued their successful partnership from last year) and James Vickers were regularly available. The team had to be made up with some less experienced golfers, but a number of these did well and may develop into very useful players. They included: Dan Thompson, Martin Catterall, Matthew Rotherham, Robert Chidley. Mark McAllister-Jones, Richard Judd and Dominic Clifford. The captain awarded colours to Ed Forsythe and James Faulkner.

Thanks once again to Richard Whedbee (O44) we were able to award magnificent prizes in the Vardon trophy and Whedbee competitions. The former — our Open Championship — resulted in a three-way tie after 18 holes. James Faulkner was eliminated and Tom Davies eventually beat James Vickers in sudden death. The Whedbee competition, which goes on all the Autumn term and for which competitors can put in as many nine-hole cards as they like (the best round to count), was won by James Faulkner (+1); Toby Fitzherbert was second (level par) and Chris Murphy (+1) third.

There were two inter-house competitions in the summer. The Fattorini Cup is a nine-hole Stableford for teams of four. St Edwards (P Ogilvie, J Faulkner, B Fitzherbert, C Murphy) won, followed by St John's, St Wilfrid's and St Cuthbert's. St Edward's were again successful in the 18-hole foursomes for the Baillieu Cup when P Ogilvie and J Faulkner beat T Davies and A Ratchiffe of St Hugh's by one stroke. St Cuthbert's and St Wilfrid's were a little further back.

SPT
We welcomed the following boys to the Junior School:

**September 1999**
- I Barbed Martin
- DB Chambers
- BP Connery
- EP French
- FJ Garza Sada
- P Garza Sada
- RH Goodway
- FJ Guzman Corcuera
- MJAC Hardy
- JF Hartshorne
- CJ Haworth
- EIGF Heneage
- M Iturrioz Munoz
- S Padilla Sada
- RJG Page
- BP Rodrigues Vina
- IP Roger Chalmeta
- JP Ryan
- JM Simpson
- LA Stapley
- EIGF Heneage
- LM Lucarini
- LG Lucarini
- JM Martin
- HR Newitt
- EE Domecq
- B Melling
- WS Beckett
- HD Donoghue
- RC Khoaz
- MD MacHale
- AAH Marsden
- DW Phillips
- WAJ Pitt
- HM Stein
- LA Codrington
- AT Connery
- DW de Suys
- RE Mulchrone
- RF Noel
- VPS Phillips
- FJJ Simpson
- EE Domecq
- B Melling

**January 2000**
- JE Allcott
- JSO Maw

**April 2000**
- MJ Domecq

**June 2000**
- I Estefania Azcabide
- J Ibanez de Aldecoa
- I Iturrioz Munoz
- EM Martin

The following boys left the Junior School at the end of the Summer Term 2000:

- WS Beckett
- HD Donoghue
- RC Khoaz
- MD MacHale
- AAH Marsden
- DW Phillips
- WAJ Pitt
- HM Stein
- LA Codrington
- AT Connery
- DW de Suys
- RE Mulchrone
- RF Noel
- VPS Phillips
- FJJ Simpson
- EE Domecq
- B Melling
- WS Beckett
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- MD MacHale
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- DW Phillips
- WAJ Pitt
- HM Stein
- LA Codrington
- AT Connery
- DW de Suys
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- RF Noel
- VPS Phillips
- FJJ Simpson
- EE Domecq
- B Melling

The retreat focused on the Rule of St Benedict. It was held on the two days straight after the half-term break in February, just in time for the beginning of Lent. The third year studied Service in the Rule, the second year followed the theme of Prayer and the first year learnt about Obedience. Boys in the Foundation only spent the second morning on retreat and they illustrated the Lord’s Prayer. Benedict’s Rule was a good topic as it is what the school follows, but none of the boys knew much about it at first hand. They had the opportunity to work with the basic text, instead of having it interpreted for them, and to think about how to live with the monks do.

**Retreat 2000**

It was held on the two days straight after the half-term break in February, just in time for the beginning of Lent. The third year studied Service in the Rule, the second year followed the theme of Prayer and the first year learnt about Obedience. Boys in the Foundation only spent the second morning on retreat and they illustrated the Lord’s Prayer. Benedict’s Rule was a good topic as it is what the school follows, but none of the boys knew much about it at first hand. They had the opportunity to work with the basic text, instead of having it interpreted for them, and to think about how to live with the monks do.

VIP VISITS

Twenty-five years ago, a boy called Mohato Seeiso was here in the prep school. Since then he has become the King of Lesotho, and very recently got married. When King Letsie III and Queen Karabo were thinking where to go on their honeymoon, they decided on England and a visit to His Majesty’s former prep school!

Fr Gerald Hughes’ photo collection from the 1970s is an excellent one, so within a few minutes we had located half a dozen photos of the King while he was a pupil here. With a little careful scanning and computer-aided adjustment we were able to produce fresh, good copies for a collage, which was duly presented to the Queen, to allow her a window onto this part of her royal husband’s past.

The newly-weds stayed with us for an hour, at the end of which the King asked especially if he could look out over the gardens again as he had loved to do as a boy.

The newly-weds stayed with us for an hour, at the end of which the King asked especially if he could look out over the gardens again as he had loved to do as a boy.

Also, on St Benedict’s Day, the Papal Nuncio, Archbishop Pablo Puentes, visited us very briefly. The boys of the Public Speaking group, who are trained in giving informed tours of the Castle, showed him the high points of interest in the Great Chamber and the Chapel in both English and Spanish. His Excellency seemed particularly happy to ask some questions of the Spaniards and Mexicans in the group in his own language. He was impressed by the trouble their parents took to ensure a fully Catholic education for their sons while they were in England.

CHESS

The Senior VI excelled themselves in the first round of the Northern Prep Schools Knockout Competition, playing away against Grosvenor House, on 18 October. The tactics agreed before the match were for solid defensive play in the first half-hour, concentrating on not losing, with the likelihood of our captain, Gawain Jones, winning on the top board. However, as the match progressed, the chances of a change of tactics seemed increasingly likely. In the event each player evolved a solid position by sticking to these tactics, which meant that not only did they not concede any quick victories, but the final result was a draw.
although Hugo Phillips managed a draw, and Ben Connery a win.

On 10 March they hosted the match with a team from Birkdale, Sheffield. The team again attempted to stick to their agreed tactics. Unfortunately, although Gwain Jones duly won an impressive style, and most of the team held on for a while, the greater experience of the visitors led to a 1-5 defeat.

On the positive side, the fixture has sparked off a renewed interest in climbing up the Chess Ladder. Amongst those who have made a particular impression lately are Pablo Garza Sada and Rico Chow.


CROSS-COUNTRY

The 2000 season began with the fixture that those who have been before both love and hate: the visit to Griggleswick for the Catterall Shield, on Thursday 27 January. The course, with its repeated steep hill climb, proved as much a challenge as ever, even in better conditions. The senior team came sixth out of nine, with Gerard Williams and Luke Cordrington coming 13th and 15th respectively. Our untried and untested team of juniors were eighth out of 16 teams; James Page showed especial determination by taking part despite feeling very unwell on the journey. The best performance came from Jon McGuigan, in 10th place out of 94 runners.

The ACJS home cross-country event continues to grow. This year six schools competed in the Junior event, which was comfortably won byTerrington. ACJS came fourth, despite the best efforts of Jon McGuigan (seventh) and Lupo Lucarini (10th). The team of girls from Read School added an extra dimension to the Senior event, particularly when two of them didn't return, and had to be collected from near the lakes by Mr. Howe. The home team put in an excellent performance, with Gerard Williams, Luke Cordrington and Dominic de Souza coming in second, third and fifth, well supported by Andreas Lucarini, Martin Mac Hale and Anthony Pitt, who were all in the top 25.

After the dismal conditions last year at Terrington it was an agreeable change to find a taste of spring at their meeting on 6 March. Those who had been before were not too upset to be told that the loop up and down at the far end had been cut from the course. Perhaps encouraged by the news, they won second place out of the 10 schools competing.

The final fixture for this season was at home to Howsham. Their outstanding senior team beat ours convincingly, despite some very good performances from our runners. The Howsham Junior team also won, but the individual performances of Jon McGuigan, who won the race, Lupo Lucarini, and Henry Newitt are an encouraging sign for next year.

RUGBY

1ST XV — LENT TERM

An excellent win against an enormous, yet raw, Bramcote side carried on the success we had enjoyed in the Autumn term. A heavy defeat from an excellent St Olave's side was followed by an outstanding performance and win against Aigasburn. An even more convincing win over King's Tynemouth and a gritty and determined win in very difficult conditions at Ashville rounded off an excellent season. The forwards have become formidable, pace power and great skill have given superb protection and constant supply of possession to an ever-improving and gifted back division.
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were there. They worked and worked, they turned the tide and got right back into it, yet
unluckily losing 22-25. One loss and you're out.Yet a very memorable day. Federico sold a
dummy and raced 50 yds to score under the posts. Mikel scythed through. Ryan — now on
the wing — showed great pace and scored tries on the outside and from backing up.Vaughan
did his stuff so well and scored the last try against Caldicott to bring us within reach. Joe’s 100
yd effort and so, so much more. The boys have worked so hard and achieved so much. The
way they trained, played and carried themselves has brought credit to their school, their
parents and themselves. It has been a thorough pleasure to travel the length and breadth of
the country with them, as well as every break-time and games session!

The 2nd XV
The 2nd XV continued to train hard. This was clearly reflected in the high standard of rugby
they produced. In a close game at Mowden the tackling was sound all game, with a number
of try-saving tackles made by Martin MacHale and an impressive debut made by Joe Allcott.
The forwards produced a fine display of rucking which has been one of the team’s main
strengths. The highlight of the season came with the return fixture against Kings, who had
beaten us at the beginning of the season. The forwards dominated the game, having the lion’s
share of possession, resulting in a 20-0 victory. This display is testimony to the strides the team
has made since September.

UNDER 11 SPORT
This term 12-a-side rugby, rugby 7s and 6-a-side hockey have all been played against other
schools. So far, three out of five 12-a-side games have been won. Bramcote were defeated 7-
5. Lupo Lucarini and Tom Pinkney had good games on the wings. Louis Wallace scored a
well-worked try, and the outstanding Jon McGuigan kicked the winning penalty.

Aysgarth were beaten 46-0 with Hugo Phillips capping a fine game by scoring a hat-
trick. Perhaps the high point of the whole season was a 36-26 win against Terrington. The
forwards produced plenty of quality ball all game, and the defence was always secure.

We entered two 7-a-side tournaments, coming fourth at Terrington, and second in our
group at Dunham. The boys enjoyed this different version of the game, and it should stand
them in good stead for the future.

We have had a number of 6-a-side hockey games. Well over half the year group have
represented the school at this sport, with more matches being won than lost. James Page
proved to be a brave goal keeper. Lupo Lucarini was the top goal scorer, and Jonathan Hassett
was always skilful.

MUSIC SCHOLARSHIPS
We congratulate Andrew Connery and Nicholas Scott for winning music scholarships into
the College.

WEEKENDS AND ACTIVITIES
The highlight of the term at weekends was the inter-house football and BBQ. In a final
that went down to penalties, Byland just beat Jerwood. We then moved inside to watch six
acts perform songs and dance routines to their favourite songs. Harry Stein, Ryan Khoor,
Martin MacHale and Duncan Phillips were the clear winners. Nobody will forget Joe Ryan’s
solo performance of Robbie Williams in a hurry!

PYRAMUS AND THISBE
The Exhibition drama production gave Fr Jeremy (alias Duke Theseus) and his 3rd form
English set the opportunity to indulge themselves on stage. It would be difficult to tell who
enjoyed the performance the most — audience or participants.

Somewhere credit should go to William Shakespeare for writing the original script, although it
seems hard to believe it — and to the creators of Great who, aided by Mr Brooks and some musicians, provided the accompanying music. Some of the lines seemed to come straight from the mouths of the staff at ACJS. "Is there no play to ease the anguish of a tortured hour? Did Shakespeare actually write that?"

The suitably purple-faced Mr Mulvihill (Pilosophe) was portrayed by Richard Arnold who
relished his role, as did Joe Ryan, who managed the unbreakable bearded laugh of Mr
Skewby to perfection. Ben Melling made a beautiful Thoby and Harry Donoghue as
Pyramus almost rivalled John Travolta!

The costumes were once again a highlight of the production, thanks to Mrs Wingate’s
wonderful talent. We are thinking of offering some of the contents of our Green Room to
the West End — for a large fee of course! Angus Marsden modelled his "Wall" to perfection and
Freddie Simpson as Moonshine could have been mistaken for Elvis himself.

The cheerleader line-up of the three Anzacs, Mr Howe and Mr Bowden, provided a
wonderful spectacle to accompany Harry Stein (Snug/Lion) — American footballer.

MONK-YING AROUND
The Foundation, together with Mr Neal and Fr Jeremy, took our educational visit for the
summer term to Fountains Abbey. This tied in with our history topic of monks and
monasteries. The weather at the time was variable and with such an open site the sun was
desperately needed. With a grey sky we arrived at the visitors’ centre and were introduced to
our guide, John. We learnt about the people who played major roles in the setting-up of the
abbey and its later prosperity and, eventually, its demise in the Reformation. The architecture
and geography of the site were discussed and we learnt about the routines of the monastic
day and the various members of the community.

The tour lasted more than two hours, with Fr Jeremy filling in any gaps and answering
the inevitable awkward questions. We left our guide and found a ‘comfortable’ stone to sit on
to eat our lunch. As we did so, the sky cleared and the sun shone brightly for the rest of the
day.

Part of the site includes some beautiful water gardens which are reached by following
the River Skell along the valley. We viewed these features from a height as we climbed the
side of the valley to go through the "Serpentine Tunnel". The grounds held an assortment of
architectural follies including ‘Anne Boleyn’s Seat’. 
BOARDS AND BENCHES

The Warrender family surprised us all with the delivery of their memorial gift to us—a fine bench, with a cricket theme, designed by Mr Warrender (an artist) and handcrafted by Patrick Baxter, who arrived with it to explain how best to preserve its condition. It is solid oak, the cut-aways in the back panels representing bats and balls. It is wonderfully comfortable—Fr Jeremy has not been forgiven for falling asleep on it while watching a practice match!

A second bench—with a Millennium theme—was donated by the parents of this year's leavers, and will be positioned on the Triangle Lawn overlooking the gardens and golf course. It arrived at the climax of 'The Leavers' Dinner', the brainchild of the Charringtons (Ben, 2nd year). A champagne reception was followed by supper in the Great Chamber. The parents provided the food, and the Friends the wine. Boys, staff and parents sat together and celebrated the passing of a notable top year group. Apparently Fr Jeremy was the only one who had no idea of the surprise gift!

And finally, in the Long Gallery, a new honours board has been erected to remember those Australian and New Zealand young men who have worked with us since 1991. The Kiwis have long got used to the indignity of being called 'Aussies' but at least their flag is up there alongside their larger neighbours!

MILLENNIUM CRUISE

When people asked us what we were doing for the Millennium, we said we would arrange a cruise of the Mediterranean, organised by Mrs Dean and Mrs Nicholson. Nobody took us seriously! This cultural visit, to include Jerusalem and the Holy Land, became a wonderful reality, however, during the Easter vacation. Mrs Hassett (Jonathan—1st year) and Mrs Donoghue (Harry—3rd year, Freddie—1st year) accompanied us, as did our three Aussies, Mr Pye, Mr Gustafson and Mr McMahon, and their friend Luke McGrath. They also visited Athens, Ephesus, Cairo and the Pyramids.

SCHOLARSHIPS

We congratulate Freddy Simpson, Anthony Pitt and Jonathan Dobson for winning academic scholarships into the Upper School.

MASS 2000 — MIDDLESBROUGH STADIUM

Bishop John invited the whole diocese to celebrate Mass with him in the football stadium at Middlesbrough to mark the 2000th year since the birth of Christ. Twenty thousand people turned up, including almost all the Junior School boarders. Since it coincided with the Red Cross Garden Day we had to leave 150 or so boys behind to act as tour guides round the Castle. It was a remarkable sign of the unity of the local church around the Bishop. I am glad the children were part of it.

CRICKET

I am pleased with the season we have had, despite getting off to a losing start at Mowden. We did not bat well on their artificial wicket, which was a new experience for all the boys, and were bowled out for 82, with Pitt scoring 21 not out. Against Yarm we had a very good win, bowling them out for 50, with Wright and Ainscough each taking three wickets. Allcott and Williams proceeded to knock the runs off for a 30 wicket win.

Against Durham Choristers we had a splendid five wicket win, bowling them out for 121 with Wright and Pitt taking three wickets each. We had a comfortable win with Cordrington making 25, Wright 31, Melling 11, Pitt 23 not out and Khoaz 14 not out.

We played St Olave's on a wet afternoon and were invited to bat on a difficult wicket. We struggled to amass 57-9 against very accurate and fast bowling, with Connery scoring 22 not out having opened the innings; this was a magnificent effort by him. St Olave's made the runs for the loss of one wicket. In an overs match against St Martin's we scored 111 all out off 25 overs with Wright scoring a splendid 53 on a difficult slow wicket. In reply the opposition scored 40 all out with Wright, Pitt, Ainscough, Phillips and Williams each taking two wickets. Red House Cleveland were our next opponents and we bowled them out for 45. Connery and Allcott knocked the runs off with ease, making 20 and 23 respectively. Pitt again bowled well taking five wickets, with Ainscough and Allcott taking two apiece.

We struggled in our next match against Terrington and made hard work of scoring 80 to win the game. Allcott took five wickets and Ainscough four but the pick of the bowlers was Wright who bowled eight overs for just 11 runs. When we batted we threw some of our wickets away with poor shots and a run out. Pitt, however, saw us through to a three wicket win with Federico Garza Sada scoring ten not out at the end. Garza Sada came into the side as wicketkeeper for the injured Melling and has done a very good job, considering he has only been playing cricket for seven weeks.

Bow elected to bat first and declared late at 105-7, leaving us 24 overs to score the runs. After the early loss of Allcott, Cordrington joined Connery and the pair put on 77 for the second wicket as we appeared to coast to victory. Cricket is never that simple, however, and we promptly lost four wickets for 10 runs. We needed 19 more runs to win and Khoaz and Simpson stayed together and made it in style. Connery scored 31, Cordrington 27 and Khoaz 16 not out. Allcott bowled well taking four wickets and Wright again bowled well, giving only two runs per over off his bowling.

After this victory the team's confidence was high as we welcomed Bramcote. They were asked to bat first and by tea we had restricted them to 57-5. Unfortunately after tea their No 4 hit out and took the score to 135 before declaring. This did not leave enough time really to chase this target without taking risks, and against some very fast but wayward bowling the target was never going to be reached. We finished on 77-2 with Allcott on 24 not out and Cordrington out for 28. A pleasing batting performance, with both run-makers playing some delightful shots.

Cordrington has captained the side admirably and has led by example. He has a quiet manner about him on the field but he has grown in confidence and has handled his bowlers exceptionally well. Ainscough and Williams will be back next year having gained invaluable experience. Phillips has bowled well and if he comes back next year will be a very useful member of the side. Simpson has been unlucky in that he has not been able to get on to bowl regularly because of the success other bowlers have had. Khoaz has been the model cricketer with his enthusiasm and dedication in practice and in matches. He has been the outstanding
fielder by a long way and has knocked off the runs to win matches on two occasions.

It was unfortunate that the Exhibition Fathers' match was cancelled due to the weather and that the Worsley cup was also cancelled by the weather. Colours were awarded to Codrington, Connery, Wright, Allcott and Pitt.

**2ND XI**

The 2nd XI season was off to a fantastic start with a game that went to the last over. With a mixed batting order the 2nds managed a hard fought victory against Mowden and this win looked to be the start of a great season. Although they lost their next game by eight runs to Yarm, Angus Marsden produced a fine bowling spell to take five wickets and continued in this fashion.

Other strong wins against Red House and Bow demonstrated the strength and depth of this year's side. Ben Thurman and Joe Keogh proved to be all-round cricketers with some fine batting and bowling performances. Freddie Wilson and Mikel Itturrioz frequently got the 2nds off to good starts with the bat and laid the foundation for the rest of the team. The spirit of the 2nd XI was shown against a strong Bramcote XI, when Reggie Noel and Mark Pacitti were able to save the game by batting out the last 13 overs after a disastrous start which left us five wickets down with only three runs on the board.

**3RD XI**

It is a pleasure to coach a team that shows unfailing enthusiasm and good motivation. The term began with a large squad of boys, some of whom had never even seen a cricket ball before, let alone played the game. It was indeed these Spaniards and Mexicans who provided the 3rd XI with some much needed ‘firepower’ at the beginning of the season before winning a regular place in the 2nd and 1st XI.

We clinched the victory in our first game against Mowden by five runs. There were fine performances by Nick Scott (39 not out) and some tight bowling by Eduardo Domecq and William Shepherd.

Federico Garza-Sada, in his second ever competitive game of cricket, ensured a fine victory against Bramcote with an impressive half-century. This was his last game for the 3rds as he was immediately promoted to the 2nd XI, closely followed by Michel Itturrioz. In a closely fought game at St Olave's we were narrowly defeated, but this did not dampen the enthusiasm of the team. Chris Maw, along with Henry Doyle, Niall Khoaz and William Shepherd, have all shown a marked improvement in their cricket and this bodes well for summer 2001.